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Chapter 1
Preliminaries
1.1 Introduction
In the calculation of economic aggregates, for example price indices, it is often necessary to
compute the value of these aggregates in some relevant subgroups as well as for the whole data.
These subgroups might be for example different groups of commodities, industries, countries
etc. The subaggregates and the overall aggregate are usually computed using the same method,
for example the same index number formula. This presents a two-faceted consistency problem.
First, is it possible to obtain the overall aggregate by using only the subaggregates? Second,
if this is possible, can the overall aggregate be derived from the subaggregates using the same
method that was used to calculate the subaggregates?
The problem is of considerable interest for production of economic statistics. If the aggrega-
tion method used permits a calculation of larger aggregates using only information contained in
the subaggregates, there is an obvious informational economy, as only data on some intermediate
level of aggregation is needed to arrive at a higher-level aggregate, instead of the whole data.
Transparency of the calculations is also increased, as the connection of sector-level aggregates to
the total aggregate is straightforward. The statistics may be expressed as a multi-level aggrega-
tion scheme, in which each level is sufficient to derive all the higher level statistics. If the second
requirement is also satisfied, it will be possible to move between different levels of aggregation
consistently, applying the same method of aggregation on each step. As most economic aggre-
gates are best described as a hierarchical system of aggregates and subaggregates, it is evident
that it is natural to require that different levels in the hierarchy are consistent with each other
in some meaningful way.
These problems have been considered in the context of price indices in numerous studies
(see for example Balk [7], [8]; Blackorby, Primont and Russell [13]; Blackorby and Primont [15];
Diewert [27]; Gehrig [47]; Gorman [50], [52]; Pokropp [75]; Stuvel [96]). ; Theil [99]; Van Yzeren
[109] ; Vartia [105]).According to Stuvel the ”aggregation test” states that
”if for the subaggregates of which a larger aggregate is composed the quantity
(price) indices of a given type are known along with the base-year and current-year
values of these subaggregates, it should be possible on the basis of this information
alone to obtain a quantity (price) index of the same type for the larger aggregate”.
This definition ignores the second problem as it does not require that the calculation of
2
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the overall aggregate from the subaggregates be in any way compatible with the method of
aggregation (here the ”index of a given type”) used in computing the subaggregates. A more
stringent requirement, combining both requirements, is called consistency in aggregation by
Vartia [105] and is examined for example by Balk [7], [8], Blackorby and Primont [15] and
Diewert [27]. This requirement states that if one calculates the index for the larger aggregate in
two steps, calculating first the indices for the subaggregates and then feeding these along with
the value data of the subaggregates into the same formula, one must necessary get the same
result as if one had calculated the index in one step. It is a generalization of this requirement
that will be discussed in this study.
The above description of consistency in aggregation presents the problem of what is meant
by same formula, or more generally, same method of aggregation. Intuitively, this seems obvious,
and is usually not considered. For example, Stuvel does not even attempt to define what is meant
by ”an index of a given type”. This lack of precision can, however, easily lead to confusion, as
can be seen for example in Vartia [105] where an attempt is made to formulate consistency in
aggregation rigorously, but as the definition of an index number as a certain kind of function is
inadequate for the task, the attempt falls short of the mark. Based on that kind of definition it
is impossible to define what is the ”same” formula for example n and m commodities, because
for different numbers of commodities the functions that are used as index number formulas
are necessarily different. The result is a dimensional mix-up1. The definition of consistency in
aggregation proposed by Balk [8, 360] solves this problem, but it is too restrictive to be truly
general.
A definition of index number formulas that solves the problem of same formula is analogous
to the definition of an estimator in statistics: an index number formula has to be defined to be
a sequence of functions rather than a single function. Each function in the sequence represents
the ”same formula” for some number of commodities. This definition frees us from pondering
the question of sameness. ”Using the same formula” for some number of commodities means
just using the element of the sequence corresponding to this number of commodities.
The problem of consistency in aggregation is usually discussed in the context of index num-
ber theory. However, it is not necessary to restrict attention to index number formulas. In
the first part of this study a general definition of consistency in aggregation is presented and
consistent aggregation methods are shown to have a certain algebraic structure, namely that
of an Abelian semigroup. A number of examples of consistent aggregation methods are also
presented. These are plentiful, as semigroup operations are one of the basic building blocks
of mathematics. Actually, therefore, while from the point of view of economics we derive an
algebraic interpretation of consistent aggregation, from a mathematical point of view a better
description of this would be an aggregation interpretation of algebraic operations. We give nu-
merous examples of consistent aggregation methods in different contexts and show that many
semigroup operations not normally connected to aggregation may be given natural aggregation
interpretations. Indeed, it seems to us that there is a fundamental connection between algebraic
operations and aggregation, and that associative operations are very close to an intuitive idea of
what aggregation is. Whether or not such a sweeping assertion can be made, we argue that the
informational economy, transparency and sheer practicality of consistent aggregation methods
should make consistency in aggregation a basic property of any aggregation method applied in
production of official statistics. In the rest of the study we try to defend this argument in the
1This has later been corrected by Vartia in an unpublished paper.
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context of price and quantity indices.
In the second part the definition of consistent aggregation is applied to index number formu-
las and it is shown that this allows many of the classical tests for index numbers to be interpreted
algebraically. Also, we show that with minimal regularity conditions, the structure of consistent
index numbers may be simplified even further, namely to a quasilinear or quasiadditive struc-
ture. This result is very closely related to the result of Gorman [52], even though the derivation
is rather different, as the semigroup interpretation allows for explicit use of algebraic methods
rather than calculus and different notions of separability. Also, the results of Blackorby and Pri-
mont [15], and Balk [7], who makes use of Gorman’s article are closely related to ours and reflect
the same basic algebraic structure of consistent aggregation. In fact, the quasilinear structure
coincides with Balk’s proposal as a definition for consistency in aggregation. The quasilinear
structure allows one to prove a number of interesting results in the context of axiomatic price
index theory. Also, we show that the quasilinear representation has an interpretation as a rep-
resentation based on additive decompositions of value change. This kind of decomposition is
discussed for example by Vartia [105] and Diewert [31].
The results of the second part are in the axiomatic or test-theoretic tradition of index number
theory and constitute the core of this study. In the third part the so-called economic approach
and the implications of utility-maximizing behaviour for consistent index numbers is examined.
We show that the quasilinear indices that have the best axiomatic properties give quadratic
approximations of the ”true” economic indices when the utility-maximizing hypothesis can be
maintained. Also, the different subindices, additive decompositions and subdecompositions as-
sociated with quasilinear indices are shown to be approximations of relevant conditional indices
and welfare-change indicators. The local approximations are valid without any separability as-
sumptions, for example such as are shown to be necessary for the existence of globally valid
economic subindices by Pollak [77] or Blackorby, Primont and Russell [13]. We also try to argue
that the economic approach is in itself too weak to produce an operational index number theory,
as explicit or implicit axiomatic arguments are always necessary to produce usable formulas.
Among other things we derive formulas that would be unusable from the point of view of actual
production of official statistics, but are superlative in the sense of Diewert [26]. Our opinion here
is based on an argument related to at least Hill’s [59] view on the insufficiency of the economic
approach.
In the final chapter the main conclusions are briefly reviewed and discussed.
The proofs of some theorems are rather long, and therefore many of them have been relegated
to an appendix. Only those proofs or parts of proofs that are not overly long or tedious have
been left in the main text. Especially some of the main theorems concerning the approxima-
tion properties of index number formulas are proved by mind-numbing partial differentiation, a
problem not completely atypical in economic theory. On the other hand, some algebraic results
which are arguably not of central importance may be derived in a way that can be described as
pretty. In these cases we have not been blind to the aesthetics of the situation, but may have
chosen to include the less important, but prettier argument. We try to verbalize the results in
the text as much as possible, but much argumentation that is central to the study may only be
found in the appendix. There is also another appendix that tries to elucidate the algebraic and
functional equations arguments using familiar examples and analogies.
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1.2 A very brief introduction to semigroups
This preliminary section gives a very brief introduction to semigroup theory. The idea of this
study is first to give a general aggregation interpretation to semigroup operations and then use a
semigroup representation of index number formulas that are consistent in aggregation to prove
a result concerning their functional form which is then explored. For this dual purpose only
very basic results concerning semigroups are required, and this is why only these are given in
this section. For an extensive treatment on semigroups see for example Ljapin [70]. It would
definitely be interesting to examine the multiplicity of results and definitions of semigroup theory
and to explore which of these are of interest from the point of view of an algebraic interpretation.
However, this discussion is left for some future occasion.
Let X be a set and F : X2 → X a function. This kind of F is called a binary operation in
X .
Definition 1.1 (Semigroup) If a binary operation F is associative, or if for all x, y, z ∈ X
F (x,F (y, z)) = F (F (x, y) , z) (1.1)
then F is called a semigroup operation and defines a semigroup (X,F ) on X.
The semigroup operation is often denoted in the literature in one of the following ways
F (x, y) = xy, (1.2)
F (x, y) = x+ y, (1.3)
F (x, y) = x ◦ y. (1.4)
We have decided to use the notation
F (x, y) = x ◦F y (1.5)
to avoid confusing one semigroup operation with another on the one hand and semigroup opera-
tions with composite functions on the other. We also use the notation (X, ◦F ) for the semigroup
(X,F ) and if there is no room for confusion about which semigroup operation is under discussion
we may refer to the semigroup just as X.
Definition 1.2 (Commutative (Abelian) semigroup) If a semigroup operation ◦F on X
is commutative, that is, for all x, y ∈ X,
x ◦F y = y ◦F x, (1.6)
then (X, ◦F ) is called a commutative or Abelian semigroup.
Definition 1.3 (Homomorphism) If (X, ◦F ) and (Y, ◦G) are semigroups and B : X → Y is
a function such that
B (x ◦F y) = B (x) ◦G B (y) , (1.7)
then B is called a homomorphism from the semigroup X to the semigroup Y .
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Definition 1.4 (Isomorphism) If B is a bijection, then it is called an isomorphism.
If there exists an isomorphism between two semigroups the semigroups are isomorphic. This
means that with regard to questions related only to the binary operations defined on the two
sets the two semigroups are identical. Also, clearly two isomorphic semigroups have the same
cardinality.
Definition 1.5 (Endomorphism) If B : X → X is a homomorphism from the semigroup X
to itself, then it is called an endomorphism.
Definition 1.6 (Automorphism) If B : X → X is an isomorphism from the semigroup X to
itself, then it is called an automorphism.
Note that obviously any semigroup is isomorphic with itself because the identity function is
an isomorphism.
Definition 1.7 (Subsemigroup) A subset Y ⊂ X of the semigroup X that is closed under
the operation ◦F so that for all x, y ∈ Y
x ◦F y ∈ Y, (1.8)
is called a subsemigroup of X.
It is obvious that all subsemigroups of a semigroup are also semigroups.
Definition 1.8 (Subset semigroups) A semigroup operation ◦F on the set X can be easily
extended to subsets of X. Define for any subsets X1,X2 ⊂X
X1 ◦F X2 = {x1 ◦F x2| (x1, x2) ∈ X1 ×X2} . (1.9)
In other words, X1◦F X2 is obtained by applying the operation ◦F to each possible pair (x1, x2) ∈
X1 ×X2.
Obviously, if the distinction between an element of X and a subset of X consisting of only
one element is ignored then the original semigroup operation may be regarded as a special case
of (1.9).
Using the above the definition of a subsemigroup can be expressed in a simple fashion: Y ⊂ X
is a subsemigroup if and only if
Y ◦F Y ⊂ Y. (1.10)
Definition 1.9 (Generating set) Let X ′ ⊂ X where X is a semigroup. Then the set
Y
(
X ′
)
= ∪
n∈N
(
X ′
)n
= ∪
n∈N
X ′ ◦F ... ◦F X ′︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
(1.11)
is clearly a subsemigroup. Y (X ′) is called the subsemigroup generated by X ′ and X ′ is called
the generating set of Y (X ′).
These basic definitions are all we need to proceed.
Chapter 2
Basic results
2.1 Aggregation and consistent aggregation defined
Denote an arbitrary finite set of statistical units (e.g. firms, industries, countries, transactions)
as A. For each a ∈ A there is a measurement xa = x (a) ∈ X where x : A → X is an
arbitrary function pairing each statistical unit with the appropriate measurement. X is the set
of the possible values of the measurements. The word measurement must be understood quite
broadly: it can be for example a real number, a vector of real numbers, a function, a set etc.
The problem that is considered in this paper is aggregation of these measurements into an
aggregate on the same scale, that is, mapping the measurements xa, a ∈ A into some aggregate
x˜A ∈ X. Throughout this paper the word aggregation is used in this specialized sense. An
aggregation method or formula is simply a rule that tells us which x˜A should be picked given
any of the possible combinations of measurements.
Naturally, any set of statistical units that has more than one element can be partitioned in
a non-trivial way into subsets. If P is a partition of A, that is a collection of non-empty, disjoint
subsets of A such that
⋃
P
P∈P
= A, we can apply a given method of aggregation in each of these
subsets to get the subaggregates xP . As each x˜P ∈ X it is possible to apply the aggregation
method again to these subaggregates, to get an overall aggregate x˜′A. The method used is said
to be consistent in aggregation if x˜′A = x˜A always. We now attempt to give the above idea a
precise formulation.
While the idea of sets of statistical units and their partitions gives the motivation to the
whole exercise, we do not wish to deal with them explicitly. It is more natural to think of
aggregation methods directly in terms of the measurements without involving the underlying
set structure. First, we define what we mean by an aggregation method:
Definition 2.1 An aggregation method or formula is a sequence of functions
(Fn)n∈N , Fn : X
n → X, (2.1)
where X is an arbitrary set. Each function Fn in the sequence maps measurement vectors
x = (x1, ..., xn) ∈ Xn of length n corresponding to a set of n statistical units to X. This
definition allows us to say what it means that the same aggregation method has been employed
in two situations involving, say, k and l statistical units respectively. It simply means that
7
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the measurements were aggregated by applying Fk in the first instance and Fl in the second.
For example, we could take X = R and the aggregation method could be defined to be simple
summation of real numbers and the corresponding sequence of functions would then be just
Fn(x1, ..., xn) =
n∑
i=1
xi.
Definition 1 thus enables us to give a precise formulation of the two-stage procedure described
above. For example, if the measurement vector x ∈ Xn is partitioned into two subvectors
x =
(
xP ,xQ
)
, such that xP ∈ XnP ,xQ ∈ XnQ , n = nP + nQ, then we can calculate first the
subaggregates x˜P = FnP
(
xP
)
, x˜Q = FnQ
(
xQ
)
and then apply the same formula to these to get
x˜PQ = F2
(
FnP
(
xP
)
, FnQ
(
xQ
))
.
Consistency in aggregation would then require that x˜PQ = Fn (x).
There is one additional complication, however. As we are dealing with measurement vectors
in (2.1), an ordering of the measurements is implied. However, the set structure given above
as motivation does not require that the measurements (or the statistical units) be ordered in
any way. Indeed, in the cases we are interested in, any ordering of the statistical units will be
completely arbitrary, like for example the labelling of different commodities with numbers. The
arbitrary numbering, which can be done in n! ways, should have no effect on the aggregation
result. The same applies to the partitioning of the measurements into subvectors. For example,
there is an obvious discrepancy between partitioning of a set A into two subsets A = P ∪ Q
and partitioning a measurement vector x into x =
(
xP ,xQ
)
. The latter partition depends
crucially on how the measurements (and the corresponding statistical units) are ordered, while
the former does not. To eliminate these effects of the ordering of the statistical units our
definition of consistency in aggregation includes a symmetry condition.
The above discussion provides the necessary background to the definition of consistency in
aggregation.
Definition 2.2 An aggregation formula (Fn)n∈N , Fn : X
n → X is consistent in aggregation
(CA) if it satisfies the following conditions:
CA1 Fn is symmetric in its arguments for all n ∈ N .
In other words, for all n ∈ N it must hold that if i : {1, ..., n} → {1, ..., n} is an arbitrary
bijection then
Fn
(
xi(1), ..., xi(n)
)
= Fn (x1, ..., xn) (2.2)
for all x =(x1, ..., xn) ∈ Xn.
CA2 For all n ∈ N and x =(x1, ..., xn) ∈ Xn it must hold that if x is partitioned arbitrarily
into K ≤ n subvectors x = (x1, ...,xK) with xk ∈ Xnk and n = K∑
k=1
nk then
FK
(
Fn1
(
x1
)
, ..., FnK
(
xK
))
= Fn (x1, ..., xn) . (2.3)
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These two conditions ensure that any formula satisfying them will correspond to the intuition
laid out above. To see this, consider a set of commodities A and a partitioning P of A into K
subsets. To apply definition 2 we first have to number the subsets P ∈ P to get P = {P1, ..., PK}.
Then we have to number the measurements xa, a ∈ Pk in each subset to get the vectors xk =
(xk,1, ...., xk,nk). Now we are able to calculate the subaggregates x˜k = Fnk
(
xk
)
. The first
condition ensures that the numbering of the measurements xk,j within each subset will have no
effect on the x˜k. Applying the same formula again to the subaggregates gives
x˜′ = FK (x˜1, ..., x˜K) = FK
(
Fn1
(
x1
)
, ..., FnK
(
xK
))
.
The first condition again makes sure that the numbering of the subsets has no effect on the
result while due to the second condition the two-stage aggregate x˜′ = FK (x˜1, ..., x˜K ) is equal
to the one-stage aggregate x˜ = Fn (x1, ..., xn), where again, the numbering from 1 to n of the
measurements is irrelevant because of the first condition.
Below we sometimes use the terminology ”consistent aggregation”, consistent formulas, CA
or other similar abbreviations when referring to aggregation methods that are consistent in
aggregation.
2.2 Semigroup representation of consistent formulas
Before we can show that the above definition implies the existence of a semigroup representation,
a minor technical problem has to be addressed. For completeness, F1 has been included in the
definition of an aggregation formula. The inclusion makes it unnecessary to treat subsets of
one statistical unit or subvectors of length 1 any differently from other subsets or subvectors.
However, ”aggregation” just of one measurement does seem meaningless. The only natural
candidate for F1 would seem to be the identity mapping of X so that F1 = idX . This is not
implied by our definition. For example the sequence Fn (x1, ..., xn) = x, where x ∈ X is constant,
is CA, yet F1 is clearly not the identity mapping (except when X = {x}). But in this example
F1 could obviously be replaced by the identity mapping without altering the aggregation result
in any non-trivial case, that is, where there are two or more measurements to be aggregated.
This result holds in general, and is presented in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.1 Let (Fn)n∈N , Fn : X
n → X be CA. Then (Gn)n∈N , Gn : Xn → X, where G1 = idX
and Gn = Fn for all n > 1 is also CA Also, aggregation with Gn will yield exactly the same
result as aggregation with Fn whenever n > 1.
Proof. See Appendix A.1.1.
As F1 can be always replaced with idX if necessary, in the following we shall always assume
that F1 = idX .
We may now proceed towards proving our main result. Note that any function Fn in a
sequence (Fn)n∈N that is CA may be defined recursively by the simple algorithm
Fn (x1, ..., xn) = F2 (Fn−1 (x1, ..., xn−1) , xn) , for all (x1, ..., xn) ∈ Xn. (2.4)
Starting from n = 2 and applying (2.4) we get
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F3 (x1, x2, x3) = F2 (F2 (x1, x2) , x3) . (2.5)
Applying (2.4) again gives
F4 (x1, x2, x3, x4) = F2 (F3 (x1, x2, x3) , x4)
= F2 (F2 (F2 (x1, x2) , x3) , x4) .
It is obvious that this procedure can be repeated to find any function in the sequence. Using
a somewhat cumbersome notation
Fn (x1, ..., xn) = F2 (F2 (F2 (...F2 (F2 (x1, x2) , x3) ...) , xn−1) , xn) , (2.6)
for all (x1, ...xn) ∈ Xn.
This means that the whole sequence is defined by F2. By the definition of CA and Lemma
2.1 F2 clearly has the following properties:
Commutativity. For all (x1, x2) ∈ X2 :
F2 (x1, x2) = F2 (x2, x1) .
Associativity. For all (x1, x2, x3) ∈ X3 :
F2 (F2 (x1, x2) , x3) = F2 (x1, F2 (x2, x3)) .
But this means that F2 is a commutative (or Abelian) semigroup operation on X . Thus,
any formula that is consistent in aggregation can be constructed by repeated application of
a commutative semigroup operation. Dropping the subscript from F2 we adopt the standard
algebraic notation:
F2 (x, y) = F (x, y) = x ◦F y.
Also, we refer to the semigroup that is defined by the set X and the binary operation F on
it as (X, ◦F ) or, if it is obvious from the context which binary operation on X is meant, just
X . Using this notation, keeping in mind Lemma 2.1, any sequence that is CA has a simple
representation
F1 (x1) = x1 (2.7)
Fn (x1, ..., xn) = x1 ◦F ... ◦F xn, (2.8)
where F = F2. But the converse is also true. If (X, ◦F ) is a commutative semigroup then
the sequence defined by (2.7) and (2.8) is CA The property CA1 is an obvious corollary of
commutativity. Also,
Fn
(
x1, ...,xK
)
= (x1,1 ◦F ... ◦F x1,n1) ◦F ... ◦F (xK,1 ◦F ... ◦F xK,nK)
= x1,1 ◦F ... ◦F x1,n1 ◦F ... ◦F xK,1 ◦F ... ◦F xK,nK (assoc.)
= x1 ◦F ... ◦F xn. (commutativity)
We have now proved the following theorem:
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Theorem 2.1 (Semigroup representation of CA) Let (Fn)n∈N , Fn : X
n → X be an ag-
gregation formula (with F1 replaced by idX if necessary). Then (Fn)n∈N is CA⇐⇒ F2 : X2 → X
is a commutative (Abelian) semigroup operation and for all n ∈ N and (x1, ..., xn) ∈ Xn
F1 (x1) = x1
Fn (x1, ..., xn) = x1 ◦F2 ... ◦F2 xn.
This means that consistency in aggregation completely reduces to the basic algebraic concept
of commutative semigroup. All the results concerning semigroups can thus be directly applied
to any aggregation formula with the CA property.
This result has not to our knowledge been presented before in this general form. However,
at least Pokropp [75] has used a semigroup representation of aggregation in the context of
production indices, also, many of Gorman’s [52] arguments concerning index numbers are clearly
algebraic in nature.
2.3 Discussion and examples
As algebra textbooks (see for example Auslander [5]) are full of examples of commutative groups
and semigroups it is easy to construct examples of formulas that are consistent in aggregation.
The following examples demonstrate the generality of the algebraic definition of consistent aggre-
gation, as those aggregation methods which are intuitively consistent are shown to correspond
to the definition if a suitable representation is chosen. The examples reveal also a converse
truth, that many of the basic algebraic operations have an aggregation interpretation, which
in a few cases becomes evident only after some contemplation. In our opinion, the semigroup
structure becomes so close to the intuitive idea of what aggregation actually is, that we are
tempted to assert that in some fundamental way, aggregation is algebra or even that algebra
is in a sense aggregation. This thought is, however, difficult to formulate in an even remotely
satisfactory way. What is clear, in our opinion, is that the informational economy, the trans-
parency of calculations, the possibility of calculating subaggregates in arbitrary partitions and
stratifications consistently do make consistency in aggregation a uniquely important property of
economic and other aggregates. It should therefore be considered a basic requirement for any
aggregation method used in production of economic indices and other official statistics. The rest
of the study is in some sense a rather long argument in favour of this assertion, and most of our
results and discussion should be understood accordingly.
The most basic examples have are semigroups defined in R (or the positive reals which we
denote R++ ).
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Example 2.1 These are simple examples of aggregation formulas that are CA for real numbers.
1. Fn (x1, ..., xn) = c ∈ R or x ◦F y = c. (2.9)
2. Fn (x1, ..., xn) =
n∑
i=1
xi or x ◦F y = x+ y. (2.10)
3. Fn (x1, ..., xn) =
n∏
i=1
xi or x ◦F y = xy. (2.11)
4. Fn (x1, ..., xn) = max {x1, ..., xn} or x ◦F y = max{x, y} . (2.12)
5. Fn (x1, ..., xn) = min {x1, ..., xn} or x ◦F y = min {x, y} . (2.13)
In the above examples the interpretation of repeated application of the semigroup operation
as aggregation is obvious. Also, all of the above formulas have their counterparts for aggregation
of dependencies.
Example 2.2 Let X = {f |f : R→ R } and define f + g as pointwise summation so that
(f + g) (x) = f (x) + g (x)
for all x ∈ R. This is clearly a commutative semigroup operation. Thus
Fn (f1, ...fn) =
n∑
i=1
fi
is CA
All formulas in example 2.1 could be similarly extended to aggregation of real-valued func-
tions.
The next example is in some ways the most fundamental one.
Example 2.3 Let X be a Boolean algebra. Then the following formulas are CA:
1. Fn (A1, ...An) =
n⋃
i=1
Ai, Ai ∈ X (2.14)
2. Fn (A1, ...An) =
n⋂
i=1
Ai, Ai ∈ X (2.15)
Unions and intersections are not usually associated with aggregation. This is perhaps because
the aggregation interpretation involved is so simple, to seem almost trivial. For example, union
may be thought of as aggregation of collections of objects into larger collections of objects. In
a more formal way, in an economic context, the set operations have to do with classification
of data. The sets Ai could for example be sets of firms belonging to different industries or
geographical areas. Aggregation by union could then be interpreted as combining the different
industries or areas to a more aggregated level of classification. Aggregation by intersection could
be interpreted as finding statistical that satisfy an ever-growing number of specifications: the
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sets Ai could be for example firms situated in OECD countries, firms situated in EU countries,
in the Euro-zone etc.
Note that if X is X = P (A) or the set of all subsets of a finite set A = {a1, ..., an} and the
”measurements” are Ai = {ai}, then (2.14) reduces to the partitioning of a set which was given
as motivation for the whole concept of CA. That is why the union operation may be thought as
the fundamental consistent aggregation operation.
It is intuitively clear that the arithmetic mean must be CA by any meaningful definition.
The arithmetic mean for a whole data set can after all be calculated as an arithmetic mean of
means of subsets. However, it is not always noticed that this actually includes two aggregation
processes: to calculate the mean in two stages we need not only the means for the subsets but
also their weights (for example the number of observations in each subset). To conform with
our definition of CA any subaggregate must contain all information that is relevant to further
aggregation. That is why both the aggregation processes must be explicitly taken into account.
Example 2.4 (Arithmetic Mean) Let X = R2++, or the positive quadrant of the real plane.
The first component x of any measurement x =(x, y) ∈ R2++ is the variable of interest and the
second component y is a weighting variable. The weighted arithmetic mean is generated by the
commutative semigroup operation
x1 ◦F x2 =
(
y1x1 + y2x2
y1 + y2
, y1 + y2
)
. (2.16)
This is clearly commutative. It is also associative because
(x1 ◦F x2) ◦F x3 =
(y1 + y2)
(
y1x1+y2x2
y1+y2
)
+ y3x3
(y1 + y2) + y3
, (y1 + y2) + y3

=
(
y1x1 + y2x2 + y3x3
y1 + y2 + y3
, y1 + y2 + y3
)
=
y1x1 + (y2 + y3)
(
y2x2+y3x3
y2+y3
)
y1 + (y2 + y3)
, y1 + (y2 + y3)

= x1 ◦F (x2 ◦F x3) .
This illustrates the point made above. The first component in the vector-valued semigroup
operation keeps track of the variable of interest. The second aggregates the weighting variable,
something that is not directly interesting but necessary information to carry the aggregation
further. Defining the aggregation process in this way means that each measurement or sub-
aggregate (x, y) is ”self-contained” in the sense that no additional information is needed to
calculate further aggregates.
The unweighted arithmetic mean is the special case where the variable y gives the number
of observations. In this case the arithmetic mean is given by the subsemigroup (R++ ×N, ◦F )
of
(
R2++, ◦F
)
.
Example 2.5 (Quasi-arithmetic mean) The above example can obviously be generalized to
what Aczél [2] has called quasi-arithmetic means. Let X = R2++ as above. Let f : R++ → R be
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an arbitrary bijection. Then the weighted quasi-arithmetic mean is generated by the semigroup
operation
x1 ◦F x2 =
(
f−1
(
y1f (x1) + y2f (x2)
y1 + y2
)
, y1 + y2
)
. (2.17)
Again, this is clearly commutative. Also, associativity is easy to show in similar fashion
as it was done in the previous example. Taking f (x) = x, f (x) = log x, f (x) = x−1 lead
to the arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means respectively. Taking f (x) = xρ leads to the
generalized moment mean (or the CES function).
The class of quasiarithmetic means has been found by many authors to be the only class of
means for real numbers possessing some reasonable properties. In addition to Aczél [2] above,
for example Nagumo [74] presents an axiomatic system with five reasonable axioms and then
shows that only quasi-arithmetic means satisfy these. The subject is also discussed in Chapter
14 of Diewert [29]. A central point in for example Nagumo’s axiomatization is a property
that Blackorby and Donaldson [16] have in another context called the population substitution
principle. This is a CA property which concerns social-evaluation functions for variable-sized
populations. This provides one more example of a consistent aggregation method.
Example 2.6 (Population substitution principle) Let fn : Rn → R be a sequence of func-
tions defining a method of social welfare evaluation for variable-sized populations. That is, the
arguments for each fn are individual (inter-personally comparable cardinal) welfares and each
function fn in the sequence gives the welfare evaluation for the corresponding population of size
n. That is, if the social ordering is given by the relation R, then
fn (u1, ..., un) ≥ fn (v1, ..., vn) ⇔ (u1, ..., un) R (v1, ..., vn) .
Following Blackorby and Donaldson, assume that the so-called anonymity condition is satis-
fied and therefore all the functions fn are symmetric in their arguments. To make compar-
isons between populations of different size meaningful, Blackorby and Donaldson propose an
axiom which they call the population substitution principle. This principle requires that for any
n,m, (u1, ..., un) and (v1, ..., vm) it must hold that
fn+m (u1, ..., un, v1, ..., vn) = fn+m (fn (u1, ..., un) , ..., fn (u1, ..., un) , v1, ..., vm) . (2.18)
Now define the operation ◦Fon R×N with the formula
(u,m) ◦F (v, n) = (fn+m (u, ..., u, v, ..., v) , n+m) .
This operation is commutative because of the symmetry of fn+m. It is also associative, as using
the population substitution principle we get
[(u,m) ◦F (v, n)] ◦F (w, p)
= (fn+m+p (fn+m (u, ...u, v, ..., v) , ..., fn+m (u, ...u, v, ..., v) , w, ..., w) , n+m+ p)
= (fn+m+p (u, ...u, v, ..., v,w, ..., w) , n+m+ p)
= (u,m) ◦F [(v, n) ◦F (w, p)] .
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Any pair (u,m) may thus be interpreted as a population of sizem with the welfare vector (u, ...u) .
A single individual is represented simply as (u, 1). It may be proved (see e.g. Blackorby and
Donaldson [16] or Nagumo [74]) that under natural regularity assumptions the only operations
that satisfy this belong to the class of quasi-arithmetic means given in the example above. An
algebra-based proof of this is discussed briefly in an appendix.
2.4 General quasilinear aggregation methods
The arithmetic and quasi-arithmetic means are special cases of what we call the general quasi-
linear function, following Aczél [2, 148]. Indeed, many if not most practical applications of
consistent aggregation methods involving real numbers or vectors of real numbers are of this
type. This type of function is important in the context of index number theory, because most
index number formulas known to us with the CA property have a quasilinear representation,
that is, they are consistent in the Balk sense. It is shown below that under some rather loose
conditions all index numbers that are CA have also a quasilinear representation. The definition
of the quasilinear aggregation formula is given below.
Definition 2.3 (Quasilinear aggregation) Let X = Rn++. Let Y ⊂ Rn be a subsemigroup of
(Rn,+) where the + stands for ordinary vector summation. In other words, Y is closed under
vector addition. Let B : Rn++ → Y be an arbitrary (usually continuous) bijection. Then the
corresponding general quasilinear aggregation formula is generated by the semigroup operation
x1 ◦F x2 = B−1 (B (x1) +B (x2)) . (2.19)
This is obviously commutative. It is also associative because
(x1 ◦F x2) ◦F x3 = B−1
(
B
(
B−1 (B (x1) +B (x2))
)
+B (x3)
)
= B−1 (B (x1) +B (x2) +B (x3))
= B−1
(
B (x1) +B
(
B−1 (B (x2) +B (x3))
))
= x1 ◦F (x2 ◦F x3) .
Throughout this study the term quasilinear is used in this sense and it should not be confused
with the quite different meaning of the term quasilinear in preference theory.
2.5 Aggregation methods for functions
Note that the three previous examples can be extended to aggregation of functions in the way
shown in Example 2.2. We give the arithmetic mean as an example.
Example 2.7 Let X = A2, where A = {a|a : R++→ R++ }. For any (a, b) ∈ A2 the function a
gives the dependency we are interested in and b is a weighting function. Define the operations ab,
a
b
and a+b as pointwise product, division and addition respectively, so that (ab) (x) = a (x) b (x),(
a
b
)
(x) = a(x)
b(x) and (a+ b) (x) = a (x) + b (x). Then the weighted arithmetic mean function is
generated by the commutative semigroup operation
a1 ◦F a2 =
(
b1a1 + b2a2
b1 + b2
, b1 + b2
)
. (2.20)
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Consistent aggregation methods may be generalized for random variables or stochastic pro-
cesses in a similar fashion.
Example 2.8 (Random variables) Let ◦Fdefine a semigroup operation on X ⊂ Rn. More-
over, let the function F : X2 → X be measurable. Now, let Z be a set of random variables
defined in a probability field (Ω,F , P ) such that each z ∈ Z is a function z : Ω→ X, that is, the
possible values of each z are in X. Using Example 2.2 we may now define a consistent method
of aggregation for these random variables by defining (z1 ◦G z2) (ω) = z1 (ω) ◦F z2 (ω) for all
ω ∈ Ω. Because F was assumed measurable, any aggregate z˜ = z1 ◦G ... ◦G zn is now also a
random variable defined in (Ω,F , P ) .
Example 2.9 (Stochastic processes) Let ◦Fdefine a semigroup operation onX ⊂ Rn. More-
over, let the function F : X2 → X be measurable. Now, let Z be a set of stochastic processes
defined in a probability field (Ω,F , P ) such that each z ∈ Z is a function z : Ω × T → X, that
is, the possible values of each z for all values of the index t ∈ T are in X. Using Example 2.2
we may now define a consistent method of aggregation for these random variables by defining
(z1 ◦G z2) (ω, t) = z1 (ω, t)◦F z2 (ω, t) for all (ω, t) ∈ Ω.×T. Because F was assumed measurable,
any aggregate z˜ = z1 ◦G ... ◦G zn is now also a stochastic process defined in (Ω,F , P ) .
These definitions may seem trivial extensions of aggregation methods for reals. However,
the properties of these derived semigroups are different from the properties of the original semi-
groups. It is easy to see for example, that in many cases the subsemigroups and their generating
sets of these semigroups of random variables can be quite complex and interesting. Indeed, many
aggregation problems concerning random variables and stochastic processes can be formulated
using these algebraic concepts.
A final example is an example of consistent aggregation for preference relations. This also
demonstrates the versatility of the general definition.
Example 2.10 (Voting as aggregation) Let A be a set and let R (A) be the set of binary
relations in A. For any such relation R ∈ R (A) we may define the function FR : A2 → {0, 1}
as
FR (a1, a2) = T (a1Ra2) , (2.21)
where T is the truth function. That is, the function FR assigns the value 1 to each pair with
a1Ra2 and 0 to others. Also, for each function F : A2 → {0, 1} there exists an unique binary
relation RF in A
a1RFa2 ⇔ F (a1, a2) = 1,
that is, we may always represent a binary relation R with a function F and vice versa. Define now
B (A) =
{
F |F : A2 → [0, 1]} , or the set of all functions from A into the closed unit interval. Let
C (A) = B (A)×N. Let F +G denote pointwise addition of functions so that (F +G) (a1, a2) =
F (a1, a2) + G (a1, a2) for all (a1, a2) and let kF denote pointwise multiplication by a scalar so
that (kF ) (a1, a2) = kF (a1, a2) for all (a1, a2) and k ≥ 0. We may now define a semigroup
operation ◦ in C (A) = B (A)× N. For all (F,n) , (G,m) ∈ C (A)
(F,n) ◦ (G,m) =
(
(n+m)−1 (nF +mG) , n+m
)
.
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This is obviously just the arithmetic mean operation applied to C (A). It is obviously a commu-
tative semigroup operation in C (A). Now, interpret the relations R (A) as preference relations
so that if R ∈ R (A) then a1Ra2 ⇔ a1  a2, so that each pair (FR, n) may be considered a block
of n agents with preferences R. Then obviously, the semigroup operation ◦ may be considered
as voting. For each (FR, n) , (GR, n) the aggregate (FR, n) ◦ (GR, m) gives for each a1, a2 the
proportion of agents preferring a1 to a2 in the combined block, paired with the number of agents
in the block. This means that we can interpret any (F,n) as a heterogeneous block of n agents
with the function F giving for each a1, a2 the proportion of agents preferring a1 to a2.
It is possible to frame interesting aggregation problems using this voting semigroup. For
example we may ask what is the subsemigroup generated by some subset S (A) ⊂ R (A). For
example, if the set S (A) is the set of complete and transitive preference relations on A, .what
is the smallest subsemigroup that contains it? Or, given some subset of B (A) what kind of
S (A) ⊂ R (A) generate subsemigroups that include B (A) for some n ∈ N, for example for
D (A) ⊂ B (A), D (A) = {F ∈ B (A) |F (a1, a2) ≥ 0.5⇐⇒ a1Ra2, where R transitive} .
Example 2.11 (Convolution) Let X = L1 (Rn). The convolution operation ∗ in L1 (Rn) is
defined by
(f ∗ g) (x) =
∫
Rn
f (x− y) g (y)dy. (2.22)
It is well-known that f∗g ∈ L1 (Rn) and that ∗ defines a commutative and associative operation in
L1 (Rn). This means that for example we may view calculating the probability density function
of the sum of absolutely continuous, independent random variables as consistent aggregation.
This is natural, as by previous examples addition of random variables is obviously consistent in
aggregation. In fact, the convolution operation may be given a ”quasilinear” representation using
the Fourier transform F, as F (f ∗ g) = FfFg, so that the convolution operation is isomorphic
to the product operation, and by appropriately defining the logarithm of the Fourier transform,
it may be written as a quasilinear operation.
It is important to note that consistency in aggregation is always defined in relation to some
”information set” and a suitable representation of the aggregation procedure. For example, if
we have some sequence of functions fn : Cn → X used in aggregation and we are able to find
representations fn (c1, ..., cn) = Hn (x (c1) , ..., x (cn)) with x : C → X×Y, Hn : X×Y → X and
some sequence Gn : X × Y → Y so that the sequence
Fn : (X × Y )n → X × Y,Fn (x1, ..., xn) = (Hn (x1, ..., xn) ,Gn (x1, ..., xn))
is consistent in aggregation then Gn can be thought of an auxiliary aggregate that gives all
sufficient information in addition to the values of fn in any subsets to calculate a larger aggregate.
Obviously, if there are any such Gn there will be many, because redundant information may
always be added.
The role of commutativity is also open to question. For example, if we aggregate functions
with different domains, we end up with non-commutative but associative methods, which could
intuitively be described as consistent in aggregation in many cases.
Also, the definition is valid only for some representations of the aggregation formula. For
example, it was shown above that the geometric mean as a special case of the quasi-arithmetic
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mean is consistent in aggregation. This implies that obviously also the semigroup operation
defined in (0, 1]×N by
(x,m) ◦F (y, n) =
(
exp
(
m log (x) + n log (y)
m+ n
)
,m+ n
)
(2.23)
is consistent in aggregation. If we start with measurements
(
1
ni
, ni
)
then clearly(
1
n1
, n1
)
◦F ... ◦F
(
1
nK
, nK
)
=
(
exp(−E
(
1
n1
, ...,
1
nK
)
, n1 + ...+ nK
)
, (2.24)
where E is Shannon’s [91] entropy measure. The entropy measure is just the negative of the
logarithm of the probability-weighted geometric mean of probabilities, and as such is intuitively
consistent in aggregation. However, the exponential transformation is needed to make the mea-
sure satisfy our definition. Similarly, many other measures of concentration or inequality may
be expressed as transformations of means.
Part II
Axiomatic index number theory and
consistency in aggregation
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Chapter 3
Consistent index numbers
Before we can define what consistency means for index numbers we need some idea of what an
index number is. As it is not our purpose to participate here in the discussion about the proper
definition of an index number formula, we define it very loosely, and then explore the effects of
different functional requirements added to the very weak definition. The definition corresponds
to our definition of an aggregation formula in the sense that it is also a sequence of functions
in which the nth element of the sequence gives the formula for n commodities. Thus a index
number formula is defined to be a sequence of functions
(fn)n∈N , fn :
(
Rn++
)4 → R++. (3.1)
A price index for n commodities is given by fn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
, where p1,q1 are the period
1 or comparison period prices and quantities respectively and p0,q0 are the period 0 or base
period prices and quantities. For example, the Laspeyres price index is given by the sequence
fLn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
=
n∑
i=1
p1i q
0
i
n∑
i=1
p0i q
0
i
, for all n ∈ N. (3.2)
To get a quantity index the position of prices and quantities are reversed. The following discus-
sion is given in terms of price indices, but obviously this is just a matter of choice, and quantity
indices might have been used as well. Below, we often use a price-quantity neutral notation, but
it is perhaps more instructive to use the more familiar notation in these preliminary paragraphs.
We place a two conditions for the functions fn for a sequence to be considered an index
number formula. The first condition is the so-called unit of measurement (commensurability)
test. This states that the index must be independent of the units of measurement used in the
prices and quantities. The formal statement of the condition is given below. For all n ∈ N, all(
p1,p0,q1,q0
) ∈ (Rn++)4 and all (λ1, ..., λn) ∈ Rn++ it must hold that
fn
(
λ1p
1
1, ..., λnp
1
n, λ1p
0
1, ..., λnp
0
n, λ
−1
1 q
1
1, ..., λ
−1
n q
1
n, λ
−1
1 q
0
1, ..., λ
−1
n q
0
n
)
(3.3)
= fn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
.
We also require that f1
(
p1, p0, q1, q0
)
= p
1
p0
so that the price index for one commodity is just the
price relative. For example Vartia [105] shows that if the unit of measurement test holds that
20
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the index number formula has the representation
fn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
= gn
((
π1, v
0
1 , v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
πn, v
0
n, v
1
n
))
. (3.4)
for all
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
) ∈ (Rn++)4 . In (3.4) gn : (R3++)n → R++, πi = p1ip0i are the price relatives
and vti = p
t
iq
t
i , t = 0, 1 are the value vectors for periods 1 and 0 respectively. This representation
exists because there is a bijective mapping between
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
and
(
π,p0,v1,v0
)
, so that
we may write
fn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
= hn
(
π,p0,v1,v0
)
.
Applying the unit of measurement test with (λ1, ..., λn) =
(
1
p0
1
, ..., 1
p0n
)
this becomes
fn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
= hn
(
π,1,v1,v0
)
= gn
((
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
πn, v
0
n, v
1
n
))
.
Now, we have a very weak definition of a price index number formula.
Definition 3.1 (Weak index number formula) An index number formula is a sequence of
functions gn : gn :
(
R3++
)n → R++, which satisfies g1 (π, v0, v1) = π.
It is the gn-representation that allows us to define CA for index number formulas.
Definition 3.2 (Consistent index number formulas) The index number formula (fn)n∈N
is consistent in aggregation if the sequence (Fn)n∈N , Fn :
(
R3++
)n → (R3++)n
Fn
((
π1, v
0
1 , v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
πn, v
0
n, v
1
n
))
(3.5)
=
(
gn
((
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
πn, v
0
n, v
1
n
))
,
n∑
i=1
v0i ,
n∑
i=1
v1i
)
is consistent in aggregation in the sense of definition 2.2, or equivalently, that the function F2
is a commutative and associative binary operation.
Example 3.1 The Laspeyres formula is CA because the operation(
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
) ◦F (π2, v02, v12) = (v01π1 + v02π2v01 + v02 , v01 + v02 , v11 + v12
)
(3.6)
is commutative and associative as can be seen from example 2.4. In this case the last com-
ponent, i.e. the aggregation of the period 1 values is redundant, as the information is not used
in the price aggregation.
Example 3.2 It is a little harder to see that the Stuvel formula is generated by the operation(
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
) ◦F (π2, v02 , v12) (3.7)
=
 v01π1−v11π−11 +v02π2−v12π−122(v01+v02) +
√(
v01π1−v11π−11 +v02π2−v12π−12
2(v01+v02)
)2
+
v11+v
1
2
v0
1
+v0
2
,
v01+v
0
2, v
1
1+v
1
2
 ,
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and that this operation is indeed commutative and associative. However, if we take the bijection
BS
(
π, v1, v0
)
=
(
v0π − v1π−1, v1, v0) , 1 (3.8)
it can be shown quite easily that the Stuvel formula has the quasilinear representation(
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
) ◦F (π2, v02, v12) = B−1S (BS (π, v01, v11)+BS (π, v12 , v02)) .
This is consistent in aggregation by example 2.4.
Quasilinear representations of the kind presented in the above example turn out to be quite
important. That is why we give the following definition.
Definition 3.3 (Quasilinearity) An index number formula (gn)n∈N is quasilinear if the func-
tions (Fn)n∈N defined in (3.5) have representations
Fn
((
π1, v
0
1 , v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
πn, v
0
n, v
1
n
))
= B−1
(
B
(
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
)
+ ...+B
(
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
))
,
where B : R3++ → S is an arbitrary continuous bijection with a continuous inverse and S ⊂ R3
is a subsemigroup of
(
R3,+
)
where the + stands for ordinary vector summation. In other words,
S is closed under vector addition.
Corollary 3.1 It is obvious that any quasilinear formula is consistent in aggregation in the
sense of Definition 2.2.
Algebraically speaking, the quasilinear index number semigroups are isomorphic to vector
addition semigroups, that is, subsemigroups of the familiar
(
R3,+
)
. It is therefore to be antic-
ipated that these semigroups should share much of the basic structure of simple addition. The
definition of quasilinearity coincides with Balk’s [7], [8] proposal for consistency in aggregation,
However, for example the formula
F2
((
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
)
,
(
π2, v
0
2, v
1
2
))
=
(
min {π1,π2} , v01 + v02 , v11 + v12
)
(3.9)
is consistent in aggregation in our sense but is not quasilinear. That shows that our definition
is more general than Balk’s formulation. Also, there seems to be no reason why (3.9) should
not be considered consistent in aggregation, and it is our conclusion that Balk’s definition is too
restrictive to give a truly general definition of consistency in aggregation. However, as will be
shown later, under very natural conditions the two definitions become equal, and that there-
fore, for most practical applications Balk’s definition is quite sufficient. However, the general
definition of consistent aggregation as repeated application of a semigroup operation connects
the consistency problem of index numbers naturally with the general aggregation problem in
a fashion that the quasilinear definition is unable to do. Semigroups are very general mathe-
matical concepts that require very little structure combined to real-valued quasilinear functions.
Therefore the algebraic definition both has a wider range of applicability, and it also, in our
opinion reflects the underlying set theoretic intuition, so to speak, that underlies the idea of
consistent aggregation. For real numbers, the requirement that a semigroup operation satisfy
even rather mild regularity conditions leads in many cases to quasilinear functions, but this
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should be viewed as a result derived from the definition of consistency in aggregation on one
hand and the special properties of reals on the other, rather than a definition. The distinction
may be viewed as similar to for example the difference between the definition of a compact set
and the Heine—Borel theorem: the latter states that compactness for subsets of real numbers
is equivalent to the set being closed and bounded, but this is a theorem, not a definition. Of
course, we are not trying to compare our modest results in any other way to the Heine—Borel
theorem, but the distinction between a definition and a result is similar.
Algebraically, it is clear from the above definition of quasilinear functions that the function B
is an isomorphism from the index number semigroup to the semigroup S and thus the semigroup
operation that defines the index number formula is isomorphic to vector summation in S. As
mentioned before, in the context of aggregation of real numbers, even mild regularity conditions
on semigroup operations often lead to quasilinear functions (see for example Aczél [1, 145-148]).
This is also true for index numbers, as index numbers that are consistent in aggregation also
have a quasilinear representation under loose conditions, that is, under these conditions they
are consistent in aggregation also in Balk’s more restricted sense. Some are shown in the next
example.
Notation 3.1 Before continuing , however, we replace the notation
(
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
)
with the simpler
(x1, x2, x3), as this is neutral with regard to prices and quantities. Below, we use the neutral
x-notation in most theorems and proofs, but revert to the
(
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
)
-notation in examples and
explanations to add clarity and economic intuition.
Example 3.3 (Ql. representations for some indices) 1. The Laspeyres formula can be
defined by the operation
(x1, x2, x3) ◦FL (y1, y2, y3) =
(
x2x1 + y2y1
x2 + y2
, x2 + y2, x3 + y3
)
, (3.10)
which has a quasilinear representation with the functions
BL : R
3
++ → R3++, BL (x) = (x2x1, x2, x3) (3.11)
B−1L : R
3
++ → R3++,B−1L (z) =
(
z1
z2
, z2, z3
)
. (3.12)
2. The semigroup operation that defines the Paasche formula is
(x1, x2, x3) ◦FP (y1, y2, y3) =
((
x3x
−1
1 + y3y
−1
1
x3 + y3
)−1
, x2 + y2, x3 + y3
)
.
The functions for the quasilinear representation are
BP : R
3
++ → R3++, BP (x) =
(
x3x
−1
1 , x2, x3
)
(3.13)
B−1P : R
3
++ → R3++, B−1P (z) =
((
z1
z3
)−1
, z2, z3
)
(3.14)
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3. Log- or geometric Laspeyres.
(x1, x2, x3) ◦FLL (y1, y2, y3) (3.15)
=
(
exp
(
x2 log x1 + y2 log y1
x2 + y2
)
, x2 + y2, x3 + y3
)
BLL : R
3
++ → R×R2++, BLL (x) = (x2 log x1, x2, x3) (3.16)
B−1LL : R× R2++ → R3++, B−1LL (z) =
(
exp
(
z1
z2
)
, x2, x3
)
(3.17)
4. The operation defining Stuvel’s formula was already given above. The quasilinear repre-
sentation can be constructed using
BS : R
3
++ → R×R2++, BS (x) =
(
x2x1 − x3x−11 , x2, x3
)
(3.18)
B−1S : R× R2++ → R3++, BS (z) =
 z1
2z2
+
√(
z1
2z2
)2
+
z3
z2
, z2, z3
 (3.19)
5. A CES-type or weighted moment mean index can be defined using
BC : R
3
++ → R3++, BC (x) = (W (x2, x3)xρ1, x2, x3) (3.20)
B−1C : R
3
++ → R3++, BC (z) =
((
z1
W (z2, z3)
) 1
ρ
, z2, z3
)
(3.21)
where W (x2, x3) is some weighting function.
6. The Montgomery—Vartia formula2.
BM : R
3
++ → R× R2++, BM (x) = (L (x2, x3) log x1, x2, x3) (3.22)
B−1M : R×R2++ → R3++, B−1M (z) = (L (z2, z3) log z1, z2, z3)
where L (x3, x2) =
x3−x2
log x3−log x2 is the logarithmic mean. For discussion of its properties see
for example Carlson [20] or Vartia [105].
These are just some examples, but they all seem to point to the conclusion that quasilinearity
is somehow natural for index number formulas that are CA. We now attempt to find conditions
under which an index number formula with the CA property will have a quasilinear represen-
tation. Gorman [52] has proved similar results, using different notions of separability. However,
Gorman’s strong proportionality requirements lead him to a characterization of Stuvel-type in-
dices, which will be discussed below. Also Blackorby and Primont [15] have used functional
equations techniques to prove somewhat more restricted results. Our proof is algebraic, and
utilizes the semigroup structure of consistent index numbers.
2Sometimes called the Montgomery formula (e.g. by Stuvel [96]) and called the Vartia I formula by Vartia
[105].
Chapter 4
A quasilinear representation theorem
4.1 Sufficient conditions and proof of quasilinearity theorem
The problem of finding a quasilinear representation for index number formulas that are consistent
in aggregation is closely related to the problem considered by Aczél and Hosszú [1]. They present
necessary and sufficient conditions for a continuous semigroup operation F : (Rn)2 → Rn to have
the representation F (x,y) = B−1 (B (x) +B (y)) where B : Rn → Rn is a continuous bijection
with a continuous inverse. Their result is that F has to be group operation satisfying certain
conditions. This result is not directly applicable, because the index number semigroups do not
have identity or inverse elements and are thus not groups. However, we use a similar method
of derivation as used in [1]. Also, Pokropp [75] has derived similar results in the context of
production theory. Our approach is similar to Aczél and Hosszú’s [1] and makes use of continuity
as well as the algebraic structure.
Of course, our result should be seen in the larger mathematical context of functional equa-
tions theory. It is an often recurring result that commutative semigroup operations involving
reals are isomorphic to addition under various regularity conditions, as may be seen for example
in Aczél [2]. As Gorman [52] remarks in a paper in which he presents results very much like
ours, ”addition is the only really well behaved associative operation”. The result is also closely
related to results concerning means and welfare indicators derived in Nagumo [74], Diewert [29]
and Blackorby and Donaldson [16]. The similarity is pursued briefly in Appendix C.3.
Below, we refer to the semigroup that is defined by the set X and the binary operation F on
it as (X, ◦F ) or, if it is obvious from the context which binary operation on X is meant, just X.
Before we proceed we present two lemmas which we will need later.
Lemma 4.1 (Cauchy Equation) Let S ⊂ Rn be a subsemigroup of (Rn,+) where the + sign
means ordinary vector summation. Let S have an open subset R ⊂ S. Then the only continuous
solutions F : S → Rn to the equation
F (x+ y) = F (x) +F (y) for all x,y ∈S (4.1)
are of the form F (x) = Cx where C is an arbitrary n× n matrix.
Proof. See appendix A.2.1.
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The Cauchy equation is one of the fundamental functional equations, and will be central in
the discussion below, as many of the results are arrived at by reduction to the Cauchy equation.
The linear function is the only practically relevant solution to the equation. The other solutions
to the equations are based on so-called Hamel bases, and are not constructive, but their existence
may only be proved based on the axiom of choice. The basic idea is to interpret the reals as a
rational-coefficient vector space. The axiom of choice (Zorn’s lemma) can be shown to imply that
all vector spaces have Hamel bases, that is, sets of basis vectors of which only a finite number are
needed to represent any given vector. The non-continuous solutions of the Cauchy equation may
be defined using the Hamel basis of reals interpreted as a rational-coefficient vector space. The
solution functions are quite remarkable. For example, the graph of any non-continuous solution
to the one-dimensional equation is dense in R2. The interested reader is referred to Kharazisvili
[64] and Kuczma [66].
Lemma 4.2 The quasilinear representation of an index number semigroup is unique up to a
linear transformation. Put otherwise, if
x ◦F y = B−1 (B (x) +B (y))=B˜−1
(
B˜ (x) + B˜ (y)
)
,
where B :R3++ → S and B˜:R3++ → S˜ are continuous bijections with continuous inverses and S
has an open subset1 then B (x) = CB˜ (x) for all x ∈R3++. C is a non-singular 3× 3 matrix.
Proof. See appendix A.2.2
The first of our four conditions for a quasilinear representation to exist is a weak propor-
tionality condition.
Condition 4.1 (Weak proportionality) For any x,y ∈R3++ and k, l∈R:
(x1, kx2, kx3) ◦F (x1, lx2, lx3) = (x1, (k + l)x2, (k + l)x3) . (4.2)
The condition is equivalent to demanding that if all prices have changed proportionally by
the factor x1 and values by the factor x3x2 (or, in other words, if all quantities have changed
proportionally by the factor x3x1x2 ) then the index should give the price relative. This is a very
weak proportionality condition that we feel any interesting index number formula should possess.
Note that for example Fisher’s [43, 420] test that states that if price relatives agree with each
other then the index should agree with the price relatives implies this test. Obviously, (4.2) can
be repeated to get an equivalent result to any number of commodities by simple induction.
The reason that this condition was adopted to us is that it allows us to easily define ”powers”
for the index number semigroup.
Definition 4.1 For any x ∈R3++ and k∈R++ we define
xk = (x1, kx2, kx3) . (4.3)
1Which we will show that it must have under our conditions.
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This definition is natural because by the weak proportionality condition for any x ∈R3++ and
n∈N
xn = (x1, nx2, nx3) = x◦F ...◦Fx︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
. (4.4)
Also, for any x,y ∈R3++ and k, l∈R++ the powers possess the familiar properties:
1.
xk◦Fxl = (x1, kx2, kx3) ◦F (x1, lx2, lx3) (4.5)
= (x1, (k + l)x2, (k + l)x3) = x
k+l,
2. (
xk
)l
= (x1, kx2, kx3)
l = (x1, klx2, klx3) = x
kl. (4.6)
3.
(x ◦F y)k = xk ◦F yk. (4.7)
The first two properties follow immediately from the definition. The third one follows from
continuity. For n∈N we have clearly
(x ◦F y)n = (x ◦F y) ◦F ...◦F (x ◦F y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
= xn ◦F yn,
and similarly for any m∈N, (
x
1
m ◦F y 1m
)m
= x ◦F y
so that
(x ◦F y)
1
m = x
1
m ◦F y
1
m .
Therefore
(x ◦F y)
n
m =
(
x
1
m ◦F y
1
m
)n
= x
n
m ◦F y
n
m ,
and (x ◦F y)q = xq ◦F yq for any q∈Q++, and by continuity the result follows for any
k ∈ R++.
Now, if we take any matrix U =
[
u1 u2 u3
]
,ui ∈ R3++ and define for all (x1, x2, x3)
∈ R3++ :
HU (x1, x2, x3) = u
x1
1 ◦Fux22 ◦Fux33 (4.8)
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then the function HU : R3++ → SU, where SU = HU
(
R3++
)
will clearly exist and be
continuous because of continuity of the semigroup operation and the power function. Also,
HU (x) ◦FHU (y) = (ux11 ◦Fux22 ◦Fux33 ) ◦F (uy11 ◦Fuy22 ◦Fuy33 ) (4.9)
= ux1+y11 ◦Fux2+y22 ◦Fux3+y33
= HU (x+ y) .
SU is a subsemigroup of the index number semigroup
(
R3++, ◦F
)
. To see this, let s =HU (x)
and t =HU (y) . Now
s◦F t =HU (x) ◦FHU (x) =HU (x+ y) ∈ SU. (4.10)
This means that we have proved the following lemma:
Lemma 4.3 For any U, HU : R
3
++ → SU is a continuous homomorphism HU from the semi-
group
(
R3++,+
)
to a subsemigroup SU of the index number semigroup.
Also, the function HU has the property
HU (x)
k = (ux11 ◦Fux22 ◦Fux33 )k = ukx11 ◦Fukx22 ◦Fukx33 =HU (kx) . (4.11)
The idea of a function like HU is derived from Aczél and Hosszú’s article [1]. The strategy we
will now follow is first to find a matrix U that makes HU a bijection, and thus an isomorphism
between R3++ and a subsemigroup of the index number semigroup. Then we extend this isomor-
phism to cover the whole index number semigroup using a method not unlike that used in proof
of Lemma 4.1, that is, the Cauchy equation. This is necessary because in most interesting cases
there will not exist any U such that SU = R3++. This follows from some common properties of
index number formulas. For example, for many formulas the value of the index will always lie
between the minimum and the maximum of the price relatives. For these indices, any U the
first component of HU, denoted hU would have the property
hU (x) ∈ [min {u11, u21, u31} ,max {u11, u21, u31}] ,
and therefore for any choice ofU, the set SU =HU
(
R3++
)
would always be a strict subsemigroup
of the index number semigroup. Most formulas have either this property or at least the index
never takes a value greater than or equal to the maximum of the price relatives. Let us illustrate
the above points by an example:
Example 4.1 Let us derive the homomorphisms HU for the Montgomery—Vartia and the ”min-
imum” formulas. The Montgomery—Vartia formula is given by the semigroup operation
u◦FMV v =
(
exp
(
L (u2, u3) log u1 + L (v2, v3) log v1
L (u2 + v2, u3 + v3)
)
, u2 + v2, u3 + v3
)
,
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where L (x, y) is the logarithmic mean defined above. Now, for any U,
HMVU (x1, x2, x3) = u
x1
1 ◦FMV ux22 ◦FMV ux33
=

exp


3∑
j=1
xjL(uj2,uj3) log uj1
L
(
3∑
i=1
ui2xi,
3∑
i=1
ui3xi
)


3∑
i=1
ui2xi
3∑
i=1
ui3xi

.
Simple substitution verifies the homomorphism property. It is easy to see that for any choice
of U, the subsemigroup SMVU = H
MV
U
(
R3++
)
is a strict subsemigroup of the index number
semigroup. This is because the Montgomery—Vartia formula always gives a value that is at most
the maximum of the price relatives, and that means that for any U,
HMVU (x1, x2, x3) ∈ (0,max{u11, u21, u31}]× R2++  R3++.
For the ”minimum” formula, the semigroup operation is given by
u◦F minv =(min {u1, v1} , u2 + v2, u3 + v3) .
Here, as noted before, the two last components are redundant, as the aggregation is done in an
essentially one-dimensional way. The homomorphisms HminU are given by
HminU (x1, x2, x3) = u
x1
1 ◦Fminux22 ◦Fminux33
=
(
min {u11, u21, u31} ,
3∑
i=1
ui2xi,
3∑
i=1
ui3xi
)
,
so that the first component does not depend on x, but is constant for a fixed choice of U, and
therefore for SMVU = H
MV
U
(
R3++
)
, we actually have SMVU ⊂ {min {u11, u21, u31}} × R2++.
The second condition in the set of sufficient conditions is:
Condition 4.2 (Bijectivity) There exist U =
[
u1 u2 u3
]
,ui ∈ R3++ such that HU :
R3++ → SU is a bijection.
The second condition means that for some U,the homomorphism HU has an inverse H−1U
and thus is an isomorphism between semigroup
(
R3++,+
)
and a subsemigroup SU of the index
number formula. Thus for any t, s ∈ SU that have HU (x) = s,HU (y) = t
s◦Ft =HU (x) ◦FHU (y) =HU (x+ y)=HU
(
H−1U (t) +H
−1
U (s)
)
, (4.12)
so that the index number formula has a quasilinear representation in the subsemigroup SU. The
condition may at first seem abstract, but it has an index number theoretic interpretation. This
is given in the next lemma.
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Lemma 4.4 If the bijectivity condition does not hold, then the price index calculated using this
formula for three or more commodities has the following property: if for some i = j v1i
v0i
= v
1
j
v0j
, that
is, if the expenditure change on all goods has not been proportional, we may always redistribute
the expenditure among the commodities without changing the value of the index. That is,
gn
((
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
πn, v
0
n, v
1
n
))
= gn
((
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
πn, v
0
n, v
1
n
))
,
whenever
n∑
i=1
v0i =
n∑
i=1
v0i and
n∑
i=1
v1i =
n∑
i=1
v1i .
Proof. See Appendix A.2.2.
This means that the relative importance of goods does not matter, only the price (or quantity)
relatives and aggregate value of consumption. As this clearly is a property that no reasonable
formula would have, it is our opinion that the second condition is justifiable. Let us illustrate
this condition by continuing the example of the Montgomery—Vartia and minimum formulas.
Example 4.2 The homomorphisms for the Montgomery—Vartia formula are of the form
HMVU (x1, x2, x3) =

exp


3∑
j=1
xjL(uj2,uj3) log uj1
L
(
3∑
i=1
ui2xi,
3∑
i=1
ui3xi
)


3∑
i=1
ui2xi
3∑
i=1
ui3xi

.
When is a function of this form one-to-one? Define the function M in R3++ with
M (y) =
(
exp
(
y1
L (y2, y3)
)
, y2, y3
)
.
This function is clearly one-to-one and has the inverse
M−1 (z) = (L (z2, z3) log z1, z2, z3)
defined in M
(
R3++
)
. Now, clearly, HMVU (x) =M (D (U)x) , where
D (U) =
 L (u12, u13) log u11 L (u22, u23) log u21 L (u32, u33) log u31u12 u22 u32
u13 u23 u33
 .
This means that HMVU is one-to-one whenever D (U) is non-singular. Clearly there exist U for
which this is true. Therefore Condition 2 is satisfied by the Montgomery—Vartia formula. In
light of the above lemma, this reflects the obvious fact that as the weights of the index react to
redistributions of value, or as, generally,
L
(
v0k, v
1
k
)
n∑
i=1
L
(
v0i , v
1
i
) = L
(
v0k, v
1
k
)
n∑
i=1
L
(
v0i , v
1
i
) ,
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even if
n∑
i=1
v0i =
n∑
i=1
v0i and
n∑
i=1
v1i =
n∑
i=1
v1i , the value of the index is sensitive to value redistribution
and therefore the bijectivity condition must be satisfied for some U.
The minimum formula gives an example of a formula that does not satisfy Condition 2. The
homomorphisms are given by
HminU (x1, x2, x3) =
(
min {u11, u21, u31} ,
3∑
i=1
ui2xi,
3∑
i=1
ui3xi
)
.
The first component is fixed for a fixed U, and so we may restrict attention to the two latter
components of the function. If those were to define a function that is one-to-one, the equation
U23x = y, where U23 =
[
u12 u22 u32
u13 u23 u33
]
should only have one solution x ∈R3++ for each
y ∈ U23R2++. But this is clearly impossible as rank (U23) ≤ 2. Therefore for the minimum
formula, no choice of U yields a bijective HminU . Again, we may interpret this result using
Lemma 4.4. We see that indeed, the minimum formula is not sensitive to redistributions of
expenditure between goods, as
(
π1, v
0
1 , v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
πn, v
0
n, v
1
n
)
(
min {π1, ..., πn} ,
n∑
i=1
v0i ,
n∑
i=1
v1i
)
=
(
min {π1, ..., πn} ,
n∑
i=1
v0i ,
n∑
i=1
v1i
)
whenever
n∑
i=1
v0i =
n∑
i=1
v0i and
n∑
i=1
v1i =
n∑
i=1
v1i .
This example in addition to Lemma 4.4 should provide some intuition to the second condition.
It requires that the value of the index should actually depend on the expenditure shares of each
good.
Still another way of giving meaning to the bijectivity condition is by analogy with the theory
of linear spaces. A linear space is of course a rather special type of semigroup, but as a concept
it is perhaps more familiar to economists as the more general algebraic structures. The vectors
u1,u2,u3 may be thought to ”span” the subsemigroup SU in a similar fashion that a set of
vectors may be used to define a linear space. The subsemigroup SU = HU
(
R3++
)
may also be
given by SU =
{
ux11 ◦Fux22 ◦Fux33 | (x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3++
}
. The analogy to a set of vectors spanning
a linear space is immediate, if we compare the previous expression for SU with for example
span (U) =
{
x1u1+x2u2+x3u3| (x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3
}
.
Now, the bijectivity condition may be thought as the requirement that the vectors u1,u2,u3
form a ”basis” of the subsemigroup SU. That, is the bijectivity requirement demands that
for any y ∈SU there is only one (x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3++ for which y = ux11 ◦Fux22 ◦Fux33 . Again, the
analogy with bases of linear spaces is straightforward: the requirement that a set of vectors
be linearly independent, i.e. form a basis, is equivalent to the requirement that each vector in
the space spanned by the basis vectors has a unique representation in the basis vectors, or in
other words, that the linear mapping defined by the matrix of the basis vectors is a bijection.
The analogy can be discussed further, and it may be illustrative to some readers, but as this
discussion would constitute a diversion from our main point it is continued in Appendix C.
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In this context, the content of Lemma 4.4 becomes clearer. As the two latter components of
the function
HU (x1, x2, x3) = u
x1
1 ◦Fux22 ◦Fux33
=
(
hU (x) ,
3∑
i=1
ui2xi,
3∑
i=1
ui3xi
)
=
[
hU (x)
U23x
]
,
with U23 =
[
u12 u22 u32
u13 u23 u33
]
are indeed linear, we immediately see that bijectivity requires
that the matrix U23 have full row rank, which is corresponds exactly to the linear space case.
Now, choosing U such that rank (U23) = 2, we see that the positive solutions to U23x = y
lie on the positive part of a line, and therefore the bijectivity of HU, or the ”basis” property
of the vectors u1,u2,u3 depends on the behaviour of hU on this line segment. In the proof
of Lemma 4.4 it is shown that because the function HU is a homomorphism from the vector
addition semigroup, if hU is to have the same value on two points on this line segment, then it
must be constant on the whole line. But the line segment is just the line segment defined by the
requirement that all expenditure values be constant, so that if HU is to be non-bijective, then
the index must be insensitive to the redistribution of expenditure among the goods.
To put the whole argument thus far in a nutshell: the weak proportionality requirement
ensures that there are homomorphisms from the addition semigroup of positive real vectors to
subsemigroups of the index number semigroups. The existence of this homomorphism makes
these subsemigroups ”almost linear”, and therefore the existence of a ”three-dimensional basis”
may be shown to depend on the sensitivity of the index number formula to redistributions of total
expenditure among goods. If, at least for some price (or quantity) relatives and expenditures,
the value of the index is not indifferent to redistribution, then because of the ”almost linearity”,
these form a ”basis” for the subsemigroup. Now it remains to extend the ”span” of this ”basis”
to cover the whole index number semigroup.
From now on we restrict attention to formulas that satisfy Conditions 1 and 2 and U is
regarded as fixed to some value for which HU (x) is a bijection.
Before turning to the next condition, we show that SU is open.
Lemma 4.5 SU =HU
(
R3++
)
is open in R3.
Proof. See Appendix A.2.4.
Condition 4.3 (Vanishing commodities) lim
k→0
xk ◦F y = y
This condition states that the expenditure on a commodity tends to zero, then its effect on
the index should vanish. The technical value of this (in our opinion reasonable) condition lies
in that it ensures that the following lemma is satisfied.
Lemma 4.6 For each x ∈R3++ there exist some s, t ∈ SU such that
x ◦F s = t. (4.13)
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Proof. To see this note that for any y ∈SU by condition 4.3
y = lim
n→∞x
1
n ◦F y = lim
n→∞ (x ◦F y
n)
1
n .
Because SU is open by lemma 4.5 this means that for n large enough (x ◦F yn)
1
n ∈ SU
but as SU was shown to be a subsemigroup of the index number semigroup this means that[
(x ◦F yn)
1
n
]n
= x ◦F yn = t ∈ SU. Taking s = yn the result follows.
Example 4.3 Continuing the Montgomery—Vartia example we see that
xk◦FMV y =
(
exp
(
kL (x2, x3) log x1 +L (y2, y3) log y1
L (kx2 + y2, kx3 + y3)
)
, kx2 + y2, kx3 + y3
)
,
so that Condition 3 is obviously satisfied.
Condition 4.4 (Monotonicity) The index is strictly increasing in the price relatives, so that
g2 (x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, y3) is strictly increasing in x1 and y1.
Notice that this monotonicity condition differs somewhat from many usual monotonicity con-
ditions for index numbers, as it is given with respect to the price/quantity relative -expenditure
representation rather than with respect to the direct price-quantity representation of the index
number formula. While the representations are equivalent statements on the same dependency
on prices and quantities, monotonicity statements are not equivalent. This point is briefly
discussed below.
Example 4.4 Continuing the Montgomery—Vartia example we see clearly, that
gMV2 (x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, y3) = exp
(
L (x2, x3) log x1 + L (y2, y3) log y1
L (x2 + y2, x3 + y3)
)
is strictly increasing in x1 and y1.
The discussion following the first of the sufficient conditions gives the main algebraic point
of our theorem, as they suffice to show that for any element of the index number semigroup
we may find a subsemigroup containing it, in which the semigroup operation has a quasilinear
representation. There would appear to be many strategies to extrapolate the existence of a
global quasilinear representation from this result. The following two conditions, as well as the
set of lemmas that follows next are of a technical nature, and do not add much to the actual
understanding of the curious and interesting nature of the index number semigroups, but take
care, albeit in a rather robust and inelegant way of this necessary extension of the quasilinear
representation. In Appendix C we have tried to provide some explanation by analogy to these
technical points as well as the main argument.
Lemma 4.7 If condition 4.4 holds together with the previous conditions, and x ◦F s = t and
y ◦F s = t then x = y.
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Proof. See Appendix A.2.5
While condition 4.3 ensures that each x ∈R3++ is a solution to the equation x ◦F s = t
for some s, t ∈ SU, condition 4.4 makes it the unique solution to the equation. This defines
inverse elements for those elements of the semigroup that have those, in other words, we define
”subtraction” or ”division” in the index number semigroup, as the unique solution x to the
equation x◦F s = t may be regarded as t ”divided” by s with regard to the semigroup operation.
Example 4.5 Continuing the Montgomery—Vartia example, x ◦FMV s = t is equivalent to
x◦FMV s =
(
exp
(
L (x2, x3) log x1 + L (s2, s3) log y1
L (x2 + s2, x3 + s3)
)
, x2 + s2, x3 + s3
)
= (t1, t2, t3)
This implies x2 = t2 − s2 and x3 = t3 − s3, and
L (t2 − s2, t3 − s3) log x1 = L (t2, t3) log t1 −L (s2, s3) log s1
or
x1 = exp
[
L (t2, t3) log t1 −L (s2, s3) log s1
L (t2 − s2, t3 − s3)
]
.
This means that when a solution x exists, it is unique.
Define now the function c (x,y)
c (x,y) ◦F HU (y)=HU (x) , (4.14)
for those x,y for which a solution exists. By the previous lemma this is indeed well-defined.
Lemma 4.8 The function c (x,y) is well-defined and depends only on x− y. We may thus
write c (x,y) = H (x− y). Also, we denote the domain of H as S. Because by Lemma 4.6
each x ∈R3++ is a solution to the equation x ◦F s = t for some s, t ∈ SU, H is a function
H :S → R3++.
Proof. Appendix A.2.6.
This extends the isomorphism HU to the whole index number semigroup. This should
be regarded as a similar operation as used above in the proof of the Cauchy equation. It is
a little more complicated due to the fact that the index number semigroup is not trivially
a subsemigroup of a group (as any addition semigroup is contained in Rn) and thus inverse
elements do not always exist. The next lemma shows that H actually is an extension of HU in
that it H has the same values as HU in the domain where the latter is defined. The point is,
that as c (x,y) is the inverse operation of ◦F then if the index number semigroup is isomorphic
to an addition semigroup, then c (x,y) is isomorphic to subtraction.
Lemma 4.9 R3++ ⊂ S and if x ∈ R3++ then H (x) =HU (x) . That is, HU is the restriction of
H into R3++.
Proof. Appendix A.2.6.
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Example 4.6 Continuing the Montgomery—Vartia example, we see that the corresponding func-
tion cMV (x,y) is given by the solution to
exp

L(c2,c3) log c1+
3∑
j=1
yjL(uj2,uj3) log uj1
L
(
c2+
3∑
i=1
ui2yi,c3+
3∑
i=1
ui3yi
)


c2 +
3∑
i=1
ui2yi
c3 +
3∑
i=1
ui3yi

=

exp


3∑
j=1
xjL(uj2,uj3) log uj1
L
(
3∑
i=1
ui2xi,
3∑
i=1
ui3xi
)


3∑
i=1
ui2xi
3∑
i=1
ui3xi

.
This yields
 L (c2, c3) log c1c2
c3
 =

3∑
j=1
(xj − yj)L (uj2, uj3) loguj1
3∑
i=1
(xi − yi)ui2
3∑
i=1
(xi − yi)ui3

.
or  L (c2, c3) log c1c2
c3
 = D (U) (x− y) ,
so that cMV (x,y) is well-defined and depends only on x− y. Using previously adopted nota-
tion M (y) =
(
exp
(
y1
L(y2,y3)
)
, y2, y3
)
, we see that cMV (x,y) = M (D (U) (x− y)) . Therefore
HMV (x) =M (D (U)x) and is defined for x that satisfy D (U)x ∈ R× R2++. Clearly, it is an
extension of HMVU which was seen above to be defined by the same formula but only for x ∈ R3++.
The next lemma confirms that H extends HU in a way that preserves the isomorphism
property.
Lemma 4.10 For all s, t ⊂ S,
H (s) ◦F H (t) =H (s+ t) . (4.15)
Also, H is a bijection.
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Proof. See Appendix A.2.7.
This means thatH has an inverseH−1 : R3++ → S. If we substitute s =H−1 (x), t =H−1 (y)
into (4.15) it becomes
x ◦F y =H
(
H−1 (x)+H−1 (y)
)
. (4.16)
From the above equation it is clear that S is a subsemigroup of
(
R3,+
)
andH is an isomorphism
between (S,+) and
(
R3++, ◦F
)
.
Now, as any linear transformation of the isomorphismH−1 is also an isomorphism, we want to
restrict attention to the ”neat” representations, with the actual index number calculation taking
place in the first component, and the last two only keeping count of the value aggregation. This
is done in the next lemma by taking an appropriate transformation.
Lemma 4.11 Define the function G :T → R3++ where T = VS for some non-singular 3 × 3
matrix V that has (u12, u22, u32) and (u13, u23, u33) as its second and third row, and G (t) =
H
(
V−1t
)
for all t∈T . Then G is a bijection that has the form G (t) = (g (t) , t2, t3) , G−1 (x) =
G−1 (g (x) , x2, x3) and x ◦F y =G
(
G−1 (x)+G−1 (y)
)
.
Proof. See Appendix A.2.8.
Example 4.7 Once again, continuing the Montgomery—Vartia example, we see that
HMV (x+ y) = M (D (U) (x+ y)) =M (D (U)x+D (U)y)
=

exp


3∑
j=1
xjL(uj2,uj3) log uj1+
3∑
j=1
yjL(uj2,uj3) log uj1
L
(
3∑
i=1
ui2xi+
3∑
i=1
ui2yi,
3∑
i=1
ui3xi+
3∑
i=1
ui3yi
)


3∑
i=1
ui2xi +
3∑
i=1
ui2yi
3∑
i=1
ui3xi +
3∑
i=1
ui3yi

= HMV (x) ◦FMV HMV (y) .
Also, as D (U) is non-singular, andM is one-to-one, HMV is an isomorphism. It is also clearly
continuous. Note that the function HMV (x) is still not ”neat” as the two latter components still
depend on U. Now, take V = D (U) and define G (t) =H
(
D (U)−1 t
)
. Then
G (t) = M
(
D (U)D (U)−1 t
)
=M (t)
=
(
exp
(
t1
L (t2, t3)
)
, t2, t3
)
,
with G−1 (s) = (L (s2, s3) log s1, s2, s3) and we have arrived at the standard representation for
the Montgomery—Vartia formula.
The next lemma is included purely for technical completeness. The proofs of the next
sections are largely based on continuity (much looser regularity conditions would often suffice,
but continuity is nice to work with), and therefore we show that both our isomorphism and its
inverse isomorphism are indeed continuous.
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Lemma 4.12 G and G−1 are continuous.
Proof. See Appendix A.2.9.
Taking B =G−1 and noting that R3++ ⊂ S so S has an open subset and therefore also T we
have now proved the main theorem of this part.
Theorem 4.1 (Ql. Representation of Index Number Formulas) Any index number for-
mula that is CA and satisfies the following conditions:
1. weak proportionality,
2. sensitivity to redistributions of expenditure among goods,
3. insensitivity to vanishing commodities and
4. monotonicity in the price/quantity relatives
has a quasilinear representation x ◦F y = B−1 (B (x)+B (y)) that is unique up to a linear
transformation. Moreover, the functions B and B−1 can be chosen to be continuous and of the
forms B (x) = (b (x) , x2, x3) and B−1 (y) =
(
b (y) , y2, y3
)
respectively.
4.2 Some necessity considerations
The conditions 1—4 were shown to be sufficient for a quasilinear representation to exist. They
are, however, not necessary. For a formula with a quasilinear form condition 1 implies that
B (x1, kx2, kx3) +B (x1, lx2, lx3) = B (x1, (k + l) x2, (k + l)x3) . (4.17)
For any fixed x this is just the one-dimensional Cauchy equation in k and l and thus clearly
B (x1, kx2, kx3) = kB (x) so that B is linear homogeneous in (x2, x3). But this means that if we
were to choose some function B without this property then condition 1 would not be satisfied.
However, as was pointed out above, any function that does not satisfy condition 1 will not be an
interesting candidate for an index number formula. Thus the following result is of some interest.
Theorem 4.2 An index number formula has a quasilinear representation
x ◦F y = B−1 (B (x)+B (y)) ,
with B linear homogeneous in (x2, x3) and B (x) = (b (x) , x2, x3) if and only if conditions 1—4
as well as consistency in aggregation are satisfied.
Proof. Theorem 4.1 and the above discussion show that if conditions 1—4 are satisfied then
the representation exists. For the proof of the only if part see Appendix A.2.10.
Thus while conditions 1—4 are not necessary conditions in general, if weak proportionality is
required then linear homogeneity of B is implied and the rest of the conditions are sufficient and
necessary to guarantee the existence of a quasilinear representation. As has been argued above,
weak proportionality is such an essential property of any index number formula, that assuming
it is not a very strict restriction, and we will assume it for the most part below.
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Definition 4.2 (Weakly proportional quasilinear index ) If a semigroup operation that
defines an index number formula has a quasilinear representation x ◦F y = B−1 (B (x) +B (y))
with B continuous, having a continuous inverse, and linear homogeneous in (x2, x3) and B (x) =
(b (x) , x2, x3) then we say that the semigroup operation defines a weakly proportional quasilinear
index number formula. By the above theorem, this definition is equivalent to the conditions 1—4.
As we have argued that almost any function of any practical interest would satisfy our four
conditions, the question remains could any function satisfying them be regarded as a candidate
for an index number formula. The answer seems to be that all functions that satisfy all four
conditions satisfy some elementary properties of index number formulas. For example, the rather
permissive set of axioms given by Vartia [105] is implied by our conditions. The tests include
the weak proportionality test, which is our condition 1, a weak identity test, which states that
if there is no change in prices and the quantities change proportionally, then the price index
should have value 1. In our coordinates this is equivalent to
(1, x2, kx2) ◦F (1, y2, ky2) = (1, x2 + y2, k (x2 + y2)) . (4.18)
This is implied by condition 1 as it is equivalent to (1, 1, k)x2 ◦F (1, 1, k)y2 = (1, 1, k)x2+y2 . Also,
the set of axioms includes the so-called monetary unit test, which requires that if all prices
are multiplied by some positive k and quantities by some positive l the index should remain
unchanged. As our conditions ensure that
(x1, klx2, klx3) ◦F (y1, kly2, kly3) = xkl ◦F ykl = (x ◦F y)kl , (4.19)
this condition is also satisfied. We have proved this lemma:
Lemma 4.13 All weakly proportional quasilinear formulas satisfy Vartia’s axioms.
We conclude that our choice of vocabulary in calling all these functions index numbers is
not meaningless, as they have characteristics that are typical for index number formulas. As the
previous examples show, some of the classical index number tests have algebraic interpretations.
In the next section this is examined in some more detail.
Chapter 5
Tests for consistent indices
5.1 Introduction
In the so-called test-theoretic or axiomatic approach to index number theory pioneered by Irving
Fisher [43] functions that are candidates to being used as index number formulas are subjected
to certain tests, i.e. the functions are required to satisfy some requirements that are considered
necessary or desirable for an index number formula. Many of these tests demand that the
function have some property that is similar or analogical to some property of the simple price
ratio. In this section we use the results derived above and find some interesting algebraic
interpretations for these tests. These interpretations in our opinion strongly suggest that an
algebraic structure is something natural to index number theory, and that rather than being
just one desideratum or test among others, consistency in aggregation should be regarded as a
fundamental property of index number formulas.
The tests are presented first in a ”pure” algebraic form and then applied to index number
formulas and especially quasilinear formulas as an application. This approach is warranted for
two reasons: first, it simplifies the notation somewhat, and second, it shows that this kind
of axiomatic approach could be extended for other kinds of consistent aggregation as well in
addition to index number theory.
After the basic definitions and preliminary discussion the main focus will be on the effect of
different axiomatic requirements on the possible functional form of the isomorphismB used in the
definition of the quasilinear formula. It is shown that many of the standard index number tests
are reducible to demanding certain algebraic properties of the aggregation semigroup. As the
quasilinear index number operations are algebraically isomorphic to vector addition semigroups,
the tests themselves must be reducible to properties of these addition semigroups. This result
is then used to reduce different types of tests into simple functional equations which may be
solved to give the functional forms that satisfy the tests.
Most of the discussion is centered on the compatibility of different proportionality require-
ments, the quasilinear structure and Fisher’s reversal tests. We show that very strong pro-
portionality requirements severely restrict the other properties a quasilinear index number may
have and that factor reversal and strong proportionality conditions, such as linear homogeneity
in comparison period prices are not really compatible for quasilinear indices. However, if the
demand of factor reversibility is dropped, there are a number of quasilinear indices that satisfy
strong proportionality requirements. We also prove, using the approach derived above, a char-
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acterization of the Stuvel formula which has been noted previously by Gorman [52] and Balk [8],
namely that no other quasilinear formula satisfies factor reversal and Fisher’s proportionality
test. The focus on proportionality will be continued in the later chapters, in which we argue
that the often made point that strong proportionality conditions are necessary in view of mi-
croeconomic theory is not very well thought out. Also, as we show in the next chapter that the
quasilinear structure is equivalent to an additive decomposition representation, the discussion of
the correspondence between the properties of quasilinear indices and the functional form of the
isomorphism is continued there, and many more results are presented. The difference is that in
this chapter we want to emphasize the algebraic structure of consistent index numbers, while in
the following chapter the algebraic properties are given interpretations more in line of traditional
index number theory. This chapter and the next one should therefore be viewed as a whole, and
the results are divided into the two for reasons of convenience only, as certain properties are
more easily interpreted from the point of view of the theory of additive decompositions.
Many of the results presented are interesting in themselves, but the purpose of this chapter
is also to show how the algebraic structure of consistent aggregation may be applied for easy
derivation of results, and how the existence of an isomorphism with a well-known semigroup
actually reduces many of the aggregation properties of a formula into properties of the simpler
semigroup. Many of the proofs are included with regard to this purpose, in some cases they
reveal more about the underlying algebraic structure and the effect of different requirements
on the functional form of index numbers than the results themselves. Also, the algebra and
the mathematics of functional equations are rather more elegant and enjoyable than the usual
mathematics associated with economics, as is evident from the calculations in the last part of
this study. Therefore, in the first and second parts of the study, the tendency has been to include
proofs, even if long, in the main text while in the later chapters, we have often relegated even
short proofs to the appendix.
As a first, we narrow our definition of an index number from the previous weak one to
include the weak proportionality property. This guarantees that the isomorphisms B are linear
homogeneous in x2 and x3. As any reasonable formula will possess this property, we do not feel
there is much loss of generality, while the strengthened definition makes many things much more
straightforward.
Definition 5.1 (Index number) From now on we add the weak proportionality requirement
to our definition of an index number, so that the terms quasilinear and weakly proportional
quasilinear are used interchangeably.
We define two categories of tests. The tests in the first category demand that certain func-
tions or classes of functions be automorphisms of the aggregation semigroup.
Definition 5.2 (Category 1 test) Let ◦F be an Abelian semigroup operation on S. Let t :
S → S be an arbitrary bijection. Then the formula defined by the semigroup operation ◦F satisfies
the test by function t if and only if for all x, y ∈ X it is true that t (x ◦F y) = t (x) ◦F t (y).
Using algebraic terminology, t must be an automorphism of the index number semigroup.
The idea of this category of test is simple. The aggregation method ◦Fmust be such that
it does not matter whether the transformation t is applied on the disaggregate level to the
single measurements or on the aggregate level. Put in informational terms, only aggregate
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information is required to calculate the aggregate of the transformed measurements. Moreover,
this calculation can be done by simply transforming the aggregate using the same transformation.
In other words, the transformation must preserve the consistency property of the aggregation
method. The property clearly extends to any number of levels of subaggregates. Another way of
illustrating the concept of this kind of test is noting that it is possible to define a new semigroup
operation using the transformation t.
Definition 5.3 For a bijection t : S → S the t-antithesis of the consistent aggregation operation
◦F is the operation ◦Gdefined by x ◦G y = t−1 [t (x) ◦F t (y)].
The t-antithesis operation is also a consistent aggregation semigroup operation.
Lemma 5.1 The t-antithesis operation of an Abelian semigroup operation ◦F is also an Abelian
semigroup operation.
Proof. Let the operation ◦G be defined by x ◦G y = t−1 [t (x) ◦F t (y)] . The operation is
commutative, because ◦F is commutative. Proof of associativity from associativity of the original
operation is also straightforward
(x ◦G y) ◦G z = t−1
[{
t
(
t−1 [t (x) ◦F t (y)]
)} ◦F t (z)]
= t−1 [t (x) ◦F t (y) ◦F t (z)]
= t−1
[
t (x) ◦F
{
t
(
t−1 [t (y) ◦F t (z)]
)}]
= x ◦G (y ◦G z) .
Any bijection may therefore be used to define a new consistent aggregation method by first
transforming each measurement using the bijection, aggregating the transformed measurements
and then transforming the result back using the inverse transformation. By definition, the new
aggregation semigroup is isomorphic to the original one with the isomorphism t. The algebraic
properties of the two aggregation methods are thus identical. The antithesis operation gives us
another way of defining the Category 1 tests.
Theorem 5.1 The Abelian semigroup operation ◦F satisfies Category 1 test by function t if and
only if the t-antithesis of ◦F is ◦F itself.
Proof. It is clear that
t (x ◦F y) = t (x) ◦F t (y)⇔ x ◦F y = t−1 [t (x) ◦F t (y)] .
The most prominent examples of this type of test for index number semigroups are Fisher’s
great reversal tests, that is, the time reversal and factor reversal tests. To show this, we need
some preliminary definitions. First we define the time reversal and factor reversal functions.
Definition 5.4 (Time reversal function) The time reversal function is the function
t :R3++ → R3++, t (x1, x2, x3) =
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)
. (5.1)
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Definition 5.5 (Factor reversal function) The factor reversal function is defined by
s :R3++ → R3++, s (x1, x2, x3) =
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
. (5.2)
Note that the names of the time reversal and factor reversal functions are natural. The time
reversal function transforms a price relative-value vector comparing periods 0 and 1 to a price
relative-value vector comparing periods 1 and 0 and also reverses the order of the values. The
factor reversal function transforms any price relative-value vector into a quantity relative-value
vector and vice versa because
v1
v0π
= κ. (5.3)
Lemma 5.2 Both functions are autoinverses, i.e. they have inverses and t−1 = t and s−1 = s.
Proof. Simple calculation will show that this is true.
Lemma 5.3 The order of time and factor reversal may be changed without effect, or t ◦ s = s ◦ t.
Proof. For any x,
(t ◦ s) (x) = t (s (x)) = t
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
=
(
x1x2
x3
, x3, x2
)
= s
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)
= s (t (x)) = (s ◦ t) (x) .
Using these functions we may also define the time and factor antitheses of any index number
formulas.
Definition 5.6 (Time antithesis) Let ◦F define an index number formula. The time antithe-
sis of that formula is defined by the semigroup operation ◦G, given by
x◦Gy = t−1 (t (x) ◦F t (y)) = t (t (x) ◦F t (y)) , (5.4)
where t is the time reversal function. In other words, the time antithesis is the t-antithesis of
◦F .
Definition 5.7 (Factor antithesis) Let ◦Fdefine an index number formula. The factor an-
tithesis of that formula is defined by its s-antithesis operation, denoted by ◦H .
This gives us the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4 The time and factor antitheses of formulas that are consistent in aggregation are
also consistent in aggregation. If the original formula is quasilinear, so are its time and factor
antitheses.
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Proof. The first part is a corollary of Lemma 5.1. For quasilinear index numbers
x◦Gy = t (t (x) ◦F t (y)) = (B ◦ t)−1 ((B ◦ t) (x) + (B ◦ t) (y)) . (5.5)
This gives the result for the time antithesis. The case for the factor antithesis is an obvious
corollary.
An algebraic way of putting the result would be that the factor and time antithesis semi-
groups are always isomorphic to the original index number semigroups. As quasilinear index
number semigroups are isomorphic to a vector addition semigroup, the antithesis semigroups of
quasilinear indices must be isomorphic to the same addition semigroup and therefore quasilinear
as well.
Next, we give definitions of the actual tests.
Definition 5.8 (Time reversal test) Let ◦Fdefine an index number formula and let ◦Gdefine
its time antithesis. The formula satisfies the time reversal test if these operations are identical
so that for all x,y ∈R3++,
x◦Fy = x◦Gy = t−1 (t (x) ◦F t (y)) .
An equivalent way of stating this demand is to require that the time reversal function be an
automorphism or that the time reversal test is a Category 1 test with the time reversal function
as test function.
It is perhaps easier to see that this definition is identical to the usual definitions if the
equation is written component by component. The time reversal test demands that the value of
an index comparing period 0 to period 1 should be the reciprocal of the index comparing period
1 to period 0. In our representation this is equivalent to the requirement that if we transform
all price relative vectors comparing period 0 to period 1 with the time reversal function and
then aggregate these, we should be able to recover the aggregation result for the untransformed
vectors by applying the same transformation again to this aggregate of transformed variables.
Formally for any x,y ∈ R3++ we should have
x◦Fy = t (t (x) ◦F t (y)) (5.6)
=
(
g2
((
x−11 , x3, x2
)
,
(
y−11 , y3, y2
))−1
, x2 + y2, x3 + y3
)
.
It should be clear that this is the usual definition for the time reversal test for two commodities.
The semigroup structure is enough to guarantee that the extension to any number of commodities
is a simple exercise in induction.
Definition 5.9 (Factor reversal test) Let ◦F define an index number formula and let ◦Hbe
its factor antithesis operation. The formula satisfies the factor reversal test if these operations
are identical. An equivalent way of stating this demand is to require that the factor reversal
function be an automorphism so that the factor reversal test is a category 1 test with the factor
reversal function as test function.
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The factor reversal test demands that the product of price and quantity indices must equal
the ratio of the value aggregates. The demand that s be an automorphism is equivalent to
x◦Fy = s (s (x) ◦F s (y)) (5.7)
=
(
g2
((
x3 (x2x1)
−1 , x3, x2
)
,
(
y3 (y2y1)
−1 , y3, y2
))−1
x3+y3
x2+y2
,
x2 + y2, x3 + y3
)
,
which is clearly the factor reversal test for two commodities. Again, it is an obvious induction
to see that if the above is true, then the equivalent will be true to any number of commodities.
Thus we have established that the time and factor reversal tests have simple algebraic inter-
pretations. They are equivalent to the requirement that the time reversal function and factor
reversal function be automorphisms of the index number semigroup. This is a compelling ex-
ample of how naturally and simply the concepts of axiomatic index number theory fit into the
algebraic framework, and properties which seem at first glance very specific to index numbers
are actually special cases of very general mathematical theory.
The concept of category 1 tests can be extended to cover tests that demand that instead of
a particular function a whole class of functions {tk|k ∈ K} where K is some index set must be
automorphisms.
Definition 5.10 The Abelian semigroup operation ◦F satisfies the Category 1 test with the class
of functions {tk|k ∈ K}, if it satisfies the Category 1 test for each function tk.
For example the linear homogeneity test advocated by many authors falls into this category.
Definition 5.11 (Linear homogeneity test) The index number formula satisfies the linear
homogeneity test if the functions
mk : R
3
++ → R3++,mk (x1, x2, x3) = (kx1, x2, kx3) (5.8)
are automorphisms for all k > 0.
This is equivalent to the demand that a price index should be linear homogeneous in period
1 prices. To see this, note that if the test is satisfied then for any k > 0, we must have
mk (x) ◦Fmk (y) =mk (x◦Fy) ,
which is equivalent to
(kx1, x2, kx3) ◦F (ky1, y2, ky3)= (kg2 (x,y) , x2 + y2, k (x3 + y3)) , (5.9)
where g2 is the index number formula for two commodities. This is a rather stringent requirement
which will be examined below.
Some of the classical tests can be given an algebraic interpretation different from that of the
one of category 1 test.
Definition 5.12 (Category 2 test) The second category of tests that we define is as follows.
Let A ⊂ S be some subset of S . The commutative semigroup operation ◦Fdefined in S satisfies
the category 2 test with the test subset A if and only if A is a subsemigroup of the index number
semigroup. In other words, if A is closed under the operation ◦F .
This type of test may obviously be extended similarly to the Category 1 tests, so that ◦F is
said to satisfy the test by the class of subsets {Ak|k ∈ K} if it satisfies the test for all Ak.
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The intuition behind this test is simple, and again reflects the idea of the test-theoretic ap-
proach that aggregates should have similar properties to individual measurements. The point
is, that if all the measurements belong to one subset A, then we may approximate the measure-
ments by the set A, and therefore it should also be possible to approximate the aggregate with
A. Put otherwise, if all measurements have some characteristic, the aggregate should also have
that same characteristic.
We now give some examples of this type of test.
Definition 5.13 (The identity test) The test requires that if all the price relatives are equal
to one then the value of the index should be one. (See for example Stuvel [96], Eichhorn [35]).
For index numbers that are consistent in aggregation this demand is equivalent to that the subset
A =
{
(1, x2, x3) | (x2, x3) ∈ R2++|
}
is closed under ◦F .That is, this is the Category 2 test with set A.
It is often required that the value of a price index should fall between the minimum and the
maximum of the price relatives, or
gn
((
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
πn, v
0
n, v
1
n
)) ∈ [min {π1, ...,πn} ,max{π1, ...,πn}] .
For consistent index number formulas this can be expressed as a category 2 test.
Definition 5.14 (Minimum-Maximum test) The index number formula defined by ◦F sat-
isfies the minimum-maximum test if the subsets Axy defined by
Axy = [x, y]×R2++ (5.10)
are closed under the operation ◦F .
Fisher’s proportionality test [43, 420] test that states that if price relatives agree with each
other then the index should agree with the price relatives. In other words, if all the prices have
changed proportionally by the factor x, then the value of the index be x. In our representation
this can be stated as
(x, x2, x3) ◦F (x, y2, y3) = (x, x2 + y2, x3 + y3) . (5.11)
Again, it is an obvious induction that if this holds for two commodities the equivalent will
hold for any number of commodities. If we define the sets Ax =
{
(x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3++|x1 = x
}
then it may be seen that the test can be formulated using the definition of category 2 tests.
Definition 5.15 (Fisher’s proportionality test) The formula defined by the semigroup op-
eration ◦F satisfies Fisher’s proportionality test if for all x > 0 the subsets
Ax =
{
(x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3++|x1 = x
}
is closed under ◦F . It is easy to see that as we have assumed that the indices are strictly
increasing in the price relative this is equivalent to the minimum-maximum test.
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These are just examples of well-known tests with algebraic interpretations, but they should
suffice to make our point. The algebraic interpretation of index number theory is not far-
fetched or a needless complication, but that it actually clarifies many things by giving a general
mathematical context in which the aggregation method along the various axioms and tests
are seen to be special cases of basic mathematical concepts. Also, the structure of algebraic
operations corresponds to an intuitive idea of what aggregation is. Therefore, we repeat the
claim, even though it is difficult to put in a satisfactorily precise form, that consistency in
aggregation should be regarded as a fundamental property in index number theory rather than
one test among others to be accepted or discarded according to fancy.
5.2 Tests for quasilinear indices: Definitions and results
For quasilinear index numbers the isomorphism B defines the formula completely. Thus any
property required by a test must be reducible to a property of this function. This simplifies things
considerably, as we only need to deal with a simple function from R3++ to R
3
++. Actually, the
situation is simplified even further, as B may always be chosen to be of the form B (x1, x2, x3) =
(b (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3) so that we actually only have to deal with the real-valued function b. The
form of this function will be the main focus of this and the next chapter, in which we show
that b may actually be interpreted as a decomposition function. To put the same thing in
algebraic terms, any quasilinear index number semigroup must be by definition isomorphic to
an addition semigroup. As the two types of tests developed in the previous section are based on
the algebraic properties of the index number semigroup, it must, because of the isomorphism,
be possible to reduce these tests to properties of some addition semigroup. Below, we will deal
extensively with linear transformations of the functions B as these will have a central role in
the discussion. In a slight abuse of language, we sometimes shorten the discussion by referring
only to the first component b of B and write ”a linear transformation of b” when we actually
refer to a transformation of B. This will simplify things and we do not think this abbreviation
will generate too much confusion.
The next two lemmas give the two categories of tests for quasilinear index number formulas,
and immediately show how much the quasilinear structure simplifies things.
Lemma 5.5 (Category 1 tests for quasilinear indices) If a semigroup operation ◦F that
defines an index number formula is as well as quasilinear, then the category 1 test with the
continuous test function t is equivalent to the requirement that the composite function B ◦ t
must be a linear transformation of B so that for all x ∈R3++, (B ◦ t) (x) = B (t (x)) = CB (x).
Proof. If conditions 1—4 are satisfied then for any x,y ∈R3++ the semigroup operation may
be written as x ◦F y = B−1 (B (x)+B (y)) . If the index number satisfies test with the function
t then
x ◦F y = t−1
(
B−1 (B (t (x))+B (t (y)))
)
= (B ◦ t)−1 ((B ◦ t) (x) + (B ◦ t) (y)) . (5.12)
It is obvious that (B ◦ t) is continuous and it gives an alternative quasilinear representation of
the same formula. By Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.1 any quasilinear representation is unique up
to a linear transformation the claim must be true.
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To give an algebraic interpretation to this result is suffices to note that as t is an auto-
morphism of the index number semigroup, h = B ◦ t ◦B−1 must be an automorphism of the
isomorphic addition semigroup. An automorphism h of an addition semigroup must have the
property h (x+ y) = h (x) + h (y), and therefore a bijective solution to the Cauchy equation,
that is, a linear function. But if h (x) = Cx, then (B ◦ t) (y) = CB (y). The result illustrates
the power of the algebraic approach, as tests concerning complex formulas may be reduced to
an extremely simple form by noting the isomorphism with an addition semigroup. It could
be further strengthened by characterizing which linear functions are automorphisms for those
addition semigroups that can be isomorphic to index number semigroups. This, however is not
necessary to our purposes, and instead we proceed by finding the possible linear functions case
by case. Before continuing, we note an immediate corollary of the previous lemma.
Corollary 5.1 If B defines a quasilinear index number formula, that satisfies the Category 1
test for a class of functions {tk|k ∈ K} where K is some index set then
(B ◦ tk) (x) = B (tk (x)) = C (k)B (x) . (5.13)
The form of the possible linear functions associated with the reversal functions is rather
restrictive, as the next lemmas show.
Lemma 5.6 For the factor reversal test the matrix C is always of the form
C =
 −1 c2 c30 1 0
0 0 1
 , (5.14)
Proof. Let the quasilinear index number that satisfies factor reversal be defined by the
function B (x) = (b (x) , x2, x3). We may restrict attention to the first row of C because the two
last equations in B (s (x)) = CB (x) are
x2 = c21b (x1, x2, x3) + c22x2 + c23x3
x3 = c31b (x1, x2, x3) + c32x2 + c33x3,
which obviously imply the result for the two other rows. The factor reversal test implies that
b (x1, x2, x3) = c1b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
+ c2x2 + c3x3
= c1 (c1b (x1, x2, x3) + c2x2 + c3x3) + c2x2 + c3x3
= c21b (x1, x2, x3) + c2 (1 + c1) x2 + c3 (1 + c1)x3.
Clearly, c21 = 1 because otherwise b (x1, x2, x3) would not depend on x1. Also, c1 must be
negative because b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
is strictly monotone to the opposite direction from b (x1, x2, x3) .
Therefore c1 = −1.
Lemma 5.7 For the time reversal test the matrix C is always of the form
C =
 −1 c c0 1 0
0 0 1
 , (5.15)
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Proof. Let the quasilinear index number that satisfies factor reversal be defined by the
function B (x) = (b (x) , x2, x3). We may restrict attention to the first row of C because the two
last equations in B (t (x)) = CB (x) are
x2 = c21b (x1, x2, x3) + c22x2 + c23x3
x3 = c31b (x1, x2, x3) + c32x2 + c33x3,
which obviously imply the result for the two other rows. The time reversal test implies that
b (x1, x3, x2) = c1b
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)
+ c2x2 + c3x3
= c1 (c1b (x1, x2, x3) + c2x3 + c3x2) + c2x2 + c3x3
= c21b (x1, x2, x3) + (c2 + c1c3)x2 + (c3 + c1c2)x3.
Clearly, c21 = 1 because otherwise b (x1, x2, x3) would not depend on x1. Also, c1 must be
negative because b
(
x−11 , x2, x3
)
is strictly monotone to the opposite direction from b (x1, x2, x3) .
Therefore c1 = −1. But this means that
(c2 − c3)x2 + (c3 − c2)x3 = 0,
or c2 = c3.
These results obviously place very strong restrictions on the form of the index number for-
mulas. For example, if factor reversal is to be satisfied, we must have
b
(
x3
x2x1
, x2, x3
)
+ b (x1, x2, x3) = c2x2 + c3x3,
and while it is not immediately clear what kind of functions satisfy this equation or how the con-
dition should be interpreted, it is clear that this is a rather stringent restriction. The conditions
will be given a very natural interpretations as properties of certain additive decompositions in
the next chapter, and we leave further discussion there and proceed to the implications of the
second category of tests for the quasilinear case.
Lemma 5.8 (Category 2 tests for quasilinear indices) If a semigroup operation ◦F that
defines an index number formula satisfies conditions 1—4 then the category 2 test with the subset
A is equivalent to the requirement that the image of A under the mapping B, denoted here
B (A) ⊂ T must be closed under vector addition, or in other words, it must be a subsemigroup
of
(
R3,+
)
. In other words, for any t, s ∈ B (A) , we must have t+ s ∈ B (A).
Proof. Let s, t ∈ B (A) be arbitrary and let x = B−1 (s) ,y= B−1 (t). If the test is satisfied
x ◦F y = B−1 (B (x)+B (y)) = B−1 (s+ t) = a ∈ A. But this means that s+ t = B (a).
Now, let x,y ∈A be arbitrary. There exist s, t such that x = B−1 (s) and y= B−1 (t).
Assume now that B (A) is closed under addition. Then s + t ∈ B (A) . But then x ◦F y =
B−1 (s+ t) ∈ A. Therefore the two conditions are equivalent.
The algebraic interpretation of this result is even simpler than the tests in the first category.
As the quasilinear index number semigroup is isomorphic to an addition semigroup, any sub-
semigroup of the index number semigroup must also be isomorphic to a subsemigroup of the
addition semigroup, with the appropriate restriction ofB providing the isomorphism. Therefore,
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if A is to be a subsemigroup of the index number semigroup, then B (A) must clearly be closed
under addition. Such sets are of course well-known and simple, while subsemigroups of index
number semigroups may seem complex, and therefore the quasilinear structure is again shown
to simplify things considerably.
As an application of the result, consider Fisher’s proportionality test which states that if the
price (or quantity) relatives are equal, then the index should be equal to these.
Lemma 5.9 (Fisher’s proportionality for ql. indices) The condition that a quasilinear in-
dex number formula satisfy Fisher’s proportionality test is equivalent to the requirement that the
function B which defines the formula is a linear transformation of a function B˜ the first com-
ponent of which has the form
b˜ (x1, x2, x3) = c1 (x1)x2 + c2 (x1)x3
. This is proved also by Balk [7].
Proof. Let x ◦F y = B−1 (B (x)+B (y)) define an index number formula. If the index
number formula satisfies the proportionality test, by lemma 5.8 this means that any subset Ax
must be closed under addition so that if x =(x, x2, x3) ,y = (x, y2, y3)∈R3++,
B (x)+B (y) = (b (x, x2, x3) + b (x, y2, y3) , x2 + y2, x3 + y3) ∈ B (Ax) .
But this obviously means that
b (x, x2, x3) + b (x, y2, y3) = b (x, x2 + y2, x3 + y3) .
For any fixed x ∈ R this is the Cauchy equation in the last two arguments. The only continuous
solutions to this equation are (see for example [2]) of the form
b (x, x2, x3) = c1 (x)x2 + c2 (x)x3. (5.16)
This is because for any fixed x the solutions must be linear so the dependency on x must be via
the coefficients. Note that both c1 and c2 cannot be constant because then B would not be a
bijection. The sufficiency of the condition may be proved by simple calculation.
Again, the quasilinear structure makes it possible to reduce the test into a Cauchy equation.
This result will be repeated throughout this and the next chapter, and reflects the ”almost”
additivity of quasilinear indices. Often this means that requirements that may seem weak at
first will have strong implications on the functional form of index numbers, as reduction to
Cauchy equations in some variables or transformations of variables means that the functions
must be linear in these.
The identity test also reduces to a Cauchy equation in the case of quasilinear formulas.
Lemma 5.10 (Identity test for ql. index numbers.) The identity test for a quasilinear in-
dex number formula is equivalent to the requirement that for all (x2, x3) ∈ R2++,
b (1, x2, x3) = ax2 + cx3
.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.8 the identity test can be written as
b (1, x2, x3) + b (1, y2, y3) = b (1, x2 + y2, x3 + y3) .
But this is just a Cauchy equation for which the only continuous solutions are of the form
b (1, x2, x3) = ax2 + cx3.
After these examples and discussion the basic implications of quasilinear form should be
clear. It makes it possible to reduce complex algebraic requirements into functional equations,
which may be solved using standard methods. The following discussion uses extensively the
solution techniques thoroughly discussed in Aczél [2]. We now continue the examination of
proportionality requirements and the functional form of quasilinear indices. A strong propor-
tionality condition is the linear homogeneity test. The next lemma lists the quasilinear formulas
that satisfy this requirement.
Lemma 5.11 (L. homogeneity test for ql. formulas) This test implies that the function
B that defines the formula must be a linear transformation of a function (b (x) , x2, x3) where b
is of one of the forms
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2f
(
x3
x1x2
)
+ λx2 log x1, (5.17)
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2x1f
(
x3
x1x2
)
+ αx3 log x1, (5.18)
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2x
c
1f
(
x3
x1x2
)
. (5.19)
Proof. The linear homogeneity test requires that the functions defined by
mk : R
3
++ → R3++,mk (x1, x2, x3) = (kx1, x2, kx3)
are automorphisms for all k > 0, or that for any k > 0, we must have
mk (x) ◦Fmk (y) =mk (x◦Fy) .
By Theorem 5.5 this is equivalent to the demand that (B ◦mk) (x) = D (k)B (x) for some
matrix D (k) for all k. The first equation of (B ◦mk) (x) = D (k)B (x) may be written as
b (kx1, x2, kx3) = d1 (k) b (x1, x2, x3) + d2 (k)x2 + d3 (k)x3. (5.20)
Note that because the left-hand side is continuous in k the functions di must be continuous.
Because b is linear homogeneous, if we define r (x, y) = b (x, 1, y) then the above equation is
equivalent to
r (kx, ky) = d1 (k) r (x, y) + d2 (k) + d3 (k) y. (5.21)
For any z = x we have
r (kx, ky)− r (kz, ky) = d1 (k) [r (x, y)− r (z, y)] ,
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or defining m (x, y, z) = r (x, y)− r (z, y)
m (kx, ky, kz) = d1 (k)m (x, y, z) .
Now
m (x, y, z) = m
(
x · 1, x · y
x
, x · z
x
)
= d1 (x)m
(
1,
y
x
,
z
x
)
,
and
m (kx, ky, kz) = d1 (kx)m
(
1,
ky
kx
,
kz
kx
)
= d1 (kx)m
(
1,
y
x
,
z
x
)
.
On the other hand,
m (kx, ky, kz) = d1 (k)m (x, y, z)
= d1 (k)d1 (x)m
(
1,
y
x
,
z
x
)
.
So, either m
(
1, yx ,
z
x
)
is identically zero so that
r
(
1,
y
x
)
= r
( z
x
,
y
x
)
,
which is clearly impossible because r
(
z
x
, y
x
)
has to be strictly monotone in z, or
d1 (k)d1 (x) = d1 (kx) .
This is a version of the Cauchy equation and the continuous solutions to this are of the form
(see e.g. Aczél [2])
d1 (x) = x
c. (5.22)
The equation r (kx, ky) = d1 (k) r (x, y) + d2 (k) + d3 (k) y implies that
r (x, y) = r
(
x · 1, x · y
x
)
= xcr
(
1,
y
x
)
+ d2 (x) + d3 (x)
y
x
= xcf
(y
x
)
+ d2 (x) + d3 (x)
y
x
.
Using (5.21) again
r (kx, ky) = kcxcf
(y
x
)
+ d2 (kx) + d3 (kx)
y
x
= kcr (x, y) + d2 (k) + d3 (k) y
= kc
[
xcf
(y
x
)
+ d2 (x) + d3 (x)
y
x
]
+ d2 (k) + d3 (k) y,
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which means that
d2 (kx) + d3 (kx)
y
x
= kc
[
d2 (x) + d3 (x)
y
x
]
+ d2 (k) + d3 (k) y.
Rearranging, this becomes
d2 (kx)− kcd2 (x)− d2 (k) =
[
kcd3 (x)x
−1 − d3 (kx) x−1 + d3 (k)
]
y.
As the left-hand side depends only on k and x this means that
kcd3 (x) x
−1 − d3 (kx)x−1 + d3 (k) = 0,
which in turn implies that
d2 (kx)− kcd2 (x)− d2 (k) = 0. (5.23)
Taking the former of these into consideration first, we divide it on both sides with k and rear-
range, to get
d3 (kx) k
−1x−1 = kc−1d3 (x)x−1 + d3 (k) k−1.
Denoting
g (x) = d3 (x)x
−1
this becomes
g (kx) = kc−1g (x) + g (k) , (5.24)
which is a variation of an equation solved for example in Aczél [2, 148-159]. It is relatively easy
to find all continuous solutions to this. First, note that setting k = 1
g (x) = g (x) + g (1) ,
so that g (1) = 0. Interchanging the variables gives
g (kx) = xc−1g (k) + g (x) . (5.25)
Together with (5.24) this implies that
xc−1g (k) + g (x) = kc−1g (x) + g (k) ,
or
g (x)
(
kc−1 − 1) = g (k) (xc−1 − 1) .
If c = 1 so that kc−1 = 1 for all k > 0 then (5.24) becomes just
g (kx) = g (x) + g (k) ,
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which is a variation on the Cauchy equation with the only continuous solutions being either the
zero function or
g (x) = α log x.
If c = 1 then we may choose some fixed k0 = 1 and get
g (x) =
g (k0)
kc−10 − 1
(
xc−1 − 1) = β (xc−1 − 1) .
Together these results imply that either
d3 (x) = αx log x, c = 1
or
d3 (x) = β (x
c − x) , c = 1.
Turning now to the functional equation (5.23), rearranging gives
d2 (kx) = k
cd2 (x) + d2 (k) ,
which is clearly identical to (5.25) so that the solutions are either
d2 (x) = λ log x, c = 0
or
d2 (x) = ρ (x
c − 1) , c = 0.
Combining these we get the solutions
r (x, y) = f
(y
x
)
+ λ log x− β (x− 1) y
x
, (5.26)
r (x, y) = xf
(y
x
)
+ ρ (x− 1) + αy log x, (5.27)
r (x, y) = xcf
(y
x
)
+ ρ (xc − 1) + β (xc − x) x
y
, c = 0, c = 1, (5.28)
or
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2f
(
x3
x1x2
)
+ λx2 log x1 − β (x1 − 1) x3
x1
, (5.29)
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2x1f
(
x3
x1x2
)
+ ρx2 (x1 − 1) + αx3 log x1, (5.30)
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2x
c
1f
(
x3
x1x2
)
+ ρx2 (x
c
1 − 1) + β
x3
x1
(xc1 − x1) , (5.31)
c = 0, c = 1, (5.32)
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simplifying these with linear transformations gives the functions
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2f
(
x3
x1x2
)
+ λx2 log x1 + β
x3
x1
, (5.33)
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2x1f
(
x3
x1x2
)
+ ρx2x1 + αx3 log x1, (5.34)
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2x
c
1f
(
x3
x1x2
)
+ ρx2x
c
1 + βx3x
c−1
1 , (5.35)
c = 0, c = 1,
which can be further simplified to those given in the lemma. Note that for any solution to define
an index number formula the parameters must be such that the function b is strictly monotone
in x1. Note also that all of these forms are linear homogeneous in x2 and x3.
Proportionality questions are quite interesting because they have been the focus of so much
debate. Imposing the linear homogeneity requirement clearly restricts the possible functional
forms of the quasilinear indices considerably, and the following results show that this restricts
the other properties that the formulas may possess rather severely.
Lemma 5.12 The only quasilinear indices that satisfy both the linear homogeneity and factor
reversal tests are given by the forms (linear transformations of B are of course allowed)
b (x1, x2, x3) = 2x2 log x1 − x2 log x3
x2
and (5.36)
b (x1, x2, x3) = 2x3 log x1 − x3 log x3
x2
, (5.37)
or
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2 log x1 − x2 log x3
x1x2
and (5.38)
b (x1, x2, x3) = x3 log x1 − x3 log x3
x1x2
, (5.39)
Proof. It is simple to verify that both functions are strictly increasing in x1 and satisfy the
factor reversal test. To prove that they are the only one satisfying the requirements we have to
tackle the three functional forms given in the above lemma one by one. Remembering that for
the factor reversal test to hold it is necessary and sufficient that
b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
= −b (x1, x2, x3) + d2x2 + d3x3,
we get for the first functional form
x2f (x1) + λx2 log
x3
x1x2
= −x2f
(
x3
x1x2
)
− λx2 log x1 + d2x2 + d3x3.
Dividing this by x2 it becomes
f (x1) + λ log
x3
x1x2
= −f
(
x3
x1x2
)
− λ log x1 + d2 + d3x−12 x3.
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so that we see that both sides of the equation depend only on x1 and x3x1x2 which are the price
relative and the quantity relative. The expressions x1 and x3x1x2 are independently determined
and we may write π = x1 and κ = x3x1x2 . The equation is now:
f (π) + λ log κ = −f (κ)− λ log π + d2 + d3πκ.
Setting κ = 1 gives
f (π) = −f (1)− λ log π + d2 + d3π,
or
f (π) = [d2 − f (1)] + d3π − λ log π.
Substituting the expression for f (π) into the original equation gives
[d2 − f (1)] + d3π − λ log π + λ log κ
= − [[d2 − f (1)] + d3κ− λ log κ]− λ log π + d2 + d3πκ.
Rearranging and canceling out gives
[d2 − f (1)] + d3π = f (1) + d3κ+ d3πκ,
which is true only if d3 = 0. Therefore
f (π) = [d2 − f (1)]− λ log π
= γ − λ log π,
which gives
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2γ − λx2 log x3
x2x1
+ λx2 log x1
= x2γ + 2λx2 log x1 − λx2 log x3
x2
,
and this defines same formula as the first function given at the presentation of the lemma. For
the second functional form given by the previous lemma we use a similar technique to arrive at
the equation
κf (π) + ακπ log κ = −πf (κ)− ακπ log π + d2 + d3κπ.
Again setting κ = 1 gives
f (π) = d2 + (d3 − f (1))π − απ log π.
Substituting this into the original equation and rearranging gives
d2κ+ (d3 − f (1))κπ = −d2π + f (1)πκ+ d2,
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which is true only if d2 = 0. Substituting this into the expression for f (π) gives
f (π) = (d3 − f (1))π − απ log π
= γπ − απ log π,
so that
b (x1, x2, x3) = γx2x1
x3
x1x2
− αx2x1 x3
x1x2
log
x3
x1x2
+ αx3 log x1
= γx3 + 2αx3 log x1 − αx3 log x3
x2
,
which clearly defines the same formula as the second function given at the presentation of
the lemma. It remains to show that the third type of quasilinear index satisfying the linear
homogeneity test cannot satisfy factor reversal. Using a similar technique as above we arrive at
the equation
κcf (π) = −πcf (κ) + d2 + d3κπ.
Setting κ = 1 gives
f (π) = d2 + d3π − f (1)πc.
Substituting this in the previous equation we get
κc [d2 + d3π − f (1)πc] = −πc [d2 + d3κ− f (1)κc] + d2 + d3κπ,
and rearranging gives
d2κ
c + d3κ
cπ − f (1)κcπc
= −d2πc − d3κπc + f (1)πcκc + d2 + d3κπ,
which is true only if d2 = 0, d3 = 0 and f (1) = 0, which would imply that
f (π) = −f (1)π = 0. (5.40)
Thus we have established the claim.
Actually these are formulas are ”rectified” forms of the log-Laspeyres and log-Paasche indices
respectively. The two indices satisfy neither time reversal nor the identity test. To see this, note
that for the first one
b
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)
= −2x3 log x1 + x3 log x3
x2
, (5.41)
so that the second one is its time antithesis. The reverse is also easily seen to be true. For the
identity test, note that
b (1, x2, x3) = x3 log
x3
x2
(5.42)
for the first function. This is clearly not linear in x2 and x3. It is obvious that the second
function does not satisfy the identity test either. Below, when we discuss decompositions and
ways constructing quasilinear indices satisfying factor reversal, we briefly discuss these two, as
they have some interesting properties from that point of view also. Now, notice that because
neither function satisfies the time reversal or identity tests we have proved the following lemmas.
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Lemma 5.13 No quasilinear index number formula satisfies the linear homogeneity test, the
factor reversal test and the time reversal test.
Lemma 5.14 No quasilinear index number formula satisfies the linear homogeneity test, the
factor reversal test and the identity test.
Therefore, as mentioned the linear homogeneity test restricts the other properties of the
index number formula may have rather severely. Note also that the two indices are curious
because they satisfy the linear homogeneity test but do not satisfy Fisher’s proportionality test
because they obviously cannot be written in the form given by Lemma 5.9. This obviously has
to imply the second of the above lemmas because the linear homogeneity test and the identity
test together imply Fisher’s proportionality test. This is in line with Balk’s [8, 362] observation
that the only quasilinear index numbers which satisfy Fisher’s proportionality test and the linear
homogeneity test and whose factor antithesis also satisfies these are the Laspeyres and Paasche
formulas.
Eichhorn [35] includes both the linear homogeneity test and the identity test in his axiomatic
definition of index numbers. The previous lemma then shows that there can be no quasilinear
formula that satisfies those axioms as well as factor reversal. Indeed, we can show the following
result.
Theorem 5.2 (Eichhorn’s axioms for ql. indices) The only quasilinear index number for-
mulas that satisfy both the identity test and the linear homogeneity test are defined by either
b (x1, x2, x3) = ax3x
−1
1 + cx2 log x1 (5.43)
or
b (x1, x2, x3) = ax2x1 + cx3 log x1, (5.44)
or
b (x1, x2, x3) = ax3x
c−1
1 + bx2x
c
1, (5.45)
where the parameters a, b, c are such that the functions are strictly monotone in x1 for all x2
and x3.
Proof. If the index is to satisfy the linear homogeneity test b must be one of the three forms
given above. For the first one
b (1, x2, x3) = x2f
(
x3
x2
)
+ βx3.
This must be linear in x2 and x3 if the index is to satisfy the identity test, so that
x2f
(
x3
x2
)
+ βx3 = ax2 + cx3,
which means that
f
(
x3
x2
)
= a+ (c− β) x3
x2
,
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and
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2
[
a+ (c− β) x3
x1x2
]
+ βx3 + λx2 log x1
= ax2 + cx3x
−1
1 + λx2 log x1.
For the second functional form
b (1, x2, x3) = x2f
(
x3
x2
)
+ ρx2 = ax2 + cx3,
which implies that
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2x1
[
a− ρ+ c x3
x1x2
]
+ ρx2x1 + αx3 log x1
= cx3 + ax2x1 + αx3 logx1.
And for the third the identity test requires that
b (1, x2, x3) = x2f
(
x3
x2
)
+ ρx2 + βx3 = ax2 + cx3,
so that
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2x
c
1
[
a− ρ+ (c− β) x3
x1x2
]
+ ρx2x
c
1 + βx3x
c−1
1
= ax2x
c
1 + cx3x
c−1
1 .
These are extremely restrictive functional forms, and it would therefore seem that Eichhorn’s
axioms and consistency in aggregation are not really compatible. Note that the Laspeyres and
Paasche formulas are given by putting c = 1 and c = 0 respectively.
Before continuing the discussion on proportionality we prove a lemma that establishes a
result that is related to the identity test and which will be useful below.
Lemma 5.15 (Reverse identity test) This test requires that if only the factor under consid-
eration has changed and the other factor has not, the value of the index should equal the ratio of
the value aggregates. That is if xi =
(
xi3
xi2
, xi2, xi3
)
for all i = 1, ..., n then it should also be that
gn (x1, ...,xn) =
n∑
i=1
xi3
n∑
i=1
xi2
.
For quasilinear indices this is equivalent to the demand that b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= dx2+ ex3 for some
constant d, e.
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Proof. Define P : R2++ → R2++ as P (x, y) = (b (x, y, xy) , y) so that
P
(
x3
x2
, x2
)
=
(
b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
, x2
)
.
Now the test is equivalent to requiring that the Abelian semigroup operation
(x, y) ◦G (u, v) = P−1 (P (x, y) +P (u, v)) (5.46)
is the weighted arithmetic mean operation discussed above, because
n∑
i=1
xi3
n∑
i=1
xi2
=
n∑
i=1
xi2
n∑
j=1
xi2
xi3
xi2
. (5.47)
By similar argument as used in Lemma 4.2 this means that P must be a linear transformation
of P˜ (x, y) = x2x1. Thus P1
(
x3
x2
, x2
)
= b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= dx2 + ex2
x3
x2
= dx2 + ex3.
This test coupled with the identity test is equivalent to the requirement that the index satisfy
factor reversal when only one of the factors has changed, hence we have called it the reverse
identity test.
Corollary 5.2 If the formula satisfies the identity test so that b (1, x2, x3) = ax2 + cx3 and the
above test so that b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= dx2+ ex3 then a+ c = d+ e because b (1, 1, 1) = a+ c = d+e.
This will prove useful below.
Further on, we define a normed index to be one that satisfies both the identity and the
reverse identity tests. The motivation to this terminology will become clear below. However, it
is natural to note the following result here.
Theorem 5.3 The only formulas to satisfy the linear homogeneity test and both identity tests
are the Laspeyres and Paasche formulas plus the formulas that are defined by b (x1, x2, x3) =
x3x
c−1
1 − x2xc1, with c ∈ (0, 1).
Proof. To satisfy both the linear homogeneity test and the identity test it was shown in
Theorem 5.2 that a quasilinear index must be defined by any of the forms (5.43)-(5.45). To
satisfy the reverse identity test, according to Lemma 5.15 the function b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
must be
linear in x2 and x3. For the first one, we have
b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= ax2 + cx2 log
x3
x2
,
which is linear only if c = 0 in which case the resulting formula is clearly Paasche. In the second
case,
b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= ax3 + cx3 log
x3
x2
,
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which is linear only if c = 0 in which case the resulting formula is clearly Laspeyres. For the
third functional form,
b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= ax3
(
x3
x2
)c−1
+ bx2
(
x3
x2
)c
= axc3x
1−c
2 + bx
c
3x
1−c
2
= (a+ b)xc3x
1−c
2 ,
which is linear if either c = 0, in which case we again have the Paasche formula, if c = 1, in
which case the resulting formula is Laspeyres, or a+ b = 0, in which case we have
b (x1, x2, x3) = a
(
x3x
c−1
1 − x2xc1
)
,
which can be simplified to the form required. To define an index number formula, b must be
strictly monotone in x1. This in turn requires that c (c− 1) < 0, or that c ∈ (0, 1).
It seems then, that as we regard consistency in aggregation as a basic property of a good
index number formula, that if the linear homogeneity test is required, we must give up many
other desirable properties, such as factor reversibility if we do not want to force ourselves to
absurd conclusions. But is linear homogeneity really that important? Some authors, for example
Balk [8] and Eichhorn [35] argue that it is. We would tend to disagree for a number of reasons.
First of all, the basic reason for requiring the linear homogeneity test seems to be based on a
misunderstanding of the implications of the relation of theoretical economic indices and actual
index number formulas, as we try to argue below in the third part of this study. Second, we
also show below that many quasilinear indices that fail the test satisfy it approximately, as they
approximate functions that meet the test, so that the choice may not be so important. Also,
the test seems awkward as a part of an axiomatic system, as in general the factor antitheses of
formulas satisfying Fisher proportionality or the linear homogeneity tests do not satisfy those
tests. This means that in any axiomatization that requires these stronger proportionality tests
it must be either accepted that a value ratio deflated using a price index is not in general a
quantity index, that the axiomatization of quantity indices should differ from axiomatization of
price indices and should not include a proportionality requirement, or else the axiomatization
must include even stronger requirements to ensure that only formulas with strongly proportional
factor antitheses are accepted. This is noted at least by Vartia [105], who uses this as an
argument for including only a weak proportionality test in his axiomatization, but most authors
do not explicitly discuss the fact that an axiomatization of price indices is also implicitly an
axiomatization of quantity indices via the deflation procedure. A thorough examination of
which of the quasilinear indices that satisfy for example the linear homogeneity test have a
factor antithesis that also satisfies it would be too long and tedious to present here, but to
make the above argument it suffices to point out, that the only formulas that satisfy linear
homogeneity and the identity tests and have a factor antithesis that also satisfy the linear
homogeneity test are the Laspeyres and Paasche formulas. This is because to satisfy the linear
homogeneity test and both identity tests the formulas must be defined by a function of the form
b (x1, x2, x3) = x3x
c−1
1 − x2xc1 The factor antitheses for this type of formula are given by
b˜ (x1, x2, x3) = b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
= x3
(
x3
x1x2
)c−1
− x2
(
x3
x1x2
)c
= xc3x
1−c
2 x
−c
1 (x1 − 1) .
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This gives a formula that satisfies the linear homogeneity test only if c = 1 or c = 0. This is
because
b˜ (kx1, x2, kx3) = x
c
3x
1−c
2 x
−c
1 (kx1 − 1) ,
which is of the form
b˜ (kx1, x2, kx3) = d1 (k) b˜ (x1, x2, x3) + d2 (k)x2 + d3 (k) x3
only if c = 1 or c = 0. For example, taking c = 12 , we get the formula defined by b (x1, x2, x3) =
x2x
− 1
2
1 −x2xc1, which satisfies the linear homogeneity test but its factor antithesis formula is given
by b˜ (x1, x2, x3) =
√
x2x3
x1−1√
x1
,and clearly does not. Therefore, either we must accept that this
formula is not a quantity index, but then we would have to somehow rule out the original index
as a deflator, or we must give a different axiomatization, one without the linear homogeneity
test, for quantity indices. For these reasons, we should think that the linear homogeneity test is
too much to ask, so to speak, and functions satisfying only weaker proportionality requirements
should be accepted as proper index number formulas, and some of these even as very good index
number formulas. As the characterization in the next section shows, that if the proportionality
hurdle is lowered1 to Fisher’s proportionality test, it becomes possible to accept the Stuvel
formula, which has many good axiomatic properties.
5.3 Characterization of the Stuvel formula
As was seen the linear homogeneity test severely restricts the other properties that a quasilinear
formula may have and argued that the linear homogeneity requirement is too strict. We turn
now to Fisher’s proportionality and ask the same question as above. Which formulas satisfy
both Fisher’s proportionality and factor reversal? The answer turns out to be that Stuvel’s
formula is unique in this sense. The result is also derived by Gorman [52] and Balk [8].
Theorem 5.4 Stuvel’s formula, given by any linear transformation of
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2x1 − x3x−11 (5.48)
is the only quasilinear index number formula that satisfies Fisher’s proportionality test and the
factor reversal test2.
Proof. Note that Fisher’s proportionality implies weak proportionality.
For the formula to satisfy the factor reversal test it was shown in lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 that it
is necessary and sufficient that
b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
= −b (x1, x2, x3) + d2x2 + d3x3.
1This not strictly a lowering of the hurdle as the identity test is needed to complement the linear homogeneity
test to imply Fisher proportionality.
2Actually, what for example Balk proves is the more general result that any quasilinear index number that
satisfies the Fisher proportionality test and whose factor antithesis also satisfies this test is given by the function
b (x1, x2, x3) = x2x1 − ax3x
−1
1 . This may be proved in almost exactly similar fashion.
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Substituting from lemma 5.9 it takes the form
c1
(
x3
x1x2
)
x2 + c2
(
x3
x1x2
)
x3 = −c1 (x1)x2 − c2 (x)x3 + d2x2 + d3x3.
Multiplying on both sides by x1
x3
we get
c1
(
x3
x1x2
)(
x3
x1x2
)−1
+ c2
(
x3
x1x2
)
x1
= −c1 (x)
(
x3
x1x2
)−1
− c2 (x)x1 + d2
(
x3
x1x2
)−1
+ d3x1,
so that we see that both sides of the equation depend only on x1 and x3x1x2 which are the price
relative and the quantity relative. The expressions x1 and x3x1x2 are independently determined
and we may write π = x1 and κ = x3x1x2 . The equation is now
c1 (κ) κ
−1 + c2 (κ) π = −c1 (π) κ−1 − c2 (π)π + d2κ−1 + d3π. (5.49)
The same equation must hold for any π′ = π so that
c1 (κ)κ
−1 + c2 (κ)π′ = −c1
(
π′
)
κ−1 − c2
(
π′
)
π′ + d2κ−1 + d3π′. (5.50)
Now subtracting (5.50) from (5.49) we get
c2 (κ)
(
π − π′) = −κ−1 (c1 (π)− c1 (π′))− (c2 (π)π − c2 (π′) π′)+ d3 (π − π′) .
Dividing this by π − π′ = 0 it becomes
c2 (κ) = −κ−1 c1 (π)− c1 (π
′)
π − π′ −
c2 (π) π − c2 (π′) π′
π − π′ + d3.
As the left-hand side depends only on κ this has to mean that
−c1 (π)− c1 (π
′)
π − π′ = A
and
−c2 (π) π − c2 (π
′)π′
π − π′ + d3 = B
for all π > 0 where A and B are some constants. Thus we have established that
c2 (κ) = Aκ
−1 +B. (5.51)
Multiplying −c1(π)−c1(π′)
π−π′ = A by -(π − π′) and rearranging it becomes c1 (π) = c1 (π′) −
A (π − π′) . If we fix π′ and denote c1 (π′) +Aπ′ = D we have
c1 (π) = D −Aπ. (5.52)
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Substituting (5.51) and (5.52) into (5.49) we have
(D −Aκ)κ−1 + (Aκ−1 +B) π
= − (D −Aπ)κ−1 − (Aπ−1 +B)π + d2κ−1 + d3π,
or rearranging
(D +D − d2)κ−1 + (B +B − d3)π = 0.
This equation must hold for all κ, π > 0. This implies that D = d22 and B =
d3
2 . Now we have
the function
B (x) = (b (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3) =
(
(D +Ax1)x2 −
(
Ax−1 +B
)
x3, x2, x3
)
which is clearly a linear transformation of (5.48) for any values of A,B,D. This completes the
proof.
As we have argued that quasilinearity is for practical purposes equivalent to consistency in
aggregation in the context of index number formulas, this result implies in our opinion that
there is some justification for Stuvel’s assertion that his formula is the solution to the index
number problem, if proportionality and consistency in aggregation are deemed to be necessary
properties for a somehow optimal index number formula. It is somewhat interesting to note that
while it is well known that Stuvel’s formula satisfies the time reversal test, it was not necessary
to include this in the characterization.
While the Stuvel formula is unique in this sense, there may be reasons to prefer indices that
have even weaker proportionality properties, for example because they may have a simpler func-
tional form and therefore be easier to understand and analyze, or because they have consistency
properties that enable us to move between additive and multiplicative scales in a simple fashion.
The next section continues the examination of the quasilinear formulas from the point of view
of axiomatic theory, but we now give an interpretation to the quasilinear structure more in line
with traditional index number theory. In short, we examine the relation of quasilinear index
numbers and additive decompositions of value change and show that there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence with the two. This enables us, among other things to see that if the proportionality
requirement is relaxed, there will be many quasilinear formulas with other desirable properties.
Chapter 6
Additive decompositions
6.1 Introduction
We aim to show that there is a simple connection between additive decompositions of the
expenditure or value change and quasilinear index numbers. First we need to establish some
basic concepts. The ”normal” approach to the index number problem, the one we have been
dealing with above, can be expressed as finding a multiplicative decomposition of the aggregate
value ratio
V 1
V 0
= PQ, (6.1)
in which the price and quantity indices or ”contributions” P and Q are required to satisfy some
conditions deemed desirable. In the axiomatic approach, these are usually some properties that
are analogous to the multiplicative decomposition of the value ratio for one commodity, or
v1
v0
= πκ. (6.2)
The classical index number problem arises because there are many possible aggregate decompo-
sitions, each of which satisfy some desiderata, and fail to satisfy others. In other words, while
the decomposition (6.2) is completely unambiguous, there is no unique fashion to move from it
to (6.1).
Another, related problem is the additive decomposition of value change, that is finding P˜
and Q˜ such that
V 1 − V 0 = P˜ + Q˜, (6.3)
or on the level of single commodities
v1 − v0 = p˜+ q˜. (6.4)
In this case, moving from single commodities to the aggregate level is unproblematic, as it can
be done by simple addition. However, now there is no unique decomposition in the level of single
commodities. Therefore the index number problem exhibits itself in a slightly different way. As
there are immediate similarities between the two types of decompositions, the question that
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presents itself is what exactly is the connection between the two. What we try to show below is
that in the case of quasilinear index numbers, the two approaches are essentially the same, and
that each additive decomposition defines uniquely a quasilinear index number and vice versa. In
addition, there is a one-to-one correspondence between different properties of the two. This is
an important point in favour of the quasilinear structure, both the additive and multiplicative
approach lead to exactly same results, and there is no need to develop a separate theory and
axiomatization for the two. Therefore, it is possible for us to combine the results derived for the
problem of additive rather than multiplicative decompositions derived for example by Bennet
[12], Vartia [105], Diewert [31] and Balk [9] with our previous results and other results of the
index number literature.
Let d : R4++ → R be a function. For any such function, and for all
(
p1, p0, q1, q0
) ∈ R4, we
have
v1 − v0 = d (p1, p0, q1, q0)+ [v1 − v0 − d (q1, q0, p1, p0)]
= d
(
p1, p0, q1, q0
)
+ e
(
q1, q0, p1, p0
)
,
where we interpret d
(
p1, p0, q1, q0
)
and e
(
q1, q0, p1, p0
)
= v1 − v0 − d (q1, q0, p1, p0) to be the
contributions of prices and quantities, respectively, to the value or expenditure change. If in
addition, d satisfies the units of measurement test, the functions d and e have representations
d
(
p1, p0, q1, q0
)
= b
(
π, v0, v1
)
and (6.5)
e
(
p1, p0, q1, q0
)
= ∆v − b (π, v0, v1) = h (κ, v0, v1) , (6.6)
respectively. With regard to the interpretation as the price contribution, it seems reasonable to
require that d be strictly increasing in the price relative π. This in turn clearly implies that h is
strictly increasing in the quantity relative κ. We have then the additive decomposition
v1 − v0 = b (π, v0, v1) + h (κ, v0, v1) .
As the roles of prices and quantities might as well be reversed, we adapt again the neutral
notation and replace
(
π, v0, v1
)
with x =(x1, x2, x3) , so that the above equation becomes
x3 − x2 = b (x1, x2, x3) + h
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
.
This discussion is enough to motivate the next definition.
Definition 6.1 (Additive decomposition) Let b (x1, x2, x3) be a function which is strictly
increasing in x1. Then the additive decomposition defined by b is given by
x3 − x2 = b (x1, x2, x3) + h
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
,
where h is defined by
h (y1, y2, y3) = y3 − y2 − b
(
y3
y2y1
, y2, y3
)
.
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We often use the terminology decomposition function for such b. Using such additive de-
compositions of value changes it is, as was mentioned, easy to construct a decomposition of the
change in value aggregates by simply summing over the individual decompositions:
∆V =
∑
i
∆vi =
∑
i
d
(
p1i , p
0
i , q
1
i , q
0
i
)
+
∑
i
e
(
q1i , q
0
i , p
1
i , p
0
i
)
(6.7)
= P˜ + Q˜,
or in the neutral notation∑
i
x3i −
∑
i
x2i =
∑
i
b (x1i, x2i, x3i) +
∑
i
h
(
x3i
x2ix1i
, x2i, x3i
)
. (6.8)
Aggregation of additive decompositions is therefore very simple. Before turning to the connection
between additive and multiplicative decompositions, we note that obviously the definition of
additive decomposition given above is very general and includes many decompositions which are
not meaningful.
Below we give a few desirable properties of such decompositions.
Definition 6.2 (Symmetry) We call the decomposition by function b symmetric iff
h = b. (6.9)
This means that both the price and quantity contributions are given by the same function.
The appeal of this property is obvious, as there is no a priori reason to treat two factors of a
product differently.
Definition 6.3 (Time symmetry) We call the decomposition time symmetric iff
b
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)
= −b (x1, x2, x3) . (6.10)
This means that if time periods are reversed, then the price contribution should be the
negative of the original price contribution. Again, the intuition behind this requirement is
simple. If the direction of price (or quantity) movement is reversed, the contribution should be
equal to the negative of the original.
For the additive decompositions as well as for index number formulas the concepts of factor
and time antitheses seem natural.
Definition 6.4 (Factor antithesis decomposition) The factor antithesis decomposition of
a decomposition by function b is the decomposition by the function h defined as above to be
h (x1, x2, x3) = x3 − x2 − b
(
x3
x2x1
, x2, x3
)
= x3 − x2 − b (s (x1, x2, x3)) ,
where s is the factor reversal function.
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The definition should be obvious. For example, price contribution given by the factor an-
tithesis of a decomposition b is the contribution left to prices when the quantity contribution is
calculated using b. The definition is also natural in the sense, that the symmetry test may now
be formulated using the concept of the factor antithesis. A decomposition is symmetric if and
only if the decomposition function is equal to its factor antithesis decomposition.
Definition 6.5 (Time antithesis decomposition) The time antithesis m of a decomposition
function b is given by the equation
m (x1, x2, x3) = −b
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)
= b (t (x1, x2, x3)) ,
where t is the time reversal function.
The time antithesis defines an additive decomposition as it obviously has the properties
required by the definition. The definition makes another formulation of time symmetry possible.
A decomposition is time symmetric if and only if the decomposition function is equal to its time
antithesis.
The next desideratum that we define for additive decompositions is normedness.
Definition 6.6 (Normedness) We call an additive decomposition normed iff
b (1, x2, x3) = 0 and (6.11)
b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= x3 − x2 (6.12)
The normedness condition simply means that if for example the price has not changed, the
decomposition function assigns the value zero to the contribution of price change and if only
prices have changed the whole value change is attributed to the prices. Again, this is a natural
condition, and one could argue that it is a necessary one for any reasonable decomposition. Note
that if the decomposition is symmetric then any one of the above conditions implies the other.
If the decomposition given by b is normed and symmetric we call b a normed and symmetric
decomposition function. Note also that obviously this implies that h is also normed. A result
that is of importance below, is that a normed decomposition function cannot be transformed
linearly so as to preserve the normedness property.
Lemma 6.1 There is no transformation of a normed additive decomposition function b
b˜ (x1, x2, x3) = c1b (x1, x2, x3) + c2x3 + c3x3, (6.13)
that is also a normed additive decomposition function, except the trivial one c1 = 1, c2 = c3 = 0.
Proof. Let b˜ be a such a transformation that is also normed. Then
b˜ (1, x2, x3) = c1b (1, x2, x3) + c2x2 + c3x3
= c2x2 + c3x3 = 0,
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so that c2 = c3 = 0. Also,
b˜
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
= c1b (x1, x2, x3) + c2x2 + c3x3
= c1 [x3 − x2] = x3 − x2,
so that c1 = 1.
The value of this result is that to prove that a normed decomposition is the only one having
certain properties we only have to show that any decomposition with these properties must be
a linear transformation of it.
As a final definition, we give a weak proportionality condition, which states that if values or
expenditures on both periods are changed proportionally, and the price (or quantity) relative
is left unchanged, then the price (or quantity) contribution must be increased by the factor of
proportionality.
Definition 6.7 (Weak proportionality) We call an additive decomposition weakly propor-
tional iff
b (x1, kx2, kx3) = kb (x1, x2, x3) . (6.14)
Note that this implies that
h (x1, kx2, kx3) = kx3 − kx2 − b
(
kx3
x1 (kx2)
, kx2, kx3
)
= kh (x1, x2, x3) ,
so that the factor antithesis of a weakly proportional decomposition is also weakly proportional.
The weak proportionality of the time antithesis of a weakly proportional decomposition is also
clearly weakly proportional. That normedness of a decomposition implies normedness of both
antitheses is also straightforward to show. This gives us the next lemma.
Lemma 6.2 The factor and time antitheses of a weakly proportional decomposition function
are weakly proportional and the factor and time antitheses of a normed decomposition function
are normed.
6.2 The connection of additive decompositions and quasilinear
indices
Next we prove a sequence of results that together give a one-to-one correspondence between
additive decompositions and index number formulas. Some of the results have been established
by Diewert [31] and Balk [8],[9]. However, the quasilinear framework derived above allows for a
general and systematic treatment. The results should be viewed as a whole, establishing that
the additive and multiplicative approaches are in fact equivalent for quasilinear indices. This
is one more piece of evidence in our argument that consistent index numbers have properties
which should make consistency in aggregation a basic requirement of any index numbers used
in practical calculations.
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Lemma 6.3 Any weakly proportional additive decomposition can be used to construct a sequence
of quasilinear price-quantity index pairs (Pn,Qn) which satisfy
V 1
V 0
= PnQn, (6.15)
(using a simplified notation) that is, it is always possible to move from additive to multiplicative
decompositions.
Proof. Let b be a weakly proportional decomposition function. We construct the indices by
requiring the property that we interpret to be Stuvel’s [96] ”consistency between the whole and
its parts”. Define the function B : R3++ → R using the equation
B (x1, x2, x3) = (b (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3)
for all x ∈ R3++ and define further the quasilinear semigroup operation
x ◦F y = B−1 (B (x) +B (y)) .
The inverse B−1 clearly exists because b is strictly increasing in x1. This operation defines the
price index, which is weakly proportional as the decomposition is, and therefore B is linear
homogeneous in x2 and x3.
Define the function H : R3++ → R to be
H (x1, x2, x3) = (h (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3)
=
(
x3 − x2 − b
(
x3
x2x1
, x2, x3
)
, x2, x3
)
,
so that it is defined similarly to B but this time using the factor antithesis decomposition. The
function h is strictly increasing in x1 and thus the inverse H−1 exists. If s is the factor reversal
function then for all x ∈ R3++
(H ◦ s) (x1, x2, x3) = (x3 − x2 − b (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3)
which is a linear transformation of B and thus defines the same index number formula. Now
(H ◦ s)−1 [(H ◦ s) (x) + (H ◦ s) (y)] = B−1 (B (x) +B (y)) (6.16)
or equivalently
H−1 [H (s (x)) +H (s (y))] = s
[
B−1 (B (x) +B (y))
]
,
which is the result we want.
It is perhaps easier to see how this works is to relate it to the Stuvel’s consistency requirement.
Note that the price index P that results from our construction is the unique solution to the
equation
b
(
P, V 0, V 1
)
=
∑
i
b
(
πi, v
0
i , v
1
i
)
, (6.17)
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so that it gives the value that the price relative should have to decompose the aggregate value
change exactly the same way as the summing of the individual price contributions do. Turning
to the quantity index Q we have a similar equation
h
(
Q,V 0, V 1
)
=
∑
i
h
(
κi, v
0
i , v
1
i
)
. (6.18)
These equations are actually the similar equations that Balk [8] uses in his definition of con-
sistency in aggregation, even though he does not emphasize the decomposition interpretation.
Using the definition of h the equation becomes
V 1 − V 0 − b
(
V 1
V 0Q
,V 0, V 1
)
=
∑
i
[
v1i − v0i − b
(
v1i
v0i κi
, v0i , v
1
i
)]
(6.19)
or b
(
V 1
V 0Q
,V 0, V 1
)
=
∑
i
b
(
πi, v
0
i , v
1
i
)
,
the solution of which is obviously Q = V
1
V 0P
.
Thus, any additive decomposition may be used to derive an index number formula in a simple
fashion. For our claim that the two approaches are actually equivalent to have any meaning,
however, the properties desirable from the point of view of one approach must translate into
desirable properties of the other. The following results establish that the basic properties of
additive decompositions imply analogous properties of the corresponding index, that is symmetry
implies factor reversal, time symmetry implies time reversal and normedness implies the identity
tests.
Lemma 6.4 For each symmetric decomposition there exists a quasilinear index number formula
that satisfies factor reversal.
Proof. This is a simple corollary of the previous lemma. Because now H = B equation
(6.16) becomes
(B ◦ s)−1 [(B ◦ s) (x) + (B ◦ s) (y)] = B−1 (B (x) +B (y)) (6.20)
which gives the result we want.
Lemma 6.5 For each time symmetric decomposition there exists a quasilinear index number
formula that satisfies the time reversal test.
Proof. Let b define a time symmetric decomposition. Define B as above. Now
b (x1, x2, x3) + b
(
x−11 , x2, x3
)
= 0. (6.21)
The zero function is of the form required by Lemma 5.7 and thus the formula is time reversible.
Lemma 6.6 For each normed decomposition there exists a quasilinear index number formula
satisfying the identity test and the reverse identity test.
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Proof. Define B as before. Now, because b is normed, by definition
b (1, x2, x3) = 0, (6.22)
which is linear in x2 and x3 as required in Lemma 5.10 and
b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= x3 − x2, (6.23)
which satisfies Lemma 5.15.
This result makes it natural to call any quasilinear index number formulas that satisfy the
two identity tests normed, and provides a basis for the terminology which we adopted in the
previous section. Combined, the above lemmas imply the following result.
Lemma 6.7 Any normed and symmetric additive decomposition can be used to construct and
index number formula that satisfies the factor reversal test, the identity test and the reverse
identity test. If the decomposition is also time symmetric, then the resulting formula will be
time reversible.
Proof. Previous lemmas.
Thus we can always construct a quasilinear index number formula based on any decompo-
sition, and the formula will satisfy factor reversal if the decomposition is symmetric. If the
decomposition is normed, then it will also satisfy the identity test and reverse identity test.
Now we have established that the basic properties of the decompositions translate into prop-
erties of the corresponding quasilinear indices. For the claim of the existence of a one-to-one
correspondence between the additive and multiplicative, the same thing must be proved to be
true in the other direction as well.
The next theorem establishes the converse result of Lemma 6.4.
Lemma 6.8 (Decomposition representation of quasilinear indices) Any quasilinear in-
dex has a decomposition interpretation in the sense of the previous lemmas, that is, it can be
thought of as a decomposition of the value ratio into a price and quantity index, where the index
number pair is derived from an additive decomposition of the value change.
Proof. Let B define a quasilinear index number formula. By previous results, we know that
its factor antithesis can be defined by B˜= B ◦ s, where s is the factor reversal function. Because
of the results concerning linear transformations we know that also ˜˜B where the first component
of B˜ is replaced by
˜˜
b (x1, x2, x3) = x3 − x2 − b˜ (x1, x2, x3) , (6.24)
defines the same formula. Now, noting that
˜˜
b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
= x3 − x2 − (b ◦ g)
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
(6.25)
= x3 − x2 − b (x1, x2, x3) ,
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we see that indeed
x3 − x2 = b (x1, x2, x3) + ˜˜b( x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
. (6.26)
Therefore all quasilinear formula pairs can be thought of as a result of some additive decom-
position. For each function b which defines a quasilinear formula, there is a function ˜˜b defining
the factor antithesis formula such that the pair b, ˜˜b give an additive decomposition.
While this is already an interesting result, the problem is that in the above derivation the
decomposition depends on the particular representation of the formula chosen. Choosing some
linear transformation of the function will not make any difference from the point of view of the
index number formula, but will lead to another decomposition. For the two approaches to be
truly equivalent, there must be a way of uniquely determining which decomposition function,
i.e. which quasilinear representation to choose.
For normed formulas, such a unique decomposition exists, as we may always choose the
decomposition in such a way that it is normed, and by Lemma 6.1 such a decomposition is
unique.
Lemma 6.9 If a quasilinear index number formula pair is normed, there is a unique normed
decomposition that corresponds to it.
Proof. The decomposition interpretation of b is valid by the previous lemma. By Lemmas
5.10 and 5.15 , normedness implies
b (1, x2, x3) = ax2 + cx3
and
b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= dx2 + ex3
and by the corollary to Lemma 5.15 the constants a, c, d, e satisfy
a+ c = d+ e,
or equivalently
a− d = − (c− e) .
Note that we may not have a = d and c = e because of strict monotonicity of b, so a − d =
0, c− e = 0. This means that it is possible to define the function
b˜ (x1, x2, x3) =
1
a− db (x1, x2, x3)−
a
a− dx2 −
c
a− dx3. (6.27)
This clearly defines the same index number formula. Also,
b˜ (1, x2, x3) =
1
a− db (1, x2, x3)−
a
a− dx2 −
c
a− dx3
=
1
a− d (ax2 + cx3)−
a
a− dx2 −
c
a− dx3
= 0
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and
b˜
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
=
1
a− db
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
− a
a− dx2 −
c
a− dx3
=
1
a− d (dx2 + ex3)−
a
a− dx2 −
c
a− dx3
=
(d− a)
a− d x2 +
e− c
a− dx3
= x3 − x2.
This means that b˜ is normed and by Lemma 6.1 it is unique.
Normedness thus enables us to find the natural decomposition representation for a quasilinear
formula. It is simply the unique normed decomposition that defines the formula in question.
Below we give examples of these representations for some well-known formulas. Before that we
show that the reversal properties of quasilinear indices translate into symmetry properties of
decompositions.
Lemma 6.10 If a quasilinear index number formula satisfies factor reversal, there are symmet-
ric decompositions from which it can be derived.
Proof. If the formula satisfies factor reversal, then by previous results for all (x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3
b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
+ b (x1, x2, x3) = rx2 + sx3
for some constants r, s ∈ R. The function
b (x1, x2, x3) = kb (x1, x2, x3)− 1
2
(1 + kr)x2 +
1
2
(1− ks) x3 (6.28)
clearly defines the same formula as b for any k = 0 and satisfies
b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
+ b (x1, x2, x3) = k (rx2 + sx3)− (1 + kr)x2 + (1− ks)x3
= x3 − x2,
and thus defines a symmetric decomposition.
Lemma 6.11 If a quasilinear index number formula satisfies time reversal, there are time sym-
metric decompositions from which it can be derived.
Proof. If the formula satisfies time reversal, then by previous results for all (x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3
b
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)
+ b (x1, x2, x3) = p (x2 + x3)
for some constant p ∈ R. The function
b (x1, x2, x3) = kb (x1, x2, x3) + lx2 − (kp+ l)x3 (6.29)
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clearly defines the same formula as b for any constants k, l, k = 0 and satisfies
b
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)
+ b (x1, x2, x3) = kp (x2 + x3) + (l− kp− l)x2 + (l − kp− l)x3
= 0.
and thus defines a time symmetric decomposition.
Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the reversal and normedness properties
of quasilinear indices and symmetry and normedness properties of additive decompositions. It
remains to show that these are compatible with each other in the sense that the unique normed
decomposition corresponding to normed index will be symmetric if the index satisfies factor
reversal and time symmetric if the index satisfies time reversal.
Lemma 6.12 If a quasilinear formula is both normed and satisfies factor reversal, then the
unique normed decomposition that corresponds to the formula is also symmetric.
Proof. If the formula is both normed and symmetric note that (using notation from the
two previous lemmas)
b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
+ b (1, x2, x3) = (a+ d)x2 + (c+ e) x3 = rx2 + sx3, (6.30)
so that r = a+ d and s = c+ e. Defining k = 1
a−d we see that
b (x1, x2, x3) =
1
a− db (x1, x2, x3)−
1
2
(
1 +
a+ d
a− d
)
x2 +
1
2
(
1− c+ e
a− d
)
x3
=
1
a− db (x1, x2, x3)−
a
a− dx2 −
c
a− dx3
= b˜ (x1, x2, x3) .
Lemma 6.13 If a quasilinear formula is both normed and satisfies time reversal, then the unique
normed decomposition that corresponds to the formula is also time symmetric.
Proof. If the formula is both normed and time symmetric note that (using notation from
the two previous lemmas)
b (1, x2, x2) + b (1, x2, x2) = (a+ d+ c+ e) x2 = 2(a+ c) = 2px2, (6.31)
so that p = a+ c. Defining k = 1
a−d , l = − aa−d we see that
b (x1, x2, x3) =
1
a− db (x1, x2, x3)−
a
a− dx2 −
(
p
a− d −
a
a− d
)
x3 (6.32)
=
1
a− db (x1, x2, x3)−
a
a− dx2 −
c
a− dx3
= b˜ (x1, x2, x3) .
We can now collect the results of the above lemmas into a theorem establishing the claim
made in the introductory paragraph.
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Theorem 6.1 (Decomposition representation of quasilinear indices) For each additive
decomposition of value change there exists a corresponding quasilinear index number formula
(pair). If the decomposition is normed, then the index is normed. If the decomposition is
symmetric, the index number formula satisfies factor reversal. If the decomposition is time
symmetric then the index number formula satisfies time reversal.
Conversely, every quasilinear index number formula may be thought to have been derived from
an additive decomposition of the value change. If the index number satisfies factor reversal, it
corresponds to a class of symmetric decompositions. If it is normed, there is a unique normed
decomposition that corresponds to it. If the formula is both normed and satisfies factor reversal,
then the unique normed decomposition is symmetric. If the formula is both normed and time
reversible then the unique normed decomposition is time symmetric.
This theorem states that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between additive decompo-
sitions and quasilinear index numbers and their properties. All of the discussion of the previous
chapter about the effect of tests on the functional form of quasilinear indices could thus have
been stated in terms of their effect on functional forms of additive decompositions of value
change.
Also, note that the correspondence results imply that the index number formula defined by
the factor antithesis of some decomposition is actually the factor antithesis of the index number
formula defined by that decomposition and similarly for the time antitheses.
The theorem gives for all normed quasilinear indices a natural representation, in terms of the
unique normed decomposition that corresponds to them. This makes it possible to give more
intuitive interpretations for certain results concerning functional form as we will show below.
To illustrate the concept of the natural representation we give the these representations for the
different normed indices given above in equations (3.10)—(3.22). The representations in these
equations were the simplest possible ones, and do not always correspond to these natural ones.
For example, for the Laspeyres index, note that for the function
bL (x1, x2, x3) = x2x1 (6.33)
we have the results
bL (1, x2, x3) = x2
bL
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= x3,
so that it is clearly normed. Now, the unique normed decomposition for Laspeyres is given by
b˜L (x1, x2, x3) =
1
1
bL (x1, x2, x3)− 1
1
x2 − 0
1
x3 (6.34)
= x2 (x1 − 1) ,
which is clearly natural. For the Paasche formula, the natural representation is given by
b˜P (x1, x2, x3) = x3
(
1− x−11
)
. (6.35)
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As an example of the correspondence between factor antithesis formulas and decompositions,
note that indeed
b˜L (x1, x2, x3) + b˜P
(
x3
x2x1
, x2, x3
)
= x2 (x1 − 1) + x3
(
1− x2x1
x3
)
= x3 − x2.
For the Montgomery—Vartia index, the representation used above is the normed representation.
For the Stuvel formula, the natural representation is given by the normed, symmetric and time
symmetric decomposition function
b˜S (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2
x2 (x1 − 1) + 1
2
x3
(
1− x−11
)
.
This is clearly the arithmetic average of the Laspeyres and Paasche decompositions, a fact which
will be discussed below.
Some of the well-known quasilinear formulas are not normed, for example the log-Laspeyres
and log-Paasche formulas defined above satisfy the identity but not the reverse identity test.
Before turning to more interesting things one may therefore note that even for some formulas
which are not normed a natural representation may be found. For a quasilinear index that is
twice continuously differentiable, if we can Taylor approximate b (1, x2, x3) linearly around any
point x2 = x3 and get
b (1, x2, x3) ≈ b (1, x2, x2) + b3 (1, x2, x2) (x3 − x2) (6.36)
= b (1, 1, 1)x2 + b3 (1, 1, 1) (x3 − x2)
= [b (1, 1, 1)− b3 (1, 1, 1)]x2 + b3 (1, 1, 1) x3,
where bi denote partial derivatives1. This is because weak proportionality implies that b is linear
homogeneous in x2 and x3 and thus b3 is homogeneous of degree zero in x2 and x3. Denoting
a = [b (1, 1, 1)− b3 (1, 1, 1)]
c = b3 (1, 1, 1)
we have
b (1, x2, x3) ≈ ax2 + cx3
Also, because of linear homogeneity
b (x1, x2, x3) = b2 (x1, x2, x3)x2 + b3 (x1, x2, x3)x3
and thus
b1 (x1, x2, x3) = b12 (x1, x2, x3)x2 + b13 (x1, x2, x3)x3
1The vague symbol ≈ is used, as the point made here is not particularly important.
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and also b1 is linear homogeneous in x2 and x3. These and similar results will be used below.
Approximating similarly b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
≈ b (1, x2, x2)
+
[
b1 (1, x2, x2)
1
x2
+ b3 (1, x2, x2)
]
(x3 − x2) ,
= b (1, 1, 1)x2 + [b1 (1, 1, 1) + b3 (1, 1, 1)] (x3 − x2)
= [b (1, 1, 1)− b1 (1, 1, 1, )− b3 (1, 1, 1)]x2
+[b1 (1, 1, 1) + b3 (1, 1, 1)]x3
= dx2 + ex3,
where
d = b (1, 1, 1)− b1 (1, 1, 1)− b3 (1, 1, 1)
e = b1 (1, 1, 1) + b3 (1, 1, 1) .
Note that
a+ c = b (1, 1, 1) = e+ d.
If b1 (1, 1, 1) = 0 which is natural, we may define the function
b˜ (x1, x2, x3) =
1
a− db (x1, x2, x3)−
a
a− dx2 −
c
a− dx3, (6.37)
which is thus ”approximately” normed, and gives the natural representation for any quasilinear
index. When the index is normed this obviously coincides with the normed representation. For
example, the natural representation for the log-Laspeyres function (which is not normed) is
given by
b˜ (x1, x2, x3) = x2 log x1.
The one-to-one correspondence established in the above theorem reveals in our opinion a
fundamental strength of quasilinear indices. The theory of quasilinear index numbers may be
developed equally well taking either the additive or the multiplicative decomposition as a starting
point. Both lead to exactly the same conclusion, because of the one-to-one correspondence
between formulas and their properties, and there is no need to axiomatize both approaches
separately, as is done for example by Diewert [31]. Again, we take this as a reason to consider
consistency in aggregation a basic property of a good index number formula.
6.3 ”Rectified” formulas
Irving Fisher [43] shows how any index number can be used to derive an index number satisfying
factor reversal by taking the geometric average of the formula and its factor antithesis. However,
this procedure does not preserve consistency in aggregation as can be seen from the example of
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the derivation of the Fisher formula from the Laspeyres and Paasche formulas, as Fisher’s formula
is not consistent in aggregation. This raises the question whether there is a way of correcting
index number formulas to satisfy factor reversal and preserve consistency in aggregation. The
next theorem provides a way to ”rectify”, using Fisher’s term, any quasilinear index to satisfy
factor reversal. This could be thought as a generalization of Stuvel’s derivation of his formula.
The rectification procedure is based on the fact, noticed for example by Diewert [31, 19-20], that
any decomposition can be made symmetric by taking an arithmetic average of it and its factor
antithesis. As any symmetric decomposition may be used to derive a quasilinear, and therefore,
consistent index number formula satisfying factor reversal, the resulting formula is consistent in
aggregation. Also, the rectification procedure preserves many, though not all, good properties
possessed by the original formula.
Theorem 6.2 (Rectification) Let the continuous bijection
B (x1, x2, x3) = (b (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3)
define a quasilinear index number formula. Then the function
B˜ (x) = (b (x)− b (s (x)) , x2, x3) ,
where s is the factor reversal function defines a quasilinear index number which satisfies factor
reversal. The resulting index number formula does not depend on which representation of the
original formula was chosen. Also, as the resulting index is quasilinear, it is consistent in
aggregation.
Proof. The function b (x) is strictly monotone in x1. The function b (s (x)) = b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
is clearly strictly monotone to the opposite direction of b (x). Therefore b˜ (x) = b (x)−b (s (x)) is
strictly monotone in x1. This means that B˜ is a bijection. It has the factor reversibility property
because
b˜ (s (x)) = b (s (x))− b [s (s (x))] (6.38)
= b (s (x))− b (x)
= −b˜ (x) .
This follows because s is an autoinverse. Thus B˜ (s (x)) is a linear transformation of B˜ (x) and
the formula defined by it satisfies the factor reversal test. If we choose some other representation
for the original formula, c (x1, x2, x3) = c1b (x1, x2, x3) + c2x2 + c3x3, say, we get
c (x)− c (s (x)) = c1 (b (x)− b (s (x))) (6.39)
which defines the same formula as B˜.
To see that this indeed is equivalent to taking an arithmetic average of the decomposition
function and the factor antithesis decomposition, note that the decomposition of the value change
defined by b is
x3 − x2 = b (x1, x2, x3) + h
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
,
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with
h
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
= x3 − x2 − b (x1, x2, x3) ,
so that
1
2
[b (x1, x2, x3) + h (x1, x2, x3)] =
1
2
b (x1, x2, x3) +
1
2
[x3 − x2 − b (x1, x2, x3)] ,
which is a linear transformation of the function b˜ in the above proof and therefore defines the
same quasilinear index. The function b˜ is used instead of the arithmetic average, because it is
simpler and corresponds to Stuvel’s [95] derivations.
For the rectification procedure to be in any way meaningful, it must preserve at least some
of the properties of the original index. At least, to be even considered an index number formula
according to the stronger definition used in this chapter, weak proportionality must be preserved.
Fortunately, many good properties are preserved under the rectification procedure. In addition,
if the formula is already factor reversible, the rectification procedure produces the original index,
so that the rectifying procedure always ”converges” after one step, as Fisher’s rectification also
does. This is an immediate consequence of the rectification procedure being based on combining
the original formula with its factor antithesis.
Lemma 6.14 If the original formula is already factor reversible, the rectified formula is the
same as the original.
Proof. Note that if the original formula is already factor reversible, then by Lemma 5.6
b˜ (x) = b (x)− b (s (x))
= b (x) + b (x)− d2x2 − d3x3
= 2b (x)− d2x2 − d3x3,
so that B˜ defines the original formula.
The result follows directly, as for factor reversible formulas, B (s (x)) is a linear transforma-
tion of B (x).
As weak proportionality is equivalent to linear homogeneity in x2 and x3 of the decomposition
function, it is trivially preserved by rectification. Therefore, all rectified formulas are indeed
index number formulas in our liberal definition.
Lemma 6.15 (Preservation of weak p.) The rectifying procedure preserves weak proportion-
ality.
Proof. The original formula is weakly proportional if and only if b (x1, x2, x3) is linear
homogeneous in x2 and x3. It is obvious that b˜ (x) = b (x)− b (s (x)) is also linear homogeneous
in x2 and x3.
An important factor is the preservation of time reversibility under the rectification procedure.
This ensures that by rectifying the formula to satisfy one reversal test, we do not lose the other.
The result is a straightforward corollary of the fact that for time reversible formulas, the time
antithesis is the original formula.
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Lemma 6.16 (Preservation of time reversability) If the original formula satisfies the time
reversal test, then the rectified formula satisfies it too.
Proof. Let t be the time reversal function. Then
b˜ (t (x)) = b (t (x))− b (s (t (x)))
= b (t (x))− b (t (s (x)))
= −b (x) + p (x2 + x3) + b (s (x))− p (x2 + x3)
= − [b (x)− b (s (x))] ,
where p is some constant, because the original formula satisfies time reversal.
Normedness is also preserved under the rectification procedure, as is evident from the arith-
metic average interpretation of rectification.
Lemma 6.17 (Preservation of normedness) If the original formula is normed, then the rec-
tified formula is also normed.
Proof. Because the original is normed we have
b˜ (1, x2, x3) = b (1, x2, x3)− b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= (a− d)x2 + (c− e)x3
= (d− a) (x3 − x2) .
It follows immediately that
b˜
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= (a− d) (x3 − x2) .
In addition, the arithmetic average representation is the unique normed representation for
the rectified index which suggests that this is the natural interpretation for the rectification. If
the original formula is normed and b gives the natural representation for the index, i.e. it is a
normed decomposition, then we have
b˜ (1, x2, x3) = b (1, x2, x3)− b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= 0− x3 − x2 = x2 − x3,
and conversely
b˜
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= x3 − x2.
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Therefore the unique normed decomposition that defines the rectified formula is given by
˜˜
b (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2
b˜ (x1, x2, x3)− 1
2
x2 +
1
2
x3
=
1
2
b (x1, x2, x3)− 1
2
b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
− 1
2
x2 +
1
2
x3
=
1
2
b (x1, x2, x3) +
1
2
[
x3 − x2 − b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)]
=
1
2
b (x1, x2, x3) +
1
2
h (x1, x2, x3)
that is, it is the arithmetic mean of the original normed decomposition and its factor antithesis
decomposition, as required.
The relationship of this rectification procedure to Fisher’s rectification is now evident. Both
are based in a similar idea of taking averages, but the difference is the type of decomposition
on which the averaging is applied. Fisher’s idea is based on the fact given two multiplicative
decompositions PQ = V
1
V 0
and P ′Q′ = V
1
V 0
the geometric average of the two, that is P =
√
PP ′
and Q =
√
QQ′ is also a multiplicative decomposition, as
PQ =
√
PP ′QQ′ =
V 1
V 0
.
The rectification procedure given above is based on exactly the same idea, but this time applied
on the additive decomposition. Given two additive decompositions P˜ + Q˜ = V 1 − V 0 and
P˜ ′+ Q˜′ = V 1−V 0, the arithmetic mean of the two is clearly an additive decomposition as well,
as
P˜ + Q˜ =
1
2
(
P˜ + Q˜+ P˜ ′ + Q˜′
)
= V 1 − V 0.
In both cases, taking the two decompositions to be the factor antitheses of each other, the
procedure results in a symmetric decomposition. However, even if the original index number
formula is quasilinear, averaging the corresponding multiplicative decomposition generally does
not preserve the quasilinear structure, while averaging the corresponding additive decomposition
does, as any additive decomposition corresponds to a quasilinear index number. Also, while the
multiplicative procedure preserves homogeneity properties, the additive does not. As in our
opinion consistency in aggregation is a the more important property, the additive procedure
seems to be the proper way of rectifying indices. Using the Laspeyres or the Paasche index
as a starting point, the result of the multiplicative rectification is the Fisher formula. The
additive rectification procedure results in the Stuvel formula in this, case which shows that it is
a generalization of Stuvel’s derivation of the formula in .
Lemma 6.18 If the original formula is Laspeyres or Paasche, the resulting formula is Stuvel 2.
2The decomposition we have called the Stuvel decomposition might more accurately be called the Bennet
decomposition, because it was first introduced by Bennet in 1920 in [12]. However, for simplicity, we have
adopted the convention of calling decompositions and the index number formulas derived from these by the same
name. Hence, the Stuvel decomposition.
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Proof. For Laspeyres,
b˜ (x) = x2 (x1 − 1)− x2
(
x3
x1x2
− 1
)
= x2 (x1 − 1)−
(
x3x
−1
1 − x2
)
which defines the Stuvel formula. Similarly, because the Paasche formula is the factor antithesis
of Laspeyres’ formula taking Paasche as the original results in Stuvel’s formula.
This result demonstrates the similarity of the idea behind the Stuvel and Fisher indices, and
further emphasizes the fact that even though the Stuvel formula is often regarded as a curiosity
and too complex to be really understood, this perception is mistaken and based on the relatively
unattractive form of the formula’s usual representation. The quasilinear representation and its
interpretation based on a symmetric additive decomposition of the value change make it clear
that the formula actually a very simple and intuitive construction, at least as much so as the
Fisher formula.
The next lemma answers the obvious question of whether the two approaches to rectification
coincide in any case. When the formula to be rectified is of a weighted-log type, the quasilinear
based on the arithmetic average will actually be the geometric mean of the index and its factor
antithesis.
Lemma 6.19 If the original formula is of the form b (x1, x2, x3) = W (x2, x3) log x1 where W
is some weighting function, then the rectified index will be the geometric mean of the index and
its factor antithesis.
Proof. For this type of formula
b˜ (x1, x2, x3) =W (x2, x3) log x1 −W (x2, x3) log x3
x1x2
.
Therefore
B−1 (z1, z2, z3) =
(
exp
[
z1
2W (z2, z3)
+ log
z3
z2
])
,
and consequently
B−1 (B (x1, x2, x3) +B (y1, y2, y3))
=
 exp [W (x2,x3) log x1+W (y2,y3) log y12W (x2+y2,x3+y3) − W (x2,x3) log x3x1x2+W (y2,y3) log y3y1y22W (x2+y2,x3+y3) + log x3+y3x2+y2
]
,
x2 + y2, x3 + y3

=
 exp
 12W (x2,x3) log x1+W (y2,y3) log y1W (x2+y2,x3+y3)
+12
(
log x3+y3
x2+y2
− W (x2,x3) log
x3
x1x2
−W (y2,y3) log y3y1y2
W (x2+y2,x3+y3)
)  ,
x2 + y2, x3 + y3
 .
Therefore for this type of log-based indices taking the geometric mean of the original formula
and its factor antithesis preserves consistency in aggregation.
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For example, the two indices presented above in equations 5.36 and 5.37 that satisfy factor
reversal and the linear homogeneity test are of the above form and it is easy to see that they
can be obtained by choosing the log-Laspeyres and log-Paasche formulas respectively as the
original formulas and then applying the rectification method. The factor antitheses of both the
log-Laspeyres and the log-Paasche formulas also satisfy the linear homogeneity test. As both are
of the log-based form described above, for these indices the rectification coincides with Fisher’s
procedure, which preserves linear homogeneity and therefore the rectified indices also satisfy it.
However, even though these formulas have properties that are unique to any quasilinear formula,
they do not seem very attractive as index number formulas for obvious reasons.
Fisher’s rectification procedure works for time antitheses as well, that is, taking the geometric
average of a formula and its time antithesis produces a formula that satisfies the time reversal
test. This is also true for additive rectification.
Theorem 6.3 (Time rectification) Let the function b (x1, x2, x3) define a quasilinear index
number formula. Then the function
b˜ (x) = b (x)− b (t (x)) ,
where t is the time reversal function defines a quasilinear index number which satisfies time
reversal. The resulting index number formula does not depend on which representation of the
original formula was chosen. Also, as the resulting index is quasilinear, it is consistent in
aggregation.
Proof. This is an almost direct copy of the theorem concerning factor reversal. As b˜ (x) =
b (x)− b (t (x)) , we have because the time reversal function is an autoinverse,
b˜ (t (x)) = b (t (x))− b [t (t (x))]
= b (t (x))− b (x)
= −b˜ (x) ,
so that the resulting formula is time reversible. It is clear that a linear transformation of the
isomorphism does not affect the resulting formula, so that the rectified formula is independent
of the quasilinear representation chosen.
Results concerning the preservation of weak proportionality and normedness under the ad-
ditive time rectification procedure may be proved in similar fashion as the results concerning
the rectification procedure and are given in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.20 (Properties of time rect. formulas) Weak proportionality is preserved under
time rectification, as is normedness. If the original formula is time reversible, time rectification
results in the same formula. Factor reversibility is also preserved.
Proof. The preservation of weak proportionality is obvious, as the difference of two lin-
ear homogeneous function is linear homogeneous. For normedness, if b is the unique normed
decomposition function associated with the original formula,
b (t (1, x2, x3)) = b (1, x3, x2) = 0
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and
b
(
t
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
))
= b
(
x2
x3
, x3, x2
)
= x2 − x3
and therefore
b˜ (1, x2, x3) = b (1, x2, x3)− b (1, x3, x2) = 0
and
b˜
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
− b
(
x2
x3
, x3, x2
)
= 2(x3 − x2) ,
which are linear in x2 and x3 and therefore the formula is normed.
If b defines a factor reversible formula we may assume that it is symmetric. Therefore, using
the result that the time and factor reversal functions commute,
b˜ (s (x1, x2, x3)) = b (s (x1, x2, x3))− b (t (s (x1, x2, x3)))
= b (s (x1, x2, x3))− b (s (t (x1, x2, x3)))
= [x3 − x2 − b (x1, x2, x3)]− [x3 − x2 − b (t (x1, x2, x3))]
= −b˜ (x1, x2, x3) ,
and the formula is factor reversible.
The time rectification procedure may be given an interpretation as taking an arithmetic
average of a decomposition function and its time antithesis, as clearly
b (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2
b (x1, x2, x3) +
1
2
m (x1, x2, x3)
=
1
2
[
b (x1, x2, x3)− b
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)]
also defines the rectified formula. Again, for a normed decomposition, the unique normed
decomposition corresponding to the time rectified index is the arithmetic average of the normed
decomposition and its time antithesis decomposition.
The time rectification of the Laspeyres or the Paasche formula results in the Stuvel formula.
This again reflects the similar property of the Fisher index, as the time rectification of the
Laspeyres and Paasche indices using Fisher’s rectification results in the Fisher index.
Lemma 6.21 If the original formula is Laspeyres or Paasche, the time rectified formula is
Stuvel.
Proof. It suffices to note that the time antithesis decomposition of the normed Laspeyres
decomposition function bL (x1, x2, x3) = x2 (x1 − 1) is
−bL
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)
= x3
(
1− x−11
)
,
which is the normed decomposition that defines the Paasche index.
As Fisher’s rectification methods, the time rectification method preserves factor reversal and
vice versa, so that it is possible to apply both in sequence to derive formulas which satisfy both
reversal tests.
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Theorem 6.4 The rectification and time rectification operations commute.
Proof. Let b be the original formula. Applying first the rectification procedure gives the
decomposition function
b˜ (x) = b (x)− b (s (x)) ,
and applying then the time rectification procedure to this gives and using the result that the
time and factor reversal functions commute, gives
˜˜
b (x) = b˜ (x)− b˜ (t (x)) = [b (x)− b (s (x))]− [b (t (x))− b (s (t (x)))]
= b (x)− b (t (x))− b (s (x)) + b (s (t (x)))
= [b (x)− b (t (x))]− [b (s (x))− b (t (s (x)))]
= b (x)− b (s (x)) ,
in which b (x) = b (x)− b (t (x)) or the time rectified function.
As a conclusion, the results of this section show, that the additive equivalents of Fisher’s rec-
tification procedures share the properties of Fisher’s rectification, a result which is mentioned
for example by Diewert [31, 19-20]. However, combined with our result that all additive de-
compositions define a quasilinear index and that the symmetry properties of the decomposition
translate into reversal properties of the corresponding index, this result gives a method for rec-
tifying index numbers that preserves the quasilinear structure. This means that consistency in
aggregation is also preserved under the rectification procedure. As we maintain that consistency
in aggregation is a basic property that index numbers in practical use should possess, and much
more important than for example linear homogeneity properties, it is our conclusion that the
natural rectification procedure is the one applied on the additive rather than the multiplicative
scale, and therefore that the Stuvel formula, rather than the much better-known Fisher formula
is the natural rectified version of the basic Laspeyres and Paasche formulas.
6.4 Examples: Some rectified formulas
As an example of how the rectification procedure may be applied, we derive rectified versions
of a certain formulas that already have many good properties or are well-known, but do not
satisfy factor reversal. It is not our purpose to suggest that all of the formulas we derive should
be regarded as good alternatives for index number production, as some clearly are not. Instead
we try, in addition to illustrating how the rectification procedure works, to show that if the
proportionality requirement is weakened from Fisher proportionality to weak proportionality,
there are infinitely many quasilinear formulas that satisfy the reversal tests, so that for example
the Montgomery—Vartia and Stuvel formulas are not unique in this respect, even though they
are the only formulas usually discussed in this context.
It was already shown above that if we start from the Laspeyres or Paasche formulas, the
rectification and time rectification procedures both lead to the Stuvel formula, with its unique
properties. What about the simplest log-based formulas, the log- or geometric Laspeyres and log-
or geometric Paasche formulas? As was already mentioned above, rectifying the log-Laspeyres
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and log-Paasche formulas to satisfy factor reversal, leads to the formulas given by the decompo-
sition functions
bl (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2
x2 logx1 +
1
2
(
x3 − x2 − x2 log x3
x1x2
)
and
bp (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2
x3 logx1 +
1
2
(
x3 − x2 − x3 log x3
x1x2
)
.
As was shown above, these formulas inherit the linear homogeneity test from the original formu-
las. Also, for these formulas, the Fisher rectification procedure and the quasilinearity-preserving
rectification coincide. However, neither is normed, and neither satisfies the time reversal test.
Time rectification of the log-Laspeyres and log-Paasche formulas lead both lead to the formula
given by
b (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2
(x2 + x3) log x1,
which is the formula called Törnqvist II by Vartia [105], again this coincides with Fisher’s time
rectification. If both rectification procedures are applied, the resulting time and factor reversible
formula is the one given by
h (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2
(x2 + x3) log x1 +
[
x3 − x2 − 1
2
(x2 + x3) log
x3
x1x2
]
.
Because this is also the Fisher rectified version, the resulting formula is just the geometric mean
of the Törnqvist II formula and its factor antithesis, or P =
√
PT2
V 1
V 0QT2
. What is at least mildly
interesting is that this index is actually quasilinear and therefore consistent in aggregation.
Another example is provided by the simple arithmetic and harmonic mean indices with the
”opposite” weights in comparison to the Laspeyres and Paasche indices, that is, the so-called
Palgrave and harmonic Laspeyres indices given respectively by
bPl (x1, x2, x3) = x3 (x1 − 1) and
bhL (x1, x2, x3) = x2
(
1− x−11
)
.
The weights are ”wrong in the respect that unlike the Laspeyres and Paasche formulas neither
is normed. The two formulas are time antitheses of each other so that the time rectified version
of both is given by
b (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2
x3 (x1 − 1) + 1
2
x2
(
1− x−11
)
.
This defines time reversible formula. Rectifying this formula to satisfy also factor reversal, we
get a formula given by
b˜ (x1, x2, x3) = x3x1 − x2x−11 −
x23
x2
x−11 +
x22
x3
x1
=
x22 + x
2
3
x3
x1 − x
2
2 + x
2
3
x2
x−11 .
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There is no point in writing out this curious formula in its explicit form, as it is uninformative.
This formula, while satisfying the reversal tests is not normed, and does not even satisfy the
identity test. What this example demonstrates that other axiomatic properties in addition to
the reversal tests are needed to rule out such unsatisfactory formulas. Also, it shows that the
Palgrave and harmonic Laspeyres indices, as it is well known, are not very good starting points
to build index number formulas on.
The last example concerns a wider class of index number formulas.
Definition 6.8 (Mean-based index) We define mean-based quasilinear indices to be quasi-
linear indices that have a quasilinear representation with
b (x1, x2, x3) =M (x2, x3)
x1 − 1
M (x1, 1)
=M (x2, x3)H (x1) , (6.40)
with M linear homogeneous and symmetric with M (x, x) = x and H strictly increasing. M
can be thought of as a mean and H as an indicator of relative change. For a more thorough
discussion of these see Vartia [105]. Note that all indices of this type are weakly proportional.
The symmetry requirement in the definition is not strictly necessary, and is dropped in the
next section, but this narrower definition is sufficient for our purposes here. Next establish a
few properties of these indices. These properties are discussed in more detail in Vartia [105].
Lemma 6.22 The Montgomery—Vartia formula is the only mean-based formula that satisfies
factor reversal.
Proof. For a mean-based formula to satisfy factor reversal it is necessary and sufficient that
b
(
x3
x2x1
, x2, x3
)
=M (x2, x3)H
(
x3
x2x1
)
= −M (x2, x3)H (x1) + d2x2 + d3x3.
Using the definition of H and putting x1 = 1 we get
M (x2, x3)H
(
x3
x2
)
= x3 − x2 = d2x2 + d3x3,
so that d2 = −1 and d2 = 1. Now we have
M (x2, x3)H
(
x3
x2x1
)
=M (x2, x3)H (x1)− x3 − x2.
Dividing this by M (x2, x3) gives
H
(
x3
x2x1
)
= H (x1)− x3 − x2
M (x2, x3)
.
Note that as H (x) = x1−1
M(x1.1)
and M is linear homogeneous x3−x2
M (x2,x3)
= H
(
x3
x2
)
. Therefore we
have
H
(
x3
x2x1
)
= H (x1)−H
(
x3
x2
)
.
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Using π = x1 and κ = x3x1x2 as before this becomes
H (κ) = H (π)−H (κπ) , (6.41)
which rearranged becomes a variation of the Cauchy equation with the only continuous solutions
being of the form
H (π) = c log π. (6.42)
Note the close connection between the Stuvel and Montgomery—Vartia formulas. Writing
the Stuvel decomposition function in prices and quantities gives
b
(
p1
p0
, p0q0, p1q1
)
=
1
2
p0q0
(
p1
p0
− 1
)
− 1
2
p1q1
(
1− p
0
p1
)
=
1
2
(
q0 + q1
) (
p1 − p0)
= L
(
p0q, p1q
)
log
p1
p0
,
where q is the arithmetic mean of the quantities in periods 0 and 1. The difference between the
Montgomery—Vartia decomposition L
(
p0q0, p1q1
)
log p
1
p0
is just that the Stuvel decomposition
the weights are based on the arithmetic mean of quantities instead of the actual quantities. The
similarities and structure of these decompositions are studied in some detail by Balk [9]. Note
that a similar derivation is possible also for any mean M as well as the logarithmic mean L.
The above result means that there is actually room for the rectifying procedure, as the
formulas are not generally factor reversible. However, these formulas have other good properties,
such as normedness and time reversibility.
Lemma 6.23 Any mean-based quasilinear index is normed.
Proof. For the first part note
b (1, x2, x3) =M (x2, x3)
1− 1
M (1, 1)
= 0,
which is clearly linear in x2 and x3. For the second,
b (1, x2, x3) =M (x2, x3)
x3
x2
− 1
M
(
x3
x2
, 1
) =M (x2, x3) x3 − x2
M (x3, x2)
= x3 − x2,
because M is linear homogeneous.
Lemma 6.24 Any mean-based quasilinear index satisfies the time reversal test.
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Proof. For any mean-based index
b (t (x)) = M (x3, x2)
x−11 − 1
M
(
x−11 , 1
)
= M (x2, x3)
1− x1
x1M
(
x−11 , 1
)
= M (x2, x3)
1− x1
M (1, x1)
= −M (x2, x3) x1 − 1
M (x1, 1)
because of linear homogeneity and symmetry of M .
As these properties were shown above to be preserved in the rectification procedure, the
results imply that if we rectify a mean-based index, the result will be a normed, time and factor
reversible quasilinear index. The result is presented in the next theorem.
Theorem 6.5 Any mean-based index can be used to construct an index number formula that
satisfies the factor and time reversal tests, the identity test, the test of Lemma 5.15 and is based
on a normed additive decomposition of the value change.
Proof. This is an obvious corollary of the above results.
The formulas given by the above theorem are based on the decompositions
b (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2
M (x2, x3)H (x1) +
1
2
[
x3 − x2 −M (x2, x3)H
(
x3
x1x2
)]
.
Note that for the Montgomery—Vartia formula this is just
b (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2
L (x2, x3) log x1 +
1
2
[
x3 − x2 −L (x2, x3) log x3
x1x2
]
= L (x2, x3) logx1 +
1
2
[
x3 − x2 − L (x2, x3) log x3
x2
]
= L (x2, x3) logx1.
These index numbers, while having a clear decomposition representation, may be difficult or
impossible to write out explicitly, because the inverses of the functions B˜ may be rather compli-
cated. Even when an explicit form can be given it may look rather unappetizing. For example,
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if we choose M (x, y) = G (x, y) =
√
xy or the geometric mean the resulting rectified index is
gn (x1, ...,xn) =
1 +
√√√√√√√
n∑
i=1
xi2
n∑
i=1
xi3

−2
×

n∑
i=1
√
xi2
n∑
j=1
xj2
xj3
n∑
j=1
xj3
[
H (xi1)−H
(
xi3
xi2xi1
)]
+
√√√√√√√
 n∑
i=1
√
xi2
n∑
j=1
xj2
xj3
n∑
j=1
xj3
[
H (xi1)−H
(
xi3
xi2xi1
)]
2
+
1 +
√√√√√√
n∑
i=1
xi3
n∑
i=1
xi2

1 +
√√√√√√
n∑
i=1
xi2
n∑
i=1
xi3


2
it is not our purpose to claim that any of the rectified index numbers derived in this section should
have an immediate or indeed any practical use. The aim is rather to continue the discussion
on axiomatic properties started above. It is now clear that if the proportionality requirement is
relaxed from Fisher’s test to weak proportionality then there are many formulas that have the
properties of consistency in aggregation, factor and time reversibility, identity test and are based
on a additive decomposition of the value change, so that the Montgomery—Vartia and Stuvel
formulas which are usually the only ones discussed in this context have no claim to a special
status at least because of these properties, as seems to be claimed for example by Vartia [105].
This ends our discussion of the axiomatic properties of consistent indices. There are many
issues linked to the different additive and multiplicative decompositions of index numbers, value
changes and relative changes that have at least some relation to the results presented in this
section. As discussion of these would constitute a digression from the main topic, it is not
included here in the main text. Some discussion is, however, included as Appendix B.
Part III
Consistency in aggregation and
utility-maximizing behaviour
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Chapter 7
Preliminary discussion
7.1 Introduction
The discussion of the previous sections was in the axiomatic or test-theoretic tradition of index
number theory. No assumptions were made about the relationship of prices and quantities, but
instead they were thought of as free to take any positive values. The so-called economic approach
to index number theory is based on the standard microeconomic assumptions about utility- or
profit-maximizing behaviour, which restricts attention to those price-quantity combinations that
are possible under such behaviour. We now turn to the relation of this kind of approach to
consistency in aggregation, quasilinear index numbers and additive decompositions.
Before proceeding, it is perhaps prudent to make some remarks about the aim of this section.
The main goal is to show that the quasilinear structure is not invalidated by taking the economic
approach to the index number problem, but that the quasilinear indices, subindices and associ-
ated additive decompositions all have economic interpretations in the case where a maximizing
agent may be assumed. We try to show that the results that were derived above using the
axiomatic approach have also valid interpretations if the price-quantity data are thought to be
derived from a rational consumer instead of being free to vary arbitrarily. The section is meant
to be a sort of an afterthought to the core of results presented in the preceding chapters. With
time it just got too large to be relegated to an appendix. The derivation of the approximation
results is often wearisome and based on repeated partial differentation, which is in stark contrast
to the simple and aesthetic derivations typical to algebra and the theory of functional equations
applications of which constitute the basic framework of the previous chapters.
We also offer some critique of the economic approach and argue that it is too weak to provide
a basis for an operational index number theory without axiomatic arguments. That this is so,
should in our opinion be self-evident, but somehow it seems not to be. Many applications
and studies seem to ignore not only the basic problem of interpersonal aggregation, but also
some fundamental properties of microeconomic theory that operate on the individual level. The
problem may often be that implicit axiomatic assumptions are made but not acknowledged.
The enlightened reader, who will already be convinced of the necessity of both axiomatic and
economic arguments in an operational index number theory, is invited to skip Chapter 8 (at
least insofar that she is not interested in deriving exotic superlative formulas).
The sections below should be seen in light of these rather modest ambitions. We have tried
to keep the presentation on a technical level which makes it possible to discuss the things we are
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interested in, but no higher. We present some definitions and microeconomic results, but leave
out some equally important ones as suits our goals. We do not discuss many crucial problems of
the economic approach at all, for example, we leave out the problem of interpersonal aggregation,
and changes in taste and quality. This decision is in our opinion warranted given the goals of this
section. Our first goal is to show that quasilinear indices fare as well as the best non-quasilinear
ones under the standard economic approach. As the problems of interpersonal aggregation and
changes in taste and quality are usually separated from the question of functional form of indices
in the standard approach, we feel permitted to do so here as well. As for our second goal, we try
to argue that the economic approach is too weak to even under the most favourable conditions,
that is, when there is only one agent (or when a representative agent exists) and tastes and
quality remain constant, to enable the derivation of operational formulas and therefore need not
discuss any additional complexities.
We deal with consumer theory alone, although the discussion could be quite easily adopted to
production theory also. Throughout the relevant utility and expenditure functions are assumed
to possess any regularity properties that we need and do not always discuss these in depth.
In other words, we are not trying to present a general survey of the subjects that are touched
upon, but instead a very selective and incomplete one subordinated to the needs of the main
topic of interest. Most subjects have been discussed extensively by more distinguished authors:
for a deeper and more extensive treatment of general microeconomic and duality theory, the
reader is referred to Debreu [25] or Diewert [29], on approximation of economic indices and
indicators to Theil [102], Diewert [27], Diewert and Blackorby [14] and Balk [6], on separability,
Leontief [69], Sono [92], Gorman [50], [51], Blackorby, Primont and Russell [13], on exact and
superlative index numbers to Diewert [26], [27], Sato [86] and Lau [67], on conditional cost
and demand functions to Pollak [76], [77], Blackorby, Primont and Russell [13] and Browning
[19], on subindices of economic indices to Gorman [50], Pollak [77] and Blackorby, Primont and
Russell [13], and finally, on additive welfare change indicators to Diewert [28], and Balk, Färe
and Grosskopf [10]. .
Let the consumer’s preference ordering on Rn+ be such that the preference relation may be
represented by a continuous, strictly increasing, strictly quasiconcave utility function
u : Rn+ → R. (7.1)
For a standard exposition, see for example [72] . We denote the possible consumption bundles
by q ∈Rn+ and the prices as p ∈Rn++. The Marshallian demand function q : Rn++ ×R++ → R+
is defined by
q (p,V ) = argmax
q∈Rn+
{u (q) |p · q ≤ V } . (7.2)
The indirect utility function is defined by
v (p,V ) = max
q∈Rn+
{u (q) |p · q ≤ V } .
Clearly v (p,V ) = u (q (p,V )) . Under our assumptions the indirect utility function is quasicon-
vex, homogeneous of degree zero, strictly increasing in V and decreasing in p.
The expenditure (cost) function is defined by e : Rn++ × u
(
Rn+
)→ R+
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e (p,u) = min
q∈Rn+
{p · q|u (q) ≥ u} . (7.3)
and the Hicksian demand function h : Rn++ × u
(
Rn+
)→ Rn+ as
h (p,u) = argmin
q∈Rn
+
{p · q|u (q) ≥ u} (7.4)
so that,
e (p,u) = p · h (p,u) . (7.5)
The expenditure function is strictly increasing in u , increasing in p, linear homogeneous and
concave in p.
Thus, corresponding to any u satisfying our assumptions there is an expenditure function e
having the above properties. The converse is also true: for any such e a quasiconcave u may be
derived. This is a rather complex topic, and cannot be presented here in any detail. Discussion
this and other dualities may be found for example in Debreu [25], Diewert [29], Blackorby,
Primont and Russell [13] and Blackorby and Diewert [14].
Lemma 7.1 (Shepard’s Lemma) It is well-known that if e is differentiable at (p,u) that 1
∂e (p,u)
∂pk
= hk (p,u) . (7.6)
Also, it is obvious that
h (p,v (p,V )) = x (p,V ) (7.7)
and
e (p,v (p,V )) = V. (7.8)
In addition to the standard assumptions given above, on the sections presenting various approx-
imation results we assume that the various economic functions we are concerned with are twice
continuously differentiable.
The economic indices compare two price-income situations,
(
p1,V 1
)
and
(
p0,V 0
)
, with the
utility levels u1 = v
(
p1,V 1
)
and u0 = v
(
p0,V 0
)
.
Definition 7.1 (Economic price index) The economic price index for reference utility u is
defined by
P
(
p1,p0, u
)
=
e
(
p1,u
)
e (p0,u)
. (7.9)
1Blackorby, Primont and Russell [13] call this Hotelling’s theorem from Hotelling [60]).
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This generally depends on the reference utility level u. If the preferences are homothetic,
we may choose a linear homogeneous utility function to represent them in which case the corre-
sponding expenditure function has the form
e (p,u) = c (p)u, (7.10)
where c (p) is the unit cost function defined by
c (p) = min
q∈Rn
+
{p · q|u (q) ≥ 1} , (7.11)
the index is clearly independent on u and is given by
P
(
p1,p0
)
=
c
(
p1
)
c (p0)
. (7.12)
It is also rather straightforward to show that homotheticity is also necessary for the price index
to be independent of the reference utility level, see for example Samuelson and Swamy [84].
Definition 7.2 (Economic Quantity Index) The economic quantity index for the reference
prices p may be defined by
Q
(
u1, u0,p
)
=
e
(
p,u1
)
e (p,u0)
. (7.13)
It generally depends on the reference price vector p. In this case also, homotheticity is
both necessary and sufficient to the index to be independent on the reference price [84]. In the
homothetic case, obviously
Q
(
u1, u0
)
=
u1
u0
(7.14)
and the index number pair satisfies
P
(
p1,p0
)
Q
(
u1, u0
)
=
c
(
p1
)
c (p0)
u1
u0
=
e
(
p1,u1
)
e (p0,u0)
. (7.15)
For an extensive survey of this subject, see Samuelson and Swamy [84]. An alternative definition
of the quantity index, the so-called Malmquist index, will be discussed below.
The problem with these definitions from the point of view of practical applications is of
course the fact that they require knowledge of the preference structure. The question thus arises
whether it is possible to approximate these economic indices using only knowledge of prices and
quantities from the two periods. This will be the main topic in this section. It turns out that it
is some index number formulas, including the prominent quasilinear ones, always approximate
the ”true” indices for suitably regular preferences to the second degree. This result may be
approached in at least two ways, closely related to each other. The first one, extensively used
by Diewert [26], is to find families of utility functions or cost functions that may be used as local
approximations of any regular homothetic utility or cost functions and then find index number
formulas that are exact for these families. The second, related approach is to find index number
formulas that have good axiomatic or test-theoretic properties and give local approximations to
any economic index. A prominent example of this is Theil’s [102] result concerning the Törnqvist
formula. While we deal mostly with the latter approach and will not give a detailed presentation
of the former, some problems of Diewert’s approach are discussed. First, however, a few general
approximation results and notation are introduced.
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7.2 Some general approximation lemmas
Two functions are said to differentially approximate each other to the second order at a point if
the levels and the first and second partial derivatives of the two functions coincide at this point.
Obviously, differential approximation to the pth degree defines an equivalence relation in the set
of real valued functions that are differentiable at least p times in some common domain.
Definition 7.3 (Differential approximation) Let f and g be real-valued functions that are
continuously differentiable at least p times, defined in some open subset A ⊂ Rn. The functions
f and g differentially approximate each other to the pth degree in the set X ⊂ A iff their values
and the values of all partial derivatives up to and including the pth degree coincide in all points
x ∈ X. Then we write
f
p∼
x∈X
g. (7.16)
Lemma 7.2
p∼
x∈X
is an equivalence relation on the set of functions that are continuously differ-
entiable at least p times and defined in A.
Proof. Obvious.
If f
p∼
x∈X
g then obviously the pth order Taylor expansions of these functions coincide with
each other in the points x ∈ X and for any x0 ∈ X we could write
f (x) = g (x) +Op+1, (7.17)
with Op+1 containing only terms that are of the p + 1th degree or higher in x − x0. However,
we find the f
p∼
x∈X
g notation more convenient.
Sometimes, as it often shortens arguments considerably, we abuse this notation slightly
by writing the arguments into the expression. For example, if the function g (x) = h (m (x))
approximates f in a point x = x0 then we might write f (x)
p∼
x=x0
h (m (x)) instead of going to
the trouble of defining g explicitly and writing f
p∼
x=x0
h ◦m.
The equivalence relation
p∼
x∈X
is preserved under many different representations and transfor-
mations of a function as the next lemma shows. The lemma concerns quadratic approximation
as that is the highest order that we apply below, but it could obviously be extended inductively
to cover also higher order approximations.
Lemma 7.3 Let B ⊂ Rm and let functions
F : B → E ⊂ R,G : B → E ⊂ R
satisfy F
2∼
L=L∗
G for some L∗ = (L∗1, ..., L
∗
n) ∈ E. Let functions f : A→ R, g : A→ R , A ⊂ Rn
be such that they have representations
f (x) = D (F (L (x))) (7.18)
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and
g (x) = D (G (L (x))) (7.19)
where the functions
L :A→ B ⊂ Rm,L = (L1, ...Lm) ,D : E → R
are twice differentiable. Then f
2∼
x=x∗
g in all points x∗ = (x∗1, ..., x
∗
n) ∈ A with L (x∗) = L∗.
Proof.
f (x∗) = D (F (L (x∗))) = D (F (L∗)) = D (G (L∗)) = D (G (L (x∗))) = g (x∗) .
Also, for any k, l,
fk (x
∗) = D′ (F (L∗))
m∑
i=1
Fi (L
∗)Lik (x
∗) (7.20)
= D′ (G (L∗))
m∑
i=1
Gi (L
∗)Lik (x
∗) = gk (x∗)
and
flk (x
∗) = D′′ (F (L∗))
m∑
j=1
Fj (L
∗)Ljl (x
∗)
m∑
i=1
Fi (L
∗)Lik (x
∗)
+D′ (F (L∗))
m∑
i=1
 m∑
j=1
Fij (L
∗)Ljl (x
∗)Lik (x
∗) + Fi (L∗)Likl (x
∗)

= D′′ (G (L∗))
m∑
j=1
Gj (L
∗)Ljl (x
∗)
m∑
i=1
Gi (L
∗)Lik (x
∗)
+D′ (G (L∗))
m∑
i=1
 m∑
j=1
Gij (L
∗)Ljl (x
∗)Lik (x
∗) +Gi (L∗)Likl (x
∗)

= glk (x
∗) .
It must be noted that while these are sufficient conditions for f 2∼
x=x∗
g, they are not necessary.
That, is f and g may approximate each other in some points even if F and G do not. The lemma
has useful corollaries, for example that index number formulas that approximate each other in
freely varying variables will also approximate each other when the variables are connected by
demand theory. Lemma 7.3 is often used in an implicit fashion. For example we might show
that (abusing the notation in a way explained above) f
(
x∗, y1
)− f (x∗, y0) 2∼
y1=y0
g
(
x∗, y1, y0
)
for any x∗ and then substitute x∗ =
√
x1x0 and proceed without explicit reference to Lemma
7.3 and infer that in this case f
(
x∗, y1
)− f (x∗, y0) 2∼
x1=x0
y1=y0
g
(
x∗, y1, y0
)
.
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Next, we note some results that enable to ”move” functions from one side of the approximate
equation to the other in a fashion similar to a standard equation.
Lemma 7.4 Let f + g and fg denote pointwise addition and multiplication respectively. Let
f, g, h be as in the definition of differential approximation and let f
2∼
x∈X
g. Then
f + h
2∼
x∈X
g + h. (7.21)
and
fh
2∼
x∈X
gh. (7.22)
Proof. Similar to the proof of the above results, that is, simple differentiation is enough to
prove the result.
This means that calculations such as f+g 2∼
x∈X
h⇒ f 2∼
x∈X
g−h are valid, as are manipulations
of the type fg 2∼
x∈X
h⇒ f 2∼
x∈X
g/h whenever defined.
The following lemma is a direct corollary of Lemma 7.3.
Lemma 7.5 If the representations for two index number formulas
g1n
((
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
πn, v
0
n, v
1
n
))
and
g2n
((
π1, v
0
1, v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
πn, v
0
n, v
1
n
))
differentially approximate each other to the second degree at all points with(
πk, v
0
k, v
1
k
)
= (1, vk, vk)
for all k, then also the representations f1n
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
and f 2n
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
differentially
approximate each other to the second degree in all points with(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
= (p,p,q,q) .
That is, if two index number formulas approximate each other in the
(
π, v0, v1
)
coordinates
they will also approximate each other in the ”original” price-quantity coordinates.
In the following discussion we will use the abbreviated notation logp to denote a vector
whose components are the logarithms of the components of p ∈Rn++, and similarly exp (p) to
denote a vector of exponential transformations of the components of p ∈Rn, so that
logp = (log p1, ..., log pn)
exp (p) = (exp (p1) , ..., exp (pn)) .
In spite of this, the notation is cumbersome and inelegant. Fortunately, the results are intuitive
and simple.
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Lemma 7.6 Let the quantities be derived from some Marshallian demand function satisfying
the necessary regularity conditions so that q1 = q
(
p1, V 1
)
and q0 = q
(
p0, V 0
)
,and denote vt =
pt·q (pt, V t) = v (pt, V t) ,let g1n and g2n be index number formulas that satisfy g1n 2∼∀i:xi=(1,vi,vi) g2n
and let the functions d1n and d
2
n be defined by the equations
d1n
(
logp1, logp0, logV 1, logV 0
)
= log g1n
 (p11p01 , v1 (p0, V 0) , v1 (p1, V 1)) , ...,(
p1n
p0n
, vn
(
p0, V 0
)
, vn
(
p1, V 1
))

and
d2n
(
logp1, logp0, logV 1, logV 0
)
= log g2n
 (p11p01 , v1 (p0, V 0) , v1 (p1, V 1)) , ...,(
p1n
p0n
, vn
(
p0, V 0
)
, vn
(
p1, V 1
))
 .
This means that the functions d1n and d
2
n give the values of the corresponding index number
formulas when quantities are derived from the Marshallian demand. Then
d1n
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
d2n.
Proof. Noting that g1n
2∼
∀i:xi=(1,vi,vi)
g2n and if prices and incomes remain unchanged at
(p∗, V ∗)
((1, p∗1x1 (p
∗, V ∗) , p∗1x1 (p
∗, V ∗)) , ..., (1, p∗nxn (p
∗, V ∗) , p∗nxn (p
∗, V ∗)))
= ((1, v1, v1) , ..., (1, vn, vn))
and using the Lemma 7.3 the result follows trivially.
To avoid the awkward notation used above, we do not in the following text always write out
the quantities explicitly as functions of prices and income if it is evident that we are dealing
data generated by utility-maximizing behaviour instead of the freely varying variables of the
axiomatic approach. However, it should always be remembered that the various approximation
and other results are always based on this kind of data, and therefore that the only ”free”
variables are prices and incomes and quantities are determined by these and the results should
be understood to be analogous to the above Lemma. For example, the next lemma is simply
the quantity index equivalent of the previous one, but we have condensed the notation in the
way explained.
Lemma 7.7 Let the quantities be derived from some Marshallian demand function satisfying
the necessary regularity conditions so that q1 = q
(
p1, V 1
)
and q0 = q
(
p0, V 0
)
, and denote vt =
pt·q (pt, V t) = v (pt, V t) , let g1n and g2n be index number formulas that satisfy g1n 2∼∀i:xi=(1,vi,vi) g2n
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, and let c1n and c
2
n be defined by equations
c1n
(
logp1, logp0, logV 1, logV 0
)
= log g1n
((
q11
q01
, v01 , v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
q1n
q0n
, v0n, v
1
n
))
and
c2n
(
logp1, logp0, logV 1, logV 0
)
= log g2n
((
q11
q01
, v01 , v
1
1
)
, ...,
(
q1n
q0n
, v0n, v
1
n
))
.
Then c1n
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
c2n.
Proof. Similar to the above.
These lemmas imply that if we can prove that two index number formulas approximate each
other in the case where prices and quantities are regarded as independent variables then they
approximate each other also in the case where quantities and prices are determined by some
demand function. This intuitive result means that if some index number formula is a quadratic
approximation of the ”true” economic index, then any formula that approximates the first one
also approximates the true index.
The converse, however, is not true. Two index number formulas may approximate each other
at least for some demand functions in points where they do not approximate each other in the
independent variable case. An example of this will be considered briefly below.
Note that both lemmas may be modified to apply also to the case where the index is calculated
only for some subset of the commodities. Again, we use the shorthand notation explained above.
Corollary 7.1 Let the quantities be derived from some demand function in a n-dimensional
commodity space so that q1 = q
(
p1, V 1
)
and q0 = q
(
p0, V 0
)
, and denote vt = pt·q (pt, V t) =
v
(
pt, V t
)
. Let g1k and g
2
k be index number formulas that satisfy g
1
k
2∼
∀i:xi=(1,vi,vi)
g2k . If we take
any subset of k commodities and denote the price, quantity and value vectors for this subset as
p˜, q˜, v˜ and then define the functions
d1k
(
logp1, logp0, logV 1, logV 0
)
= log g1k
((
p˜11
p˜01
, v˜01, v˜
1
1
)
, ...,
(
p˜1k
p˜0k
, v˜0k, v˜
1
k
))
and
d2k
(
logp1, logp0, logV 1, logV 0
)
= log g2k
((
p˜11
p˜01
, v˜01, v˜
1
1
)
, ...,
(
p˜1k
p˜0k
, v˜0k, v˜
1
k
))
Then
d1k
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
d2k.
A similar result holds for the quantity sub-index formulas.
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Proof. Almost exact copy of the above proofs. Note, however, that the approximation error
for the sub-indices is a function of all prices, not just the prices for the goods in the sub-index.
These results mean that if two index number formulas differentially approximate each other
to the second degree in the points where prices and quantities are equal they also give second-
order approximations of each other in prices and incomes when the prices and quantities are not
independent variables but are instead connected by a demand function.
We now present the so-called quadratic approximation lemma, extensively used by Theil
[102] and Diewert [26].
Lemma 7.8 (Quadratic Approximation Lemma) For a function f : A → R, , A ⊂ Rn
that has continuous derivatives up to the third order. Define
g
(
x1,x0
)
= f
(
x1
)− f (x0)
and
h
(
x1,x0
)
=
n∑
i=1
1
2
[
fi
(
x0
)
+ fi
(
x1
)] (
x1i − x0i
)
. (7.23)
Then g
2∼
x1=x0
h.
Iff f is quadratic then g = h.
Proof. Clearly g (x,x) = 0 = h (x,x) . Differentiating h w.r.t. x1k we get
h1k
(
x1,x0
)
=
∂
∂xk
h
(
x1,x0
)
=
1
2
n∑
i=1
fik
(
x1
) (
x1i − x0i
)
+
1
2
[
fk
(
x0
)
+ fk
(
x1
)]
,
so that h1k (x,x) = fk (x). Differentiating again, w.r.t. x1l
h1kl
(
x1,x0
)
=
∂2
∂xl∂xk
h
(
x1,x0
)
=
1
2
n∑
i=1
fikl
(
x1
) (
x1i − x0i
)
+ flk
(
x1
)
,
and h1kl (x,x) = fkl (x). As h
(
x0,x1
)
= −h (x1,x0) , the results for x0 follow.
Quadraticity is obviously sufficient for g = h. For necessity of quadraticity note that if
h1kl
(
x1,x0
)
= flk
(
x1
)
identically then fikl
(
x1
)
must be zero.
Versions of the next lemma are also used in Theil [102, 135].
Lemma 7.9 For a function f :A → R, , A ⊂ Rn that has continuous first and second-order
partial derivatives we have the following result. Let
g
(
x1,x0
)
=
1
2
[
f
(
x1
)
+ f
(
x0
)]
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and
h
(
x1,x0
)
= f
[
1
2
(
x1 + x0
)]
,
then g
1∼
x1=x0
h.
Proof. Obviously, g (x,x) = h (x,x) = f (x) . Differentiating h w.r.t. x1k or x
0
k gives
∂
∂x1k
h
(
x1,x0
)
=
∂
∂x0k
h
(
x1,x0
)
=
1
2
fk
[
1
2
(
x1 + x0
)]
(7.24)
which gives the result when x1 = x0.
Note, however, that the only properties of the arithmetic mean A
(
x1, x0
)
= 12
(
x1 + x0
)
that
are used is that A (x, x) = x and A1 (x, x) = A2 (x, x) = 12 . We might therefore as well prove a
little more general lemma.
Lemma 7.10 For a function f :A → R, , A ⊂ Rn, that has continuous first and second-order
partial derivatives we have the following result. Let
g
(
x1,x0
)
=
1
2
[
f
(
x1
)
+ f
(
x0
)]
(7.25)
and
h
(
x1,x0
)
= f
[
M1
(
x11, x
0
1
)
, ...,Mn
(
x1n, x
0
n
)]
, (7.26)
where M is a differentiable function and satisfies
Mi (x, x) = x (7.27)
and
Mi,1 (x, x) =Mi,2 (x, x) =
1
2
, (7.28)
where Mi,1 (x, x) and Mi,2 (x, x) denote the partial derivatives of Mi.
This implies that g
1∼
x1=x0
h.
Proof. Clearly g (x,x) = h (x,x) = f (x) . Differentiating h w.r.t. x1k gives
∂
∂x1k
h
(
x1,x0
)
= fk
[
M1
(
x11, x
0
1
)
, ...,Mn
(
x1n, x
0
n
)]
Mk,1
(
x1k, x
0
k
)
,
which is equal to
1
2
fk [x1, ..., xn] ,
when x1 = x0 = x. The proof for x0 is similar.
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So the arithmetic mean may be replaced for example by any symmetric linear homogenous
functions Mi with Mi (1, 1) = 1, as symmetry and linear homogeneity imply that Mi,1 (1, 1) =
Mi,2 (1, 1) =
1
2 .
Diewert [27] uses the following result.
Lemma 7.11 Let f1, f2,m be twice differentiable and let f1
1∼
x=x0
f 2 and m (x0) = 0. Define
the functions
g (x) = f1 (x)m (x) (7.29)
and
h (x) = f2 (x)m (x) . (7.30)
Then g
2∼
x=x0
h.
Proof. Obviously, g (x0) = h (x0) = 0. Differentiating g gives
gk (x)) = f
1
k (x)m (x) + f
1 (x)mk (x)
so that gk (x0)) = f
1 (x0)mk (x0) = f
2 (x0)mk (x0) = hk (x0) . Differentiating g again
gkl (x)) = f
1
kl (x)m (x) + f
1
k (x)ml (x) + f
1
l (x)mk (x) + f
1 (x)mkl (x) ,
so that
gkl (x0)) = f
1
k (x0)ml (x0) + f
1
l (x0)mk (x0) + f
1 (x0)mkl (x0)
= f 2k (x0)ml (x0) + f
2
l (x0)mk (x0) + f
2 (x0)mkl (x0)
= hkl (x0)).
Lemma 7.12 Let f be a function f : A→ R, , A ⊂ Rn that has continuous derivatives up to
the third order. Define
g
(
x1,x0
)
= f
(
x1
)− f (x0) (7.31)
and
h
(
x1,x0
)
=
n∑
i=1
fi
[
1
2
(
x0 + x1
)] (
x1i − x0i
)
. (7.32)
Then g
2∼
x1=x0
h.
Proof. Abusing our notation a little in the way explained above, previous results show that
fi
[
1
2
(
x0 + x1
)] 1∼
x1=x0
1
2
[
fi
(
x0
)
+ fi
(
x1
)]
. The final result follows then from the above lemma.
The following Lemma is used in its exact quadratic version by Diewert [32] to motivate
additive and multiplicative percentage change decompositions of index numbers. We will use
it below in a similar fashion to show that the additive value change decomposition functions
defined above may be given an economic interpretation.
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Lemma 7.13 Let f, x1,x0,x be as above. Partition the index set I = {1, ..., n} into K distinct,
non-empty subsets Ik and define
x1k =
(
δk1x
1
1 + (1− δk1)x1, ..., δknx1n + (1− δkn)xn
)
(7.33)
and
x0k =
(
δk1x
0
1 + (1− δk1) x1, ..., δknx0n + (1− δkn)xn
)
, (7.34)
where δki = 1 if i ∈ Ik and δki = 0 otherwise, so that in each x1k the arguments xi that are not
included in the partition are replaced by the mean value xi and the arguments included have the
value x1i and conversely for x
0
k. Then for
g
(
x1,x0
)
= f
(
x1
)− f (x0) (7.35)
h
(
x1,x0
)
=
K∑
k=1
[
f
(
x1k
)− f (x0k)] , (7.36)
we have g
2∼
x1=x0
h.
Moreover, the result is exact for quadratic f.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the partitioning is done in such
a fashion that I1 consists of the first n1 arguments, I2 the next n2 and so on. Denote the ith
argument in the kth group as xki. Then, using the above results and again abusing our notation:
K∑
k=1
[
f
(
x1k
)− f (x0k)] 2∼
x1=x0
K∑
k=1
[
nk∑
i=1
fki (x)
(
x1ki − x0ki
)]
2∼
x1=x0
n∑
j=1
fj (x)
(
x1j − x0j
) 2∼
x1=x0
f
(
x1
)− f (x0) .
If f is quadratic, then clearly f
(
x1k
)
is quadratic in xki. Therefore
f
(
x1k
)− f (x0k) = nk∑
i=1
fki (x)
(
x1ki − x0ki
)
,
which implies that
K∑
k=1
[
f
(
x1k
)− f (x0k)] = n∑
j=1
fj (x)
(
x1j − x0j
)
= f
(
x1
)− f (x0) .
The point of this result is that we may quadratically approximate the change in a function
due to a change in arguments from x0 to x1 by changing the arguments in one subset at a time
and simply adding the resultant subchanges.
Chapter 8
Problems of the economic approach -
a reminder
8.1 Introduction
The economic approach is based on the standard assumption of a utility-maximizing consumer.
This assumption introduces a functional dependency between the prices and quantities in the
data. The approach enables the definition of economic price and quantity indices, which are
theoretical constructs based on the preferences of the consumer. While useful for theoretic
purposes, without some way of approximating or estimating these from actual price-quantity
data, the theory would be useless from the point of view of official statistics production. Of
course, one way to operationalize the concepts would be to estimate the demand functions
from data, and then base the index calculations on these estimates. This, however, is a very
impractical way to proceed. The usual operationalization of the economic approach is based
on results that allow approximation of the theoretical indices using index number formulas. At
least two related types of useful results have been proved. First, it is possible to show that
certain index number formulas are equivalent to the theoretic indices if the agent’s preferences
belong to a certain parametric family. Then, for any preferences that may be approximated
with members of this family, the formula gives approximately the right result. The results for
the so-called superlative formulas proved by Diewert [26] are prominent examples of this type of
result. Second, it may be shown that some formulas approximate the theoretic indices for any
preferences that are regular enough. An example of this type of result would be Theil’s [102]
approximation of the true indices with the Törnqvist formula.
In this chapter we try to argue that the economic approach is too weak to be operational
without additional axiomatic criteria to produce usable index number formulas, as many func-
tions that are completely unsuitable as index numbers will approximate the theoretical indices,
and some of them will even be superlative in Diewert’s sense. Also, exactness for some family of
preferences does not uniquely determine a formula. Therefore there are no criteria, except ax-
iomatic ones to differentiate between meaningful and meaningless formulas. But if it is accepted
that some axiomatic criteria are always needed, then we are again faced with the question of
what these criteria should be. But this is simply a reformulation of the index number problem of
the axiomatic approach. In addition, we discuss the often-encountered attempt to give utility-
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theoretic meaning to axiomatic properties and show that it can easily lead to false conclusions.
8.2 Flexible functional forms and superlativity
We now turn to the first type approach described above, that is, finding index number formulas
that are exact for some families of preferences. We try to keep the discussion brief and there-
fore avoid technical detail. First, we define the concept of superlative index number formulas
following Diewert [26].
Definition 8.1 Let Θ be a parameter space (i.e. any set) and let g : A×Θ→R , where A ⊂ Rn
is open, be a function. Then the functional form defined by g is the parametric family of functions
{g (·;θ) |θ ∈ Θ} .
Definition 8.2 The functional form {g (·;θ) |θ ∈ Θ} is said to be p times continuously differ-
entiable if for any θ ∈ Θ, g (x;θ) is p times continuously differentiable in x.
Definition 8.3 The functional form {g (·;θ) |θ ∈ Θ}is said to be linear homogeneous if for any
θ ∈ Θ, g (x; θ) is linear homogeneous in x.
Definition 8.4 The twice continuously differentiable functional form
{g (·; θ) |θ ∈ Θ}
is called flexible if for any twice continuously differentiable f : A → R and x0 ∈ A there exists
θ0∈ Θ such that g (·;θ0) 2∼
x=x0
f.
Definition 8.5 The twice continuously differentiable linear homogeneous functional form
{g (·; θ) |θ ∈ Θ}
is called flexible if for any twice continuously differentiable and linear homogeneous f : A→ R
and x0 ∈ A there exists θ0∈ Θ such that g (·;θ0) 2∼
x=x0
f.
Definition 8.6 The linear homogeneous functional form {u (·;θ) |θ ∈ Θ} is called a family of
linear homogeneous utility functions if for any θ ∈ Θ there is an open set Bθ ⊂ A in which u
satisfies the regularity conditions for utility functions.
Definition 8.7 The linear homogeneous functional form {u (·;θ) |θ ∈ Θ} is called a family of
unit cost functions if for any θ ∈ Θ there is an open set Bθ ⊂ A in which u satisfies the regularity
conditions for unit cost functions.
Lemma 8.1 It is possible to derive from any linear homogeneous flexible functional form a
family of linear homogeneous utility functions or unit cost functions that give a second-order
approximation to any twice differentiable linear homogeneous utility or unit cost function at any
point x0 ∈ A.
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Proof. Let {g (·; θ) |θ ∈ Θ} be linear homogeneous and flexible. For any linear homogeneous
utility function or unit cost function v and point x0 we can choose a parameter θ (v,x0) such
that g (·;θ (v,x0)) 2∼
x=x0
v. Because g (·;θ (v,x0)) is twice continuously differentiable there is
an open neighbourhood of x0 where any properties implied by the sign of the first and defi-
niteness of second derivatives of v are shared with g (·;θ (v,x0)). These include monotonicity,
quasiconcavity and concavity. The family of utility or unit cost functions is the restriction of
{g (·;θ) |θ ∈ Θ} to such θ (v,x0) .
As an example, take the linear homogeneous translog functional form
log cTL (p;a0,a,B) = a0 +
n∑
i=1
ai log pi +
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
bij log pi log pj, (8.1)
with
n∑
i=1
ai = 1,
n∑
j=1
bij = 0, bij = bji.
This may be shown to be a flexible linear homogeneous functional form and thus may be used to
locally approximate any unit cost function. That is, there are such parameter values for which
the translog function is an admissible unit cost function for some open set of prices. However,
using Shephard’s lemma, the constant-utility expenditure shares are given by
wk (p) =
∂ log cTL (p)
∂ log pk
= ak +
n∑
j=1
bkj log pj. (8.2)
The expenditure shares cannot be negative, so there are, for any fixed vector of parameters,
prices low enough for which the translog function does not satisfy the assumptions about the
unit cost function. Therefore it may be used only locally. That is how the next definitions,
which are given only loosely, should be understood: the index number formula is exact for the
family of utility or unit cost functions in the appropriate regions, which may be different for
different parameter values.
Definition 8.8 A quantity index number formula f (dropping the subscript n) is exact for the
linear homogeneous family of utility functions u (·;θ) , if for all θ ∈ Θ
u
(
q1;θ
)
u (q0;θ)
= f
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
, (8.3)
qt = q
(
pt,pt · qt; θ) , where q (·;θ) is the Marshallian demand function defined by u (·;θ).
Definition 8.9 A price index number formula f is exact for the linear homogeneous functional
form of unit cost functions c (·; θ) , if for all θ ∈ Θ we have
c
(
p1;θ
)
c (p0;θ)
= f
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
, (8.4)
whenever qt = q
(
pt,pt · qt;θ) , where q (·; θ) is the Marshallian demand function defined by
c (·;θ).
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Definition 8.10 Diewert [26] calls a quantity index superlative, if it is exact for a family of
utility functions derived from a flexible linear homogeneous functional form in the sense of
Lemma 8.1. A price index is called superlative, if it is exact for some similarly derived family
of unit cost functions.
The point of exact formulas is that they give the economic indices as functions of only the
prices and quantities, without having to specify which utility or cost function in the family is
relevant.
For example, the Törnqvist quantity index is exact for the homothetic translog utility func-
tion
fTn
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
= exp
12
n∑
i=1
 p0i q0in∑
j=1
p0jq
0
j
+
p1i q
1
i
n∑
j=1
p1jq
1
j
 log q1iq1i
 . (8.5)
Similarly, the Törnqvist price index fTn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
is exact for the homothetic translog unit
cost function. Therefore the Törnqvist indices are superlative. These results are proved by
Diewert [26].
Also, Diewert links in this way what he calls the quadratic mean of order r utility and unit
cost functions with the quadratic mean of order r quantity and price indices, in the case of
utility functions and quantity indices these take the form
ur (q) =
 n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
bijq
1
2
r
i q
1
2
r
j
 1r (8.6)
and
frn
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
=
 n∑
j=1
w0j
(
p1j
p0j
)1
2
r

1
r
 n∑
j=1
w1j
(
p1j
p0j
)− 1
2
r

− 1
r
, r = 0.
The quadratic mean of order r utility and unit cost functions are flexible, therefore quadratic
mean of order r indices are superlative.
8.3 Preference families and exact formulas
The question of exactness and superlativity of quasilinear indices is examined in some detail in
the next chapter, but it is convenient to place the following theorem here.
Theorem 8.1 Diewert [27] shows that the only homothetic preference family for which the
Montgomery—Vartia formulas are exact are the Cobb-Douglas preferences, in which case also the
log-Laspeyres, log-Paasche, Törnqvist and other formulas are exact.
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This result illustrates an important point about exact index number formulas. Many different
formulas may be exact for the same utility function, because exactness only requires the formula
to behave in a certain way when prices and quantities change in a way consistent with the
family of preferences. For example, for Cobb—Douglas preferences, it is easy to see that the
expenditure shares of different commodities are constant, so that w1k = w
0
k always. So, any
index that reduces to the log-Laspeyres index when expenditure shares do not change is exact
for these preferences. The formulas include the Törnqvist, Montgomery—Vartia, log-Laspeyres,
log-Paasche and other functions, some of them obviously ridiculous in any application in which
the Cobb—Douglas hypothesis cannot be maintained. All these different formulas have very
different global properties in situations where the expenditure shares do in fact change. For
example, many of them are not linear homogeneous in period 1 prices generally, even though
as exact indices for the Cobb-Douglas preferences, they must be linear homogeneous for price-
quantity situations consistent with these.
This illustrates a serious limitation of the economic approach, as a exactly the same thing
is true for any exact index: when a certain restricted class of preferences is assumed, the exact
formula degenerates into the restriction of the formula in question to the domain of possible
price-quantity combinations under these preferences and this restriction exactly corresponds to
the economic index for these preferences. However, this does not uniquely determine the index
number formula, as an index number formula is a function defined for any prices and quantities.
Therefore, given some exact index, any function that has the same values for allowable price-
quantity combinations will be exact, regardless of what values it takes for any other prices and
quantities. This is emphasized by Vartia [106].
More formally, let A  R4n++ be the possible set of price-quantity combinations for the family
of preferences u (·;θ) , and let f (q1,q0,p1,p0) be exact for this family. This means that for
any
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
) ∈ A
u
(
q1;θ
)
u (q0;θ)
= f
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
.
But for example any function g such that
g
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
= f
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
+C
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
m
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
,
with C being the characteristic function of R4n\A and m being an arbitrary function would
also be exact. As the exactness requirement only determines the values for the index number
formula in A, there is generally no way of saying that one function f defined in the whole R4n
with the same restriction to A is somehow more natural than the other from the point of view
of the utility family in question. The specification of the family of preferences rules the points
outside of A out completely. For example, it is not meaningful to debate whether Paasche,
Laspeyres, Stuvel, Fisher or some other functions that collapse into the same function in the
case of Leontief preferences would be a ”natural” index for these preferences. Similarly, in the
case of Cobb—Douglas preferences, any function collapsing to the true index in the case of these
preferences is exact for them, regardless of the axiomatic properties, such as proportionality it
possesses.
The case is no different for more flexible families of preferences, such as the translog family.
For example, adding an arbitrary function to the Törnqvist formula whenever the prices and
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quantities are such that the axiom of revealed preference is violated will result in a function
that is exact for translog preferences, as the axiom will never be violated if choices are made
according to translog preferences. This function may be defined to satisfy differentiability to
an arbitrary degree. For example, if we define the thrice continuously differentiable function
α : R→ R with
α (x) =
x4, x > 0
0, x ≤ 0
and using this to define a function m : R4n++ → R++ with
m
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
= α
[(
fP
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)− 1)]α [1− fL (q1,q0,p1,p0)] ,
where fP is the Paasche formula and fL the Laspeyres formula, it is evident thatm is thrice
continuously differentiable and
m
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
=
(QP − 1)4 (1−QL)4 , for QP > 1 and QL < 1
0, otherwise
.
For brevity, the symbols QP and QL are used to denote the Paasche and Laspeyres quantity
indices respectively. But it is well-known (see e.g. the revealed preference table in Vartia [107,
79]) that the price-quantity situations which imply QP > 1 and QL < 1 never occur under
maximization of any utility function, and therefore m
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
must be zero if the data
is produced by an utility maximizing agent. Therefore, if f is an exact twice continuously
differentiable formula for some family of preferences and g is an arbitrary twice differentiable
non-negative function, the formula h given by
h
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
= f
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
+m
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
g
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
(8.7)
is also a twice continuously differentiable exact and non-negative formula for the same family
of preferences. While this formula collapses into f under the exact family of preferences, or
indeed any preferences, it will generally have global properties different from f and will not
in particular satisfy any proportionality tests possibly satisfied by f . This is evident because
m is homogeneous of degree zero in period 1 prices and so g has to be linear homogeneous in
these if both f and h are also required to be. For example, if f is taken to be the Törnqvist
formula, some of the possible exact formulas defined by different choices of g will and some
will not satisfy any proportionality requirements globally, but obviously all will satisfy linear
homogeneity in prices when quantities respond to prices in ways allowed by the translog family
of preferences. It is therefore completely impossible to infer utility theoretic meaning directly
from any axiomatic properties, such as degree of proportionality, of formulas, as the strangest
of functions may under some family of preferences behave quite appropriately. Therefore, the
often encountered argument, made for example by Balk [8, 362], that any formula that does
not satisfy the linear homogeneity axiom is ”devoid of welfare-theoretic meaning”, seems to be
untrue. Also, any attempt such as made by Reinsdorf and Dorfman [81] to criticize axiomatic
monotonicity requirements of formulas because some exact formulas do not have certain mono-
tonicity properties for freely varying prices and quantities must be considered suspect. The
exactness implies certain properties only for some price-quantity combinations and different ex-
act functions may have different monotonicity properties. Axioms must remain axioms, there is
no utility-theoretic way of motivating their use or disuse.
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Also, there is no way of saying which of the exact formulas is the correct one. In our
opinion this reflects a fundamental weakness of this sort of approach to index number theory.
It is impossible to derive an index number formula defined for all prices and quantities from
a family of preferences, as by definition the behaviour of the index can be inferred only for
the price-quantity combinations that are possible under these preferences. However, in when
producing official statistics, formulas defined for any prices and quantities are in fact needed.
The problem is often ignored or treated in an implicit fashion, which gives the impression that an
index number formula is actually derived from some family of preferences, while what is actually
done, is that some formula, notable in its good axiomatic properties, is legitimized using the
utility-theoretic argument. To put this differently, assuming some family of preferences for
which an exact index exists, gives us an infinite number of possible exact functions, and we
must use axiomatic criteria to decide on one. As mentioned, this is usually done in a rather
implicit way, for example Diewert [26] an Lau [67] prove that certain formulas are exact for
certain preference families, and in some cases that these preference families are the only ones
for which these formulas are exact. What is not discussed in depth is the fact that there exist
many formulas that are exact for the same families of preferences, and that the formula that was
actually chosen to be legitimized by its exactness was arrived at in some previous study usually
on some axiomatic grounds. The strict separation of the economic from the axiomatic approach
seems therefore to be somewhat artificial, as at least some minimal axiomatic criteria are always
needed to take the clearly unsuitable exact functions out of consideration. We try to make this
point even clearer in the next subsection, in which we derive ”index number formulas” that are
superlative but would in most cases seem to be completely unsuitable for production of official
statistics.
Another point against the argument that utility-theoretic meaning can not be given to for-
mulas without some axiomatic properties such as linear homogeneity, is also pursued below. For
example Balk [8, 362] singles out the Stuvel index as not having any utility-theoretic meaning.
But below we show that the Stuvel index quadratically approximates the ”true” indices for any
sufficiently regular preferences. If this is not welfare-theoretic meaning, what is? In our opinion
this shows that the Stuvel index has actually very good properties from the point of view of
utility theory.
The same point can be made about the Montgomery—Vartia index, which fails also what we
have called the Fisher proportionality test and therefore is not even considered a proper price
index by Balk, who calls it a pseudo price index. It is exact for the Cobb—Douglas preferences
and therefore linear homogeneous when prices and quantities move accordingly. Actually, it
collapses to the log-Laspeyres (or log-Paasche) formula when expenditure shares do not vary.
The log-Laspeyres is satisfies the linear homogeneity test. But if preferences are not Cobb-
Douglas, then the log-Laspeyres formula, which does not take substitution into account, has
clearly inferior approximation properties compared with the Montgomery—Vartia formula, as it
provides only a linear approximation to the economic indices compared with the Montgomery—
Vartia’s quadratic approximation. (See below). Taking this into account, it would seem odd to
conclude that somehow, because of the linear homogeneity axiom, the log-Laspeyres has welfare
or utility-theoretic meaning, while the Montgomery—Vartia or Stuvel formulas do not. This
would be tantamount to preferring an approximation of a linear homogeneous function with a
linear function to an approximation with a quadratic function on the grounds that quadratic
functions cannot be linear homogeneous if they are not linear. Instead, we would maintain that
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the Montgomery—Vartia and Stuvel formulas have clearly superior welfare-theoretic properties
to the simpler linear homogeneous ones.
8.4 New superlative ”indices”
Many of the indices proved to be superlative by Diewert had been proposed before as ”good”
formulas from the point of view of axiomatic index number theory. They clearly possess the
minimum requirements to be considered as reasonable index number formulas from the point
of view of axiomatic theory. Some of them, as the quadratic mean of order 2 index, which is
the Fisher ideal formula, satisfy a number of good axiomatic properties. To some extent this is
due to their superlativity: the fact that they are exact for a flexible family of preferences places
quite stringent demands for their ability to take substitution into account. However, it seems
to be possible to derive superlative ”index number formulas” that is, functions of prices and
quantities alone, which give the exact economic index for some flexible family of preferences but
have properties that seem very unappealing from the point of view of any practical applications.
Below we deal with unit cost functions, but the discussion may be repeated for utility func-
tions as well. We use the following notation: the price vector is given by
p = (p0,p) ∈ Rn+1++
and the quantity vector by
q = (q0,q) ∈ Rn+1+ .
The reason for this asymmetric treatment of commodities will become clear in the discussion
below. By linear homogeneity any unit cost function may be written in the form
c (p) = p0c
(
1,
p
p0
)
= p0d
(
p
p0
)
. (8.8)
Assuming that c is twice continuously differentiable, so is d : Rn++ → R and therefore it may
be quadratically approximated using any flexible functional form. Thus any flexible functional
form gives us a linear homogeneous flexible functional form1 which in turn gives us a flexible
family of unit cost functions as was argued above. Choosing certain types of flexible functional
forms that may be represented using quadratic functions, we may use a similar technique to
Diewert’s to find a family of superlative index number formulas that includes the Törnqvist and
quadratic mean of order r indices but also other formulas. The functional forms we consider are
given by
g (x;a0,a,B) = G (h1 (x1) , ..., hn (xn) ;a0,a,B)
1
r (8.9)
=
a0 + n∑
i=1
aihi (xi) +
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
bijhi (xi) hj (xi)
1r ,
1 It should be clear that if f : Rn++ → R quadratically approximates g : R
n
++ → R in some point y0 then
x0f
(
x
x0
)
quadratically approximates x0g
(
x
x0
)
in the points x
x0
= y0. Therefore we may use any flexible func-
tional form to define a linear homogeneous flexible functional form.
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where hi : R++ → R are some arbitrarily chosen twice continuously differentiable strictly mono-
tonic functions with h′i (xi) = 0, and r = 0, and
m (x;a0,a,B) = exp [G (h1 (x1) , ..., hn (xn) ;a0,a,B)] (8.10)
= exp
a0 + n∑
i=1
aihi (xi) +
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
bijhi (xi)hj (xi)
 ,
The function G is the quadratic function. The equations define a different functional form for
each choice of hi and r. In fact, the two equations define a flexible functional form for any
suitable hi and r.
Lemma 8.2 For any hi : R++ → R , i = 1, ..., n strictly monotonic, twice continuously dif-
ferentiable with h′i (xi) = 0 and r = 0 (8.9) defines a flexible functional form. Also, for any
hi : R++ → R , i = 1, ..., n strictly monotonic, twice continuously differentiable with h′i (xi) = 0
(8.10) defines a flexible functional form.
Proof. This may be proved by simple calculation of the partial derivatives. The result is
rather obvious, considering that g and m in (8.9) and (8.10) are simple transformations of
quadratic, and thus flexible functional forms.
That is, the two equations define many different functional forms which are all flexible.
Therefore they may be used to define many flexible families of unit cost functions. The flexible
family of unit cost functions given by g is
c (p;a0,a,B) = p0g
(
p
p0
;a0,a,B
)
, (8.11)
and the one given by m is
c (p;a0,a,B) = p0m
(
p
p0
;a0,a,B
)
, (8.12)
The quadratic mean of order r unit cost functions are a special case of (8.11), with hi (pi) = (pi)
1
2
r
and the translog may be obtained from (8.12) by choosing m to be the translog functional form.
Theorem 8.2 (Superlative formulas I) The ” index number formulas” given by
f
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
=
(
p10
p00
)
1 + 12r
n∑
k=1
w0k
h′
k
(
p0
k
p0
0
) p00
p0
k
[
hk
(
p1k
p1
0
)
− hk
(
p0k
p0
0
)]
1− 12r
n∑
k=1
w1
k
h′
k
(
p1
k
p1
0
) p10
p1
k
[
hk
(
p1
k
p1
0
)
− hk
(
p0
k
p0
0
)]

1
r
are exact for the flexible families of unit cost functions defined by (8.11). Because each of the
formulas is exact for a flexible functional form, they are all superlative2.
Proof. See Appendix A.4.1
2We thank Bert Balk for pointing out an error in a previous version of this theorem.
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Theorem 8.3 (Superlative Formulas II) The ” index number formulas” given by
f
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
=
p10
p00
exp
1
2
n∑
k=1
 w1kp10
p1kh
′
k
(
p1
k
p10
) + w0kp00
p0kh
′
k
(
p0
k
p00
)
(hk (p1k
p10
)
− hk
(
p0k
p00
)) ,
are exact for the flexible families of unit cost functions defined by (8.12). Because each of the
formulas is exact for a flexible functional form, they are all superlative.
Proof. See Appendix A.4.2.
Choosing hi (pi) = (pi)
1
2
r in the first case the unit cost function becomes the quadratic mean
of order r unit cost function and the corresponding exact index becomes the quadratic mean of
order r price index. In the second case, choosing hi (xi) = log xi the unit cost function becomes
the translog unit cost function and the corresponding exact index reduces to the Törnqvist price
index. However, there are many other possibilities. For example, taking hi (xi) = xi for all i
and choosing r = 1, g becomes the quadratic functional form and the corresponding exact index
number formula is
f
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
=
p10
p00
·
1 + 12
n∑
k=1
w0k
p0
0
p0k
[
p1
k
p10
− p0k
p00
]
1− 12
n∑
k=1
w1k
p1
0
p1
k
[
p1
k
p10
− p0k
p00
] = p10
p00
·
p0
0
p01
(
p1
0
p00
+ 12
n∑
k=1
w0k
[
p1
k
p0k
− p10
p00
])
p1
0
p00
(
p0
0
p01
− 12
n∑
k=1
w1k
[
p0
0
p10
− p0k
p1
k
])
=
p00
p10
·
(
1− 12
(
1− w00
)) p10
p0
0
+ 12
n∑
k=1
w0k
p1
k
p0
k(
1− 12
(
1− w10
)) p00
p0
1
+ 12
n∑
k=1
w1k
p0
k
p1
k
=
p00
p10
·
p10
p0
0
+ PL
p00
p1
0
+ P−1P
, (8.13)
where PL and PP are the Laspeyres and Paasche price indices respectively. This example imme-
diately shows the problem with superlativity, and the whole approach of trying to derive index
number formulas by means of utility theory. Clearly, the first commodity is treated differently
from the other commodities. That is natural, as the formulation of the unit cost function is
asymmetric with regard to the first commodity. However, this functional form may be used
to approximate quadratically any unit cost function, and nothing in standard microeconomic
theory requires symmetrical treatment of commodities. To make the obvious claim that the
above formula should not be used in practical applications we must resort to axiomatic or test
theoretic arguments about symmetric treatment of commodities. That is, we must first set
minimum standards that index number formulas must satisfy, and then argue that some of the
functions satisfying these elementary requirements are better than others in light of economic
theory. Otherwise there seems to be no way to reject any formulas derived in the above fashion.
Our results are very much in concert with those of Hill [59], who shows that many of the su-
perlative quadratic mean of order r indices are, despite their superlativity, not at all suitable for
actual index number production. The good properties of these indices depend on some implicit
assumptions about the range of values that r is to take.
As we have already argued above, if we accept that some axiomatic criteria are needed
to complement the utility theoretic argument, then it becomes a matter of debate what these
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criteria should be. But this is just another way of formulating the problem that the axiomatic
approach tries to solve. The strange superlative ”indices” reinforce the point that axiomatic
theory cannot be evaded completely with consumer theoretic arguments. It also illustrates the
fact, that often the so-called economic approach to index number theory has been about trying
to legitimize certain formulas arrived at via an axiomatic route rather than genuinely attempting
to derive an operational theory from the basic principles of utility maximization. That this is so,
is not very surprising, as the implications of utility theory are too weak to be useful in practical
calculations, and have therefore to be strengthened with (often implicit) axiomatic requirements.
This, in our opinion, rather than the superiority of the economic approach, is the lesson to be
learned from the many negative results presented for example in the famous survey of Samuelson
and Swamy [84, 575].
The question of symmetry in the treatment of commodities resembles the problem of sym-
metry in the treatment of prices and quantities, that is, the question whether the factor reversal
test should be satisfied or not. It is often criticized from what is taken to be the point of
view of utility theory, because, even in the case of homothetic preferences when the equation
e(p1,u1)
e(p0,u0)
=
c(p1)u(x1)
c(p0)u(x0)
holds trivially, there is obviously no reason why a formula that is exact for
the unit cost function c to be exact for the dual utility function u (see Diewert [50, 121], Samuel-
son and Swamy [84, 575]). But similarly it could be argued, as mentioned above, that there is
no reason why all commodities should receive similar treatment in an exact index, as there is no
utility theoretic rationale for that. The commonsense counterargument is obviously that as we
do not generally know the preferences of the consumer, symmetric treatment of commodities is
at least no worse than any other choice. For example, it would seem strange to randomly single
out one commodity as commodity number 0 in (8.13). But then, the same argument applies to
the treatment of prices and quantities: if we have no additional information about the direction
of asymmetry between prices and quantities, it would seem natural and prudent to treat them
symmetrically.
Another point that is often misunderstood is that while the exactness results concerning
superlative indices give the impression of being global in nature, they are local results in one
important respect. While the indices may be exact for a flexible functional form, the only mo-
tivation for the use of such flexible forms are their local approximation properties. In most
cases nobody would assume that preferences correspond exactly to a translog form for example,
instead the translog specification is used because it provides a local approximation to any ho-
mothetic preferences. But then, if the preferences correspond only approximately to the flexible
form the superlative index corresponds only approximately to the theoretic index. Therefore in
most interesting cases the superlative indices are not any more superlative as any other local
approximations of the true indices. More formally, if the superlative indices give a second-order
local approximation to the true index, and the third-order properties of the true index are not
known, there is no mathematically relevant way of saying that the superlative index is any better
than some other second-order approximation. If we therefore find some other index number for-
mula, not necessarily superlative, which also gives a second-order approximation of the theoretic
index, it must, without knowledge of the third and higher order properties, be considered as
good an approximation as the superlative one. Below we show that many quasilinear indices are
in this sense as good as the superlative ones. Only if the higher order behaviour of the economic
index is known may two second-order approximations be compared. In the extreme case, when
preferences exactly correspond to the family for which the superlative index is exact, it is of
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course to be preferred. However, this situation must be considered quite artificial and of little
practical relevance.
Chapter 9
Quasilinear approximations
9.1 Introduction
In this chapter we move to another way of motivating certain formulas by means of economic
theory. Instead of trying to find formulas that exactly correspond to a family of preferences,
this approach is based on the fact that certain formulas approximate the economic indices for
any preferences that are regular enough. Above we have argued that exactness for some family
of preferences does not uniquely determine an index number formula, but that there are always
infinitely many functions that can be said to be exact to the same family. The same problem
is even more relevant for the approximation approach, because any formulas that are local
approximations of each other will have the same approximation properties with regard to the
theoretical indices. Axiomatic criteria are needed to differentiate between formulas with good
local approximation properties. Again, then, we cannot escape the axiomatic index number
problem, but must decide which properties are the most important. As it is our opinion that
consistency in aggregation is a central property from the point of view of actual index number
production, we are interested in the approximation properties of the quasilinear indices.
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, we show that there are quasilinear formulas
which give second-order approximations of the true index, as do the superlative indices and that
if the third-order and higher properties of the true index are not known (as usually is the case) it
is impossible to say which of two second-order approximations is better. As was argued above,
this mathematical fact makes the whole concept of superlativity somewhat suspect, because
usually it would make no sense to prefer some approximation to another just because it happens
to be exactly correct in some far-fetched situation. The use of flexible functional forms is usually
motivated by their local approximation properties. But if preferences correspond only approx-
imately to a flexible specification, then an exact index will also correspond only approximately
to the true index, and is thus no way superior to some other approximation in general.
The second point is to give the subindices and additive decompositions associated with quasi-
linear indices interpretations as approximations of theoretical functions in the utility-maximizing
case, and show that they are meaningful even without strict assumptions concerning the form
of preferences.
When interpreting the results, it is advisable to keep in mind the fundamental weaknesses
and local nature of the approximation. As has been noted for example by Vartia [105] and more
recently by Hill [59], formulas that approximate each other locally may have very different global
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properties. Also, the weaknesses of the exactness approach discussed in the previous chapter
are completely carried over to the approximation approach. If a formula approximates the
theoretical index, we may always transform it as in equation (8.7) to get another function that
also approximates the theoretical index. Economic theory offers no way out of this problem, so
axiomatic criteria to select between approximations are needed, even if the utility-maximization
hypothesis is accepted as a starting point to index number construction.
Most of the proofs of results in this chapter are tedious and are therefore relegated to an
appendix.
9.2 Pseudosuperlativity of quasilinear indices
It was noted above that of the prominent quasilinear formulas, the Montgomery—Vartia index
is not superlative. The same thing is true for the Stuvel formula. It is exact only for Leontief
preferences as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 9.1 The only differentiable unit cost function for which the Stuvel formula is exact is
the function c (p) =
n∑
i=1
αipi corresponding to Leontief preferences. In this case the Stuvel price
index coincides with the Laspeyres, Paasche and Fisher indices.
Proof. If the Stuvel price index is exact the following equation must hold (because by Shep-
hard’s lemma vti = u
tci
(
pt
)
pti)
bS
(
c
(
p1
)
c (p0)
, u0c
(
p0
)
, u1c
(
p1
))
=
n∑
i=1
bS
(
p1i
p0i
, u0ci
(
p0
)
p0i , u
1ci
(
p1
)
p1i
)
, (9.1)
with bS (x1, x2, x3) = x2x1 − x3x−11 . The LHS is
u0c
(
p0
) c (p1)
c (p0)
− u1c (p1) c (p0)
c (p1)
= u0c
(
p1
)− u1c (p0) ,
and the RHS
n∑
i=1
(
u0ci
(
p0
)
p0i
p1i
p0i
− u1ci
(
p1
)
p1i
p1i
p0i
)
= u0
n∑
i=1
ci
(
p0
)
p1i − u1
n∑
i=1
ci
(
p1
)
p0i ,
and the equation becomes
u0c
(
p1
)− u1c (p0) = u0 n∑
i=1
ci
(
p0
)
p1i − u1
n∑
i=1
ci
(
p1
)
p0i .
Differentiating this w.r.t. u0 gives
c
(
p1
)
=
n∑
i=1
ci
(
p0
)
p1i .
Differentiating again w.r.t. p1k gives
ck
(
p1
)
= ck
(
p0
)
,
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so that ck (p) = αk for some constant αk. This implies that
c (p) =
n∑
i=1
αipi +C,
and linear homogeneity implies that C = 0.
For this unit cost function the Hicksian demand function is hk (p,u) = uαk which implies
that the Laspeyres price index is
PL =
u0
n∑
i=1
αip
1
i
n
u0
∑
i=1
αip0i
=
c
(
p1
)
c (p0)
,
and the Paasche price index is
PP =
u1
n∑
i=1
αip
1
i
n
u1
∑
i=1
αip
0
i
=
c
(
p1
)
c (p0)
.
The situation for the linear utility function, corresponding to the case of perfect subsitutes,
is more complicated, however. For the utility function u (q) =
n∑
i=1
αiqi the expenditure function
is
e (p,u) = umin
{
p1
α1
, ...,
pn
αn
}
, (9.2)
because as the commodities are perfect substitutes, the optimal bundle will only have one good
in it, the one with the lowest ratio pkαk , or if there are many goods with the same, minimum ratio,
the optimal bundle is not unique, but any feasible combination of these goods is as good. In other
words, in most cases the optimal bundle is a boundary solution. As the usual exactness results
are based on the first order conditions of an interior solution, they do not in general apply to the
boundary solutions. However, in the case of linear preferences, restricting attention to interior
solutions means restricting attention to the case in which the consumer is indifferent between
any bundle on the budget plane on both periods, that is, when all prices move proportionally
and piαi =
pj
αj
for all i and j.
To give a simple example, let u (q1, q2) = q1 + q2 and V 1 = V 0 = 1, p0 = (1, 2) and
p1 = (3, 1). Clearly q0 = (1, 0) and q1 = (0, 1). The true quantity index is clearly unity.
But QL = 1·0+2·11·1+2·0 = 2 and PL =
3·1+1·0
1·1+2·0 = 3, so that QL − PL = −1 which implies that
QS = −12 +
√(−12)2 + 1 = 12 (√5− 1) = 1. Neither is the Fisher index equal to unity in this
case. The Fisher quantity index is QF =
√
QLQP =
√
2 · 13 =
√
2
3 = 1. This result seems to be
at first glance at variance with the result of for example Diewert [26] stating respectively that
the Fisher index is exact for a family including the linear preferences. To examine this a little
further, we present Diewert’s [26] Theorem (4.8) (in our notation):
Suppose that
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1. ur is given by ur (q) =
(
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
bijq
1
2
r
i q
1
2
r
j
)1
r
, where r = 0 and the domain of definition is
restricted to q >> 0, such that
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
bijq
1
2
r
i q
1
2
r
j > 0 and ur (q) is concave,
2. q0 >> 0 is a solution to the maximization problem
max
q
{
ur (q) |p0·q ≤ p0·q0,q belongs to S
}
,
where S is a convex subset of the non-negative orthant of Rn, ur
(
q0
)
> 0 and the price
vector p0 is such that p0·q0 > 0, and
3. q1 >> 0 is a solution to the maximization problem
max
q
{
ur (q) |p1·q ≤ p1·q1,q belongs to S
}
,
ur
(
q1
)
> 0 and p1·q1 > 0;
then
ur(q1)
ur(q0)
= frn
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
.
It can be seen immediately that the above example does not violate this theorem, as q0 =
(1, 0) does not satisfy q0 >> 0, and therefore it is ruled out by assumption 2. Therefore, as
the linear preferences are concave globally, we may take S = R2++, in which case all situations
except for the above mentioned trivial case of all prices moving proportionally so that pi
αi
=
pj
αj
,
are ruled out. However, taking the convex set S to be a strict subset of Rn++ reveals a problem
in the theorem, as the formulation does not rule out maximization solutions that are boundary
points of S. These solutions do not satisfy the first order conditions that are used in the proof.
Continuing with the above example, let the utility function be u (q1, q2) = q1+ q2 and the prices
and incomes as above. The utility function is clearly a special case of u1 and it is concave in R2++,
so that Assumption 1 is true. If S is some closed convex subset of R2++ that includes a segment of
both period’s budget lines, it is clear that solutions to the maximizing problems in assumptions
2 and 3 exist, but these will be on the boundary of S on both periods, and the Fisher or Stuvel
etc. indices will not be exact. This is because the first order marginal utility conditions are not
satisfied. The problem is not restricted to linear preferences, but presents itself whenever S is
not open, as for some prices we may always have solutions on the boundary of S. It seems that
assumptions 2 and 3 should be strengthened to either require that S be open as well as convex
or that in addition to qt >> 0, qt must be in the interior of S. Applied to the case of linear
preferences, either of these requirements would eliminate all price situations except the trivial
case of proportional price change and indifference among any bundles on the budget plane. In
this case, it is then technically true that in the very restricted sense the Fisher quantity index is
exact for linear preferences, but the assumptions rule out almost all price combinations. It seems
therefore to be something of an exaggeration to state that the Fisher index is consistent with a
linear aggregator function. Also, in this case the Fisher index is certainly not the only ”exact”
formula of the quadratic mean type, as all is actually required is the Fisher proportionality test.
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Based on a similar argument, Sato’s [86] claim that the Sato—Vartia index is exact for linear
preferences (a special case of the CES family) seems to be either incorrect or true only in the
trivial case.
While the two quasilinear formulas discussed are not superlative, they may be shown to
quadratically approximate the superlative Törnqvist and quadratic mean of order r formulas at
any point where prices and quantities have not changed. Diewert calls such formulas pseudo-
superlative.
Definition 9.1 Diewert [27]. Let f be an index number formula. If there exists a superlative
index number formula g, for which f
2∼
p1=p0
q1=q0
g then f is called pseudo-superlative.
We have already discussed above whether the superlative indices are really superior to other
approximations of the theoretic indices. The concept of pseudosuperlativity may be used to
formalize the point. If the flexible functional form is used only as a quadratic approximation
of the true preferences, then the superlative index exact to that form gives only a quadratic
approximation of the true index. But then, as the approximation relation is transitive, does
any pseudo-superlative index that is an approximation of the superlative one. Without knowl-
edge of third-order or higher properties, there seems to be no reason to prefer the superlative
approximation to the pseudo-superlative one.
To avoid the complication of examining whether there are pseudo-superlative indices that do
not approximate the Törnqvist index, we introduce a potentially narrower concept of pseudo-
superlativity, Törnqvist-pseudo-superlativity.
Definition 9.2 We call a pseudo-superlative formula Törnqvist-pseudo-superlative or TPS if
f
2∼
p1=p0
q1=q0
fT ,
where f is the Törnqvist formula.
Before turning to the main point of finding necessary sufficient conditions for quasilinear
indices to be pseudo-superlative, we need some preliminary results. First we prove Theil’s [102]
result for approximating the true price index by the Törnqvist price formula. We have chosen
to include the proofs here because of their similarity with the proofs of later results.
Theorem 9.2 Theil proves the following. Let u∗ = v (p∗, V ∗) where p∗ and V ∗ are the geomet-
ric mean prices and income. Then
log e
(
p1,u∗
)− log e (p0,u∗) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log fTn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
, (9.3)
where all the functions are regarded as functions of the log-prices and incomes.
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Proof. Noting that ∂ log f (x)
∂ log xk
= fi(x)xk
f (x) and using Shephard’s lemma we see that
wk (p,u) =
pkhk (p,u)
n∑
i=1
pihi (p,u)
=
∂ log e (p,u)
∂ log pk
(9.4)
where wk (p,u) is the kth Hicksian value share function. Using the quadratic approximation
lemma we have
log e
(
p1,u∗
)− log e (p0,u∗) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
n∑
i=1
1
2
[
wi
(
p1,u∗
)
+wi
(
p0,u∗
)]
∆log pi (9.5)
Applying Lemma 7.9 on the log-prices we get
wk
(
p1,u∗
)
+ wk
(
p0,u∗
) 1∼
log p1i=log p
0
i
log V 1=log V 0
2wk (p
∗,u∗) = 2wk (p∗,v (p∗, V ∗))
Applying Lemma 7.9 again, this time for both log-prices and income, gives
2wk (p
∗,v (p∗, V ∗)) 1∼
log p1i=log p
0
i
log V 1=log V 0
wk
(
p1,v
(
p1, V 1
))
+wk
(
p0,v
(
p0, V 0
))
= w1k + w
0
k
Substituting this into the above and using lemma 7.11 the result follows.
Corollary 9.1 Diewert’s [26] result about the exactness of the Törnqvist formula for homo-
thetic translog preferences is a corollary of this. For homothetic preferences log e
(
p1,u∗
) −
log e
(
p0,u∗
)
= log c
(
p1
)− log c (p0) and wk (p0, u) = wk (p0) . As the approximation result in
9.5 is exact for functions that are quadratic in logs the result follows.
The theorem illustrates the problem of the economic approach described above. As the
quadratic approximation lemma produces the Törnqvist formula in such a simple and direct
fashion, it is tempting to regard the Törnqvist formula as an approximation that is somehow
more natural than some other approximations (or some other exact formulas in the translog
case). While this is understandable, it seems to have no mathematical basis, as the simplicity
of derivation is no guarantee of superiority of approximation. To put the point more formally,
as the quadratic approximation relation is transitive, the following theorem is also clearly valid.
Theorem 9.3 Let fn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
be a TPS price index number formula that quadratically
approximates the Törnqvist formula and define u∗ = v (p∗, V ∗). Then
log e
(
p1,u∗
)− log e (p0,u∗) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log fn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
. (9.6)
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Proof. By definition the formula differentially approximates the Törnqvist formula to the
second degree in any point where prices and quantities have not changed. Combining Lemma
7.6 and Theil’s theorem gives the result.
Thus any TPS price index is as good an approximation as the Törnqvist index, if the third
and higher order properties of the theoretical index are unknown.
We may now prove the main theorem concerning necessary and sufficient conditions for a
quasilinear index to be pseudo-superlative. The conditions are symmetry conditions concerning
the partial derivatives of the decomposition function b (or algebraically, the isomorphism B).
The local nature of the approximation is evident, as the conditions concern only a very restricted
set of points.
Theorem 9.4 (Pseudo-superlativity of ql. indices) If a weakly proportional quasilinear in-
dex number is thrice continuously differentiable in the variables x1, x2, x3 then the following con-
ditions concerning the partial derivatives are necessary and sufficient for pseudo-superlativity:
b1 (1, 1, 1) = −b11 (1, 1, 1) = 0,
b1 (1, 1, 1) = 2b12 (1, 1, 1) = 2b13 (1, 1, 1) ,
and
b22 (1, x2, x2) = b33 (1, x2, x2) = b23 (1, x2, x2) = 0.
Any formula that satisfies these differentially approximates the Törnqvist formula to the second
order in all points where all prices and quantities are equal, and therefore also the ”true” price
index in the point where prices and incomes have not changed in the sense of Theil’s approxi-
mation result. Also, as was shown above, this implies that also the logarithms of the formulas
approximate each other in log-prices and log-quantities.
Proof. The long and rather tedious proof is in Appendix A.5.1.
The above results then show that any quasilinear price index satisfying the above require-
ments quadratically approximates the ”true” economic price index evaluated at the reference
utility u∗. There is no way of saying which approximation is best without knowing the higher
order properties of the true index.
We continue the discussion of the significance of these results below, but first we note a
connection between the axiomatic properties of a quasilinear index number formula and pseudo-
superlativity. It turns out that the global symmetry properties implied by normedness and factor
reversibility have local implications which guarantee in many cases the pseudo-superlativity of
the index.
Theorem 9.5 All normed quasilinear indices that satisfy the differentiability requirements and,
in addition, are not ’one-sided’, but instead have
b12 (1, 1, 1) = b13 (1, 1, 1)
are Törnqvist-pseudo-superlative.
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Proof. See Appendix A.5.2.
Thus normedness and
b12 (1, 1, 1) = b13 (1, 1, 1)
are sufficient conditions for pseudo-superlativity, even though the above theorem implies by
no means necessity of these conditions. It is a corollary of this result that for example the
mean-based indices which are normed and obviously satisfy also the second requirement are
TPS. Many other results also follow. For example, pseudo-superlativity is preserved under the
rectification procedure derived above.
Theorem 9.6 Any rectified formula derived from a quasilinear index that is TPS is also TPS.
Proof. See Appendix A.5.3.
Thus we may rectify a TPS formula to satisfy factor reversal while retaining the approxima-
tion properties, and therefore the validity of the formula from the point of view of the economic
approach. However, it is possible to prove even stronger results. In many cases, the global sym-
metry imposed by the rectification procedure actually produces local properties that make the
rectified formula a better approximation as the original one. For example, rectifying a normed
index results in a TPS index.
Theorem 9.7 Any formula that is derived by rectifying a normed formula is TPS.
Proof. See Appendix A.5.4.
That this result implies that rectification may result in closer approximation of the theoretic
index may be seen from the example of rectifying the Laspeyres formula. The formula gives
only a linear approximation to the economic index, while rectification results in the Stuvel
formula, which is TPS. A corollary of this result is also the sufficiency of factor reversibility and
normedness for pseudo-superlativity.
Corollary 9.2 As any normed quasilinear formula that satisfies factor reversal can be thought
of as the rectified version of itself, all such formulas are TPS.
The same applies to time reversibility.
Theorem 9.8 Any normed quasilinear formula that also satisfies time reversal, is TPS.
Proof. See Appendix A.5.5.
Again, this demonstrates that the symmetry imposed by axiomatic properties have strong
implications for the approximation properties of formulas. However, as in previous sections it
was shown that there is an infinite variety of quasilinear formulas that have these properties,
some of them rather unattractive for many reasons, and as there is no way of telling these apart
from the economic point of view, this must again reinforce the view that the economic approach
is simply too weak to produce an operational index number theory. The results also show,
that even if approximation of economic indices is required, consistency in aggregation does not
have to be discarded, as there exists an infinite number of quasilinear indices which satisfy this
requirement.
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While the above discussion has been about price indices, it is not difficult to extend the
results into quasilinear quantity indices as well. Following roughly Theil’s proof concerning the
Törnqvist formula we may easily prove that any TPS quantity formula quadratically approxi-
mates the economic quantity index for the reference prices p∗.
Theorem 9.9 Let fn
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
be a TPS quantity index formula. Then
log e
(
p∗,u1
)− log e (p∗,u0) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
logV 1 − logV 0 − log e (p1,u∗)− log e (p0,u∗)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log fn
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
.
This means that the ’true’ quantity index may also be approximated using any TPS index.
Proof. Using the quadratic approximation lemma on both terms on the LHS we get
log e
(
p∗,u1
)− log e (p∗,u0)
2∼
logp1=log p0
log V 1=log V 0
log e
(
p1,u1
)
+
n∑
i=1
1
2
[
wk
(
p1,u1
)
+ wk
(
p∗,u1
)] 1
2
(
log p∗i − log p1i
)
− log e (p0,u0)+ n∑
i=1
1
2
[
wk
(
p∗,u0
)
+wk
(
p0,u0
)] 1
2
(
log p∗i − log p0i
)
= V 1 − V 0 − 1
4
n∑
i=1
[
wk
(
p1,u1
)
+ wk
(
p∗,u1
)
+ wk
(
p∗,u0
)
+wk
(
p0,u0
)] (
log p1i − log p0i
)
(9.7)
Using Lemma 7.9 (on the log-scale) twice we see that
wk
(
p∗,u1
)
+ wk
(
p∗,u0
)
= wk
(
p∗,v
(
p1, u1
))
+ wk
(
p∗,v
(
p0, u0
))
1∼
log p1i=log p
0
i
log V 1=log V 0
wk (p
∗,v (p∗, u∗)) + wk (p∗,v (p∗, u∗))
1∼
log p1i=log p
0
i
log V 1=log V 0
wk
(
p1,v
(
p1, u1
))
+wk
(
p0,v
(
p0, u0
))
.
Substituting this into (9.7) and using Lemma 7.11 we get
log e
(
p∗,u1
)− log e (p∗,u0) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
logV 1 − logV 0 − log fTn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
,
which implies
log e
(
p∗,u1
)− log e (p∗,u0) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
logV 1 − logV 0 − log e (p1,u∗)− log e (p0,u∗) .
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Let now fQLn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
be for example some normed and factor reversible quasilinear index
such as Stuvel or Montgomery—Vartia. By the above theorems we know that
log fTn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log fQLn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
.
Substituting this into the above equation and keeping in mind that fQLn was assumed to be
factor reversible gives
log e
(
p∗,u1
)− log e (p∗,u0) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
logV 1 − logV 0 − log fQLn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log fQLn
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log fn
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
.
because fn is TPS and Lemma 7.7.
Thus any TPS index number may be used as an approximation for the true quantity and
price indices. Also, the theorem shows that for the economic indices it is true that
log e
(
p1,u∗
)− log e (p0,u∗)+ log e (p∗,u1)− log e (p∗,u0) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
logV 1 − logV 0,
so that they approximately give a multiplicative decomposition of the value change.
In this light, it is not surprising that for quasilinear index numbers requiring normedness
and either time reversibility or factor reversibility is sufficient to guarantee pseudo-superlativity.
These are strong global properties, and as such it is natural that they have local implications.
One of these implications is that all such quasilinear indices quadratically approximate each
other. This is a strong result, as it means that locally in a sense the axiomatic approach does
actually give an exact and unique solution to the index number problem, as any formulas that
satisfy reasonable axioms will be approximations of each other. Moreover, in this local sense the
axiomatic and economic approaches to the index number problem agree completely, as all of these
formulas are also approximations of the theoretic economic indices. There is no contradiction
between statistical common sense and economic theory at least for small price and expenditure
changes, which is reassuring.
Also, we stress once again, that in the general nonhomothetic situation, the superlative and
TPS indices both give a quadratic approximation to the true indices, this gives no grounds for
choosing between the two types. One cannot say which of two quadratic approximations is
better without further information of the function that they approximate. The TPS indices are
therefore, so to speak, as superlative as the superlative ones. As economic theory leaves us in
this sense free to choose between the approximations, it would be our opinion, that consistent
formulas should be chosen.
Again, it is important to note that while certain axiomatic properties guarantee that a
quasilinear function approximates the theoretical index in the above sense, this should not be
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used as evidence that these properties are somehow necessary for approximation. If a formula
fn is an approximation of the theoretical index in the above sense, then any function hn derived
using the construction in equation (8.7) will also give a quadratic approximation, whatever its
axiomatic properties, because in the domain relevant to utility-maximizing behaviour, it will be
the same function.
As we have argued that the linear homogeneity axiom stems from a mistaken interpretation
of utility theory it is perhaps advisable to address an issue that could be taken as evidence of the
importance of the linear homogeneity axiom. It may be shown that a TPS formula satisfying the
linear homogeneity test approximates the true index also in any point where prices and incomes
have changed proportionally.
Theorem 9.10 Let fn be any TPS index number formula that is also linear homogeneous in p1.
Let u∗ = v (p∗, V ∗) where p∗ and V ∗ are the geometric mean prices and income. Let d ∈ R++
be an arbitrary constant. Then
log e
(
p1,u∗
)− log e (p0,u∗) 2∼
logp1=log dp0
log V 1=log dV 0
log fn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
, (9.8)
where all the functions are regarded as functions of the log-prices and incomes.
Proof. See Appendix A.5.6.
Put otherwise, this theorem states that the approximation error of any TPS formula with the
linear homogeneity property depends only from the deviation of the price and income changes
from proportionality, not the actual size of the change. However, the same is not true for TPS
quasilinear indices in general. For example for TPS quasilinear formulas generally only give
a linear approximation to the theoretic index in the proportional case. We present here the
negative result only for the Stuvel and Montgomery—Vartia formulas, even though it is evident
from the proof that it is easily extended to a much larger class of quasilinear formulas.
Theorem 9.11 All quasilinear formulas give a linear approximation of the economic price index
when prices and incomes have changed proportionally, but the Stuvel and Montgomery—Vartia
formulas do not in general quadratically approximate the true index. In particular, the Stuvel
index fails to approximate in case of Cobb—Douglas preferences and Montgomery—Vartia in the
case of the preferences corresponding to the translog unit cost function.
Proof. See Appendix A.5.7.
The problem is not a product of the quasilinearity of the formulas, as there are quasilinear
indices that satisfy the linear homogeneity requirement and are TPS. For example, the index
defined by
b (x1, x2, x3) = x3 − x2 − x3√x1−1 + x2√x1 (9.9)
is linear homogeneous and normed by Lemma 5.3. Also, simple calculation shows that
b12 (1, 1, 1) = b13 (1, 1, 1) =
1
2
,
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so that by Theorem 9.5 it is TPS. It is not superlative, however, as is shown in Appendix A.5.8.
As a price index it is only exact for the unit cost function c (p) =
(∑
αk
√
pk
)2 corresponding
to a special case of CES preferences. As was briefly mentioned above, this formula is actually
the factor antithesis of the mean-based index defined by
h (x1, x2, x3) = G (x2, x3)HG (x1) ,
where HG (x) = x−1G(x,1) withG being the geometric mean. As the non-superlativity of this formula
shows, superlativity is not required for this stronger approximation result, neither do we have
to give up consistency in aggregation. From the axiomatic perspective, the above formula is
not particularly attractive, even though as a factor antithesis of a mean-based index it satisfies
most of the basic axioms, such as normedness and time reversibility. However, without knowing
the third order properties of the expenditure function, there are no utility-theoretic grounds to
prefer a superlative formula to this one. It is unclear to us what lesson should be drawn from
the failure of the Stuvel and Montgomery—Vartia formulas to satisfy the stronger approximation
result. The approximation property is clearly desirable from the point of view of the theory of
economic indices, as it ensures that the overall speed of inflation does not affect the precision
of approximation, but only the dispersion in the relative price changes. On the other hand, the
axiomatic properties of the Stuvel and Montgomery—Vartia formulas are superior to at least any
formulas known to us that satisfy the stronger approximation property.
One thing, however, seems to be clear. Again, while the linear homogeneity test was used in
the proof above, it cannot in itself be the reason for the better approximation. In light of the
discussion in the previous sections, we may always add to the formula a function with the nec-
essary differentiability conditions which quadratically approximates zero in the relevant points.
Also, in the quasilinear case, as all properties of the index are reducible to the decomposition
function b, any formula based on a suitable modification of b will also satisfy the approximation
result, regardless of its axiomatic properties. For example, let b define a quasilinear formula that
approximates the Törnqvist formula in the points where prices have changed proportionally and
quantities have not changed. Such formulas exist, as it is shown in the Appendix A.5.8 that the
formula defined by (9.9) is one. This situation obviously corresponds to the theoretical case of
proportional price and income change. From previous discussion it should then be obvious that
any such formula will approximate the theoretical index when prices and incomes have changed
proportionally, because the Törnqvist formula does by Theorem 9.11. Now define a new formula
based on for example the function
b˜ (x1, x2, x3) = b (x1, x2, x3) + x2
(
x1 − x3
x2
)3
.
The function b˜ is clearly strictly increasing in x1 and linear homogeneous in x2 and x3 and
therefore defines a quasilinear index. Also, as is evident from the discussion in Appendix A.5.7,
the Törnqvist approximation property of a quasilinear formula is entirely a product of the first
and second partial derivatives of the decomposition function in the points (x1, x2, x3) = (λ, 1, λ) .
But the function g approximates the zero function quadratically in any points which prices have
changed proportionally and quantities are unchanged, and therefore adding it to the decompo-
sition function will not change the approximation properties of the formula. But it does change
the axiomatic properties of the formula, for example the formula defined by b˜ does not satisfy the
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linear homogeneity test. The conclusion is that even the stronger approximation property is not
a product of the linear homogeneity test, which reinforces our argument that there is no way of
deriving the linear homogeneity axiom any more than other axioms from utility theory. However,
it is clear that linear homogeneity implies enhanced approximation properties, while it signif-
icantly restricts other possible properties of the index such as factor reversibility. Also, while
based on other properties, such indices as the Stuvel and Montgomery—Vartia formulas suggest
themselves, emphasizing the approximation properties would lead one to consider for example the
index number formula pair with the quantity index given by h (x1, x2, x3) = G (x2, x3)HG (x1)
and the price index by its factor antithesis formula. This result is repeated below in the context
of approximation of Malmquist quantity indices.
9.3 Subindices and utility theory
As we have showed that it is possible to approximate the true economic indices using formulas
that are consistent in aggregation and based on additive decompositions, the question remains,
whether the subindices and decompositions can be given any meaning in the context of utility
maximization. It is our opinion that this is possible and in the following sections we derive
results to motivate this opinion. Again, the inclusion and exclusion of the material in this
section is motivated with only this rather modest goal in mind, and therefore many interesting
questions regarding the various conditional indices and related duality and other results will be
left untreated and the interested reader is referred to the appropriate literature.
Turning first to the question of subindices, we try to show that under the utility-maximization
hypothesis the subindices approximate economically meaningful theoretical indices. The result
and its derivation in itself is simple and follows closely the proofs given above for the total index.
To proceed, however we need to define the conditional indices that we aim to approximate. First,
we define the conditional utility function as simply the utility function which is yielded by keeping
the consumption of a subset of goods constant.
Definition 9.3 (Conditional utility) The conditional utility function is defined by
u˜1 (q1;q2) = u (q1,q2) . (9.10)
The following lemma shows that this function inherits the necessary properties from the
unconditional utility function.
Lemma 9.1 If u (q1,q2) is continuous, strictly increasing and strictly quasiconvex in (q1,q2)
, then u˜1 (q1;q2) is continuous, strictly increasing and strictly quasiconvex in q1.
Proof. Obvious.
Obviously, also, all the partial derivatives that exist for the unconditional utility function
exist for the conditional utility. These results show that the conditional utility function is utility
function and that it may be used to derive a conditional demand theory formally identical to the
unconditional one. Generally the conditional utility function depends on the conditioning vector
q2 and only if the first subset of goods is separable from the second, the conditional preference
ordering is independent of it. As we are interested in motivating the calculation of subindices for
arbitrary partitionings, this kind of separability hypothesis is difficult to maintain, and therefore
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we accept the dependency on q2. We try to give this decision a motivation below. Following
Pollak [77] and others, we now define the conditional expenditure function.
Definition 9.4 (Conditional expenditure function) Partition the set of commodities into
two distinct non-empty subsets with k and n− k commodities in them respectively. Denote the
amounts of commodities in the first subset by q1 = (q11, ..., q1k) and in the second by q2 =
(q21, ..., q2,n−k) and prices by p1 and p2. Reindexing if necessary we may write q =(q1,q2) .
The conditional expenditure function is then defined by
e˜1 (p1, u;q2) = min
q1
{p1·q1|u (q1,q2) ≥ u} . (9.11)
This means that the quantities of the goods in the other subset are kept constant and only
the ones in the first may be varied. By the previous lemma, this has all the properties of an
expenditure function. Again, as without separability assumptions the conditional preference
ordering depends on the point of conditioning, the conditional expenditure function will in
general also depend on the point of conditioning. As mentioned, our definition of conditional
expenditure function coincides with Pollak’s [77] and Browning’s [19], who proves many results
concerning this function, among them the relationship between the unconditional and conditional
expenditure functions. The interested reader should also see Blackorby, Primont and Russel [13]
for a more thorough discussion on the subject and on different notions of separability.
The following definitions are obvious.
Definition 9.5 (Conditional demand) Define the conditional Marshallian and Hicksian de-
mand functions as
q˜1
(
p1,V˜1;q2
)
= argmax
q1
{
u˜1 (q1;q2) |p1·q1 ≤ V˜1
}
(9.12)
and
h˜1 (p1,u;q2) = argmin
q1
{p1·q1|u˜1 (q1;q2) ≥ u} (9.13)
so that the conditional indirect utility function v˜1 is given by
v˜1
(
p1,V˜1;q2
)
= u˜1
(
q˜1
(
p1,V˜1;q2
)
;q2
)
. (9.14)
and
e˜1 (p1, u;q2) = p1·h˜1 (p1,u;q2) . (9.15)
The conditional Marshallian demand gives the optimal bundle of goods in the first partition
given the prices and the expenditure V˜1 for these goods conditional on keeping consumption
of other goods constant at q2. Similarly, the conditional Hicksian demand gives the optimal
amount of goods in the first partition that gives the utility u if the consumption of other goods
is kept constant. Again, as noted in Lemma 9.1 the conditional preference ordering satisfies
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the standard assumptions and therefore the conditional counterpart of Shephard’s Lemma also
applies:
∂e˜1 (p1, u;q2)
∂p1i
= h˜1i (p1,u;q2) . (9.16)
Also, the conditional value shares are given by
w˜1i (p1,u;q2) =
p1ih˜1i (p1,u;q2)
k∑
l=1
p1lh˜1l (p1,u;q2)
=
∂ log e˜1 (p1, u;q2)
∂ log p1i
.
All of the above is an obvious corollary of the conditional utility function’s satisfaction of the
standard assumptions concerning utility functions, and they provide the only theoretical basis
we need to produce our results.
Next we define the conditional economic indices we want to approximate. Again, as in the
case of conditional expenditures, our definition of the conditional price index coincides with
Pollak’s [77] generalized conditional price index.
Definition 9.6 We define the conditional economic price index by
P˜1
(
p11,p
0
1, u˜;q2
)
=
e˜1
(
p11, u˜;q2
)
e˜1
(
p01, u˜;q2
) . (9.17)
The conditional price index is the expenditure on goods in the first subset needed to attain the
reference utility u˜ at prices p11 divided by the expenditure on them needed to achieve the same
utility at prices p01, conditional on the consumption of all other goods being held constant at q2.
Definition 9.7 The conditional economic quantity index is defined by
Q˜1
(
u˜1, u˜0,p1;q2
)
=
e˜1
(
p1, u˜
1;q2
)
e˜1 (p1, u˜0;q2)
, (9.18)
where u˜1 = u˜1
(
q11;q2
)
and u˜0 = u˜1
(
q01;q2
)
. The utility level u˜1 is the one that could be attained
by consuming amounts q11 of goods in the first subset if consumption of all other goods was q2.
Similarly, u˜0 is the welfare level that is attained by consuming amounts q01 of goods in the first
subset if consumption of all other goods is q2. The index compares the expenditures on the subset
of goods needed to reach these utility levels at some reference prices p1.
These conditional indices generally depend on the point of conditioning, because the condi-
tional expenditure function depends on q2. Only if the first set of goods is separable from the
second, the conditional preferences do not depend on the point of conditioning, a result that
is derived and discussed at length by Pollak [77] and Blackorby, Primont and Russel [13]. The
latter correspondingly suggest assuming relevant separability conditions as a solution to the sub-
index problem [13, 324-335]. Also, as the latter study shows, even more stringent assumptions
are needed, if the subindices are to be aggregable, so that they can be used to calculate the total
index. In our opinion, however, it is not helpful to try and get rid of the dependence on q2 based
on such assumptions, as they are not likely to be validated empirically. Instead, the dependency
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and the corresponding local interpretation of the index should be accepted. The problem is in
a way identical to the choice of reference point. The only way to get rid of this problem is to
make the very dubious homotheticity assumption. This is highly unsatisfactory in our opinion,
and therefore we must in any case choose an arbitrary reference point for the indices, (as above
the geometric means of prices and income). But then, why not choose a conditioning point q∗2
consistent with this reference point and condition with respect to this q∗2? In other words, as we
have chosen some reference point the choice of which affects the total index, it seems reasonable
to stick with the same reference point in dealing with the sub-indices, while accepting that they
too are affected by this choice. In this case, as with assumptions about homotheticity, it is more
honest to admit that generally our index calculations are relevant only for some range of con-
sumption or income levels rather than make very stringent assumptions on preferences, which
are often hard to justify empirically. Therefore the conditional indices we work with below will
generally depend on the point of conditioning.
Another, related problem is presented by the fact that the observed choice is usually not
made according to the conditional preferences. Obviously, if the goods in the conditioning sub-
set are rationed, and choice is limited to the other commodities, then the conditional preference
relation is the relevant one, and the approximation results derived above are valid. However,
below we investigate the usual case in which the consumer makes the choice among all of the
commodities, but we are interested in deriving an index for some subcategory of them. In this
case, the observed choices correspond to the overall preference ordering, and not to the condi-
tional one. This complicates matters somewhat, but does not make approximation impossible.
One implication of this is that the approximation error is generally a function of all prices, not
just the prices of the subset under investigation.
The following lemmas are necessary to derive the approximation results concerning condi-
tional indices.
Lemma 9.2 Define e1 (p, u) = p1 · h1 (p, u) that is, the optimal unconditional expenditure on
goods in the first partition, and let e2 (p, u) = p2 · h2 (p, u) be the unconditional expenditure
on the second. Then, if q=(q1,q2) = h (p, u) for some (p, u) = (p1,p2, u) the conditional
expenditure
e˜1 (p1, u;q2) = e1 (p1, u) (9.19)
and
h˜1 (p1, u;q2) = h1 (p, u) (9.20)
which implies that
w˜1i (p1, u;q2) =
e (p, u)
e1 (p, u)
w1i (p, u) . (9.21)
Proof. This is because u may be attained with expenditure
e˜1 (p1, u;q2) + p2 · q2 = e˜1 (p1, u;q2) + e2 (p, u)
, so that
e˜1 (p1, u;q2) + e2 (p, u) ≥ e1 (p, u) + e2 (p, u) = e (p, u) ,
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or
e˜1 (p1, u;q2) ≥ e1 (p, u) .
If the conditional expenditure were higher than the unconditional, then we would have
u˜1 (q1;q2) = u
and
e˜1 (p1, u;q2) = p1 · h˜1 (p1, u;q2) > p1 · q1,
which is contradictory. This proves the result.
The result is rather obvious. It simply states that if the fixed amounts of goods in the
conditioning subset happen to be those amounts that would maximize utility in the unconditional
case, then the expenditure in the freely variable subset in the conditional case coincides with
the expenditure in that subset in the unconditional case.
The following result is useful later for approximation of conditional quantity indices. The
notation is as follows:
(
p1,V 1
)
=
((
p11,p
1
2
)
,V 1
)
and
(
p0,V 0
)
=
((
p01,p
0
2
)
,V 0
)
again refer to two
price-income situations that we are comparing, u1 and u0 are the corresponding utility levels
and q1 and q0 the quantities demanded. Also (p∗,V ∗) = ((p∗1,p
∗
2) ,V
∗) , where u∗ = v (p∗, V ∗)
where p∗ and V ∗ are the geometric mean of prices and incomes as in the previous sections and
q∗ is the quantity demanded at these prices and income level.
Lemma 9.3 The following approximation result is valid:
logp11 · q11 − logp01 · q01 = log e˜1
(
p11, u
1;q12
)− log e˜1 (p01, u0;q02)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log e˜1
(
p11, u˜1
(
q11;q
∗
2
)
;q∗2
)− log e˜1 (p01, u˜1 (q01;q∗2) ;q∗2) .
Proof. See Appendix A.5.9.
This result means that the change in expenditure on goods in the first subset is approximately
the same as the conditional expenditure change would be, if consumption of the other goods
were held constant at q∗2. That is, the expenditure on goods in the first subset will change
approximately as much in the conditional and unconditional choice situations given a similar
price change. It is the first in a series of results which are based on the general approximation
results given above which show that changes in conditional variables may be approximated using
data on unconditional ones and vice versa.
The next theorem presents the conditional or sub-index counterpart of Theil’s approximation
theorem.
Theorem 9.12 Let P˜1
(
p11,p
0
1, u
∗;q∗2
)
be the conditional price index with respect to any partition
of the commodities with k commodities in the first subset and n− k in the other. The reference
utility level is u∗ = v (p∗, V ∗) as above and q∗2 = q2 (p
∗, V ∗). Let fk
(
p11,p
0
1,q
1
1,q
0
1
)
be any TPS
index calculated for the first subset. Then
log P˜1
(
p11,p
0
1, u
∗;q∗2
) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log fk
(
p11,p
0
1,q
1
1,q
0
1
)
.
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Proof. See Appendix A.5.10.
A similar result obtains for the quantity indices.
Theorem 9.13 Let Q˜1
(
u˜1, u˜0,p∗1;q
∗
2
)
be the conditional quantity index with respect to any par-
tition of the commodities with k commodities in the first subset and n−k in the other calculated
at the reference prices p∗1. Also, q
∗
2 = q2 (p
∗, V ∗), u˜1 = u˜1
(
q11;q
∗
2
)
and u˜1 = u˜1
(
q01;q
∗
2
)
. Let
fk
(
q11,q
0
1,p
1
1,p
0
1
)
be any TPS quantity index calculated for the first subset. Then
log Q˜1
(
u˜1, u˜0,p1;q
∗
2
) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log fk
(
q11,q
0
1,p
1
1,p
0
1
)
.
Proof. See Appendix A.5.11.
These results imply that the subindices that are so often calculated for different groups of
commodities may be rationalized by standard economic theory: they are quadratic approxima-
tions of the conditional quantity and price indices with geometric mean prices and incomes as
the reference point. Moreover, this rationalization is valid without any separability or other
structural assumptions. A corollary of this is that the conditional indices depend approximately
only on the prices and quantities in the relevant subgroup if a suitable conditioning point is
chosen. The derivation of the results bears a likeness to the results concerning decompositions
of certain index number formulas by Diewert [32]. The point is simply that change of value of a
function may be quadratically approximated by changing subsets of the arguments one by one
from a mean value, and then adding the resultant changes.
A few points concerning the results are in order. First of all, while the subindices that
approximate the conditional indices are calculated using only data corresponding to the relevant
subset of commodities, the approximation error is generally a function of all prices and income,
as the approximation is at the point where all prices and income have not changed. That
is, the conditional index may be approximated with data from the relevant subset only, but
as the choice is not made according to the conditional preferences, the deviation from the
approximation in general depends on all prices and expenditure on all goods. Only if the goods
in the conditioning subset are rationed, that is, if choices are actually made according to the
conditional preferences, will the approximation error be function of the prices in the subset only.
Secondly, in the separable case the conditional index is independent of the point of conditioning
and is always equal to a so-called partial index. As the sub-indices approximate the conditional
index for one choice of a conditioning bundle, in this extremely restricted case the subindices
will approximate the partial index.
Also, the results seem to indicate that it is not mistaken to say that the economic indices
are approximately ”consistent in aggregation” or ”aggregable” without additional assumptions
about functional form. The conditional indices may be approximated by the subindices given
by any quasilinear TPS formula, and the total index by the total quasilinear formula which is
a function of only the subindices and sub-expenditures. It has been noted by Pollak [77] and
Blackorby, Primont and Russel [13], who derive a large number of results concerning different
functional structures applied to various representations of preferences, that it is possible to
calculate the total index as a function of the sub-indices only in very restricted circumstances.
But, as we do not require the total index to be a function of price relatives only, it does not seem
reasonable to require that the total index be a function of the subindices only, but instead that
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it may depend on the expenditures in the subgroups in the spirit of our definition of consistency
in aggregation. In our approximation context, we want to show that the total index may be
approximately written as a function of the conditional indices and expenditures in the relevant
subsets. While this seems an obvious corollary of the above results, there may be some point in
writing the result out as a theorem.
Partition the commodities arbitrarily into K distinct non-empty subsets with n1, ..., nK
commodities in each respectively. Denote the quantities of commodities in the subsets by
qk = (qk1, ..., qk,nk ), prices by pk = (pk1, ..., pk,nk) , and expenditures as V = (V1, ..., VK) ,
k = 1, ...,K . Reindexing if necessary we may write q =(q1,q2, ...,qK) and p =(p1,p2, ...,pK) .
Let e˜k (pk, u˜;q−k) be the conditional expenditure function for the kth subset, conditional to the
consumption of all other goods being q−k = (q1, ...,qk−1,qk+1, ...,qK) . Also,
u˜tk = u
(
q∗1, ...,q
∗
k−1,q
t
k,q
∗
k+1, ...,q
∗
K
)
, t = 0, 1. Define the conditional economic price indices for each subset as
P˜k
(
p1k,p
0
k, u
∗;q∗−k
)
=
e˜k
(
p1k, u
∗;q∗−k
)
e˜k
(
p01, u
∗;q∗−k
) , (9.22)
where the reference utility level is u∗ = v (p∗, V ∗) as above and q∗−k = q−k (p
∗, V ∗) .
Theorem 9.14 Let b
(
π, v0, v1
)
define a quasilinear formula fQLn that is TPS and let b be the
first component of B−1 so that b
(
b
(
π, v0, v1
)
, v0, v1
)
= π. Then
logP
(
p1,p0, u∗
) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log b
(
K∑
k=1
b
(
P˜k
(
p1k,p
0
k, u
∗;q∗−k
)
, V 0k , V
1
k
))
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log b
(
K∑
k=1
b
(
P˜k
(
p1k,p
0
k, u
∗;q∗−k
)
, e˜k
(
p0k, u˜
0
k;q
∗
−k
)
, e˜k
(
p1k, u˜
1
k;q
∗
−k
)))
.
That is, the total index may be quadratically approximated by plugging the conditional indices
along with the conditional or unconditional expenditure shares or into a quasilinear formula.
Proof. See Appendix A.5.12.
This means that the economic price index is approximately a function of the conditional
indices and conditional expenditures alone. The same result is true also for the quantity index.
Theorem 9.15 Let b
(
κ, v0, v1
)
define a quasilinear formula fQLn that is TPS and let b be the
first component of B−1 so that b
(
b
(
κ, v0, v1
)
, v0, v1
)
= κ. Then
logQ
(
u1, u0,p∗
) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log b
(
K∑
k=1
b
(
Q˜k
(
u˜1k, u˜
0
k,p
∗
k;q
∗
−k
)
, V 0k , V
1
k
))
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log b
(
K∑
k=1
b
(
Q˜k
(
u˜1k, u˜
0
k,p
∗
k;q
∗
−k
)
, e˜k
(
p0k, u˜
0
k;q
∗
−k
)
, e˜k
(
p1k, u˜
1
k;q
∗
−k
)))
.
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That is, the total index may again be quadratically approximated by plugging the conditional
indices along with the conditional or unconditional expenditure shares or into a quasilinear for-
mula.
Proof. See Appendix A.5.12.
Therefore, while very restrictive conditions are necessary to make the conditional indices
independent of the point of conditioning and even stronger conditions are required for the
total index to depend only on the subindices, if we settle on local approximation, no such
assumptions are necessary. It is possible to approximate the conditional indices by means of
quasilinear subindices, which aggregate consistently into a total index that approximates the
theoretical index. Also, the consistent aggregation procedure is in agreement with theoretical
results, since quasilinear formulas applied on conditional indices may be used to approximate the
total economic indices. To put this point concisely: information on the conditional aggregates
is sufficient to approximately know the total index. This is yet another result which shows
that the focus on globally valid results has often lead to too pessimistic conclusions about the
possibility of aggregation. The impossibility of an income-level independent index without the
homotheticity assumption does not preclude locally valid calculations using price-quantity data,
and the non-existence of a globally valid partial index does not preclude locally valid calculations
of sub-indices with price-quantity data from the subset.
While Pollak’s [77] assertion that within the framework of conditional indices separability
provides the only theoretical justification of ignoring other goods is true in itself, it is our
opinion that this does not pose an insurmountable problem, as we may approximate locally the
conditional indices without data concerning other goods, and in the general non-homothetic
situation, such local approximations are all that we may hope for anyway. Also, it seems to
be suggested by Blackorby, Russell and Primont [13], that to motivate sub-index calculations
from the point of view of utility theory we should adapt the necessary separability or other
assumptions. While this may at least in some cases lead to the same end result, in our opinion
the local approximation approach is the more plausible one, as strong separability assumptions
may be difficult to maintain in the face of empirical evidence. Also, the local approximation
approach has the additional benefit that we do not need to find a ”natural” partitioning of the
goods into separable subsets, as the approach is valid for any subset at all.
9.4 Additive decompositions and utility theory
Above we argued that one of the advantages of the quasilinear or consistent approach to the
index number problem is that it leads to the same formulas whether we start from an additive or
a multiplicative decomposition of expenditure (or value) change. In the axiomatic context it was
shown that each quasilinear index number pair (i.e. a multiplicative decomposition) is associated
with an additive decomposition, and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the axiomatic
properties of the two. While we also have argued above, that the economic approach is too weak
to provide a basis for an operational index number theory, it is of some interest to see what is the
relation of the additive decompositions to utility-theoretic concepts. We have derived a number
of results which show that the indices and subindices calculated using quasilinear formulas have
in the case of utility-maximizing behaviour interpretations as local approximations of certain
theoretical indices. The same approach may be used in the context of additive decompositions
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as well, and in this section we show that the additive indicators too, have an approximation
interpretation in the special circumstances of the price and quantity data having been produced
by a utility-maximizing agent. They approximate certain indicators of welfare change.
Again, our purpose is not to present a complete survey of the subject of economic welfare
change indicators. Our focus is on showing how the movement between the additive and the
multiplicative made possible by the quasilinear form relates to the concepts of utility theory. We
only discuss concepts and present results which are relevant to this task, and do even this quite
concisely, as the results are almost exact a copies of the above results. For a more thorough
exposition of the theory of welfare indicators, see for example Hicks [57], [58], Harberger [55],
Diewert [28], [31], Balk, Färe and Grosskopf [10]. The discussion below is very brief, as we do
not want to repeat the arguments of the above sections too much.
It should also be noted, that obviously all the problems associated with the economic ap-
proach to multiplicative indices also apply in the present context. It should be clear from the
above discussion, that while it is shown that certain axiomatic properties imply good approx-
imation properties, the converse is not true. Therefore we stress once again, that while it is
important that the additive decompositions have interpretations under the simplifying hypoth-
esis of utility-maximization, it is the axiomatic discussion above that should be given more
weight.
Lemma 9.4 Let b be the unique normed decomposition function defining a normed, TPS quasi-
linear index, with b12 (1, x2, x2) = b13 (1, x2, x2) . Then b differentially approximates to the second
degree the function bT defined by
bT (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2
(x2 + x3) log x1 (9.23)
in all points (1, x2, x2)
Proof. Simple calculations show that
bT (1, x2, x2) = 0
bT1 (1, x2, x2) = x2
bT11 (1, x2, x2) = −x2
bT12 (1, x2, x2) = b
T
13 (1, x2, x2) =
1
2
bT2 (1, x2, x2) = b
T
3 (1, x2, x2) = b
T
22 (1, x2, x2) = b
T
23 (1, x2, x2) = 0.
These coincide with the partial derivatives of any normed b with b12 (1, x2, x2) = b13 (1, x2, x2)
as may be verified from the proof of Lemma 9.5.
Note that using a similar argument as in Corollary 7.6 this implies that if the arguments
of the decomposition function are produced by a demand function, then the two decomposition
functions quadratically approximate each other to the second degree in the any point where
prices and incomes have not changed. The proof of this may be obtained by repeating the
previous, simple arguments in the proof of the corollary.
By previous results, the lemma implies that in addition to normedness, for example time or
factor reversibility is sufficient for the approximation result to hold. The decomposition defined
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by bT in itself is not normed, and therefore the index number formula defined by it is not
normed either. The function defines the so-called Törnqvist II formula discussed above. It may
be thought of as the time rectified version of the log-Laspeyres or log-Paasche formulas. The role
of this function is similar to the role of the Törnqvist formula in the previous sections: it is easy
to show that this decomposition function quadratically approximates certain theoretical welfare
indicators, and therefore any approximation of it also does. First, we define the economic price
and quantity indicators.
Definition 9.8 (Economic price indicator) Let e (p, u) be an expenditure function. The
economic price indicator comparing two price situations is given by
P
(
p1,p0, u
)
= e
(
p1, u
)− e (p0, u) ,
where u is some reference utility level.
Definition 9.9 (Economic quantity indicator) Let e (p, u) be an expenditure function. The
economic quantity indicator comparing two price situations is given by
Q
(
u1, u0,p
)
= e
(
p, u1
)− e (p, u0) ,
where p is some reference price vector.
The interpretation of the two should be evident. The comparisons are identical to the
ones made by the theoretical price and quantity indices, except that these indicators deal with
differences rather than ratios. This brings about some difficulties, for example the difference
indicators are on a monetary scale while the ratio indices are scale invariant. Also, of course
the indicators are now trivially dependent on the reference point even in the homothetic case.
For example the price indicator gives the difference in expenditure required to maintain a given
utility level in two price situations, and of course a higher utility level is always more expensive
to maintain, whatever the prices. The problems of the monetary nature of the indicators is
briefly discussed below. Using p = p0 and p = p1 as the reference price vectors in the quantity
indicator gives Hicks’s equivalent and compensating variation respectively.
Other definitions of a quantity indicator have also been proposed, for example Balk, Färe
and Grosskopf define an indicator based on the benefit or directional distance function. The
question is similar to the choice between the Konüs definition of the quantity index and the
so-called Malmquist quantity index. We briefly address this question in the next section in
the context of Malmquist indices, where we show that the TPS indices also approximate the
Malmquist index in a suitable point. Similar results could be proved for the benefit function
based-indicator. The interested reader will find a more thorough discussion of the properties of
economic indicators and their relation to economic price and quantity indices in the study Balk,
Färe and Grosskopf.
The next theorem establishes that the price and quantity indicator may be approximated
using decompositions based on functions that approximate bT . The proofs of the results are
virtually identical to the proofs of the approximation properties of the TPS indices, the only
difference being that we are dealing with differences instead of log-differences. The technique
used is again the same as Theil’s [102]. Approximation of welfare change measures are discussed
at length for example in Hicks [58], Harberger [55], Diewert [28], [31] and the above-mentioned
study by Balk, Färe and Grosskopf.
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Theorem 9.16 Let b be a normed decomposition function. Let b also be such that it approxi-
mates bT . Then
e
(
p1, u∗
)− e (p0, u∗) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
n∑
i=1
b
(
p1i
p0i
, p0i qi
(
p0, V 0
)
, p1i qi
(
p1, V 1
))
. (9.24)
Proof. Noting that ∂e(p,u)
∂ log pk
= hk (p, u) pk by Shephard’s lemma and using the quadratic
approximation lemma gives
e
(
p1, u∗
)− e (p0, u∗) (9.25)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
n∑
i=1
1
2
(
hi
(
p1, u∗
)
p1i + hi
(
p0, u∗
)
p0i
) (
log p1i − log p0i
)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
n∑
i=1
1
2
(
hi
(
p1, u1
)
p1i + hi
(
p0, u0
)
p0i
) (
log p1i − log p0i
)
=
n∑
i=1
1
2
(
v1i + v
0
i
) (
log p1i − log p0i
)
The second line is arrived at by applying Lemmas 7.9 and 7.11 in a now familiar way. Noting
that b was assumed to differentially approximate bT and applying the same argument as in
Corollary 7.6 we have the result.
Theorem 9.17 Let b be a normed decomposition function. Let b also be such that it approxi-
mates bT . Then
e
(
p∗, u1
)− e (p∗, u0)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
n∑
i=1
b
(
qi
(
p1, V 1
)
qi (p0, V 0)
, p0i qi
(
p0, V 0
)
, p1i qi
(
p1, V 1
))
.
Proof. See Appendix A.5.13.
Therefore the price and quantity indices are approximated by using sums of either symmetric
or time symmetric normed decompositions. As any such decomposition also defines a quasilinear
index number that approximates the theoretical index, we see that the movement between the
multiplicative and additive scales made possible by the quasilinear structure is also approxi-
mately possible for the theoretical indicators. Also, we see that approximation properties with
regard to theoretical measures are one more example of how the one-to-one connection between
the index number formulas and the corresponding decomposition functions.
The next question of interest is obviously whether decompositions of the value change in
subgroups of commodities can be regarded as an approximation of some theoretical measure.
The answer is that they may be regarded as approximations of conditional indicators, defined
in a way analogous to the conditional indices. The interpretation of such indicators should be
obvious, and as we do not want to repeat the discussion already presented in the context of
conditional indices we simply give the definitions of these indicators.
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Definition 9.10 (Conditional price indicator) The conditional price indicator is the eco-
nomic price indicator for the conditional preference ordering, or
P˜ 1
(
p11,p
0
1, u;q2
)
= e˜1
(
p11, u;q2
)− e˜1 (p01, u;q2) ,
where q2 is the conditioning quantity vector and u is a reference utility level.
Definition 9.11 (Conditional quantity indicator) The conditional quantity indicator is the
economic quantity indicator for the conditional preference ordering, or
Q˜1
(
u˜11, u˜
0
1,p1;q2
)
= e˜1
(
p1, u˜
1
1;q2
)− e˜1 (p1, u˜01;q∗2)
where q2 is the conditioning quantity vector and p1 is a reference price vector.
The notation is the same as in the above sections. The set of commodities is partitioned
into two distinct non-empty subsets with k and n − k commodities in them respectively. The
amounts of commodities in the first subset is denoted by q1 = (q11, ..., q1k) and in the second by
q2 = (q21, ..., q2,n−k) and prices by p1 and p2. The commodities have been reindexed if necessary,
and therefore we may write q =(q1,q2) . The conditional expenditure and demand functions
etc. are defined as previously. The following theorems establish the additive counterparts of the
sub-index results given in the above sections.
Theorem 9.18 Let b be a normed decomposition function. Let b also be such that it approxi-
mates bT . Then
e˜1
(
p11, u
∗;q∗2
)− e˜1 (p01, u∗;q∗2) (9.26)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
k∑
i=1
b
(
p11i
p01i
, , p01iq1i
(
p0, V 0
)
, p11iq1i
(
p1, V 1
))
.
Proof. Using the conditional Shephard’s lemma and the quadratic approximation lemma
gives
e˜1
(
p11, u
∗;q∗2
)− e˜1 (p01, u∗;q∗2)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
k∑
i=1
1
2
(
h˜1i
(
p11, u
∗;q∗2
)
p11i + h˜1i
(
p1, u∗;q∗2
)
p01i
)(
log p11i − log p01i
)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
k∑
i=1
1
2
(
h˜1i
(
p11, u
1;q12
)
p11i + h˜1i
(
p1, u1;q12
)
p01i
)(
log p1i − log p0i
)
=
k∑
i=1
1
2
(
v1i + v
0
i
) (
log p1i − log p0i
)
.
The second line is arrived at by applying Lemmas 7.9 and 7.11 in a familiar way. Noting that b
was assumed to differentially approximate bT and applying the same argument as in Corollary
7.6 we have the result.
A similar result may be obtained for the quantity indicator.
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Theorem 9.19 Let b be a normed decomposition function. Let b also be such that it approxi-
mates bT . Then
e˜1
(
p∗1, u˜1
(
q11,q
∗
2
)
;q∗2
)− e˜1 (p∗1, u˜1 (q01,q∗2) ;q∗2)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
k∑
i=1
b
(
qi
(
p1, V 1
)
qi (p0, V 0)
, p0i qi
(
p0, V 0
)
, p1i qi
(
p1, V 1
))
.
Proof. See Appendix A.5.14.
Note that the previous results imply among other things that
e˜1
(
p∗1, u˜
1;q∗2
)− e˜1 (p∗1, u˜0;q∗2)+ e˜1 (p11, u∗;q∗2)− e˜1 (p01, u∗;q∗2) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
p11 · q11 − p01 · q01
so that the two measures give an approximate decomposition of the expenditure change in the
subset. Note also that the results are valid for the special case of subsets of only one good also.
The price and quantity contributions of any subsets also approximately sum to the total
price and quantity contributions. Partition the commodities as above arbitrarily into K distinct
non-empty subsets with n1, ..., nK commodities in each respectively. Denote the amounts of com-
modities in the subsets by qk = (qk1, ..., qk,nk), prices by pk = (pk1, ..., pk,nk) , and expenditures
as V = (V1, ..., VK ) , k = 1, ...,K . Reindexing if necessary we may write q =(q1,q2, ...,qK) and
p =(p1,p2, ...,pK) . Let e˜k (pk, u˜;q−k) be the conditional expenditure function for the kth sub-
set, conditional to the consumption of all other goods being q−k = (q1, ...,qk−1,qk+1, ...,qK) .
Also,u˜tk = u
(
q∗1, ...,q
∗
k−1,q
t
k,q
∗
k+1, ...,q
∗
K
)
, t = 0, 1.
Then it is easy to see that
e
(
p1, u∗
)− e (p0, u∗) (9.27)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
n∑
i=1
b
(
p1i
p0i
, , p0i qi
(
p0, V 0
)
, p1i qi
(
p1, V 1
))
=
K∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
b
(
p1ij
p0ij
, , p0ijqij
(
p0, V 0
)
, p1ijqij
(
p1, V 1
))
(9.28)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
K∑
i=1
[
e˜i
(
p1i , u
∗;q∗−i
)− e˜i (p0i , u∗;q∗−i)] .
and similarly to the quantity contributions.
The results show that in the case of an utility-maximizing agent, the decompositions asso-
ciated with quasilinear index number formulas may be regarded as approximations of relevant
theoretical indicators. Therefore, the one-to-one link between the additive and multiplicative in-
dicators unique to quasilinear indices has a natural interpretation in this case also, as there is an
approximate link between multiplicative and additive theoretical indicators. Again the results
apply to any regular expenditure functions and no additional requirements for functional form
has to be made. Also, good approximation properties on one scale imply good approximation
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properties on the other, giving yet another example of the correspondence of the properties of
the additive and multiplicative decompositions based on the same function.
The quasilinear indices therefore provide a unique way of describing the information present
in price-quantity data also from the utility-theoretic perspective. They make possible to present
the price and quantity aggregates as a consistent hierarchical system, in which it is possible to
move between arbitrary partitions and levels of aggregation on one hand and between multi-
plicative and additive indicators on the other in a way consistent with the interpretation of the
aggregates as empirical approximations of theoretical measures.
9.5 Quasilinear approximations of Malmquist indices
In the literature, definitions of the quantity indicators different from the ones we have used
below have been proposed. In this section we briefly discuss one, namely the Malmquist quantity
indicator, and show that in the context of local approximation the choice of theoretical quantity
index does not significantly alter the results.
Compared to the axiomatic approach, the economic approach to index number theory re-
stricts attention to those price-quantity-income situations that are consistent with a demand
function. Above, we have treated price and income as ”independent variables”, and quantities
as functions of these. While this may correspond to some intuition about causes and effects,
from a mathematical point of view this is clearly only a matter of convention. Demand the-
ory implies that only certain prices, incomes and quantities may be associated with each other
as there is a functional relationship between them, but we may as well choose to describe the
price-quantity-income relationship using quantity and income as independent variables and ask
what the prices would have to be for the quantity demanded to be observed. This leads to a
somewhat altered approach compared to the one described in the above subsections, but the
fundamental result will be unchanged. The economic indices may be approximated with TPS
index number formulas.
An alternative definition of the economic quantity index is the so-called Malmquist index.
The definition is based on the distance function defined by:
Definition 9.12 (Distance function)
F (q,u) = max
λ
{λ ∈ R++|u (q/λ) ≥ u} . (9.29)
If lq is the ray from the origin through q, the distance function gives the distance from the
origin to q along lq divided by the distance to the indifference plane corresponding to welfare
level u . The distance function is obviously linear homogeneous in q. If λ∗ is the solution to the
above problem, and q∗ = h (p,u) then
F (q,u) e (p,u) = λ∗p · q∗. (9.30)
Because u
(
q
λ∗
)
= u, qλ∗ is in the feasible set of the expenditure minimization problem and
therefore
p · q = λ∗
(
p· q
λ∗
)
≥ λ∗p · q∗ = F (q,u) e (p,u) , (9.31)
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and this holds as an equality only when q
λ∗
is optimal for the prices p. If we restrict attention
to prices that are normalized so that e (p,u) = 1 we see that the above equation gives
p · q−F (q,u) ≥ 0, for all p such that e (p,u) = 1, (9.32)
with equality if q
F (q,u)
= h (p, u), when this expression is minimized. Therefore
F (q,u) = min
p∈Rn
++
{
p · q
e (p,u)
}
(9.33)
= min
p∈Rn++
{p · q|e (p,u) ≥ 1} . (9.34)
This discussion clearly implies that the price vector
r (q,u) = argmin
p∈Rn++
{p · q|e (p,u) ≥ 1}
that solves the minimization problem (9.34) is the normalized price vector for which q
F (q,u)
is
optimal. That is,
h (r (q,u) , u) =
q
F (q,u)
, (9.35)
e ((r (q,u) , u)) = 1.
Also, it may be seen from the minimization problem (9.33) that
∂F (q,u)
∂qk
= Fk (q,u) = rk (q,u) . (9.36)
Define also
mk (q,u) =
∂ logF (q,u)
∂ log qk
= rk (q,u)
qk
F (q,u)
=
rk (q,u) qk
n∑
i=1
ri (q,u) qi
, (9.37)
which gives the value shares for prices r (q,u) and the corresponding quantities q
F (q,u)
. Clearly,
if q = h (p,u), we have F (q,u) = 1,
h (r (q,u) , u) = q, (9.38)
and
mk (q,u) = Fk (q,u) qk (9.39)
= rk (q,u) qk = wk (p,u) .
For a much more thorough and precise discussion of these and other similar results, see Blackorby,
Primont and Russell [13, Ch. 2], from which the above discussion is adopted.
Definition 9.13 (Malmquist quantity index) The Malmquist quantity index is defined by
QM
(
q1,q0, u
)
=
F
(
q1,u
)
F (q0,u)
. (9.40)
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This construction also generally depends on the reference utility level u and is independent
of it only in the homothetic case. As was mentioned above, if our data is generated by a demand
function, we may as well regard quantities and incomes as ”determining” the prices. Define the
function
s (q, V ) = V r (q,u (q)) . (9.41)
Now, clearly
q (s (q, V ) , V ) = q, (9.42)
so that the function s gives for each possible quantity-income combination the price vector that
is associated with it. This function makes it possible to prove results similar to Lemma 7.6 but
with the roles of the price and quantity variables reversed.
Theorem 9.20 Let the observed quantities be derived from some demand function so that q1 =
q
(
p1, V 1
)
and q0 = q
(
p0, V 0
)
, or equivalently, let p1 = s
(
q1, V 1
)
and p0 = s
(
q0, V 0
)
. Let g1n
and g2n be index number formulas that differentially approximate each other to the second degree
in all points ((1, v1, v1) , ..., (1, vn, vn)) and define
c1n
(
logq1, logq0, logV 1, logV 0
)
(9.43)
= log g1n
((
q11
q01
, s1
(
q0, V 0
)
q01, s1
(
q1, V 1
)
q11
)
, ...,
(
q1n
q0n
, sn
(
q0, V 0
)
q01, sn
(
q1, V 1
)
q1n
))
and
c2n
(
logq1, logq0, logV 1, logV 0
)
(9.44)
= log g2n
((
q11
q01
, s1
(
q0, V 0
)
q01, s1
(
q1, V 1
)
q11
)
, ...,
(
q1n
q0n
, sn
(
q0, V 0
)
q01, sn
(
q1, V 1
)
q1n
))
.
Then
c1n
2∼
log q1l=log q
0
l
log V 1=log V 0
c2n. (9.45)
Proof. Entirely similar to the proof of Corollary 7.6.
This also applies to sub-indices.
Lemma 9.5 Let the quantities be derived from some demand function in a n-dimensional com-
modity space so that p1 = s
(
q1, V 1
)
and p0 = s
(
q0, V 0
)
,let g1k and g
2
k be index number formulas
for k commodities that differentially approximate each other to the second degree in all points
((1, v1, v1) , ..., (1, vk, vk)) . If we take any subset of k commodities and denote the quantity vec-
tors for this subset as q˜, and the relevant components of the function s as s˜ and then define the
functions
d1k
(
logq1, logq0, logV 1, logV 0
)
(9.46)
= log g1k
((
q˜11
q˜01
, s˜1
(
q0, V 0
)
q˜01, s˜1
(
q1, V 1
)
q˜11
)
, ...,
(
q˜1n
q˜0n
, s˜n
(
q0, V 0
)
q˜0n, s˜n
(
q1, V 1
)
q˜1n
))
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and
d2k
(
logq1, logq0, logV 1, logV 0
)
(9.47)
= log g2k
((
q˜11
q˜01
, s˜1
(
q0, V 0
)
q˜01 , s˜1
(
q1, V 1
)
q˜11
)
, ...,
(
q˜1n
q˜0n
, s˜n
(
q0, V 0
)
q˜0n, s˜n
(
q1, V 1
)
q˜1n
))
.
Then
d1k
2∼
log q1
l
=log q0
l
log V 1=log V 0
d2k. (9.48)
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 7.1.
Now it is easy to prove the Malmquist index counterpart of Theil’s approximation theorem,
i.e. that the Malmquist quantity index may be approximated by the Törnqvist formula and
by corollary any TPS quasilinear formula. However, the approximation is given in terms of
quantities and incomes instead of prices and the utility level is different. The reference utility is
u = u (q) where q = (q1, ..., qn) =
([
q01q
1
1
] 1
2 , ...,
[
q0nq
1
n
] 1
2
)
, that is utility at the geometric mean
consumption.
Theorem 9.21 Let u = u (q) ,where q is the geometric mean quantity vector and let fn be any
TPS index number formula.
logQM
(
q1,q0, u
)
= logF
(
q1,u
)− logF (q0,u) 2∼
log q1l=log q
0
l
log V 1=log V 0
log fn
(
q1,q0,p1,p0
)
.
Proof. Proceeding as previously, using the quadratic approximation lemma we have
logF
(
p1,u
)− logF (q0,u) 2∼
log q1
l
=log q0
l
log V 1=log V 0
n∑
i=1
1
2
[
mi
(
p1,u
)
+mi
(
p0,u
)]
∆log qi.
Applying Lemma 7.9 on the log-quantities we get
mk
(
q1,u
)
+mk
(
q0,u
) 1∼
log q1
l
=log q0
l
log V 1=log V 0
2mk (q,u) .
Applying Lemma 7.9 again,
2mk (q,u)
2∼
log q1
l
=log q0
l
log V 1=log V 0
mk
(
q1,u
(
q1
))
+mk
(
q0,u
(
q0
))
= w1k + w
0
k.
Substituting this into the above and using Lemma 7.11 we get the result for the Törnqvist
formula and by Lemma 9.20 for any TPS formula.
This result shows that choosing between the two different definitions of the economic quantity
index does not imply choosing between different formulas in practice. Any TPS formula can be
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interpreted as an approximation of the true index, whichever definition of the true index one
wishes to apply. Also, Diewert [26] shows that the exact counterpart of Theil’s theorem applies
also to the Malmquist case, that is, if preferences are homothetic and the distance function is
exactly of the translog form, then the Törnqvist quantity formula is exact to the Malmquist
index for these preferences.
It must be noted, that quantity formulas which depend only on the value shares and quantity
relatives, such as the Törnqvist or the geometric-mean-based quasilinear formulas, seem again
to have a certain advantage regarding this sort of approximation. As the value shares wtk are
completely defined by the quantities and expenditure-normalized prices, in our present utility-
theoretic context, we have wtk = rk
(
qt,u
(
qt
))
qtk = wk
(
qt
)
, so that the shares are functions
of the quantities alone. But then the value of the quantity formula is also determined by the
quantities alone, and the approximation result may given in terms of quantities alone. That
is, the approximation error is a function of the relative quantity change alone and does not
depend on income or expenditure change. The point maybe seen from the above proof, as it
does not actually use the income variable anywhere. It only becomes necessary when we move
from the Törnqvist approximation to all other TPS formulas. This is a counterpart of the result
concerning approximation of the economic price index, where it was shown that for some pseudo-
superlative indices the approximation error is a function of the deviation from proportionality
alone, while for some it depends on the level of overall relative price change as well. Again, the
Stuvel and Montgomery—Vartia formulas do not have as good approximation properties as does
the formula pair in which the quantity index is given by h (x1, x2, x3) = G (x2, x3)HG (x1). For
this formula pair, as well as the implicit Törnqvist quantity and Törnqvist price pair, the price
index approximates the theoretical price index quadratically also in points of proportional price
and income change, while the quantity index approximates the Malmquist quantity index in any
point where quantities are unchanged. These are different sides of the same result, namely that
if there is strong inflation, in other words, when prices and incomes vary along a strong central
tendency, the Stuvel and Montgomery—Vartia formulas will not approximate the theoretical (or
the Törnqvist) index very well, as in both cases the formulas become more and more ”one-sided”.
Approximation results may also be derived for conditional Malmquist indices. Again, we take
the conditional preference mapping described by the conditional utility function u˜1 (q1;q2) =
u (q1,q2) as a starting point. By Lemma 9.1 we may proceed in a fashion identical to the
unconditional theory.
Definition 9.14 (Conditional distance function)
F˜1 (q1,u;q2) = max
λ
{λ ∈ R+|u˜1 (q1/λ;q2) ≥ u} . (9.49)
This function gives the scalar with which the consumption bundle in the first subset q1 has
to be divided to get welfare level u if the consumption of other goods is fixed at q2. By lemma
9.1 and previous discussion, we have also
F˜1 (q1,u;q2) = min
p1
{p1·q1|e˜1 (p1,u;q2) ≥ 1} , (9.50)
and
∂F˜1 (q1,u;q2)
∂q1k
= F˜1k (q1,u;q2) = r˜1k (q1,u;q2) (9.51)
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where r˜1 (q1,u;q2) is the solution to the minimization problem. Define
mk (q,u) =
∂ log F˜1 (q1,u;q2)
∂ log q1k
= r˜1 (q1,u;q2)
q1k
F˜1 (q1,u;q2)
. (9.52)
Then, if q1 = h˜1 (p1, u;q2) we have F˜1 (q1,u;q2) = 1 and
m˜1k (q1,u;q2) = w˜1k (p1,u;q2) . (9.53)
Lemma 9.6 If
q = (q1,q2) = h (p, u) ,
where p = (p1,p2) then
m˜1k (q1, u;q2) = w˜1i (p1, u;q2)
=
e1 (p, u)
e (p, u)
w1i (p, u) .
Proof. Above discussion and Lemma 9.2.
We may now define the conditional Malmquist quantity index.
Definition 9.15 (Conditional Malmquist index) The conditional Malmquist quantity in-
dex is defined by
Q˜M1
(
q11,q
0
1, u;q2
)
=
F˜1
(
q11,u;q2
)
F˜1
(
q11,u;q2
) . (9.54)
This is the ratio of the conditional distance functions on a fixed utility level and a fixed
consumption vector in the second partition.
Theorem 9.22 Let Q˜M1
(
q11,q
0
1, u;q2
)
be the conditional price index with respect to any par-
tition of the commodities with k commodities in the first subset and n − k in the other. The
reference utility level is u = u (q) as above and q = (q1,q2) is the vector of the geometric means
of quantities. Let fk
(
q11,q
0
1,p
1
1,p
0
1
)
be any TPS quantity index calculated for the first subset.
Then
log Q˜M1
(
q11,q
0
1, u;q2
) 2∼
log q1
l
=log q0
l
log V 1=log V 0
log fk
(
q11,q
0
1,p
1
1,p
0
1
)
.
Proof. See Appendix A.5.15
The results in this section show that pseudo-superlative indices are good approximations of
the economic index also if one favours the Malmquist approach. The interpretation of the index
is just slightly different. This seems to suggest that in practice, the choice of the theoretical
definition of a quantity index is of secondary importance. This reflects in our opinion the same
underlying structure as the many results derived by Blackorby and Diewert [14] concerning local
approximation of preferences and duality theory.
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9.6 Discussion
We have shown that the general approach of the first sections is relevant also in the special cir-
cumstances when a well-behaved utility function may be assumed. Not only may we approximate
the economic indices, of both the Konüs and Malmquist types with consistent index numbers,
but we can also give utility theoretic meaning to the subindices, additive decompositions and
sub-decompositions associated with them. This can be done without the usual separability and
other conditions, which are not likely to be relevant in empirical situations. The results are only
local and approximate, but in our opinion, this is as much as we can hope for. The existence of
global and exact results necessitates the introduction of dubious simplifying assumptions. Also,
the results show, that the choice of the theoretical definition of the economic quantity index
seems to be of secondary importance for practical calculations, as different theoretical indices
are approximated by the same formulas.
Chapter 10
Conclusions and discussion
Consistency in aggregation is an attractive property for an aggregation method used in compiling
economic aggregates. It is intuitively simple, but has to our knowledge lacked a precise and
general formulation until now. The semigroup representation of consistency in aggregation
presented in the first part of this study reflects in our opinion very well this intuitive simplicity
and even beauty of the concept. As semigroups are a very general class of algebraic structures,
the identification of consistent aggregation methods with semigroups makes it possible to apply
the concept to a very large class of aggregation problems, for example to aggregating sets,
real numbers, real vectors, random variables, stochastic processes, functions or combinations
of these. Also, as the semigroup structure implies that all information needed to combine sub-
aggregates into a larger aggregate must be carried in the sub-aggregates, it draws attention to the
fact that many aggregation problems that are usually regarded as one-dimensional or involving
aggregation of one variable interest, are in fact better understood as many-dimensional and
involving auxiliary or ”nuisance” aggregation as well. For example, many aggregation methods
involve aggregation of some weighting variable as well as the main variable of interest. Usually
this is handled in some implicit way, which may obscure the fact that a simple algebraic structure
is involved.
In the second part of the paper the implications of consistency in aggregation for index
numbers is discussed. Taking advantage of functional equations methods, the algebraic structure
is used to prove that under some general conditions, consistency in aggregation imply what we
have called a quasilinear structure for the index numbers. This is a special case of a very general
result, namely that semigroup operations of real vectors satisfying minimal regularity conditions
are isomorphic to ordinary addition. In the context of economic aggregation, this has been noted
for example by Gorman [52, 93], who remarks that ”addition is the only really well behaved
associative operation”. This result is constantly repeated in the theory of functional equations,
as may be seen for example in [1] and [2]. The quasilinear structure has been suggested as a
definition for consistency in aggregation by Balk [8], but in our opinion the quasilinearity of
consistent indices under certain regularity conditions is better regarded as a result to be derived
rather than a general definition.
The fact that under rather loose conditions index number semigroups are isomorphic to
vector addition semigroups, makes it possible to prove a number of results concerning what kind
of properties the indices may have. These derivations prove to be very simple, using the result
that an addition semigroup that is isomorphic to a particular index number semigroup is unique
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up to a linear transformation. Again, this is a special case of a more general result, namely that
additivity of real functions imply linearity under minimal regularity conditions. This fact, again
a basic result in the theory of functional equations, (see [1]) is also noted in the aggregation
context by Gorman [52, 93].
For example, the relationship of different proportionality requirements to other properties of
the index number was examined using this result. Among quasilinear index numbers Stuvel’s
formula has some claim to uniqueness, as noted for example by Balk [8]. It is the only formula
satisfying Fisher’s demand that if all price relatives are equal then the index should equal their
common value in addition to the factor reversal and time reversal tests. If the proportionality
demand is relaxed to weak proportionality, there exist many index numbers, including what we
have called the Montgomery—Vartia formula, but also many others, that satisfy the factor and
time reversal tests. On the other hand, if linear homogeneity in comparison period prices is
demanded, then there will be no indices satisfying both of these tests. The degree of proportion-
ality that an index number formula should possess is a much-debated question, but these results
imply that very stringent demands of proportionality are not compatible with consistency in
aggregation. However, all the indices that approximate the Törnqvist formula are satisfy the
linear homogeneity test approximately, as Törnqvist’s formula satisfies it.
We also give an alternative justification for the quasilinear structure. It is shown to be equiv-
alent to defining the formula based on some additive decomposition of the value change. This
is actually a generalization of the procedure which Vartia [105] uses to derive the Montgomery—
Vartia formula and Stuvel [95] the Stuvel formula. The quasilinear structure may been seen
as the result of additivity of these additive decompositions. This is a very strong consistency
property, as the quasilinear structure makes it easy to move between additive and multiplicative
value decompositions. Additive decompositions of relative change is also briefly discussed in this
part.
The above results are all in the axiomatic or test-theoretic tradition of index number theory,
that is, nothing is assumed about the relation of prices and quantities. In the third part of the
study we try to argue that the quasilinear approach is in no way invalidated if the additional
assumption of utility-maximizing behaviour is made. We show that there are many quasilinear
formulas that give a local quadratic approximation to the ”true” economic price and quantity
indices, and thus are ”pseudo-superlative”. Both the Konüs and Malmquist indices are discussed.
That is, they are as good local approximations of the true indices as the Törnqvist formula
or other so-called superlative formulas. Even more importantly, the subindices are shown to
locally approximate corresponding conditional indices, and also the additive decompositions
and subdecompositions may in this case be given interpretations as local approximations of
economic welfare changes.
Our results should be seen in the context of the many negative aggregation results concerning
economic indices. It has been shown that the economic foundation of subindices is problematic if
some special circumstances are not present (see for example Gorman [50], Blackorby—Primont—
Russell [13]). However, we give up claims for global results and settle for local approximation,
and this enables us to show that the subindices may be given economic meaning without addi-
tional assumptions about preferences as approximations of certain conditional economic indices.
Generally, these indices are not independent of the point of conditioning. This problem is in
our opinion analogous to the problem of the total price index depending on the reference utility
level. The dependence on the reference point may be either ignored by assuming homotheticity
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or it can be accepted, in which case Theil’s and other approximation results (for example Balk
[6]) show that reasonable calculations are still possible, even though they only have local and
conditional validity. We find the latter approach more appealing in general, because global ho-
motheticity seems a rather far-fetched hypothesis. Similarly, strong separability conditions are
required for the conditional indices to be independent of the point of conditioning. However, our
results show that in this case also, meaningful sub-indices may be calculated even in the general
case, albeit with only local validity. By an argument analogous to the one made regarding the
homotheticity hypothesis, if there is no evidence to support the separability hypotheses, we
argue it would be more prudent to settle for a local interpretation of index number calculations.
As for the distinction of superlative and pseudo-superlative indices, the quasilinear pseudo-
superlative indices, while not exact for any flexible functional form, approximate the ”true” index
as well as the so-called superlative indices in the general case. The fact that a formula is exact
for a flexible functional form is obviously proof that it is flexible enough to take substitution
into account in a way that for example the Laspeyres or Paasche formulas cannot. But the
converse is not true: there is no need for a formula to be exact for some flexible functional form
for it to handle substitution well. This is a special case of the general truth that a function may
approximate some other function without sharing all its properties, such as homogeneity. Also,
the reason that flexible functional forms are useful is not that there would be some motive to
assume that cost functions would take that exact form, but instead the fact that they may be
used to approximate any cost function. But if an index number formula is exact to a quadratic
approximation, it is not in any way a better formula than one that is a quadratic approximation
to a quadratic approximation because of transitivity of the approximation relation. It seems
that some axiomatic criteria are always needed to differentiate between formulas that share the
same approximation properties.
We try to argue that this is indicative of a general problem in the so-called economic ap-
proach: it is impossible to derive operational formulas based on economic theory alone. There
are infinitely many formulas that each give second-order approximations of the ”true” index
under the hypothesis of utility-maximization. Even if we accept the dubious requirement that
an index number formula should be exact for some flexible family of preferences, this does not
help, as we show that there are many functions that are completely unusable as index number
formulas, but are exact for a flexible functional form. But the statement that some functions
are usable as index number formulas while some are not must be based on some axiomatic cri-
teria, implicit or explicit. Moreover, no exact index number formula is unique, as any function
that attains the same values for those price-quantity combinations consistent with the family
of preferences for which the formula is exact, is also an exact formula. The exactness crite-
rion thus defines the function only for those prices and quantities that are consistent with the
preferences in question, and therefore does not specify a universally applicable index number
formula. Instead, some axiomatic criteria need again to be used to find which extension of the
exact formula should be used. The theory of exact and superlative indices as well as the theory
of index number formulas as approximations of ”true” economic indices therefore presupposes
the existence of some criteria to select the reasonable formulas amongst the various functions
that may be proved to be superlative or to have good approximation properties. These criteria
can only be axiomatic (or perhaps empirical in some cases) in nature.
Many of the results presented in economic aggregation literature are negative in the sense that
they show that perfect solutions to aggregation problems exist only in very limited circumstances,
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that is, when preferences satisfy some restrictive assumptions, such as homotheticity, separability
or other conditions, or when all agents involved in aggregation are identical etc. Too often these
complications are ignored or ”solved” by simply assuming the necessary circumstances to be
present. It is tempting to speculate that the above approximation results represent a special
case of a larger truth, that is, while perfect aggregation might be impossible in all but the
most limited of situations, satisfactory approximate and local solutions may exist in many cases
in all but the most extreme of situations. This would mean that it would in many cases to
be possible to trade the extremely unlikely assumptions that are often used as motivation for
the existence of economic aggregates for something more plausible, even if this means giving
up the an exact or global interpretation of the results. Local approximation would be a more
intellectually honest way of motivating aggregation results, even if the results themselves were
not significantly altered. Even if the existence of such approximate aggregates in other cases is
too optimistic a conjecture to make, it is in our opinion consoling that the functional equations
approach to the index number problem with its intuitive appeal, mathematical simplicity, ease
of calculation, generality and independence from any assumptions about the behaviour of prices
and quantities is in no way invalidated by the introduction of more restrictive assumptions about
the relationship of prices and quantities.
The simplicity of the quasilinear structure makes all calculations readily interpretable and
transparent. In addition, the straightforward connections between different subindices and the
total index, as well as between additive and multiplicative decompositions of value changes
make quasilinear formulas eminently suited for production of official statistics. Also, economic
statistics are in most cases better understood as hierarchical systems of aggregates rather than
single figures, and this structure coincides exactly with the structure of consistent aggregation
methods. Therefore, when practical consistent aggregation methods are available, as is emi-
nently the case in price statistics, such methods should in our opinion be used. As simple as the
structure of the quasilinear indices is, it is, however, complex enough to give reasonable approx-
imations to theoretical price and quantity indices, as well as subindices, in situations in which
the assumption of utility-maximizing behaviour can be maintained. In light of the axiomatic
and utility-theoretic evidence, in our opinion, there are no grounds for preferring for example
the superlative Törnqvist and Fisher formulas to the best quasilinear indices, such as the Stuvel
and Montgomery—Vartia formulas, but plenty of reasons to prefer these consistent indices to
the superlative ones. Therefore, it is our opinion, that the best quasilinear formulas should be
considered as reasonable alternatives to the superlative indices in most theoretical and practical
applications of index numbers.
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Appendix A
Proofs of results
A.1 Chapter 2
A.1.1 Proof of Lemma 2.1
1. Let y ∈ Xn be formed from x ∈ Xn by replacing l arbitrary components of x by F1 (xi).
Then Fn (y) = Fn (x) because
Fn (y) = Fn (F1 (x1) , ..., F1 (xl) , xl+1, ..., xn) (applying CA1, reindexing)
= F2 (Fl (F1 (x1) , ..., F1 (xl)) , Fn−l (xl+1, ..., xn)) (CA2)
= F2 (Fl (x1, ...xl) , Fn−l (xl+1, ..., xn)) (CA2)
= Fn (x1, ..., xn) . (CA2)
So any component xi of x can be replaced with F1 (xi) without altering the result. It is
obvious that Gn satisfies CA1. To see that it satisfies CA2 consider an arbitrary partition of the
statistical units into K > 1 subsets with l of those having only one element and a corresponding
partition of the measurement vector:
GK
(
Gn1
(
x1
)
, ...,GnK
(
xK
))
= GK
(
x1, ...xl,Gnl+1
(
xl+1
)
, ...,GnK
(
xK
))
(reindexing, CA1)
= FK
(
x1, ...xl, Fnl+1
(
xl+1
)
, ..., FnK
(
xK
))
(def. of Gn)
= FK
(
F1 (x1) , ..., F1 (xl) , Fnl+1
(
xl+1
)
, ..., FnK
(
xK
))
(above res.)
= FK (x1, ..., xn) (CA2)
= GK (x1, ..., xn) . (def. of Gn)
If K = 1 then G1 (Fn (x1, ..., xn)) = idX (Fn (x1, ..., xn)) = Fn (x1, ..., xn) = Gn (x1, ..., xn).
Thus, Gn is consistent in aggregation and obviously yields the same aggregation results as
Fn.
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A.2 Chapter 4
A.2.1 Proof of Lemma 4.1
We present first the proof of the equation for continuous f : R→ R. Because f (x) = f (x+ 0) =
f (x) + f (0), clearly f (0) = 0. Clearly, for all n ∈ N
f (nx) = f (x+ ...+ x) = nf (x) . (A.1)
Because
f (x) = f
(
m · 1
m
x
)
= mf
(
1
m
x
)
,
for any m ∈ N we have m−1f (x) = f (m−1x) . Taking x = 1, we have for all q = n
m
∈ Q, of
f (q) = f
( n
m
)
= nf
(
1
m
)
=
n
m
f (1) = qf (1) .
By continuity of f , if x ∈ R, qk → x, qk ∈ Q for all k ∈ N, we have
f (x) = f
(
lim
k→∞
qk
)
= lim
k→∞
f (qk) = lim
k→∞
qkf (1) = xf (1) , (A.2)
so that f (x) = xf (1) . It is clear that any f (x) = cx is continuous and satisfies the equation.
This completes the proof.
The the n-dimensional Cauchy equation
F (x+ y) = F (x) +F (y) for all x,y ∈Rn (A.3)
reduces to the one-dimensional one, and the solutions are of the form F (x) = Cx. (See for
example Aczél [2, 327-338]). This result can be arrived at by the following procedure. The ith
equation in (A.3) is
Fi (x1 + y1, ..., xn + yn) = Fi (x1, ..., xn) + F (y1, ..., yn) . (A.4)
Let xk = yk = 0 for k = l . The equation becomes
Fi (0, ..., 0, xl + yl, 0, ..., 0) = Fi (0, ..., 0, xl, 0, ..., 0) + Fi (0, ..., 0, yl, 0, ..., 0) .
From the one-dimensional Cauchy equation we know that the only continuous solution is
Fi (0, ..., 0, xl, 0, ..., 0) = cilxl,
where cil ∈ R is some constant. As (A.3) implies that
Fi (x1, ..., xn) = Fi (x1, 0, ..., 0) + Fi (0, x2, 0, ..., 0) + ...+ Fi (0, 0, ..., 0, xn) ,
it is clear that
Fi (x1, ..., xn) = ci1x1 + ...+ cinxn.
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Repeating this for all i we get the result. However, if we are looking for solutions F : S → Rn
where it is not necessary that the vectors (0, .., 0, xk, 0, ..., 0) ∈ S the above derivation cannot be
used. Intuition suggests, however, that an analogy of the result must hold. It is relatively easy
the to extend the definition of F to the whole Rn and show that the extension must be linear
and the original F must be a restriction of this linear function.
Define
F˜ (x− y) = F (x)−F (y) for all x,y ∈S. (A.5)
Note that if x − y = u − v then x + v = y+ u and F (x) + F (v) = F (y) + F (u). This
means that F (x) − F (y) = F (u) − F (v) so that there is no contradiction and the function F˜
is well-defined. Also, note that if z = x− y ∈S then
F (z) + F (y) = F (x) ⇒ (A.6)
F (z) = F (x)−F (y) = F˜ (z) ,
so that F is the restriction of F˜ to S. Next we show that F˜ is indeed defined in the whole Rn.
Let now x0 ∈ R ⊂ S, where R is open. Such a subset exists by assumption, Define x (k, z) =
x0 − k−1z, where k ∈ N and z ∈Rn are arbitrary. Because R is open there exists some kz ∈ N
such that x (kz, z) ∈ R ⊂ S. As S is a subsemigroup of (Rn,+) also kzx (kz, z) = kzx0 − z ∈ S
and kzx0 ∈ S. However, z =kzx0 − (kzx0 − z) and thus F˜ is defined for all z ∈Rn.
From the above it is then clear that for any z1, z2∈Rn there are u1,u2,v1,v2 ∈ S such that
zi = ui−vi. We may now show that the function F˜ is a solution to the Cauchy equation in Rn :
F˜ (z1+z2) = F˜ ((u1 − v1) + (u2 − v2))
= F˜ ((u1 + u2)− (v1 + v2))
= F (u1 + u2)−F (v1 + v2)
= F (u1) + F (u2)−F (v1)− F (v2)
= (F (u1)− F (v1)) + (F (u2)− F (v2))
= F˜ (z1)+F˜ (z2) .
To see that F˜ is continuous, let (zn)n∈N be an arbitrary sequence with limn→∞zn = z. Then
for large enough n x (kz, zn) ∈ R ⊂ S and thus also kzx0 − zn ∈ S. But then, because F was
assumed continuous
lim
n→∞
F˜ (zn) = lim
n→∞
(F (kzx0)−F (kzx0 − zn))
= F (kzx0)− lim
n→∞F (kzx0 − zn)
= F (kzx0)−F (kzx0 − z) = F˜ (z) .
But this means that F˜ (x) = Cx for some C and as by (A.6) F is the restriction of F˜ into S
this means that F (x) = Cx for all x ∈S.
A.2.2 Proof of lemma 4.2
Define M : S → S˜ as M = B˜◦B−1 so that M ◦B =B˜. Obviously, M is a continuous bijection.
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Let s, t ∈S be arbitrary and let x = B−1 (s) ,y = B−1 (t). Then s+ t = B (x ◦F y) ∈ S so
that (S,+) is a semigroup. Also,
x ◦F y = B−1 (B (x) +B (y)) = (M ◦B)−1 ((M ◦B) (x) + (M ◦B) (y)) .
Taking M ◦B from both sides gives
M (B (x) +B (y)) = M (B (x)) +M (B (y)) or equivalently
M (s+ t) = M (s) +M (t) .
According to the previous lemma the above implies that M (x) = Cx. Also, because M is a
bijection, C must be non-singular.
If B˜ (x) = CB (x) for all x. Then B˜−1 (z) = B−1
(
C−1z
)
and
B˜−1
(
B˜ (x) + B˜ (y)
)
= B−1
(
C−1 (CB (x) +CB (y))
)
= B−1 (B (x) +B (y)) = x ◦F y.
Thus, any B˜ (x) = CB (x) may also be used to define a quasilinear representation.
A.2.3 Proof of Lemma 4.4
First, the condition that HU be a bijection is equivalent to demanding that the equations
hU (x1, x2, x3) = y1
3∑
i=1
ui2xi = y2
3∑
i=1
ui3xi = y3
(A.7)
have only one solution x = x (y1, y2, y3) ∈ R3++ for each (y1, y2, y3) ∈ SU. We have denoted
the first component of HU as hU . Note that if the vectors (u12, u22, u32) and (u13, u23, u33) are
linearly dependent then the two latter equations define a segment of a plane for each (y2, y3)
for which a solution exists and clearly then as hU is continuous there will exist many solutions
for some (y1, y2, y3). Bijectivity thus requires that (u12, u22, u32) and (u13, u23, u33) are linearly
independent, in other words, that the expenditures of different periods implied by U are not
proportional for each good. In that case the two equations define a segment of a line, restricted
by the fact that all components of x must be strictly positive. Thus finding a solution to the
equations can be thought of as first finding the line on which the two sums equal to y2 and y3,
respectively, denoted by
l (x1; y2, y3,U) = (x1, x2 (x1; y2, y3,U) , x3 (x1; y2, y3,U)) , (A.8)
where admissible values of x1 are those for which l (x1; y2, y3,U) ∈ R3++ and then finding a
solution on this line to the first equation. Also, if there are multiple solutions to the equation,
all of them must be on this line.
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Consider now an index number formula that would not satisfy Condition 4.2. Because all the
candidates for U must have independent (u12, u22, u32) and (u13, u23, u33) we restrict attention
to these cases. For any U there would exist x,y ∈R3++,x = y such that HU (x) =HU (y) . But
then for any t ∈ (0, 1) ,
HU (tx+(1− t)y) =HU (x)t ◦FHU (y)1−t =HU (x) ,
so that HU (x) would be constant on the line segment between x and y. Now let z ∈R3++
be arbitrary. We may choose k ∈ R small enough so that z−k (12x+12y) ∈ R3++ and then define
f (t) = z−k
(
1
2
x+
1
2
y
)
+ k (tx+(1− t)y)
= z+k
[(
t− 1
2
)
x+
(
1− t− 1
2
)
y
]
= z+k
(
t− 1
2
)
[x− y] for all t ∈ (0, 1) .
Note that f (t) ∈ R3++ for all t, and f (0) = z−k
(
1
2x+
1
2y
)
, f
(
1
2
)
= z, and f (1) = z+k
(
1
2x+
1
2y
)
For all t ∈ (0, 1)
HU (f (t)) = HU
(
z−k
(
1
2
x+
1
2
y
))
◦F
(
HU (x)
t ◦FHU (y)1−t
)k
= HU
(
z−k
(
1
2
x+
1
2
y
))
◦F HU (x)k
= HU
(
z−k
(
1
2
x+
1
2
y
))
◦F HU
(
1
2
x+
1
2
x
)k
= HU
(
z−k
(
1
2
x+
1
2
y
))
◦F HU (x)
1
2
k ◦F HU (x)
1
2
k
= HU
(
z−k
(
1
2
x+
1
2
y
))
◦F HU (x)
1
2
k ◦F HU (y)
1
2
k
= HU (z) .
There is thus a line segment of length k ‖x+ y‖ that goes through the point z and on which
the function HU is constant. If HU is constant, its second and third components are obviously
constant, so that this means that f (t) must be on the line on which the sums V 0U (z) =
3∑
i=1
ui2zi
and V 1U (z) =
3∑
i=1
ui3zi are constant, that is on l
(
x1; V 0U (z) , V
1
U (z) ,U
)
. Repeating the procedure
for all points l
(
x1;V
0
U (z) , V
1
U (z) ,U
)
we see that for each point there is some segment of the
line on which HU is constant. That is, the function
m (x1) = hU
(
l
(
x1;V
0
U (z) , V
1
U (z) ,U
))
(A.9)
is constant in some neighbourhood of each admissible x1, which means that by continuity it is
constant for all admissible x1. As z was arbitrary we may conclude that for all z ∈ R3++ :
HU
(
z′
)
=HU (z) , for all z′ ∈ R3++ : V 0U
(
z′
)
= V 0U (z) , V
1
U
(
z′
)
= V 1U (z) .
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In other words HU (x) =G
(
u11, u21, u31, V
0
U (x) , V
1
U (x)
)
. This means that the index num-
ber formula for three commodities depends only on the price relatives (u11, u21, u31) and the
value aggregates
(
V 0U, V
1
U
)
and not at all on how the values are distributed between commodi-
ties. As there is no U for which HU is a bijection, we conclude that this is true for all U that
satisfy the linear independence condition.
The proof for more than three commodities follows easily from the semigroup structure. For
example, if we have two sets of observations x1, ...,xn and x′1,x
′
2,x3, ...,xn where
x′1 = (x11, x12 + k, x13) ,x
′
2 = (x21, x22 − k, x23) ,
and the above holds, then
x′1 ◦F x′2 ◦F x3 ◦F ... ◦F xn =
(
x′1 ◦F x′2 ◦F x3
) ◦F ... ◦F xn
= (x1 ◦F x2 ◦F x3) ◦F ... ◦F xn
= x′1 ◦F x′2 ◦F x3 ◦F ... ◦F xn.
All redistributions of expenditure may be expressed as a finite series of pairwise redistributions,
and therefore the result is true for any number of commodities.
A.2.4 Proof of Lemma 4.5
Any element y ∈SU is defined by the equation
HU (x) = y (A.10)
or
hU (x1, x2, x3) = y1
3∑
i=1
ui2xi = y2
3∑
i=1
ui3xi = y3
The two latter equations define a segment of a line as seen in the proof of the previous lemma.
The equation for the line is [
x2
x3
]
=U−123
([
y2
y3
]
−
[
u12
u13
]
x1
)
, (A.11)
where U23 =
[
u22 u32
u23 u33
]
. If U23 is singular we just reindex the vectors ui. All of the
submatrices cannot be singular because (u12, u22, u32) and (u13, u23, u33) are linearly independent
as was argued in the preceding proof. We denote the line as
x (x1, y2, y3) = (x1, x2 (x1, y2, y3) , x3 (x1, y2, y3)) . (A.12)
The admissible values for x1 are determined by the restriction that all components of the
x vector must remain strictly positive. Let now y0 = HU
(
x0
)
. It is clear by linearity of
x (x1, y2, y3) that we can choose some δ > 0, ε > 0 small enough so that for all d < δ and e < ε,
(x1, y2, y3) ∈ Ie,d
(
x01, y
0
2 , y
0
3
)
=
[
x01 − e, x01 + e
]× [y02 − d, y02 + d] × [y03 − d, y03 + d] ,
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we have x (x1, y2, y3) ∈ R3++, so that the function
f (x1, y2, y3) = hU (x (x1, y2, y3)) (A.13)
is defined in such Ie,d
(
x01, y
0
2, y
0
3
)
.
The function must be strictly monotone in x1 for fixed y2, y3 because it is one-to-one and con-
tinuous in x1, asHU is one-to-one and continuous. We assume that it is strictly increasing in x1
for (y2, y3) =
(
y02, y
0
3
)
. The case for a strictly decreasing function can be proved similarly. First,
note that for small enough d the monotonicity must be of the same ”direction” for all (y2, y3) ∈
Id
(
y02 , y
0
3
)
because otherwise we could pick sequences
(
y1n,2, y
1
n,3
)
and
(
y2n,2, y
2
n,3
)
,
(
ykn,2, y
k
n,3
) ∈
In−1
(
y02, y
0
3
)
for all n > d−1, so that for each
(
y1n,2, y
1
n,3
)
f would be strictly increasing in x1 and
strictly decreasing for each
(
y2n,2, y
2
n,3
)
. But then lim
n→∞f
(
x01 + e, y
1
n,2, y
1
n,3
)
= f
(
x01 + e, y
0
2, y
0
3
)
≥ f (x01, y02, y03) and limn→∞f (x01 + e, y2n,2, y2n,3) = f (x01 + e, y02, y03) ≤ f (x01, y02, y03) which is im-
possible. Thus we can assume that f is strictly increasing in x1 for all (y2, y3) ∈ Id
(
y02, y
0
3
)
.
We define the functions
f0 (d, e) = max
(y2,y3)∈Id(y02 ,y03)
f
(
x01 − e, y2, y3
)
(A.14)
f1 (d, e) = min
(y2,y3)∈Id(y02 ,y03)
f
(
x01 + e, y2, y3
)
These exist because Id
(
y02 , y
0
3
)
is closed and bounded. Note that because of continuity
lim
d→0
f0 (d, e) = f
(
x01 − e, y02, y03
)
< f
(
x01, y
0´
2, y
0
3
)
= y01 < f
(
x01 + e, y
0
2 , y
0
3
)
= lim
d→0
f1 (d, e) .
For some d0 small enough, then, it must be that for all (y2, y3) ∈ Id0
(
y02, y
0
3
)
,
f
(
x01 − e, y2, y3
) ≤ f0 (d0, e) < y01 < f1 (d0, e) ≤ f (x01 + e, y2, y3) . (A.15)
But this means that for all
(y1, y2, y3) ∈ I = [f0 (d0, e) , f1 (d0, e)]× Id0
(
y02, y
0
3
)
there is some x =(x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3++, with
x1 ∈
[
x01 − e, x01 + e
]
,x =(x1, x2 (x1, y2, y3) , x3 (x1, y2, y3))
such that y = HU (x). But
(
y01, y
0
2 , y
0
3
)
is an interior point of I and thus there exists an open
neighbourhood A of
(
y01, y
0
2, y
0
3
)
, A ⊂ I . Thus, the set SU is open.
A.2.5 Proof of Lemma 4.7
Let x ◦F s = t. This is equivalent to
h2 (x, s) = t1
x2 + s2 = t2
x3 + s3 = t3
. (A.16)
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In other words x2 = t2 − s2, x3 = t3 − s3 and
h2 (x1, t2 − s2, t3 − s3, s1, s2, s3) = t1.
But if h2 is strictly increasing, then there is just one x1 for which this equation is true, and
we conclude that x is the unique solution to equation x ◦F s = t.
A.2.6 Proof of Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9
By Lemma 4.7 and bijectivity of HU the function c is well-defined. By the previous two lemmas
there exist for all c ∈R3++ some x,y ∈R3++ such that c (x,y) = c. Also, Let x,y,u,v ∈ R3++
and x− y = u− v. Rearranging gives x+ v = y + u. Then we have
[HU (v) ◦F c (x,y)] ◦F HU (y)
= HU (v) ◦F [c (x,y) ◦F HU (y)]
= HU (v) ◦F HU (x)
= HU (v+ x) =HU (y+ u)
= [HU (u)] ◦FHU (y) .
Therefore, by applying the uniqueness result, Lemma 4.7, we see that HU (v) ◦F c (x,y) =
HU (u). As we have also HU (v) ◦F c (u,v) = HU (u), applying the lemma again, it must be
that c (x,y) = c (u,v). Thus the notation c (x,y) = H (x− y) is warranted. Now, if x ∈
R3++, then there are clearly u,v ∈ R3++ such that x = u− v which implies that HU (u− v) ◦F
HU (v) =HU (u) which in turn means that H (u− v) =HU (u− v). HU is thus the restriction
of H into R3++.
A.2.7 Proof of Lemma 4.10
Let x,y ∈ S be arbitrary. By definition there exist u1,u2,v1,v2 ∈ R3++ such that x = u1 − v1,
y = u2−v2 andH (x)◦FHU (v1) =HU (u1) ,H (y)◦FHU (v2) =HU (u2). Using the definitions
we have
(H (x) ◦F H (y)) ◦F HU (v1 + v2) (A.17)
= (H (x) ◦F H (y)) ◦F HU (v1) ◦F HU (v2)
= H (x) ◦F HU (v1) ◦F H (y) ◦F HU (v2)
= HU (u1) ◦F HU (u2)
= HU (u1 + u2) .
By the uniqueness of solutions this implies that
H (x) ◦F H (y) = H (u1 + u2 − (v1 + v2))
= H ((u1 − v1) + (u2 − v2))
= H ((u1 − v1) + (u2 − v2))
= H (x+ y) .
Also, if H (x) =H (y) then H (x)◦F HU (v1) =HU (u1) and H (y)◦F HU (v1) =HU (u1). But
this means that y = u1 − v1 = x. Thus H is a bijection.
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A.2.8 Proof of Lemma 4.11
It is obvious thatG is a bijection. Note thatH is of the formH (x) =
(
h (x) ,
3∑
i=1
ui2xi,
3∑
i=1
ui3xi
)
.
As G (t) =H
(
V−1t
)
then G−1 (x) = VH−1 (x) for all x ∈ R3++. From the proof of Lemma 4.2
it then follows that x ◦F y =G
(
G−1 (x)+G−1 (y)
)
. Take now any t = Vx. It must be that
g1 (t) = h (x) = h
(
V−1t
)
g2 (t) =
3∑
i=1
ui2xi = t2
g3 (t) =
3∑
i=1
ui3xi = t3.
A.2.9 Proof of Lemma 4.12
First we prove that for any s ∈ S there is some x0 ∈ R3++ such that s− x0 ∈ S.
If s ∈ S then there are x,y ∈ R3++ such that c ◦F HU (y) = HU (x) and c =(c1, c2, c3) =
H (s). This is equivalent to
g2
(
c1,
3∑
i=1
ui2 (xi − yi) ,
3∑
i=1
ui3 (xi − yi) ,HU (y)
)
− hU (x1, x2, x3) = 0. (A.18)
It is clear that the function
m (c, t) = g2
(
c,
3∑
i=1
ui2 ((1− t)xi − yi) ,
3∑
i=1
ui3 ((1− t)xi − yi) ,HU (y)
)
(A.19)
−hU ((1− t)x)
is defined for all c ∈ R++ and some t ∈ [0, t0). The function m is continuous and strictly
increasing in c for a fixed t. Because lim
t→0+
m (c1 − e, t) = m (c1 − e, 0) < 0 and lim
t→0+
m (c1 + e, t) =
m (c1 + e, 0) > 0, there must be some t1 > 0 such that m (c1 − e, t1) < 0 < m (c1 + e, t1).
Therefore there is some c2 ∈ (c1 − e, c1 + e) such that m (c2, t1) = 0. This implies that for
c2 =
(
c2,
3∑
i=1
ui2 ((1− t1)xi − yi) ,
3∑
i=1
ui3 ((1− t1)xi − yi)
)
we have
c2 ◦F HU (y) =HU ((1− t1)x) ,
or
c2 = H ((1− t1)x− y) =H (x− y−t1x)
= H (s− x0) ,
so that s− x0 ∈ S.
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If (sn)n∈N , sn ∈ S is a sequence that has sn → s = x− y,with x,y ∈R3++, then for large
enough n, sn − (s− x0) = (sn − s)+x0 ∈ R3++, therefore
lim
n→∞H (sn) = limn→∞HU (sn − s+ x0) ◦F H (s− x0)
= HU (x0) ◦F H (s− x0) =H (s) ,
because of continuity of HU. As H is continuous, so is G.
Also, as for each s ∈ S there is some x0 ∈ R3++ for which s− x0 ∈ S and because R3++ ⊂
S,and S is a subsemigroup of
(
R3,+
)
also Jd = (x01, x01 + d)×(x02, x02 + d)×(x03, x03 + d) ⊂ S
for any d > 0 and it is clear that for large enough d s is an interior point of Jd. Thus S is open,
and so is T because it is a linear transformation of S.
Assume now that G−1is not continuous at some x0 ∈ R3++, so that there is a sequence
xn → x0 with tn = G−1 (xn) G−1 (x0) = t. But we know that the index number formula is
continuous so that for any fixed y =G (r) ∈ R3++, r ∈T ,
zn = xn ◦F y =G
(
tn +G
−1 (y)
)→G (t+ r) = z = x0 ◦F y.
As
zn =
 g (tn + s)tn,2 + r2
tn,3 + r3
 ,
the two last components of tn clearly must converge to (t2, t3) for zn to converge to z. Write
the first equation as
z1 = mr (tn,1, tn,2, tn,3) = g (tn + r) . (A.20)
Because g is continuous in t and G is a bijection, mr must be strictly monotonous in tn,1 for
a fixed (tn,2, tn,3). Assume that it is strictly increasing. The case for a strictly decreasing can
be proven similarly. Note that as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 the direction of the monotonicity
must be the same for all the points in some neighbourhood of (t2, t3) . As tn  t there exists
some ε > 0 such that ‖tn − t‖ ≥ ε for all n. But as (tn,2, tn,3) → (t2, t3) this implies that
|tn,1 − t1| ≥ 12ε for all n large enough. Therefore f (tn,1, tn,2, tn,3) ≥ f
(
t1 +
1
2ε, tn,2, tn,3
)
which
implies that lim
n→∞f (tn,1, tn,2, tn,3) = f (t1, t2, t3) ≥ limn→∞f
(
t1 +
1
2ε, tn,2, tn,3
)
= f (t1 + ε, t2, t3).
This is a contradiction. Therefore it must be thatG−1is continuous in x0 and, in fact, continuous
in all of R3++.
A.2.10 Proof of Theorem 4.2
Let x ◦F y = B−1 (B (x)+B (y)) , and let B :R3++ → S be a continuous bijection and linear
homogeneous in (x2, x3) . Also assume that B (x) = (b (x) , x2, x3)for all x. It is clear that
there must exist U =
[
u1 u2 u3
]
,ui ∈ R3++ such that BU =
[
B (u1) B (u2) B (u3)
]
is non-singular, because otherwise S would be two-dimensional. Define
HU (x) = B
−1
(
3∑
i=1
xiB (ui)
)
,x ∈ R3++. (A.21)
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This is clearly a continuous bijection so that condition 2 is satisfied. Condition 3 is satisfied
because lim
k→0
B−1 (kB (x)+B (y)) = y. It is clear that the function can be extended to H (x) =
B−1
(
3∑
i=1
xiB (ui)
)
,for all x such that
3∑
i=1
xiB (ui) ∈ S, or, put otherwise for all x ∈ B−1U S. As
B is a continuous bijection b (x1, x2, x3) is strictly monotonous in x1 for fixed x2, x3. Taking(
B−1
)
1
(b (x1 + e, x2, x3) , x2, x3) = x1 + e > x1 (A.22)
=
(
B−1
)
1
(b (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3) ,
we see that
(
B−1
)
1
or the first component of the inverse of B−1 must also be strictly monotone
in the same direction as b in x1 if x2 and x3 are kept fixed. Thus(
B−1
)
1
(b (x1 + e, x2, x3)+b (y1, y2, y3) , x2 + y2, x3 + y3)
>
(
B−1
)
1
(b (x1, x2, x3)+b (y1, y2, y3) , x2 + y2, x3 + y3)
and condition 4 holds as well.
A.3 Chapter 6
A.3.1 Sketch of proof for Theorem B.2
Define first H (x) = (H (x1) , x2, x3) and F = B ◦H−1 so that by quasilinearity we have
H
(
P, V 0, V 1
)
= F−1
(∑
i
F
(
H
(
πi, v
0
i , v
1
i
)))
,
or denoting H (P ) = p, H (πi) = pi and the first component F by f
(
p, V 0, V 1
)
= F−1
(∑
i
F
(
pi, v
0
i , v
1
i
))
= F−1
(∑
i
f
(
pi, v
0
i , v
1
i
)
, V 0, V 1
)
.
For the additive decomposition to exist, we must have
(
p, V 0, V 1
)
=
(∑
i
g
(
pi, v
0
i , v
1
i ;V
0, V 1
)
, V 0, V 1
)
or combining,
F−1
(∑
i
F
(
pi, v
0
i , v
1
i
))
=
(∑
i
g
(
pi, v
0
i , v
1
i ;V
0, V 1
)
, V 0, V 1
)
.
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This implies
F−1
(
F
(
p, v0, v1
)
+ F
(
r, w0, w1
))
(A.23)
=
 g (p, v0, v1; v0 +w0, v1 + w1)+g (r,w0, w1; v0 +w0, v1 + w1) ,
v0 + w0, v1 +w1
 ,
for all p, r, v0, v1, w0, w1. As P was assumed to satisfy the identity test we may put b
(
1, v0, v1
)
=
0, and using also the assumption g
(
0, v0i , v
1
i ; V
0, V 1
)
= 0 we have
F−1
(
F
(
p, v0, v1
)
+F
(
1, w0, w1
))
= F−1
(
f
(
p, v0, v1
)
, v0 + w0, v1 +w1
)
=
(
g
(
p, v0, v1; v0 + w0, v1 +w1
)
, v0 +w0, v1 +w1
)
,
or
g
(
p, v0, v1; v0 +w0, v1 + w1
)
= f
(
f
(
p, v0, v1
)
, v0 +w0, v1 +w1
)
,
where f is the first component of F−1, that is, the function for which
f
(
f
(
p, v0, v1
)
, v0, v1
)
= p
.
Therefore, if a decomposition of the relative change exist, it is based on the function
g
(
p, v0, v1;V 0, V 1
)
= f
(
f
(
p, v0, v1
)
, V 0, V 1
)
,
which in the case of the weighted relative change indices is the correct one:
f
(
f
(
p, v0, v1
)
, V 0, V 1
)
=
W
(
v0, v1
)
W (V 0, V 1)
p.
Substituting the above result to equation (A.23), it becomes
F−1
(
F
(
p, v0, v1
)
+F
(
r,w0, w1
))
=
(
f
(
f
(
p, v0, v1
)
+ f
(
r, w0, w1
)
, v0 +w0, v1 + w1
)
, v0 +w0, v1 + w1
)
=
(
f
(
f
(
p, v0, v1
)
, v0 +w0, v1 + w1
)
+ f
(
f
(
r,w0, w1
)
, v0 + w0, v1 + w1
)
,
v0 + w0, v1 +w1
)
,
or
f
(
f
(
p, v0, v1
)
+ f
(
r,w0, w1
)
, v0 + w0, v1 +w1
)
= f
(
f
(
p, v0, v1
)
, v0 +w0, v1 + w1
)
+ f
(
f
(
r,w0, w1
)
, v0 +w0, v1 + w1
)
.
For fixed v0, v1, w0, w1, this is a Cauchy equation
f
(
x+ y, v0 +w0, v1 +w1
)
= f
(
x, v0 + w0, v1 +w1
)
+ f
(
y, v0 + w0, v1 +w1
)
,
which implies f
(
x, v0 +w0, v1 + w1
)
= xD
(
v0 +w0, v1 + w1
)
for some function D. Therefore
f
(
p, v0, v1
)
= p
D(v0,v1)
=W
(
v1, v0
)
p.
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A.3.2 Sketch of proof of Theorem B.3
For the theorem to hold we must have
W
(
v1, v0
)
H
(
v1
v0π
)
= aK
(
v1, v0
)
J (π) + bv0 + cv1, (A.24)
because the quasilinear representation of the factor antithesis formula must be a linear transfor-
mation of B
(
t
(
π, v1, v0
))
= B
(
v1
v0π
, v1, v0
)
,where B defines the original formula and t is the
factor reversal function. First, putting v1 = v0 = v and π = 1, equation (A.24) becomes
0 = (b+ c) v,
so that b = −c. Then, using this and putting π = 1, (A.24) becomes
W
(
v1, v0
)
H
(
v1
v0
)
= c
(
v1 − v0) ,
and as H (1) = 0,
W
(
v1, v0
)
H (1) = 0,
by Lemmas 5.10 and 5.15 the index corresponding to b
(
π, v1, v0
)
=W
(
v1, v0
)
H (π) is normed
and c−1b
(
π, v1, v0
)
= c−1W
(
v1, v0
)
H (π) is the unique normed decomposition function corre-
sponding to it. We may therefore, without loss of generality, assume that c = 1 and W
(
v1, v0
)
=
v1−v0
H
(
v1
v0
) . Therefore the equation (A.24) may be written as
W
(
v1, v0
)
H
(
v1
v0π
)
= v1 − v0 + aK (v1, v0)J (π) .
Putting π = v
1
v0
gives
0 = v1 − v0 + aK (v1, v0) J (v1
v0
)
,
so that by Lemmas 5.10 and 5.15 the factor antithesis index is also normed, and we may without
loss of generality assume that a = −1 and concentrate on the unique normed decomposition
function corresponding to the factor antithesis index, so that K
(
v1, v0
)
= v
1−v0
J
(
v1
v0
) . The functional
equation (A.24) becomes
W
(
v1, v0
)
H
(
v1
v0π
)
= v1 − v0 −K (v1, v0)J (π) ,
or, if one wishes to emphasize the decomposition interpretation,
W
(
v1, v0
)
H
(
v1
v0π
)
+K
(
v1, v0
)
J (π) = v1 − v0. (A.25)
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So, both indices are of the normed, or weighted relative change type. It was shown above in
Lemma 6.22 that the only mean-based decomposition satisfying J = H is the Montgomery—
Vartia one with J = log . It is clear that the argument may easily be extended to cover weighted
relative change indices such as we are dealing with here. If J = H and thus W = K we have
W
(
v1, v0
) [
H
(
v1
v0π
)
+ J (π)
]
= v1 − v0,
which divided by W
(
v1, v0
)
becomes
H
(
v1
v0π
)
+ J (π) = H
(
v1
v0
)
,
which clearly implies H (x) = h log x and normedness of the indicator of relative change H
implies h = 1. Actually, as was shown the proof of the Cauchy equation above, it suffices to
require that J = H on some interval to imply that H = log = J.
Assume now that there is no interval such that J = H. Putting v1 = v0 = v equation
(A.25) implies H
(
π−1
)
= −J (π).
Dividing equation (A.25) by W
(
v1, v0
)
and noting that
K(v1,v0)
W (v1,v0)
=
H
(
v1
v0
)
J
(
v1
v0
) it becomes
H
(
v1
v0π
)
+
H
(
v1
v0
)
J
(
v1
v0
) J (π) = H (v1
v0
)
.
Putting x = v
1
v0
and y = π−1,
H (xy) +
H (x)
J (x)
J
(
y−1
)
= H (x) ,
using H
(
π−1
)
= −J (π) this becomes
H (xy)− H (x)
J (x)
H (y) = H (x)
or
H (xy) =
H (x)
J (x)
H (y) +H (x) . (A.26)
Exchanging x and y this implies
H (xy) =
H (y)
J (y)
H (x) +H (y)
and combining the two equations yields
H (x)
J (x)
H (y) +H (x) =
H (y)
J (y)
H (x) +H (y) ,
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or
H (x)
(
1− H (y)
J (y)
)
= H (y)
(
1− H (x)
J (x)
)
,
which implies
H (x)(
1− H(x)
J(x)
) = H (y)(
1− H(y)
J(y)
) ,
when H (x) = J (x) , H (y) = J (y), and by assumption there are no intervals such that H (x) =
J (x). This means that there is some open interval on which this holds. The above equation
implies
H (x)(
1− H(x)
J(x)
) = α = 0
for some constant α and therefore
J (x) =
αH (x)
α−H (x) ,
and
H (x)
J (x)
= 1− H (x)
α
Substituting this into (A.26) gives
H (xy) =
(
1− H (y)
α
)
H (x) +H (y) ,
or
1− H (xy)
α
= 1−
(
1− H (y)
α
)
H (x)
α
− H (y)
α
,
which is equivalent to
1− H (xy)
α
=
(
1− H (y)
α
)(
1− H (x)
α
)
.
Denoting G (x) = 1− H(x)
α
, or H (x) = α (G (x)− 1) this becomes the Cauchy equation
G (xy) = G (x)G (y) ,
with the only continuous solutions G (x) = xd for some d. Therefore H (x) = α
(
xd − 1) which
is a normed indicator of relative change iff α = 1
d
.
It has been noted above that for H (x) = log x the corresponding index is the Montgomery—
Vartia index and therefore H (x) = logx is a solution to the problem. To prove that the functions
H (x; d) = 1d
(
xd − 1) are solutions simple substitution suffices.
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A.4 Chapter 8
A.4.1 Proof of Theorem 8.2
To prove the result for the first family, note that, dropping the explicit mention of the parameters
(a0,a,B) and adopting the notation H
(
p1
p1
0
)
=
(
h1
(
p1
p0
)
, ..., hn
(
pn
p0
))
, for k ≥ 1,
ck (p) =
1
r
G
(
H
(
p
p0
)) 1−r
r
Gk
(
H
(
p
p0
))
h′k
(
pk
p0
)
=
1
r
pr−10 c (p)
1−r Gk
(
H
(
p
p0
))
h′k
(
pk
p0
)
,
from which we may solve
Gk
(
H
(
p
p0
))
=
rp1−r0 c (p)
r−1 ck (p)
h′k
(
pk
p0
) (A.27)
= rp1−r0 c (p)
r ck (p) pkp
−1
k
c (p)h′k
(
pk
p0
)
= rp1−r0 c (p)
r wk (p)
pkh
′
k
(
pk
p0
) ,
where the value share wk (p) =
ck(p)pk
c(p) by Shephard’s lemma. The change in c (p)
r may be
decomposed as follows:
c
(
p1
)r − c (p0)r = (p10)r g(p1p10
)r
− (p00)r g(p0p00
)r
=
(
p10
)r [
g
(
p1
p10
)r
− g
(
p0
p00
)r]
+
[(
p10
)r − (p00)r] g(p0p00
)r
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Using the exactness of part of the quadratic approximation lemma and equation (A.27) this
becomes
c
(
p1
)r − c (p0)r
=
1
2
(
p10
)r n∑
k=1
[
Gk
(
H
(
p1
p10
))
+Gk
(
H
(
p0
p00
))][
hk
(
p1k
p10
)
− hk
(
p0k
p00
)]
+
[(
p10
p00
)r
− 1
]
· c (p0)r
=
1
2
(
p10
)r
r
n∑
k=1
(p10)1−r c (p1)r wk (p1)
p1kh
′
k
(
p1
k
p1
0
) + (p00)1−r c (p0)r wk (p0)
p0kh
′
k
(
p0
k
p0
0
)

×
[
hk
(
p1k
p10
)
− hk
(
p0k
p00
)]
+
[(
p10
p00
)r
− 1
]
· c (p0)r
=
1
2
rc
(
p1
)r n∑
k=1
wk
(
p1
)
h′k
(
p1
k
p1
0
) p10
p1k
[
hk
(
p1k
p10
)
− hk
(
p0k
p00
)]
+
1
2
rc
(
p0
)r n∑
k=1
wk
(
p0
)
h′k
(
p0k
p0
0
) (p10
p00
)r
p00
p0k
[
hk
(
p1k
p10
)
− hk
(
p0k
p00
)]
+
[(
p10
p00
)r
− 1
]
· c (p0)r .
Dividing this by c
(
p0
)r and subtracting 1 from both sides we get[
c
(
p1
)
c
(
p0
)]r = 1
2
r
[
c
(
p1
)
c
(
p0
)]r n∑
k=1
wk
(
p1
)
h′k
(
p1
k
p10
) p10
p1k
[
hk
(
p1k
p10
)
− hk
(
p0k
p00
)]
+
1
2
r
n∑
k=1
wk
(
p0
)
h′k
(
p0
k
p0
0
) (p10
p00
)r
p00
p0k
[
hk
(
p1k
p10
)
− hk
(
p0k
p00
)]
+
(
p10
p00
)r
,
manipulating this, [
c
(
p1
)
c
(
p0
)]r
1− 1
2
r
n∑
k=1
wk
(
p1
)
h′k
(
p1
k
p10
) p10
p1k
[
hk
(
p1k
p10
)
− hk
(
p0k
p00
)]
=
+
1
2
r
n∑
k=1
wk
(
p0
)
h′k
(
p0
k
p0
0
) (p10
p00
)r
p00
p0k
[
hk
(
p1k
p10
)
− hk
(
p0k
p00
)]
+
(
p10
p00
)r
,
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from which, solving for
c(p1)
c(p0)
we get
c
(
p1
)
c
(
p0
) = (p10
p00
)
1 + 12r
n∑
k=1
wk(p0)
h′
k
(
p0
k
p0
0
) p00
p0k
[
hk
(
p1
k
p10
)
− hk
(
p0
k
p00
)]
1− 12r
n∑
k=1
wk(p1)
h′
k
(
p1
k
p1
0
) p10
p1
k
[
hk
(
p1
k
p1
0
)
− hk
(
p0
k
p0
0
)]
.

1
r
This implies that the formula
f
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
=
(
p10
p00
)
1 + 12r
n∑
k=1
w0
k
h′
k
(
p0
k
p0
0
) p00
p0
k
[
hk
(
p1
k
p1
0
)
− hk
(
p0
k
p0
0
)]
1− 12r
n∑
k=1
w1k
h′k
(
p1
k
p1
0
) p10
p1
k
[
hk
(
p1k
p1
0
)
− hk
(
p0k
p0
0
)]

1
r
is exact for these preferences and therefore superlative.
A.4.2 Proof of Theorem 8.3
Again, dropping the explicit mention of the parameters (a0,a,B) and adopting the notation
H
(
p1
p1
0
)
=
(
h1
(
p1
p0
)
, ..., hn
(
pn
p0
))
, for k ≥ 1,
∂ log c (p)
∂pk
=
ck (p)
c (p)
= Gk
(
H
(
p
p0
))
h′k
(
pk
p0
)
1
p0
,
so that
Gk
(
H
(
p
p0
))
=
ck (p) pk
c (p)
p0
pkh
′
k
(
pk
p0
) = wk (p) p0
pkh
′
k
(
pk
p0
) ,
where the value share wk (p) =
ck(p)pk
c(p) by Shephard’s lemma. Again, using the exactness of the
quadratic approximation lemma for quadratic functions and the above equation
log c
(
p1
)− log c (p0)
= log p10 − log p00 +G
(
H
(
p1
p10
))
−G
(
H
(
p1
p10
))
= log
p10
p00
+
1
2
n∑
k=1
[
Gk
(
H
(
p1
p10
))
+Gk
(
H
(
p0
p00
))][
hk
(
p1k
p10
)
− hk
(
p0k
p00
)]
= log
p10
p00
+
1
2
n∑
k=1
wk (p1) p10
p1kh
′
k
(
p1
k
p1
0
) + wk (p0) p00
p0kh
′
k
(
p0
k
p0
0
)
[hk (p1k
p10
)
− hk
(
p0k
p00
)]
,
which gives the result.
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A.5 Chapter 9
A.5.1 Proof of Theorem 9.4
In our representation, the set of points where all prices and quantities are unchanged is
X= {(1, x2, x2) |x2 ∈ R++}
. Simple but tedious calculations show that for the Törnqvist index
log gTn (x1, ...,xn) =
n∑
i=1
1
2
 xi2n∑
j=1
xj2
+
xi3
n∑
j=1
xj2
 log x1, (A.28)
the following holds in the points where prices and quantities have not changed (the subscript n
denoting the number of commodities has been dropped for simplicity):
gT (x1, ...,xn) = 1, (A.29)
gTxk1 (x1, ...,xn) =
xk2
n∑
i=1
xi2
,
gTxk2 (x1, ...,xn) = g
T
xk3
(x1, ...,xn) = 0,
gTxk1,xk1 (x1, ...,xn) =
x2k2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 − xk2n∑
i=1
xi2
,
gTxk1,xl1 (x1, ...,xn) =
xk2
n∑
i=1
xi2
xl2
n∑
i=1
xi2
, l = k,
gTxk1,xk2 (x1, ...,xn) = g
T
xk1,xk3
(x1, ...,xn) =
∑
j =k
xj2
2
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 ,
gTxk1,xl2 (x1, ...,xn) = g
T
xk1,xl3
(x1, ...,xn) = − xk2
2
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 , l = k,
gTxk2,xk2 (x1, ...,xn) = g
T
xk3,xk3
(x1, ...,xn) = 0,
gTxk2,xl2 (x1, ...,xn) = g
T
xk3,xl3
(x1, ...,xn) = 0, l = k,
gTxk2,xl3 (x1, ...,xn) = 0 (A.30)
for all (x1, ...,xn) = ((1, x12, x12) , ..., (1, xn2, xn2)) .
Because our index number is weakly proportional the function B is linear homogeneous in
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the last two arguments. Thus if xi = (1, xi2, xi2) for all i :
x1 ◦F ... ◦F xn = B−1
(
n∑
i=1
B (1, xi2, xi2)
)
= B−1
(
B
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
))
=
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
so that any weakly proportional quasilinear index has the value unity whenever all prices and
quantities are unchanged. Define the function b =
(
B−1
)
1
so that
b (b (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3) = x1. (A.31)
Differentiating with respect to x1 gives
b1 (b (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3) b1 (x1, x2, x3) = 1. (A.32)
Note that because b is linear homogeneous in x2 and x3 we have
b (x1, x2, x3) = b2 (x1, x2, x3) x2 + b3 (x1, x2, x3)x3.
Differentiating this with respect to x1 gives
b1 (x1, x2, x3) = b21 (x1, x2, x3)x2 + b31 (x1, x2, x3) x3
= b12 (x1, x2, x3)x2 + b13 (x1, x2, x3) x3,
so that b1 is also linear homogeneous in x2 and x3. Differentiating this again with respect to x1
gives the result that also b11 is linear homogeneous in x2 and x3.
In any point x = (1, x2, x2) (A.32) becomes
b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b1 (1, x2, x2) = b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) x2b1 (1, 1, 1)
= b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) cx2 = 1,
so that b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) = 1cx2 , .where c = b1 (1, 1, 1) . The partial derivative of the index
number with respect to xk1 in any point
(x1, ...,xn) = ((1, x12, x12) , ..., (1, xn2, xn2))
is (using linear homogeneity)
b1
(
n∑
i=1
b (1, xi2, xi2) ,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b1 (1, xk2, xk2)
= b1
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
cxk2 =
xk2
n∑
i=1
xi2
,
as required.
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Differentiating (A.31) with respect to x2 and setting x = (1, x2, x2) gives
b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b2 (1, x2, x2) + b2 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) = 0.
Because b is linear homogeneous in x2 and x3 by Euler’s formula b2 (1, x2, x3) is homogeneous
of degree zero in x2 and x3. Thus the above expression becomes
b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b2 (1, x2, x2) + b2 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2)
= b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b2 (1, 1, 1) + b2 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) = 0.
The partial derivative of the index with respect to xk2 in any point
(x1, ...,xn) = ((1, x12, x12) , ..., (1, xn2, xn2))
is
b1
(
n∑
i=1
b (1, xi2, xi2) ,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (1, xk2, xk2) + b2
(
n∑
i=1
b (1, xi2, xi2) ,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
= b1
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (1, 1, 1)
+b2
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
= 0,
as required. The proof for xk3 is similar.
Thus we have established that any weakly proportional quasilinear index differentially ap-
proximates the Törnqvist index to the first order.
Differentiating (A.31) twice w.r.t. x1 and setting x = (1, x2, x2) gives
b11 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b1 (1, x2, x2)
2 + b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b11 (1, x2, x2)
= b11 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) (cx2)
2 + b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) cx2
b11 (1, 1, 1)
c
= b11 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) (cx2)
2 +
b11 (1, 1, 1)
c
= 0,
or
b11 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) (cx2)
2 = −b11 (1, 1, 1)
c
.
This follows using the above result b1 (b (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3) b1 (x1, x2, x3) = 1, linear homogeneity
of b1 and b11, and denoting b1 (1, 1, 1) = c. Differentiating the index with respect to xk1 twice,
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setting (x1, ...,xn) = ((1, x12, x12) , ..., (1, xn2, xn2)) and using the above results gives
b11
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
(cxk2)
2
+b1
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b11 (1, xk2, xk2)
= −b11 (1, 1, 1)
c
x2k2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 + b11 (1, 1, 1)c xk2n∑
i=1
xi2
,
which is equal to x
2
k2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 − xk2n∑
i=1
xi2
if and only if b11(1,1,1)
c
= −1 as required.
Differentiating the index w.r.t.. xk1 and then w.r.t.. xl1, setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((1, x12, x12) , ..., (1, xn2, xn2))
and using the above results gives
b11
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
(cxk2) (cxl2) (A.33)
= −b11 (1, 1, 1)
c
xk2xl2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 ,
which is equal to xk2xl2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 iff b11(1,1,1)c = −1. Differentiating (A.32) with respect to x2, setting
x = (1, x2, x2) , using the degree zero homogeneity of b2 gives[
b11 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b2 (1, x2, x2) + b12 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2)
]
b1 (1, x2, x2)
+b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b12 (1, x2, x2)
=
[
b11 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b2 (1, 1, 1) + b12 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2)
]
cx2 +
b12 (1, 1, 1)
cx2
= 0.
The last result is due to the fact that as b1 is linear homogeneous in x2 and x3 b12 (1, x2, x3) is
homogeneous of degree zero in x2 and x3.
Differentiating the index w.r.t.. xk1 and then w.r.t.. xk2, setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((1, x12, x12) , ..., (1, xn2, xn2)) ,
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and using the above results gives b11
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (1, 1, 1)
+b12
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
 cxk2
+
b12 (1, 1, 1)
c
n∑
i=1
xi2
= −b12 (1, 1, 1)
c
xk2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 + b12 (1, 1, 1)
c
n∑
i=1
xi2
=
b12 (1, 1, 1)
c
∑
j =k
xj2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 ,
which equals
∑
j =k
xj2
2
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 iff b12(1,1,1)c = 12 as required. The proof for xk1 and xk3 is similar.
Differentiating the index w.r.t.. xk1 and then w.r.t.. xl2, setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((1, x12, x12) , ..., (1, xn2, xn2))
and using the above results gives b11
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (1, 1, 1)
+b12
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
 cxk2
= −b12 (1, 1, 1)
c
xk2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 ,
which equals − xk2
2
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 iff b12(1,1,1)c = 12 . The proof for xk1 and xl3 is similar.
Differentiating (A.31) with respect to x2 twice, setting x = (1, x2, x2) , and using the fact
that b22 must be homogeneous of degree -1 in x2 and x3 and the above results gives
[b11 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b2 (1, x2, x2) + b12 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2)]b2 (1, x2, x2)
+b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b22 (1, x2, x2) + b21 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b2 (1, x2, x2)
+b22 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2)
= b11 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b2 (1, 1, 1)
2 + 2b12 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b2 (1, 1, 1)
+
b22 (1, 1, 1)
cx22
+ b22 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2)
= 0
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Differentiating the index w.r.t.. xk2 twice, setting xi = (1, xi2, xi2) for all i and using the above
results gives
b11
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (1, 1, 1)
2
+2b12
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (1, 1, 1)
+
b22 (1, 1, 1)
c
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
xk2
+ b22
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
=
b22 (1, 1, 1)
c
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
xk2
− b22 (1, 1, 1)
c
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 = b22 (1, 1, 1)
∑
j =k
xj2
c
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2
xk2
.
This is zero iff b22 (1, 1, 1) = 0. The proof for xk3 is similar.
Differentiating the index w.r.t.. xk2 and then w.r.t.. xl2, setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((1, x12, x12) , ..., (1, xn2, xn2))
and using the above results gives
b11
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (1, 1, 1)
2
+2b12
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (1, 1, 1)
+b22
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
= − b22 (1, 1, 1)
c
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 .
But this is equal to zero iff b22 (1, 1, 1) = 0. Again, the proof for xk3 and xl3 is similar.
Differentiating (A.31) with respect to x2 and then with respect to x3, setting x = (1, x2, x2)
, using the above results gives
[b11 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b3 (1, x2, x2) + b13 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2)]b2 (1, x2, x2)
+b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b23 (1, x2, x2) + b21 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b3 (1, x2, x2)
+b23 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2)
= b11 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b2 (1, 1, 1) b3 (1, 1, 1) + b13 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2)]b2 (1, 1, 1)
+
b23 (1, 1, 1)
cx22
+ b12 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) b3 (1, 1, 1)
+b23 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2)
= 0.
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Differentiating the index w.r.t. xk2 and then w.r.t. xk3 , setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((1, x12, x12) , ..., (1, xn2, xn2))
and using the above results gives
b11
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (1, 1, 1) b3 (1, 1, 1)
+b13
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (1, 1, 1) +
b23 (1, 1, 1)
c
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
xk2
+b12
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b3 (1, 1, 1)
+b23
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
=
b23 (1, 1, 1)
c
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
xk2
− b23 (1, 1, 1)
c
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 ,
which is zero iff b23 (1, 1, 1) = 0.
Differentiating the index w.r.t.. xk2 and then w.r.t.. xl3, setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((1, x12, x12) , ..., (1, xn2, xn2))
and using the above results gives
b11
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (1, 1, 1) b3 (1, 1, 1)
+b13
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (1, 1, 1)
b12
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b3 (1, 1, 1)
+b23
(
b
(
1,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2,
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
= − b23 (1, 1, 1)
c
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 ,
which is zero iff b23 (1, 1, 1) = 0. This completes the proof.
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A.5.2 Proof of Theorem 9.5
Let b (x1, x2, x3) give the unique normed decomposition that defines the normed index number
formula. Normedness was defined by
b (1, x2, x3) = 0 and
b
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= x3 − x2.
Differentiating the first expression w.r.t. x2 and x3 gives
b2 (1, x2,, x3) = b3 (1, x2,, x3) = 0,
which in turn implies that
b22 (1, x2,, x3) = b23 (1, x2,, x3) = b33 (1, x2,, x3) = 0
as required by the previous theorem. Differentiating the second expression w.r.t. x2 gives
−x3
x22
b1
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
+ b2
(
x3
x2
, x2, x3
)
= −1, (A.34)
implying that
− 1
x2
b1 (1, x2, x2) + b2 (1, x2, x2) = −b1 (1, 1, 1) = −1,
so that b1 (1, 1, 1) = 1,because b2 (1, x2, x2) = 0 and b1 was seen above to be linear homogeneous
in x2 and x3. Differentiating (A.34) w.r.t. x3 and setting x2 = x3 gives
− 1
x22
b1 (1, x2, x2)− 1
x22
b11 (1, x2, x2) +
1
x2
b13 (1, x2, x2)− 1
x2
b12 (1, x2, x2) + b23 (1, x2, x2)(A.35)
= − 1
x2
− 1
x2
b11 (1, 1, 1) = 0, (A.36)
giving b11 (1, 1, 1) = −1 = −b1 (1, 1, 1) as required. The last expression is arrived at by using
the fact that b1 and b11 are linear homogeneous in x2 and x3, the fact that b1 (1, 1, 1) = 1, in
addition to the assumption b12 (1, 1, 1) = b13 (1, 1, 1) which by zeroth degree homogeneity (see
previous theorem) implies b12 (1, x2, x2) = b13 (1, x2, x2) . Differentiating (A.34) w.r.t. x2 and
setting x2 = x3 gives
2
1
x22
b1 (1, x2, x2) +
1
x22
b11 (1, x2, x2)− 2 1
x2
b12 (1, x2, x2) + b22 (1, x2, x2)
= 2
1
x2
b1 (1, 1, 1) +
1
x2
b11 (1, 1, 1)− 2 1
x2
b12 (1, 1, 1)
=
1
x2
− 2 1
x2
b12 (1, 1, 1) = 0,
or b12 (1, 1, 1) = 12 , noting that b12 was seen to be homogeneous of degree zero w.r.t. x2 and x3.
By assumption b13 (1, 1, 1) = b12 (1, 1, 1) = 12 as required.
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A.5.3 Proof of Theorem 9.6
Let b˜ (x1, x2, x3) = b (x1, x2, x3) − b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
. First, it was noted before that any weakly
proportional quasilinear index has the value 1 when all prices and quantities are unchanged.
Thus the level of the functions coincide in that point. Differentiating w.r.t.. x1 gives
b˜1 (x1, x2, x3) = b1 (x1, x2, x3) + b1
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
x3
x21x2
,
setting x = (1, 1, 1) gives
b˜1 (1, 1, 1) = 2b1 (1, 1, 1) .
Differentiating again w.r.t.. x1 gives
b˜11 (x1, x2, x3)
= b11 (x1, x2, x3)− b11
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)(
x3
x21x2
)2
− 2b1
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
x3
x31x2
,
implying
b˜11 (1, 1, 1) = b11 (1, 1, 1)− b11 (1, 1, 1)− 2b1 (1, 1, 1)
= −2b1 (1, 1, 1) , (A.37)
as required. The cross derivative w.r.t.. x1 and x2 is
b˜12 (x1, x2, x3)
= b12 (x1, x2, x3)− b11
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
x23
x31x
3
2
+ b12
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
x3
x21x2
−b1
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
x3
x21x
2
2
,
so that
b˜12 (1, 1, 1) = b12 (1, 1, 1)− b11 (1, 1, 1) + b12 (1, 1, 1)− b1 (1, 1, 1)
= 2b12 (1, 1, 1) ,
because we assumed that b1 (1, 1, 1) = −b11 (1, 1, 1). As we also assumed that b12 (1, 1, 1) =
1
2b1 (1, 1, 1), the result is as required. The cross derivative w.r.t.. x1 and x3 is
b˜13 (x1, x2, x3)
= b13 (x1, x2, x3) + b11
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
x3
x31x
2
2
+ b13
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
x3
x21x2
+b1
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
1
x21x2
,
so that
b˜13 (1, 1, 1) = b13 (1, 1, 1) + b11 (1, 1, 1) + b13 (1, 1, 1) + b1 (1, 1, 1)
= 2b13 (1, 1, 1) ,
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because we assumed that b1 (1, 1, 1) = −b11 (1, 1, 1). As we also assumed that b13 (1, 1, 1) =
1
2b1 (1, 1, 1), the result is as required. As we also assumed that b13 (1, 1, 1) =
1
2b1 (1, 1, 1), the
result is as required. The second-order partial derivative w.r.t.. x2 is
b˜22 (x1, x2, x3)
= b22 (x1, x2, x3)− b11
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
x23
x21x
4
2
+b12
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
x3
x1x
2
2
− 2b1
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
x3
x1x
3
2
+b21
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
x3
x1x22
− b22
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
,
keeping in mind the assumption that b33 (1, x2, x2) = 0 this implies
b˜33 (1, x2, x2)
= −b11 (1, x2, x2) x−22 + 2b12 (1, x2, x2)x−12 − 2b1 (1, x2, x2) x−22 .
It was shown above that b1 (1, x2, x3) and b11 (1, x2, x3) are linear homogeneous in x2 and x3.
The first one of these means, using Euler’s formula that b12(1, x2, x3) is homogeneous of degree
zero in x2 and x3. Using these the equation becomes
b˜22 (1, x2, x2)
= −b11 (1, 1, 1)x−12 + 2b12 (1, 1, 1)x−12 − 2b1 (1, 1, 1)x−12 = 0,
because of the assumptions b1 (1, 1, 1) = −b11 (1, 1, 1) and b12 (1, 1, 1) = 12b1 (1, 1, 1) .
The second-order partial derivative w.r.t.. x3 is
b˜33 (x1, x2, x3)
= b33 (x1, x2, x3)− b11
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
1
x21x
2
2
− b13
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
1
x1x2
−b31
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
1
x1x2
− b33
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)
keeping in mind the assumption that b33 (1, x2, x2) = 0 this implies
b˜33 (1, x2, x2) = −b11 (1, x2, x2)x−22 − 2b13 (1, x2, x2)x−12
As above, b11 (1, x2, x3) and b13(1, x2, x3) is homogeneous of degree one and zero in x2 and x3,
respectively. Using this the equation becomes
b˜33 (1, x2, x2) = −b11 (1, 1, 1)x−12 − 2b13 (1, 1, 1) x−12 = 0,
because of the assumptions that b1 (1, 1, 1) = −b11 (1, 1, 1) and b13 (1, 1, 1) = 12b1 (1, 1, 1) . Finally,
similarly, the cross derivative w.r.t.. x2 and x3 yields the equation
b˜23 (x1, x2, x3)
= b11 (1, x2, x2) x
−2
2 + b13 (1, x2, x2)x
−1
2 + b1 (1, x2, x2)x
−2
2 − b21 (1, x2, x2)x−12
= b11 (1, 1, 1) x
−1
2 + b13 (1, 1, 1)x
−1
2 + b1 (1, 1, 1)x
−1
2 − b12 (1, 1, 1)x−12
= 0.
This completes the proof.
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A.5.4 Proof of Theorem 9.7
As it was already noted that normedness is preserved under rectification we need only to show
that for a rectified normed formula b12 (1, 1, 1) = b13 (1, 1, 1) . The unique normed decomposition
that defines the rectified formula is
b˜ (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2
b (x1, x2, x3) +
1
2
[
x3 − x2 − b
(
x3
x1x2
, x2, x3
)]
, (A.38)
which implies that
b˜12 (1, 1, 1) = b12 (1, 1, 1)− 1
2
b1 (1, 1, 1)− 1
2
b11 (1, 1, 1)
and
b˜13 (1, 1, 1) = b13 (1, 1, 1) +
1
2
b1 (1, 1, 1) +
1
2
b11 (1, 1, 1) .
Subtracting the first equation from the second gives
b˜13 (1, 1, 1)− b˜12 (1, 1, 1)
= −b1 (1, 1, 1)− b11 (1, 1, 1) + b13 (1, 1, 1) −b12 (1, 1, 1) = 0
by equation (A.35).
A.5.5 Proof of Theorem 9.8
Let b (x1, x2, x3) be the unique normed decomposition that defines the formula. As the decom-
position is normed b (1, x2, x3) = 0. As the formula also satisfies time reversal, by Theorem 5.7
we have b
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)
= −b (x1, x2, x3) + c (x2 + x3) which implies
b (1, x3, x2) = −b (1, x2, x3) + c (x2 + x3) = 0,
or c = 0. Therefore it is holds that
b
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)
= −b (x1, x2, x3) .
Differentiating the above equation on both sides w.r.t. x1 gives
1
x21
b1
(
x−11 , x3, x2
)
= b1 (x1, x2, x3) ,
which implies
b1 (1, x3, x2) = b1 (1, x2, x3) .
Differentiating this w.r.t. x3 gives
b12 (1, x3, x2) = b13 (1, x2, x3) ,
so that by Theorem 9.5 the formula is TPS.
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A.5.6 Proof of Theorem 9.10
Note that
wk (p,u) =
∂e(p,u)
∂pk
pk
e (p,u)
(A.39)
is clearly homogeneous of degree zero in prices and v (p, V ) is homogeneous of degree zero in
prices and incomes. Denote now p˜1 = d−1p1 and V˜ 1 = d−1V 1. The degree-zero homogeneity of
v implies that
u˜∗ = v
((
p˜11p
0
1
) 1
2 , ...,
(
p˜1np
0
n
) 1
2 ,
(
V˜ 1V 0
)1
2
)
= v
(
d−
1
2p∗, d−
1
2V ∗
)
= u∗
Now we use Theorem 9.2 for the transformed variables p˜1 and V˜ 1 to get
log e
(
p1,u∗
)− log e (p0,u∗) = log d+ log e (p˜1,u˜∗)− log e (p0,u˜∗)
2∼
log p˜1=logp0
log V˜ 1=log V 0
log d+ log fn
(
p˜1,p0,q1,q0
)
= log fn
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
.
By Lemma 7.3 this implies the result.
A.5.7 Proof of Theorem 9.11
The situation with prices and incomes having changed proportionally obviously translates to
the price-quantity situation with prices changed proportionally and quantities unchanged. In
the price-relative-value-coordinates this is represented as (λ, v, λv) with λ the factor of propor-
tionality.
As the Törnqvist formula is linear homogeneous in xk1 and homogeneous of degree zero in xk2
and xk3 the derivatives in any point where prices have changed proportionally and quantities
have not changed are easily obtained from the derivatives calculated in a point where prices
have not changed. Also, as the Törnqvist formula was shown to quadratically approximate
the theoretical index, the Törnqvist partial derivatives may be used to construct the partial
derivatives of the theoretical index. These are given in the left-hand column of the table below.
Next we show that the partial derivatives for a quasilinear index g defined by the function b
the corresponding partial derivatives are those given in the right-hand column of the table. The
conditions under which a quasilinear formula quadratically approximates the Törnqvist formula
in the case of proportional price change and no quantity change are immediately given by this
table and clearly again concern the partial derivatives of b in the approximation point. It is seen
that any quasilinear index approximates the Törnqvist index linearly in the case of proportional
price change and no quantity change, while in general the quasilinear indices do not give a
quadratic approximation. While this is of some interest in itself, it does not directly prove that
TPS quasilinear indices will not in general approximate the true index in these points, as the
restrictions implied by utility theory might make the indices approximate the Törnqvist index
for the restricted variables even though they this is not the case for freely varying prices and
quantities. Below, we show using a counterexample that this is not so. The partial derivatives
(dropping explicit mention of the arguments) are given in this table:
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gT = λ g = λ
gTxk1 =
xk2
n∑
i=1
xi2
gxk1 =
xk2
n∑
i=1
xi2
gTxk2 = g
T
xk3
= 0 gxk2 = gxk3 = 0
gTxk1,xk1 = λ
−1
 x2k2( n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 − xk2n∑
i=1
xi2
 gxk1,xk1 = − b11(λ,1,λ)c(λ)
 x2k2( n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 − xk2n∑
i=1
xi2

gTxk1,xl1 = λ
−1
 xk2
n∑
i=1
xi2
xl2
n∑
i=1
xi2
 gxk1,xl1 = − b11(λ,1,λ)c(λ)
 xk2
n∑
i=1
xi2
xl2
n∑
i=1
xi2
 , l = k
gTxk1,xk2 =
∑
j =k
xj2
2
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 gxk1,xk2 = b12(λ,1,λ)c(λ)
∑
j =k
xj2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2
gTxk1,xk3 = λ
−1
 ∑j =kxj2
2
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2
 gxk1,xk3 = b13(λ,1,λ)c(λ)
 ∑j =kxj2( n∑
i=1
xi2
)2

gTxk1,xl2 = − xk2
2
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 , l = k gxk1,xl2 = − b12(λ,1,λ)c(λ) xk2( n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 , l = k
gTxk1,xl3 = −λ−1
 xk2
2
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2
 , l = k gxk1,xl3 = − b13(λ,1,λ)c(λ)
 xk2( n∑
i=1
xi2
)2
 , l = k
gTxk2,xk2 = 0 gxk2,xk2 =
b22(λ,1,λ)
c(λ)
∑
j =k
xj2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2
xk2
gTxk3,xk3 = 0 gxk3,xk3 =
b33(λ,1,λ)
c(λ)
∑
j =k
xj2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2
xk2
gTxk2,xl2 = 0 gxk2,xl2 = − b22(λ,1,λ)
c(λ)
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 , l = k
gTxk3,xl3 = 0 gxk3,xl3 = − b33(λ,1,λ)
c(λ)
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 , l = k
gTxk2,xk3 = 0 gxk2,xk3 =
b23(λ,1,λ)
c(λ)
 ∑i=kxi2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
xk2

gTxk2,xl3 = 0 gxk2,xl3 = −
b23(λ,1,λ)
c(λ)
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 ,
for all
(x1, ...,xn) = ((1, x12, x12) , ..., (1, xn2, xn2))
,with c (λ) = b1 (λ, 1, λ) for the quasilinear index.
We now derive the partial derivatives given in the table. Because the number is weakly
proportional the function B is linear homogeneous in the last two arguments. Thus if xi =
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(λ, xi2, λxi2) for all i :
x1 ◦F ... ◦F xn = B−1
(
n∑
i=1
B (λ, xi2, λxi2)
)
(A.40)
= B−1
(
B
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
))
=
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
so that any weakly proportional quasilinear index has the value λ whenever all prices have
changed proportionally and quantities are unchanged. Define the function b =
(
B−1
)
1
so that
b (b (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3) = x1. (A.41)
Differentiating with respect to x1 gives
b1 (b (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3) b1 (x1, x2, x3) = 1. (A.42)
Note that because b is linear homogeneous in x2 and x3 we have
b (x1, x2, x3) = b2 (x1, x2, x3) x2 + b3 (x1, x2, x3)x3.
Differentiating this with respect to x1 gives
b1 (x1, x2, x3) = b21 (x1, x2, x3)x2 + b31 (x1, x2, x3) x3
= b12 (x1, x2, x3)x2 + b13 (x1, x2, x3) x3,
so that b1 is also linear homogeneous in x2 and x3. Differentiating this again with respect to x1
gives the result that also b11 is linear homogeneous in x2 and x3.
In any point x = (λ, x2, λx2) (A.42) becomes
b1 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b1 (λ, x2, λx2)
= b1 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) x2b1 (λ, 1, λ)
= b1 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) c (λ)x2 = 1,
so that b1 (b (1, x2, x2) , x2, x2) = 1c(λ)x2 , .where c (λ) = b1 (λ, 1, λ) . The partial derivative of the
index number with respect to xk1 in any point
(x1, ...,xn) = ((λ, x12, λx12) , ..., (λ, xn2, λxn2))
is (using linear homogeneity)
b1
(
n∑
i=1
b (λ, xi2, λxi2) ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b1 (λ, xk2, λxk2)
= b1
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
xk2c (λ) =
xk2
n∑
i=1
xi2
,
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as required.
Differentiating (A.41) with respect to x2 and setting x = (λ, x2, λx2) gives
b1 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b2 (λ, x2, λx2) + b2 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) = 0.
Because b is linear homogeneous in x2 and x3 by Euler’s formula b2 (1, x2, x3) is homogeneous
of degree zero in x2 and x3. Thus the above expression becomes
b1 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b2 (λ, x2, λx2) + b2 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2)
= b1 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b2 (λ, 1, λ) + b2 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) = 0.
The partial derivative of the index with respect to xk2 in any point
(x1, ...,xn) = ((λ, x12, λx12) , ..., (λ, xn2, λxn2))
is
b1
(
n∑
i=1
b (λ, xi2, λxi2) ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (λ, xk2, λxk2)
+b2
(
n∑
i=1
b (λ, xi2, λxi2) ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
= b1
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (λ, 1, λ)
+b2
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
= 0,
as required. The proof for xk3 is similar.
Thus we have established that any weakly proportional quasilinear index differentially ap-
proximates the Törnqvist index to the first order when prices have changed proportionally and
quantities are unchanged. Differentiating (A.41) twice w.r.t. x1 and setting x = (λ, x2, λx2)
gives
b11 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b1 (λ, x2, λx2)
2
+b1 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b11 (λ, x2, λx2)
= b11 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) [c (λ) x2]
2
+b1 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) c (λ) x2
b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
= b11 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) [c (λ) x2]
2 +
b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
= 0,
or
b11 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) [c (λ)x2]
2 = −b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
.
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This follows using the above result b1 (b (x1, x2, x3) , x2, x3) b1 (x1, x2, x3) = 1, linear homogeneity
of b1 and b11, and denoting b1 (λ, 1, λ) = c (λ). Differentiating the index with respect to xk1 twice,
setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((λ, x12, λx12) , ..., (λ, xn2, λxn2))
and using the above results gives
b11
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
[c (λ) xk2]
2
+b1
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b11 (λ, xk2, λxk2)
= −b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
x2k2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 + b11 (λ, 1, λ)c (λ) xk2n∑
i=1
xi2
,
which is equal to λ−1
 x2k2( n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 − xk2n∑
i=1
xi2
 if and only if b11(λ,1,λ)c(λ) = −λ.
Differentiating the index w.r.t.. xk1 and then w.r.t.. xl1, setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((λ, x12, λx12) , ..., (λ, xn2, λxn2))
and using the above results gives
b11
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
(c (λ) xk2) (c (λ)xl2)
= −b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
xk2xl2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 ,
which is equal to λ−1 xk2xl2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 iff b11(λ,1,λ)c(λ) = −λ−1. Differentiating (A.32) with respect to x2,
setting x = (λ, x2, λx2) , using the degree zero homogeneity of b2 gives[
b11 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b2 (λ, x2, λx2)
+b12 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2)
]
b1 (λ, x2, λx2)
+b1 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b12 (λ, x2, λx2)
=
[
b11 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b2 (λ, 1, λ) + b12 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2)
]
c (λ)x2
+
b12 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ) x2
= 0.
The last result is due to the fact that as b1 is linear homogeneous in x2 and x3 b12 (1, x2, x3) is
homogeneous of degree zero in x2 and x3.
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Differentiating the index w.r.t.. xk1 and then w.r.t.. xk2, setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((λ, x12, λx12) , ..., (λ, xn2, λxn2))
and using the above results gives b11
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (λ, 1, λ)
+b12
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
 c (λ)xk2
+
b12 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
n∑
i=1
xi2
= −b12 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
xk2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 + b12 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
n∑
i=1
xi2
=
b12 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
∑
j =k
xj2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 ,
which equals
∑
j =k
xj2
2
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 iff b12(λ,1,λ)c(λ) = 12 . The proof for xk1 and xk3 is similar.
Differentiating the index w.r.t.. xk1 and then w.r.t.. xl2, setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((λ, x12, λx12) , ..., (λ, xn2, λxn2))
and using the above results gives b11
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (λ, 1, λ)
+b12
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
 c (λ)xk2
= −b12 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
xk2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 ,
which equals − xk2
2
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 iff b12(λ,1,λ)c(λ) = 12 . The proof for xk1 and xl3 is similar.
Differentiating (A.41) with respect to x2 twice, setting x = (λ, x2, λx2) , and using the fact
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that b22 must be homogeneous of degree -1 in x2 and x3 and the above results gives
[b11 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b2 (λ, x2, λx2) + b12 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2)]b2 (λ, x2, λx2)
+b1 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b22 (λ, x2, λx2) + b21 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b2 (λ, x2, λx2)
+b22 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2)
= b11 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b2 (λ, 1, λ)
2 + 2b12 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b2 (λ, 1, λ)
+
b22 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)x22
+ b22 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2)
= 0
Differentiating the index w.r.t.. xk2 twice, setting xi = (λ, xi2, λxi2) for all i and using the above
results gives
b11
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (λ, 1, λ)
2
+2b12
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (λ, 1, λ) +
b22 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
xk2
+b22
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
=
b22 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
xk2
− b22 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 = b22 (λ, 1, λ)
∑
j =k
xj2
c (λ)
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2
xk2
.
This is zero iff b22 (λ, 1, λ) = 0. The proof for xk3 is similar.
Differentiating the index w.r.t.. xk2 and then w.r.t.. xl2, setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((λ, x12, λx12) , ..., (λ, xn2, λxn2))
and using the above results gives
b11
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (λ, 1, λ)
2
+2b12
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (λ, 1, λ)
+b22
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
= − b22 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 .
But this is equal to zero iff b22 (λ, 1, λ) = 0. The proof for xk3 and xl3 are similar.
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Differentiating (A.41) with respect to x2 and then with respect to x3, setting x = (λ, x2, λx2)
, using the above results gives
[b11 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b3 (λ, x2, λx2) + b13 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2)]b2 (λ, x2, λx2)
+b1 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b23 (λ, x2, λx2) + b21 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b3 (λ, x2, λx2)
+b23 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2)
= b11 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b2 (λ, 1, λ) b3 (λ, 1, λ) + b13 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b2 (λ, 1, λ)
+
b23 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)x22
+ b12 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2) b3 (λ, 1, λ)
+b23 (b (λ, x2, λx2) , x2, λx2)
= 0.
Differentiating the index w.r.t. xk2 and then w.r.t. xk3 , setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((λ, x12, λx12) , ..., (λ, xn2, λxn2))
and using the above results gives
b11
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (λ, 1, λ) b3 (λ, 1, λ)
+b13
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (λ, 1, λ)
+
b23 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
xk2
+b12
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b3 (λ, 1, λ)
+b23
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
=
b23 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
xk2
− b23 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2
=
b23 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)

∑
i =k
xi2(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
xk2

which is zero iff b23 (λ, 1, λ) = 0.
Differentiating the index w.r.t.. xk2 and then w.r.t.. xl3, setting
(x1, ...,xn) = ((λ, x12, λx12) , ..., (λ, xn2, λxn2))
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and using the above results gives
b11
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (λ, 1, λ) b3 (λ, 1, λ)
+b13
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b2 (λ, 1, λ)
b12
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
b3 (λ, 1, λ)
+b23
(
b
(
λ,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
,
n∑
i=1
xi2, λ
n∑
i=1
xi2
)
= − b23 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
(
n∑
i=1
xi2
)2 ,
which is zero iff b23 (λ, 1, λ) = 0.
It is clearly seen that pseudo-superlative quasilinear formulas generally give only a linear
approximation of the Törnqvist formula in the representation used above. This does not in
itself imply, however, that they do not approximate each other when the price-income-quantity
situation is determined by a demand function. For example, as the Montgomery—Vartia and
Törnqvist formulas are both exact for the Cobb-Douglas preferences, they obviously approximate
each other to any degree in any point in that case.
We now turn to the actual proof that Stuvel and Montgomery—Vartia do not in generally
give quadratic approximations of the true index in this situation. We prove that in general the
second partial derivative of the true index with respect to log p1k and log p
1
k where k = l generally
differs from the partial derivative given by these formulas. We prove this for g instead of log g
but obviously this does not affect the result. Differentiating the index g (where the subscript n
is dropped for convenience) first w.r.t. log p1k gives
∂
∂ log p1k
g

(
exp
(
log
p1
1
p0
1
)
, v1
[
exp
(
logp0
)
, exp
(
logV 0
)]
,
v1
[
exp
(
logp1
)
, exp
(
logV 1
)] ) , ...,
vn
[
exp
(
logp0
)
, exp
(
logV 0
)]
,
vn
[
exp
(
logp1
)
, exp
(
logV 1
)]

=
∂
∂ log p1k
d
(
log p11, ... log p
1
n, log p
0
1, ... log p
0
n, logV
1, logV 0
)
= gx1k
p1k
p0k
+
n∑
i=1
gx3i
∂v1i
∂ log p1k
.
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Differentiating again w.r.t. log p1l gives
∂2
∂ log p1l ∂ log p
1
k
d
(
log p11, ... log p
1
n, log p
0
1, ... log p
0
n, logV
1, logV 0
)
= gx1k,x1l
p1k
p0k
p1l
p0l
+
n∑
i=1
gx3i,x1l
p1l
p0l
∂v1i
∂ log p1k
+
n∑
i=1
gx1k,x3i
p1k
p0k
∂v1i
∂ log p1k
+
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
gx3i,x3j
∂v1i
∂ log p1k
∂v1j
∂ log p1l
+
n∑
i=1
gx3i
p1k
p0k
∂2v1i
∂ log p1l ∂ log p
1
k
= gx1k,x1l
p1k
p0k
p1l
p0l
+
n∑
i=1
gx3i,x1l
p1l
p0l
∂v1i
∂p1k
p1k +
n∑
i=1
gx1k,x3i
p1k
p0k
∂v1i
∂p1k
p1k
+
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
gx3i,x3j
∂v1i
∂p1k
∂v1j
∂p1l
p1kp
1
l +
n∑
i=1
gx3i
p1k
p0k
∂2v1i
∂p1l ∂p
1
k
p1kp
1
l
Using the above results, when all prices and incomes have changed proportionally by a factor of
λ this becomes
∂2
∂ log p1l ∂ log p
1
k
d
(
log p11, ... log p
1
n, log p
0
1, ... log p
0
n, logV
1, logV 0
)
= −b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
w0kw
0
l λ
2 +
b13 (λ, 1, λ)λ
2p0k
2c (λ)V 0
−∑
i =l
w0l
∂v1i
∂p1k
+
(
1−w0l
) ∂v1l
∂p1k

+
b13 (λ, 1, λ)λ
2p0l
2c (λ)V 0
−∑
i =k
w0k
∂v1i
∂p1l
+
(
1−w0k
) ∂v1k
∂p1l

+
b33 (λ, 1, λ)λ
2p0kp
0
l
c (λ) (V 0)2
− n∑
i=1
∑
j =i
∂v1i
∂p1k
∂v1j
∂p1l
+
n∑
i=1
(
1−w0i
)
wi
∂v1i
∂p1k
∂v1i
∂p1l

= −b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
w0kw
0
l λ
2 +
b13 (λ, 1, λ)λ
2p0k
2c (λ)V 0
[
n∑
i=1
(
w0i
∂v1l
∂p1k
− w0l
∂v1i
∂p1k
)]
+
b13 (λ, 1, λ)λ
2p0l
2c (λ)V 0
[
n∑
i=1
(
w0i
∂v1k
∂p1l
−w0k
∂v1i
∂p1l
)]
+
b33 (λ, 1, λ)λ
2p0kp
0
l
c (λ) (V 0)2
 n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(
wj
wi
∂v1i
∂p1k
∂v1i
∂p1l
− ∂v
1
i
∂p1k
∂v1j
∂p1l
)
= −b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
w0kw
0
l λ
2 +
b13 (λ, 1, λ)λ
2p0k
2c (λ)V 0
∂v1l
∂p1k
+
b13 (λ, 1, λ)λ
2p0l
2c (λ)V 0
∂v1k
∂p1l
+
b33 (λ, 1, λ) λ
2p0kp
0
l
c (λ) (V 0)2
n∑
i=1
1
wi
∂v1i
∂p1k
∂v1i
∂p1l
where we have used the equality
n∑
i=1
∂vi
∂pk
= 0.
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For Cobb—Douglas preferences u (q) = exp
(
n∑
i=1
αk log qk
)
we have vk = αkV so that
∂vi
∂pk
= 0
and the above equation becomes
∂2
∂ log p1l ∂ log p
1
k
d
(
log p11, ... log p
1
n, log p
0
1, ... log p
0
n, logV
1, logV 0
)
= −b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
w0kw
0
l λ
2.
This clearly implies that for a formula to give a quadratic approximation to the true index we
must have −b11(λ,1,λ)
c(λ)
= λ−1, or that the index must have the same second partial derivative
w.r.t. x1k and x1l as the Törnqvist index. For the Stuvel formula, however,
b1 (x1, x2, x3) =
∂
∂x1
(
x2x1 − x3x−11
)
= x2 + x3x
−2
1
and
b11 (x1, x2, x3) =
∂2
∂x21
(
x2x1 − x3x−11
)
= 2x3x
−3
1
so that
b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
=
2λ−2
1 + λ−1
=
2
λ (λ+ 1)
and the only solution to 2
λ(λ+1) =
1
λ
is λ = 1 so that the Stuvel formula does not quadratically
approximate the true Cobb—Douglas index in for any other λ.
For the homothetic translog expenditure function
eTL (p,u) = exp
α0 + n∑
i=1
αi log pi +
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
βij log pi log pj
u (A.43)
(with the appropriate parameter restrictions to make it linear homogeneous) we have wk =(
αk +
n∑
j=1
βkj log pj
)
, vk =
(
αk +
n∑
j=1
βkj log pj
)
V so that ∂vi
∂pk
= βik
pk
V and therefore
∂2
∂ log p1l ∂ log p
1
k
d
(
log p11, ... log p
1
n, log p
0
1, ... log p
0
n, logV
1, logV 0
)
(A.44)
= −b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
w0kw
0
l λ
2 +
b13 (λ, 1, λ)λ
2
c (λ)
βlk
+
b33 (λ, 1, λ)λ
2
c (λ)
n∑
i=1
βikβil
αi +
n∑
j=1
βij log p
0
j
.
The derivative of the true index is (as given also by the Törnqvist derivatives)
∂2
∂ log p1l ∂ log p
1
k
|p1=λp0P
(
p1,p0
)
= w0kw
0
l λ
−1 + βlkλ
−1. (A.45)
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For the Montgomery—Vartia formula
b1 (λ, 1, λ) = L (1, λ)λ
−1
b11 (λ, 1, λ) = −L (1, λ) λ−2
So that
b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
= −λ−1
and the difference between the Montgomery—Vartia derivative and the correct derivative is
∂2
∂ log p1l ∂ log p
1
k
d
(
log p11, ... log p
1
n, log p
0
1, ... log p
0
n, logV
1, logV 0
)
(A.46)
−w0kw0l λ−1 + βlkλ−1
=
(
b13 (λ, 1, λ)λ
2
c (λ)
− λ−1
)
βlk +
b33 (λ, 1, λ)λ
2
c (λ)
n∑
i=1
βikβil
αi +
n∑
j=1
βij log p
0
j
,
which is clearly not constant at zero if b33 (λ, 1, λ) = 0 or if b13(λ,1,λ)λ
2
c(λ) = λ−1. In this case, clearly
b33 (λ, 1, λ) = L2 (1, λ) logλ which is not identically zero. We conclude that the Montgomery—
Vartia index does not generally quadratically approximate the true index when prices and in-
comes have changed proportionally.
A.5.8 Proof of properties of 9.9
For the formula to be exact for a unit cost function c (p) we must have
b
(
c
(
p1
)
c (p0)
, c
(
p0
)
u0, c
(
p1
)
u1
)
=
∑
b
(
p1k
p0k
, ck
(
p0
)
p0ku
0, ck
(
p1
)
p1ku
1
)
,
which in this case,as
b (x1, x2, x3) = x3 − x2 − x3√x1−1 + x2√x1,
implies
−c (p1)u1√c (p0)
c (p1)
+ c
(
p0
)
u0
√
c (p1)
c (p0)
= −
∑
ck
(
p1
)
p1ku
1
√
p0k
p1k
+
∑
ck
(
p0
)
p0k
√
p1k
p0k
u0,
or equivalently,
c
(
p0
)
c
(
p1
) (
u0 − u1) =∑ ck (p0)√p0kp1ku0 −∑ ck (p1)√p0kp1ku1.
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Differentiating w.r.t. u0 gives√
c (p0) c (p1) =
∑
ck
(
p0
)√
p0kp
1
k.
Differentiating again, now w.r.t. p1l gives√
c (p0)
c (p1)
cl
(
p1
)
= cl
(
p0
)√p0k
p1k
,
or
cl
(
p1
)√
p1l√
c (p1)
=
cl
(
p0
)√
p0l√
c (p0)
,
so that
cl (p)
√
pl√
c (p)
= αl
for some constant αl. Multiplying both sides by
√
p1l , summing over l and using linear homo-
geneity of c we get
c (p)√
c (p)
=
∑
αl
√
pl,
which implies
c (p) =
(∑
αl
√
pl
)2
as required and the formula cannot be exact to any other form of unit cost function.
To see that this actually solves the original equation, notice that
ck (p) =
(∑
αl
√
pl
) αk√
pk
=
√
c (p)
αk√
pk
,
so that ∑
ck
(
p0
)√
p0kp
1
k =
√
c (p0)
∑
αk
√
p1k =
√
c (p0) c (p1)
and, similarly ∑
ck
(
p1
)√
p0kp
1
k =
√
c (p0) c (p1),
so that ∑
ck
(
p0
)√
p0kp
1
ku
0 −
∑
ck
(
p1
)√
p0kp
1
ku
1
=
√
c (p0) c (p1)
(
u0 − u1) .
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That the formula approximates the Törnqvist formula in the point where for each i,
(
πi, v
0
i , v
1
i
)
=
(λ, vi, λvi) , may be shown by simple differentiation of
b (x1, x2, x3) = x3 − x2 − x3√x1−1 + x2√x1
. The partial derivatives are given in the table below:
b1 (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2x3x
− 3
2
1 +
1
2x2x
− 1
2
1 b1 (λ, 1, λ) = c (λ) =
1
2λ
− 1
2 + 12λ
− 1
2 = λ−
1
2
b2 (x1, x2, x3) = −1 + x
1
2
1 b2 (λ, 1, λ) = λ
1
2 − 1
b3 (x1, x2, x3) = 1− x−
1
2
1 b3 (λ, 1, λ) = 1− λ−
1
2
b11 (x1, x2, x3) = −34x3x
− 5
2
1 − 14x2x
− 3
2
1 b11 (λ, 1, λ) = −34λ−
3
2 − 14λ−
3
2 = −λ− 32
b12 (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2x
− 1
2
1 b12 (λ, 1, λ) =
1
2λ
− 1
2
b13 (x1, x2, x3) =
1
2x
− 3
2
1 b13 (λ, 1, λ) =
1
2λ
− 3
2
b22 (x1, x2, x3) = 0 b22 (λ, 1, λ) = 0
b23 (x1, x2, x3) = 0 b23 (λ, 1, λ) = 0
b33 (x1, x2, x3) = 0 b33 (λ, 1, λ) = 0
.
Therefore, we also have
b11 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
=
−λ− 32
λ−
1
2
= −λ−1,
b12 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
=
1
2λ
− 1
2
λ−
1
2
=
1
2
and
b13 (λ, 1, λ)
c (λ)
=
1
2λ
− 3
2
λ−
1
2
=
1
2
λ−1,
so that in light of the partial derivatives given in Appendix A.5.7, it is clear that the formula
approximates the Törnqvist formula quadratically in these points.
The function
g (x1, x2, x3) = x2
(
x1 − x3
x2
)3
is clearly linear homogeneous in x2, x3, has g (λ, 1, λ) = 0 and all its first and second partial
derivatives are zero in (λ, 1, λ). Therefore
b˜ (x1, x2, x3) = b (x1, x2, x3) + g (x1, x2, x3)
has the same level, first and second partial derivatives as the original b, and the index defined by b˜
also approximates the Törnqvist formula in the appropriate points, which in turn implies that it
approximates the theoretical price index when prices and incomes have changed proportionally.
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A.5.9 Proof of Lemma 9.3
Before we go to the main proof, we need a technical lemma to proceed.
Lemma A.1 Define e1 (p, u) = p1 ·h1 (p, u) , that is, the optimal unconditional expenditure on
goods in the first partition. Let q=(q1,q2) = h (p, u) for some (p, u) = (p1,p2, u) . Then define
g (q2;p1,q1) = e˜1 (p1, u˜1 (q1;q2) ;q2) . (A.47)
Also denote the partial derivatives of g w.r.t. q2i by
gi (q2;p1,q1) =
∂g (q2;p1,q1)
∂q2i
. (A.48)
Then the following is true for the functions gi:
gi (q2;p1,q1) = 0. (A.49)
Proof. First, consider the function
f (q2;p,q1) = e (p, u (q1,q2))− p2 · q2. (A.50)
For this function it is true that
f (q2;p,q1) ≤ p1 · q1 (A.51)
for all q2. This is because f (q2;p,q1) > p1 · q1 would imply that
e (p, u (q1,q2)) > p1 · q1 + p2 · q2.
But this means that the bundle (q1,q2) would be cheaper than the optimal one, h (p, u (q1,q2)) .
Obviously, (q1,q2) gives the utility u (q1,q2) so that this is a contradiction. The inequality
(A.51) holds as an equality, when q2 = q2 because then
f (q2;p,q1) = e (p, u (q1,q2))− p2 · q2
= p · h (p, u)− p2 · h2 (p, u)
= p1 · h1 (p, u) = p1 · q1.
Therefore f has a maximum at the point q2 = q2 which implies
fi (q2;p,q1) = 0,
for all i. Now, consider the function
m (q2;p,q1) = e˜1 (p1, u˜1 (q1;q2) ;q2) + p2 · q2 − e (p, u (q1,q2)) (A.52)
= g (q2;p1,q1)− f (q2;p,q1) .
For this function it is true that
m (q2;p,q1) ≥ 0, (A.53)
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because m (q2;p,q1) < 0 would imply that
e (p, u (q1,q2)) > e˜1 (p1, u˜1 (q1;q2) ;q2) + p2 · q2
= p1 · h˜1 (p1, u˜1 (q1;q2) ;q2) + p2 · q2.
Similar argument as above shows that this is a contradiction. The inequality (A.53) holds as an
equality if q2 = q2 because
p1 · h˜1 (p1, u˜1 (q1;q2) ;q2) + p2 · q2
= p1 · h1 (p, u (q1,q2)) + p2 · h1 (p, u (q1,q2))
= e (p, u (q1,q2)) .
This means that m has a minimum at this point and
0 = mi (q2;p,q1) = gi (q2;p1,q1)− fi (q2;p,q1)
= gi (q2;p1,q1) = 0,
as required.
Turning now to the main proof, it is clear from the above discussion that indeed
logp11 · q11 − logp01 · q01 = log e˜1
(
p11, u
1;q12
)− log e˜1 (p01, u0;q02) .
Treating p1 and q1 as parameters write
log e˜1
(
p11, u˜1
(
q11;q
∗
2
)
;q∗2
)
= log e˜1
(
p11, u˜1
(
q11;q2 (p
∗,V ∗)
)
;q2 (p
∗,V ∗)
)
= log g
(
q2 (p
∗,V ∗) ;p11,q
1
1
)
,
where g is the function defined in the previous lemma. Similarly,
log e˜1
(
p01, u˜1
(
q01;q
∗
2
)
;q∗2
)
= log e˜1
(
p01, u˜1
(
q01;q2 (p
∗,V ∗)
)
;q2 (p
∗,V ∗)
)
= log g
(
q2 (p
∗,V ∗) ;p01,q
0
1
)
.
Now, apply the quadratic approximation lemma to the first one of these functions, moving from
(p∗,V ∗) to
(
p1,V 1
)
and to the second one moving from (p∗,V ∗) to
(
p0,V 0
)
. Denoting the partial
derivatives of the demand function w.r.t. the log-prices as ∂q2l
∂ log p2k
= qk2l and
∂q2l
∂ log V = q
V
2l the
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first gives
log g
(
q2 (p
∗,V ∗) ;p11,q
1
1
)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log g
(
q2
(
p1,V 1
)
;p11,q
1
1
)
−1
2
n∑
i=1
n−k∑
j=1
 gj(q
∗
2;p
1
1,q
1
1)
g(q∗2;p11,q11)
qi2j (p
∗,V ∗)
+
gj(q12;p11,q11)
g(q12;p11,q11)
qi2j
(
p1,V 1
)

 1
2
∆ log pi
−1
2
n−k∑
j=1
 gj(q
∗
2;p
1
1,q
1
1)
g(q∗2;p11,q11)
qV2j (p
∗,V ∗)
+
gj(q12;p11,q11)
g(q12;p11,q11)
qV2j
(
p1,V 1
)

 1
2
∆ logV
= log g
(
q2
(
p1,V 1
)
;p11,q
1
1
)
−1
4
n∑
i=1
n−k∑
j=1
gj
(
q∗2;p
1
1,q
1
1
)
g
(
q∗2;p
1
1,q
1
1
) qi2j (p∗,V ∗)
∆log pi
−1
4
n−k∑
j=1
gj
(
q∗2;p
1
1,q
1
1
)
g
(
q∗2;p
1
1,q
1
1
) qV2j (p∗,V ∗)
∆ logV,
because gj
(
q12;p
1
1,q
1
1
)
= 0 for all j by the previous theorem. Denote for notational ease
Fi (p,V ; p˜1,q1) =
n−k∑
j=1
gj (q2 (p,V ) ; p˜1,q1) q2j (p,V )
g
(
q∗2; p˜1,q
1
1
) qi2j (p,V )
and
FV (p,V ; p˜1,q1) =
n−k∑
j=1
gj (q2 (p,V ) ; p˜1,q1) q2j (p,V )
g (q∗2; p˜1,q1)
qV2j (p,V ) ,
so that
log g
(
q2 (p
∗,V ∗) ;p11,q
1
1
)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log g
(
q2
(
p1,V 1
)
;p11,q
1
1
)
−1
4
n∑
i=1
Fi
(
p∗,V ∗;p11,q
1
1
)
∆ log pi − 1
4
FV
(
p∗,V ∗;p11,q
1
1
)
∆logV.
By similar argument
log g
(
q2 (p
∗,V ∗) ;p11,q
1
1
)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log g
(
q2
(
p0,V 0
)
;p01,q
0
1
)
+
1
4
n∑
i=1
Fi
(
p∗,V ∗;p01,q
0
1
)
∆ log pi +
1
4
FV
(
p∗,V ∗;p01,q
0
1
)
∆logV.
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Applying Lemmas 7.9 and 7.11we see that[
Fi
(
p∗,V ∗;p11,q
1
1
)
+ Fi
(
p∗,V ∗;p01,q
0
1
)]
∆ log pi
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
0
because gj (q2 (p∗,V ∗) ;p∗1,q
∗
1) = 0 by the previous lemma. Similarly[
FV
(
p∗,V ∗;p11,q
1
1
)
+ FV
(
p∗,V ∗;p01,q
0
1
)]
∆logV
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
0
Therefore
log g
(
q2 (p
∗,V ∗) ;p11,q
1
1
)− log g (q2 (p∗,V ∗) ;p11,q11)
2∼
logp1=log p0
log V 1=log V 0
log g
(
q2
(
p1,V 1
)
;p11,q
1
1
)− log g (q2 (p0,V 0) ;p01,q01)
−1
4
n∑
i=1
[
Fi
(
p∗,V ∗;p11,q
1
1
)
+ Fi
(
p∗,V ∗;p01,q
0
1
)]
∆ log pi
−1
4
[
FV
(
p∗,V ∗;p11,q
1
1
)
+ FV
(
p∗,V ∗;p01,q
0
1
)]
∆ logV
2∼
logp1=log p0
log V 1=log V 0
log g
(
q2
(
p1,V 1
)
;p11,q
1
1
)− log g (q2 (p0,V 0) ;p01,q01) .
A.5.10 Proof of Theorem 9.12
Proceed as in the proof of Theil’s theorem. Using the quadratic approximation lemma, then the
’conditional Shepard’s lemma’ we get
log e˜1
(
p11, u
∗;q∗2
)− log e˜1 (p01, u∗;q∗2) (A.54)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
k∑
i=1
1
2
[
w˜1i
(
p11,u
∗;q∗2
)
+ w˜1i
(
p01,u
∗;q∗2
)] (
log p11i − log p01i
)
.
Applying Lemma 7.9 gives
w˜1i
(
p11,u
∗;q∗2
)
+ w˜1i
(
p01,u
∗;q∗2
) 1∼
log p1i=log p
0
i
log V 1=log V 0
2w˜1i (p
∗
1,u
∗;q∗2)
= 2w˜1i (p
∗
1,u (q (p
∗, V ∗)) ;q2 (p∗, V ∗))
applying the lemma again gives
2w˜1i (p
∗,u (q (p∗, V ∗)) ;q2 (p∗, V ∗))
1∼
log p1i=log p
0
i
log V 1=log V 0
w˜1i
(
p11,u
1;q12
)
+ w˜1i
(
p01,u
0;q02
)
.
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Combining these and substituting the result into (A.54), applying Lemma 7.11 gives
log e˜1
(
p11, u
∗;q∗2
)− log e˜1 (p01, u∗;q∗2)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
k∑
i=1
1
2
[
w˜1i
(
p11,v
(
p1, V 1
)
;q2
(
p1, V 1
))
+w˜1i
(
p01,v
(
p0, V 0
)
;q2
(
p0, V 0
)) ]∆log p1i.
The w˜1k
(
p1,u;q2
)
functions are the conditional Hicksian value share functions
w˜1j (p1,u;q2) =
p1j h˜1j (p1,u;q2)
n∑
i=1
p1ih˜i (p1,u;q2)
=
∂ log e˜1 (p,u;q2)
∂ log p1j
.
It was argued above in (9.21) that for example
w˜1i
(
p1,v
(
p1, V 1
)
;q2
(
p1, V 1
))
=
p11ix
1
1i
n∑
j=1
p11jx
1
1j
= w˜11i =
V 1
V˜ 11
w11i,
and therefore the equation (A.54) becomes
log e˜1
(
p11, u˜;q
∗
2
)− log e˜1 (p01, u˜;q∗2) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log fTk
(
p11,p
0
1,q
1
1,q
0
1
)
,
where fTk is the Törnqvist formula calculated for the k commodities in the first subset. Therefore,
by Lemma 7.1 the result is proved.
A.5.11 Proof of Theorem 9.13
The conditional quantity index evaluated at this point is
log Q˜1
(
u˜1, u˜0,p∗1;q
∗
2
)
= log e˜1
(
p∗1, u˜1
(
q11,q
∗
2
)
;q∗2
)− log e˜1 (p∗1, u˜1 (q01,q∗2) ;q∗2) .
Treating u˜1 and q∗2 as parameters and applying the quadratic approximation lemma to the first
term, moving from p∗1 to p
1
1 gives
log e˜1
(
p∗1, u˜
1;q∗2
) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)
(A.55)
+
k∑
i=1
1
2
[
w˜1i
(
p∗1,u˜
1;q∗2
)
+ w˜1i
(
p11,u˜
1;q∗2
)] (
log p∗1i − log p11i
)
= log e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)
−
k∑
i=1
1
4
[
w˜1i
(
p∗1,u˜
1;q∗2
)
+ w˜1i
(
p11,u˜
1;q∗2
)] (
log p11i − log p01i
)
.
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Similarly applying the quadratic approximation lemma to the second term, treating u˜0 and q∗2
as parameters and moving from p∗1 to p
0
1 gives
log e˜1
(
p∗1, u˜
0;q∗2
) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log e˜1
(
p01, u˜
0;q∗2
)
(A.56)
+
k∑
i=1
1
2
[
w˜1i
(
p∗1,u˜
0;q∗2
)
+ w˜1i
(
p01,u˜
0;q∗2
)] (
log p∗1i − log p01i
)
= log e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)
+
k∑
i=1
1
4
[
w˜1i
(
p∗1,u˜
0;q∗2
)
+ w˜1i
(
p01,u˜
0;q∗2
)] (
log p11i − log p01i
)
.
Applying Lemma 7.9 twice, first treating p∗1 and q
∗
2 as parameters gives
w˜1i
(
p∗1,u˜1
(
q1
(
p1, V 1
)
;q∗2
)
;q∗2
)
+ w˜1i
(
p∗1,u˜1
(
q1
(
p0, V 0
)
;q∗2
)
;q∗2
)
1∼
log p1i=log p
0
i
log V 1=log V 0
2w˜1i (p
∗
1,u˜1 (q1 (p
∗, V ∗) ;q2 (p∗, V ∗)) ;q2 (p∗, V ∗))
1∼
log p1i=log p
0
i
log V 1=log V 0
w˜1i
(
p11,u˜1
(
q11;q
1
2
)
;q12
)
+ w˜1i
(
p01,u˜1
(
q01;q
0
2
)
;q02
)
.
Similarly,
w˜1i
(
p01,u˜
0;q∗2
)
+ w˜1i
(
p11,u˜
1;q∗2
)
1∼
log p1i=log p
0
i
log V 1=log V 0
2w˜1i (p
∗
1,u˜1 (q1 (p
∗, V ∗) ;q2 (p∗, V ∗)) ;q2 (p∗, V ∗))
1∼
log p1i=log p
0
i
log V 1=log V 0
w˜1i
(
p11,u˜1
(
q11;q
1
2
)
;q12
)
+ w˜1i
(
p01,u˜1
(
q01;q
0
2
)
;q02
)
.
Subtracting (A.56) from (A.55) and substituting the above results and using Lemma 7.11 gives
log e˜1
(
p∗1, u˜
1;q∗2
)− log e˜1 (p∗1, u˜0;q∗2)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)− log e˜1 (p01, u˜0;q∗2)
−
k∑
i=1
1
2
[
w˜1i
(
p11,u˜
1;q12
)
+ w˜1i
(
p01,u˜
0;q02
)] (
log p11i − log p01i
)
= log e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)− log e˜1 (p01, u˜0;q∗2)− log fTk (p11,p01,q11,q01) ,
where log fTk
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
is the log of the Törnqvist formula calculated for the goods in the
first subset. By Corollary 7.1 this may be approximated by any TPS index number formula
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calculated for the same subset. Let now log fQLk
(
p1,p0,q1,q0
)
be some factor reversible and
normed quasilinear formula. It is by previous results also TPS. Then
log fQLk
(
p11,p
0
1,q
1
1,q
0
1
) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
log fTk
(
p11,p
0
1,q
1
1,q
0
1
)
By 9.3
log e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)− log e˜1 (p01, u˜0;q∗2) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
logp11 · q11 − logp01 · q01.
Therefore
log e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)− log e˜1 (p01, u˜0;q∗2)− log fTk (p11,p01,q11,q01)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
logp11 · q11 − logp01 · q01 − log fQLk
(
p11,p
0
1,q
1
1,q
0
1
)
= log fQLk
(
q11,q
0
1,p
1
1,p
0
1
)
,
where the last part follows from factor reversal. By Corollary 7.1 we get the result.
A.5.12 Proof of Theorems 9.14 and 9.15
Combining Lemma 7.3 , Theorem 9.12 and noting that the Montgomery—Vartia formula gives a
quadratic approximation to any TPS formula,
log b
(
K∑
k=1
b
(
P˜k
(
p1k,p
0
k, u
∗;q∗−k
)
, e˜k
(
p0k, u˜
0
k;q
∗
−k
)
, e˜k
(
p1k, u˜
1
k;q
∗
−k
)))
(A.57)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
K∑
k=1
L
(
e˜k
(
p0k, u˜
0
k;q
∗
−k
)
, e˜k
(
p1k, u˜
1
k;q
∗
−k
))
L
(∑
l
e˜l
(
p0l , u˜
0
l ;q
∗
−l
)
,
∑
l
e˜l
(
p1l , u˜
1
l ;q
∗
−l
)) log P˜k (p1k,p0k, u∗;q∗−k) .
The geometric and the logarithmic means approximate each other linearly, so that using
Lemma 7.9
L
(
e˜k
(
p0k, u˜
0
k;q
∗
−k
)
, e˜k
(
p1k, u˜
1
k;q
∗
−k
))
L
(∑
l
e˜l
(
p0l , u˜
0
l ;q
∗
−l
)
,
∑
l
e˜l
(
p1l , u˜
1
l ;q
∗
−l
)) (A.58)
1∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
G
(
e˜k
(
p0k, u˜
0
k;q
∗
−k
)
, e˜k
(
p1k, u˜
1
k;q
∗
−k
))
G
(∑
l
e˜l
(
p0l , u˜
0
l ;q
∗
−l
)
,
∑
l
e˜l
(
p1l , u˜
1
l ;q
∗
−l
)) (A.59)
1∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
e˜k
(
p∗k, u
∗;q∗−k
)∑
l
e˜l
(
p∗l , u
∗
l ;q
∗
−l
)
=
p∗k · hk (p∗, u∗)
e (p∗, u∗)
.
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Using the same argument in reverse direction,
p∗k · hk (p∗, u∗)
e (p∗, u∗)
1∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
L
(
p0k · hk
(
p0, u0
)
,p1k · hk
(
p1, u1
))
L (e (p0, u0) , e (p1, u1))
=
L
(
V 0k , V
1
k
)
L (V 0, V 1)
. (A.60)
By Lemma 9.12,
log P˜k
(
p1k,p
0
k, u
∗;q∗−k
) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
nK∑
i=1
L
(
v0ki, v
1
ki
)
L
(
V 0k , V
1
k
) log p1ki
p0ki
,
for each k. Noting that log P˜k
(
p∗k,p
∗
k, u
∗;q∗−k
)
= 0, we may use Lemma 7.11 to combine the
above equations and conclude that
K∑
k=1
L
(
e˜k
(
p0k, u˜
0
k;q
∗
−k
)
, e˜k
(
p1k, u˜
1
k;q
∗
−k
))
L
(∑
l
e˜l
(
p0l , u˜
0
l ;q
∗
−l
)
,
∑
l
e˜l
(
p1l , u˜
1
l ;q
∗
−l
)) log P˜k (p1k,p0k, u∗;q∗−k)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
K∑
k=1
L
(
V 0k , V
1
k
)
L (V 0, V 1)
log P˜k
(
p1k,p
0
k, u
∗;q∗−k
)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
K∑
k=1
L
(
V 0k , V
1
k
)
L (V 0, V 1)
nK∑
i=1
L
(
v0ki, v
1
ki
)
L
(
V 0k , V
1
k
) log p1ki
p0ki
=
K∑
k=1
L
(
v0i , v
1
i
)
L (V 0, V 1)
log
p1i
p0i
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
logP
(
p1,p0, u∗
)
,
which by equation (A.57) gives the result for the price index. For the quantity index, note that
by Theorem 9.9 and 9.13,
logQ
(
u1, u0,p∗
) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
V 1 − V 0 − logP (p1,p0, u∗)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
K∑
k=1
L
(
V 0k , V
1
k
)
L (V 0, V 1)
log
V 1k
V 0k
−
K∑
k=1
L
(
V 0k , V
1
k
)
L (V 0, V 1)
nK∑
i=1
L
(
v0ki, v
1
ki
)
L
(
V 0k , V
1
k
) log p1ki
p0ki
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
K∑
k=1
L
(
V 0k , V
1
k
)
L (V 0, V 1)
log Q˜k
(
u˜1k, u˜
0
k,p
∗
k;q
∗
−k
)
.
Applying (A.58) and (A.60) and noting again that the Montgomery—Vartia formula gives a
quadratic approximation to any TPS formula the result is proved.
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A.5.13 Proof of Theorem 9.17
The proof uses techniques that are now familiar. Using the quadratic approximation lemma first
to the first term, moving from p∗ to p1 and then to the second term moving from p∗ to p0 gives
e
(
p∗, u1
)− e (p∗, u0) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
e
(
p1, u1
)
+
n∑
i=1
1
2
(
hi
(
p∗, u1
)
p∗i + hi
(
p1, u1
)
p1i
) 1
2
log p0i − log p1i
−
[
e
(
p0, u0
)
+
n∑
i=1
1
2
(
hi
(
p∗, u0
)
p∗i + hi
(
p0, u0
)
p0i
) 1
2
(
log p1i − log p0i
)]
= e
(
p1, u1
)− e (p0, u0)
−
n∑
i=1
1
4
(
hi
(
p∗, u1
)
p∗i + hi
(
p1, u1
)
p1i
+hi
(
p∗, u0
)
p∗i + hi
(
p0, u0
)
p0i
)(
log p1i − log p0i
)
.
Applying Lemmas 7.9 and 7.11 gives then
e
(
p∗, u1
)− e (p∗, u0)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
V 1 − V 0 −
n∑
i=1
bT
(
p1i
p0i
, v0i , v
1
i
)
.
Let now bNS be some normed and symmetric decomposition function. Previous results show
that it differentially approximates bT to the second degree. Applying the same argument as in
Corollary 7.6 we may write
e
(
p∗, u1
)− e (p∗, u0)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
n∑
i=1
v1i −
n∑
i=1
v0i −
n∑
i=1
bNS
(
p1i
p0i
, v0i , v
1
i
)
=
n∑
i=1
[
v1i − v0i − bNS
(
p1i
p0i
, v0i , v
1
i
)]
=
n∑
i=1
bNS
(
q1i
q0i
, v0i , v
1
i
)
.
Noting that bNS differentially approximates b and applying the same argument as in Corollary
7.6 we have the result.
A.5.14 Proof of Theorem 9.19
As in the case of the quantity subindices we first need a lemma about approximation of condi-
tional expenditure.
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Lemma A.2 The following approximation result is valid:
p11 · q11 − p01 · q01 (A.61)
= e˜1
(
p11, u
1;q12
)− e˜1 (p01, u0;q02)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
e˜1
(
p11, u˜1
(
q11;q
∗
2
)
;q∗2
)− e˜1 (p01, u˜1 (q01;q∗2) ;q∗2) .
Proof. Treating p1 and q1 as parameters write
e˜1
(
p11, u˜1
(
q11;q
∗
2
)
;q∗2
)
= e˜1
(
p11, u˜1
(
q11;q2 (p
∗,V ∗)
)
;q2 (p
∗,V ∗)
)
= g
(
q2 (p
∗,V ∗) ;p11,q
1
1
)
,
where g is the function defined in lemma A.1. Similarly,
e˜1
(
p01, u˜1
(
q01;q
∗
2
)
;q∗2
)
= e˜1
(
p01, u˜1
(
q01;q2 (p
∗,V ∗)
)
;q2 (p
∗,V ∗)
)
= g
(
q2 (p
∗,V ∗) ;p01,q
0
1
)
.
Now, apply the quadratic approximation lemma to the first one of this functions, moving from
(p∗,V ∗) to
(
p1,V 1
)
and to the second one moving from (p∗,V ∗) to
(
p0,V 0
)
. Denoting the partial
derivatives of the demand function w.r.t. the log-prices as ∂q2l∂ log p2k = q
k
2l and
∂q2l
∂ log V = q
V
2l the
first gives
g
(
q2 (p
∗,V ∗) ;p11,q
1
1
)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
g
(
q2
(
p1,V 1
)
;p11,q
1
1
)
−1
2
n∑
i=1
 n−k∑
j=1
gj
(
q∗2;p
1
1,q
1
1
)
q∗2j · qi2j (p∗,V ∗)
+gj
(
q12;p
1
1,q
1
1
)
q12j · qi2j
(
p1,V 1
)
 1
2
∆ log pi
−1
2
 n−k∑
j=1
gj
(
q∗2;p
1
1,q
1
1
)
q∗2j · qV2j (p∗,V ∗)
+gj
(
q12;p
1
1,q
1
1
)
q12j · qV2j
(
p1,V 1
)
 1
2
∆ logV
= g
(
q2
(
p1,V 1
)
;p11,q
1
1
)
−1
4
n∑
i=1
n−k∑
j=1
gj
(
q∗2;p
1
1,q
1
1
)
q∗2j · qi2j (p∗,V ∗)
∆log pi
−1
4
n−k∑
j=1
gj
(
q∗2;p
1
1,q
1
1
)
q∗2j · qV2j (p∗,V ∗)
∆ logV,
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because gj
(
q12;p
1
1,q
1
1
)
= 0 for all j by Lemma A.1. Similarly
g
(
q2 (p
∗,V ∗) ;p01,q
0
1
)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
g
(
q2
(
p0,V 0
)
;p01,q
0
1
)
+
1
4
n∑
i=1
n−k∑
j=1
gj
(
q∗2;p
0
1,q
0
1
)
q∗2j · qi2j (p∗,V ∗)
∆ log pi
+
1
4
n−k∑
j=1
gj
(
q∗2;p
0
1,q
0
1
)
q∗2j · qV2j (p∗,V ∗)
∆logV.
This should be enough to convince the reader that the it is possible to proceed exactly as in the
proof of Lemma 9.3.
Using this, we may now we may prove the main result.
Treating u˜1 and q∗2 as parameters and applying the quadratic approximation lemma to the
first term, moving from p∗1 to p
1
1 gives
e˜1
(
p∗1, u˜
1;q∗2
) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)
(A.62)
+
k∑
i=1
1
2
[
h˜1i
(
p∗1,u˜
1;q∗2
)
p∗1i + h˜1i
(
p11,u˜
1;q∗2
)
p11i
] (
log p∗1i − log p11i
)
= e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)
−
k∑
i=1
1
4
[
h˜1i
(
p∗1,u˜
1;q∗2
)
p∗1i + h˜1i
(
p11,u˜
1;q∗2
)
p11i
] (
log p1i − log p0i
)
.
Similarly applying the quadratic approximation lemma to the second term, treating u˜0 and q∗2
as parameters and moving from p∗1 to p
0
1 gives
e˜1
(
p∗1, u˜
0;q∗2
) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
e˜1
(
p01, u˜
0;q∗2
)
(A.63)
+
k∑
i=1
1
2
[
h˜1i
(
p∗1,u˜
0;q∗2
)
p∗1i + h˜1i
(
p01,u˜
0;q∗2
)
p01i
] (
log p∗i − log p0i
)
= e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)
+
k∑
i=1
1
4
[
h˜1i
(
p∗1,u˜
0;q∗2
)
p∗1i + h˜1i
(
p01,u˜
0;q∗2
)
p01i
] (
log p1i − log p0i
)
.
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Applying Lemma 7.9 treating p∗1 and q
∗
2 as parameters gives
h˜1i
(
p∗1,u˜
1;q∗2
)
p∗1i + h˜1i
(
p∗1,u˜
0;q∗2
)
p∗1i (A.64)
1∼
log p1
l
=log p0
l
log V 1=log V 0
2h˜1i (p
∗
1,u˜1 (q1 (p
∗, V ∗) ;q2 (p∗, V ∗)) ;q2 (p∗, V ∗)) p∗1i
1∼
log p1
l
=log p0
l
log V 1=log V 0
h˜1i
(
p11,u˜
1;q12
)
p11i + h˜1i
(
p01,u˜
0;q02
)
p01i,
where the last form is derived by applying Lemma 7.9 again. Similarly,
h˜1i
(
p11,u˜
1;q∗2
)
p11i + h˜1i
(
p01,u˜
0;q∗2
)
p01i (A.65)
1∼
log p1
l
=log p0
l
log V 1=log V 0
2h˜1i (p
∗
1,u˜1 (q1 (p
∗, V ∗) ;q2 (p∗, V ∗)) ;q2 (p∗, V ∗)) p∗1i
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
h˜1i
(
p11,u˜
1;q12
)
p11i + h˜1i
(
p01,u˜
0;q02
)
p01i.
Subtracting (A.65) from (A.64) and substituting the above results and using 7.11 gives
e˜1
(
p∗1, u˜
1;q∗2
)− e˜1 (p∗1, u˜0;q∗2)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)− e˜1 (p01, u˜0;q∗2)
−
k∑
i=1
1
2
[
h˜1i
(
p11,u˜
1;q12
)
p11i + h˜1i
(
p01,u˜
0;q02
)
p01i
] (
log p1i − log p0i
)
.
= e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)− e˜1 (p01, u˜0;q∗2)− k∑
i=1
bT
(
p11i
p01i
, v01i, v
1
1i
)
.
By similar arguments as in 7.6 and by other previous results
k∑
i=1
bT
(
p1
1i
p0
1i
, v01i, v
1
1i
)
may be approx-
imated by aid of any normed and symmetric decomposition function bNS. Therefore
k∑
i=1
bT
(
p11i
p01i
, v01i, v
1
1i
)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
k∑
i=1
bNS
(
p11i
p01i
, v01i, v
1
1i
)
.
By A.2
e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)− e˜1 (p01, u˜0;q∗2) 2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
p11 · q11 − p01 · q01.
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Therefore
e˜1
(
p11, u˜
1;q∗2
)− e˜1 (p01, u˜0;q∗2)− k∑
i=1
bT
(
p11i
p01i
, v01i, v
1
1i
)
2∼
logp1=logp0
log V 1=log V 0
p11 · q11 − p01 · q01 −
k∑
i=1
bNS
(
p11i
p01i
, v01i, v
1
1i
)
=
k∑
i=1
bNS
(
q11i
q01i
, v01i, v
1
1i
)
,
where the last part follows from factor reversal. By similar argument as in 7.6 we get the result.
A.5.15 Proof of Theorem 9.22
Proceed as before. Using the quadratic approximation lemma, then the ”conditional Shephard’s
lemma” we get
log F˜1
(
q11,u;q2
)− log F˜1 (q01,u;q2) (A.66)
2∼
log q1
l
=log q0
l
log V 1=log V 0
k∑
i=1
1
2
[
m˜1i
(
q11,u;q2
)
+ m˜1i
(
q01,u;q2
)] (
log q11i − log q01i
)
.
Applying Lemma 7.9 gives
m˜1k
(
q11,u;q2
)
+ m˜1k
(
q01,u;q2
) 2∼
log q1l=log q
0
l
log V 1=log V 0
2m˜1k (q1,u;q2)
= 2m˜1k (q1,u (q1,q2) ;q2)
applying the lemma again gives
2m˜1k (q1,u (q1,q2) ;q2)
2∼
log q1
l
=log q0
l
log V 1=log V 0
m˜1k
(
q11,u
(
q11,q
1
2
)
;q12
)
+ m˜1k
(
q01,u
(
q01,q
0
2
)
;q02
)
.
Combining these and substituting the result into (A.66), applying Lemma 7.11gives
log F˜1
(
q11,u;q2
)− log F˜1 (q01,u;q2)
2∼
log q1
l
=log q0
l
log V 1=log V 0
k∑
i=1
1
2
[
m˜1k
(
q11,u
(
q11,q
1
2
)
;q12
)
+ m˜1k
(
q01,u
(
q01,q
0
2
)
;q02
)] (
log q11i − log q01i
)
.(A.67)
Applying Lemmas 9.6 and 9.5 gives the result.
Appendix B
Other additive decompositions
As there exists a large variety of different kinds of decompositions in the index number literature,
we digress briefly to discuss the relation of quasilinearity to some of these. This section is
a break from our main argument which continues in the next chapter and may therefore be
skipped without any great loss. First we discuss the link between the additive and multiplicative
decompositions and then additive decomposition of relative change.
As noted, the type of ”Stuvelian” equations that convert the additive decomposition into
multiplicative are also used by Balk [8] as a definition of consistency in aggregation. However,
Balk does not seem to interpret these functions as decomposition functions. Elsewhere [9],
however, Balk has established a correspondence of additive and multiplicative decompositions
that must not be confused with the one we are dealing with here. Balk’s decomposition is based
on the logarithmic mean, which provides a way of transforming any additive decomposition of a
difference to a multiplicative decomposition of a ratio or vice versa. This property has also been
emphasized strongly by Vartia [105] in the context of the Montgomery—Vartia index. Formally,
if V
1
V 0
= PQ, then taking logs gives logV 1 − logV 0 = logP + logQ and multiplying this by
L
(
V 1, V 0
)
gives
V 1 − V 0 = L (V 1, V 0) logP +L (V 1, V 0) logQ = P˜ + Q˜.
Similarly, starting with an additive V 1 − V 0 = P + Q, dividing this with L (V 1, V 0) and
exponentiation gives
V 1
V 0
= exp
(
P
L (V 1, V 0)
)
exp
(
Q
L (V 1, V 0)
)
= P˜ Q˜.
These results may obviously be applied to any decomposition of the aggregate value ratio or
change, regardless how this decomposition came to exist, or what its relation, if any, is to
decompositions of the commodity-level value changes. It may for example be applied whatever
the consistency properties of the index numbers used in the multiplicative decomposition are.
Balk’s link makes use of what we have called the Montgomery—Vartia decomposition function
bMV (x1, x2, x3) = L (x2, x3) log x1. In fact, any symmetric additive decomposition function may
be used in a similar fashion to link additive and multiplicative decompositions.
Theorem B.1 (Balk-type decomposition) Given any multiplicative decomposition of the
216
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value ratio V
1
V 0
= PQ, any decomposition function b gives an additive decomposition
V 1 − V 0 = b (P, V 0, V 1)+ h (Q,V 0, V 1) = P˜ + Q˜,
where h is the ”factor antithesis” function h
(
κ, v0, v1
)
= v1 − v0 − b
(
v1
v0κ
)
.
Conversely, given any additive decomposition V 1 − V 0 = P˜ + Q˜ of the value change, any
decomposition function gives a multiplicative decomposition V
1
V 0
= PQ with P and Q defined by
b
(
P, V 0, V 1
)
= P˜ and h
(
Q,V 0, V 1
)
= Q˜.
Proof. Let V
1
V 0
= PQ be some multiplicative decomposition and define P˜ = b
(
P, V 0, V 1
)
.
By definition Q = V
1
V 0P
and
Q˜ = h
(
Q,V 0, V 1
)
= V 1 − V 0 − b (P, V 0, V 1)
= V 1 − V 0 − P˜ ,
using the definition of h.
Let now V 1−V 0 = P˜ +Q˜ be some additive decomposition and define P and Q to be the solu-
tions to b
(
P, V 0, V 1
)
= P˜ and h
(
Q,V 0, V 1
)
= Q˜ respectively, with b being some decomposition
function and h its factor antithesis function. Then
h
(
V 1
V 0P
, V 0, V 1
)
= V 1 − V 0 − b (P, V 0, V 1)
= V 1 − V 0 − P˜ = Q˜
= b
(
Q,V 0, V 1
)
,
so that Q = V
1
V 0P
.
Therefore, any decomposition functions may be used to link additive and multiplicative
decompositions, regardless of how these decompositions were arrived at. However, when we are
dealing with quasilinear index numbers, it is possible to link the multiplicative and additive using
functions that actually define the quasilinear formula, and therefore preserve the ”Stuvelian”
consistency between the whole and its parts, that is
b
(
P, V 0, V 1
)
=
∑
i=1
b
(
πi, v
0
i , v
1
i
)
,
and similarly for the quantity index. This means that starting at the individual commodity
(or any subaggregate) level and decomposing each value change into a price and quantity con-
tribution we then add these into aggregate price and quantity contributions which are then
transformed into a multiplicative decomposition. Similarly, we may start at any subindex and
translate these into additive decompositions and add these to get aggregate additive decompo-
sitions consistent with the overall index. This is a generalization the method both Stuvel [95]
and Vartia [105] use to the Stuvel and Montgomery—Vartia formulas respectively. It would seem
to us that as each quasilinear index may be given as a function of the corresponding additive
commodity-level decompositions only and that each quasilinear index gives us also a correspond-
ing commodity-level value decomposition, that this correspondence is a fundamental property of
quasilinear indices, and that the Stuvelian decomposition is the natural one for these indices.
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It is easy to see that for quasilinear formulas, the generalized Balk-type link and the ”natural”
link coincide only when the decomposition function b used in the generalized Balk link is the
one that defines the quasilinear index, for example, the Balk link which uses the Montgomery—
Vartia decomposition is the natural one for the Montgomery—Vartia index. In many cases
however, the two kinds of decompositions give quadratic approximations of each other. This
will become evident later, as we show that the Montgomery—Vartia decomposition function
gives a quadratic approximation of many other decomposition functions, including the Stuvel or
Bennet decomposition. In the context of non-quasilinear indices, there does not seem in general
to be any natural link between the additive and multiplicative decompositions, so that perhaps
the Montgomery—Vartia one proposed by Balk should be used, because of the many unique
properties possessed by it.
Still another type of additive decomposition of interest in the context of index number theory
is the decomposition of the relative change in an index into the contributions of individual goods
or subsets of goods. This topic has been treated recently by Reinsdorf, Diewert and Ehemann
[82] and Diewert [32]. The above-mentioned studies derive different additive (and multiplicative)
decompositions for the percentage changes of the Fisher, Törnqvist and other formulas and give
economic interpretation to those. Even though the papers deal with different decompositions
that are the main topic of this chapter, there are many similarities. Especially the economic
interpretations given in the latter paper resemble those that will be derived below for value
change indicators of subsets of commodities.
As this section diverges somewhat from our main topic, it is not possible to discuss the addi-
tive decomposition of relative change in detail. Some remarks on the subject and its connection
to quasilinear indices may, however, be made.
The problem considered in these papers is a decomposing for example the relative change in
a price index P
P − 1 =
n∑
i=1
di, (B.1)
where di is the contribution of the ith good to the relative change. It is immediately clear
that without some additional requirements for the decomposition, the problem is not really
well-defined, as there exist an infinite number of decompositions, most of them completely
unreasonable. The necessary additional requirements may be either some axiomatic properties
or tests that the decomposition should satisfy or they may be derived from consumer theoretic
considerations.
Therefore, the problem is that there are many ways of deriving such decompositions and the
familiar index number problem repeats itself in this context: no unique or ideal decomposition
immediately suggests itself except in some obvious cases. For the Laspeyres formula, for example
PL − 1 =
n∑
i=1
v0i
V 0
(πi − 1) ,
the decomposition with individual price contributions
di =
v0i
V 0
(πi − 1) = v
0
i
V 0
(
p1i − p0i
p0i
)
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would seem natural. This is because the relative change H (P ) = P − 1 of the index is a
weighted mean of the relative changes of individual prices, measured using the same indicator of
relative change, H (πi) = πi−1 = p
1
i−p0i
p0i
. In most other cases, however, the task is not so simple,
and the studies quoted above give many different propositions for such decompositions. Also,
there remains the problem of decomposing the relative change in the corresponding quantity
index, in this case the Paasche quantity index. Furthermore, even if we have a reasonable
decomposition of the relative change of both price and quantity indices into contributions of
individual commodities there remains the question of what, if any, is the relation of these
contributions to the contribution of a particular commodity into the overall relative value change.
To study these problems a bit further, we generalize the problem a little. First of all, we
define the concept of a normed indicator of relative change following Vartia [105].
Definition B.1 The continuous function H : R++ → R is called a normed indicator of relative
change if it is strictly increasing, satisfies H (1) = 0 and has a derivative at 1 with H′ (1) = 1.
The interpretation of this definition is that given a ratio xy , H
(
x
y
)
gives the relative change
associated with this ratio. The definition requires that the relative change associated with ratio
x
y = 1 should be zero. The requirement H
′ (1) = 1 is just a normalization. Typical examples of
normed indicators of relative change are
H1 (x) = x− 1 or H1
(
x
y
)
=
x− y
y
,
H2 (x) = 1− x−1 or H2
(
x
y
)
=
x− y
x
,
HL (x) = log x
HM (x) =
x− 1
M (x, 1)
or HM
(
x
y
)
=
x− y
M (x, y)
,
with M being some symmetric mean, that is a linear homogeneous symmetric function satisfying
M (x, x) = x. The natural logarithm is a special case of the latter, which may be seen by
choosing M (x, y) = L (x, y) . Note that all normed indicators of relative change may be given
in the form H (x) = x−1
G(x)
with G (x) = x−1
H(x)
, or defining the linear homogeneous function
M (y, x) = yG
(
x
y
)
= x−y
H
(
x
y
) , so that
H (x) =
x− 1
M (x, 1)
or
H
(
x
y
)
=
x− y
M (x, y)
.
The condition H ′ (1) = 1 implies that 1
H ′(1) = limx→1
x−1
M (x,1) = 1 and therefore that M (1, 1) = 1,
and linear homogeneity then implies M (x, x) = x. This kind of function could be reasonably
called a mean or a generalized mean. Note that symmetry of M implies the following symmetry
property in the corresponding indicator of relative change
H
(
x
y
)
=
x− y
M (x, y)
= − y − x
M (y, x)
= −H
(y
x
)
,
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and conversely, this symmetry property of H implies symmetry of the corresponding mean M .
Some index number formulas have ”natural” representations of the form (continuing again
to use a price index P as an example):
H (P ) =
n∑
i=1
W
(
v0i , v
1
i ;v
0
−i,v
1
−i
)
H (πi) , (B.2)
where H is some normed indicator of relative change.
The representations (B.2). may not be unique but in some cases there is a representation that
may be argued to be a ”natural” one. Now, it is easier to use this sort of additive representation
as the starting point, and decompose the relative change in the index as measured by H (P )
rather than P − 1 (for the cases were not H (x) = x−1 identically, that is). For example, in the
Paasche formula, we may decompose the relative change measured in comparison to the current
period price level instead of the base period, or as
1− P−1 =
n∑
i=1
v1i
V 1
(
1− π−1i
)
, (B.3)
take the individual price contributions to be di =
v1i
V 1
(
1− π−1i
)
=
v1i
V 1
(
p1i−p0i
p1i
)
. Or taking another
common case withH (x) = log x, it is natural to choose to additively decompose the log-change in
for example the Törnqvist, log-Laspeyres, log-Paasche, Montgomery—Vartia etc. indices with the
individual price contributions being dTQi =
1
2
(
v1i
V 1
+
v0i
V 0
)
log πi, dli =
v0i
V 0
log πi etc. respectively,
and interpret this as giving the individual contributions to the relative change as measured
using the natural indicator of relative change for these formulas. The log-change is an uniquely
suitable way of measuring relative change, and the only one that satisfies certain requirements
(see Vartia [105]). Diewert [32] uses such decompositions for the Törnqvist index, but transforms
it back to the arithmetic scale by exponentiation and thus making it a multiplicative, rather
than an additive decomposition.
The above method results in decompositions of relative change that have the attractive
property of having a simple form, as the contributions attributed to each individual commodity
depend only on the measurements associated with this commodity and overall value aggregates.
They may be viewed as weighted sums of individual relative changes. In many of the decompo-
sitions given in for example Reinsdorf, Diewert and Ehemann [82] and Diewert [32] individual
contributions depend on the prices and quantities of the other commodities in a much more
complex fashion.
The question that suggests itself is that does the fact that quasilinear indices may be derived
from additive decompositions of value change imply the existence of such simple decompositions
of relative change. This is not true in general. However, for a class of quasilinear indices there
exist such decompositions. The definition of mean-based indices given above may be somewhat
broadened by loosening the requirements concerning the mean function.
Definition B.2 If a quasilinear (price) index may be derived from the an additive decomposition
function
b
(
π, v0, v1
)
=W
(
v1, v0
)
H (π) , (B.4)
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where W is some linear homogeneous weighting function, it is called a weighted relative change
index.
The generalized mean-based indices include obviously the Laspeyres and Paasche formulas as
well as all mean-based indices. For this class of indices, the price index is given by the equation
W
(
V 1, V 0
)
H (P ) =
∑
i
W
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
H (πi) , (B.5)
and a natural and simple decomposition of the relative change H (P ) is given by
H (P ) =
∑
i
W
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
W (V 1, V 0)
H (πi) , (B.6)
so that the individual contributions are simply the individual relative price changes weighted
by
W(v1i ,v0i )
W (V 1,V 0)
. Note that this decomposition is not sensitive to the quasilinear representation
chosen, as for any linear transformation of b, say b˜
(
π, v0, v1
)
= aW
(
v1, v0
)
H (π) + bv0 + cv1,
the equation defining the index becomes
aW
(
V 1, V 0
)
H (P ) + bV 0 + cV 1 = a
∑
i
W
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
H (πi) + bV
0 + cV 1,
which leads to the same decomposition of H (P ). Similar decompositions exist for any formulas
which may be derived from a function of the form b
(
π, v0, v1
)
=W
(
v1, v0
)
H (π) with W linear
homogeneous. Each decomposition has the property that if the price for a particular commodity
has not changed, then the corresponding contribution to the relative change is zero. This implies
that these indices always satisfy the identity test. However, that for b
(
π, v0, v1
)
to be a normed
decomposition function, it has to satisfy
b
(
v1
v0
, v0, v1
)
=W
(
v1, v0
)
H
(
v1
v0
)
= v1 − v0,
or
H
(
v1
v0
)
=
v1 − v0
W (v1, v0)
,
so that W is the ”generalized mean” function M corresponding to the indicator of relative
change H.
Each index of this form then has a simple additive decomposition of relative change. In fact,
a stronger result is true, as these are the only quasilinear indices for which such decompositions
exist that satisfy some reasonable conditions, as the theorem shows.
Theorem B.2 The relative change H (P ) of a quasilinear price index P that satisfies the iden-
tity test, based on the function b
(
π, v0, v1
)
has a decomposition
H (P ) =
∑
i
g
(
H (πi) , v
0
i , v
1
i ;V
0, V 1
)
, (B.7)
with g
(
0, v0i , v
1
i ;V
0, V 1
)
= 0 if and only if there exists a function W with
b
(
π, v0, v1
)
=W
(
v1, v0
)
H (π) .
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Proof. See Appendix A.3.1
Therefore the requirement that a simple decomposition of relative change exist is a rather
restrictive one. Of the more attractive quasilinear indices, the Montgomery—Vartia formula is of
this form, while the Stuvel index is not.
Also, as mentioned that even if such a decomposition exists for the price index, for example,
there does not in general exist a similar decomposition for the quantity index. In fact, it is only
in very limited cases that both the price index and the corresponding quantity index have such
decompositions. This is summarized in the next theorem.
Theorem B.3 If the index number formula is based on the function
b
(
π, v0, v1
)
=W
(
v1, v0
)
H (π)
where W is some linear homogeneous function and H is a normed indicator of relative change,
then the factor antithesis formula is based on a function of the form
b
(
π, v0, v1
)
= K
(
v1, v0
)
J (π)
if and only if either H (x) = 1
d
(
xd − 1)and W (x, y) = x−y
H
(
x
y
) or it is the Montgomery—Vartia
formula. In the first case the factor antithesis formula may be derived from b
(
π, v0, v1
)
=
K
(
v1, v0
)
J (π) with J (x) = 1d
(
1− x−d) and K (x, y) = x−y
J
(
x
y
) . In the second case, because of
factor reversibility, the factor antithesis formula is also of the Montgomery—Vartia type.
Proof. See Appendix A.3.2.
Therefore the requirement that an additive decomposition of the simple form exist for relative
changes in both the quantity and price index is even more stringent. Not only must the indices
be of the weighted sum of relative changes type, but they must be normed indices based on
indicators of relative change of the form H (x) = 1
d
(
xd − 1) or H (x) = log x. The latter one may
be obtained from the former by letting d tend to zero, and the Laspeyres and Paasche formulas by
putting d = 1 and d = −1 respectively. Moreover, there does not seem to be any natural measure
of the contribution of the relative value change in the kth commodity to the relative change
in the value aggregate arising from the price and quantity contributions
W(v1k,v0k)
W (V,1V 0)
H (π) and
K(v1k,v0k)
K(V,1V 0)
J (κ), except in the Montgomery—Vartia case, in which
L(v1k,v0k)
L(V,1V 0)
log π+
L(v1k,v0k)
L(V,1V 0)
log κ =
L(v1k,v0k)
L(V,1V 0)
log
v1
k
v0
k
and
∑
k
L(v1k,v0k)
L(V,1V 0)
log
v1
k
v0
k
= log V
1
V 0
.
Therefore, the Montgomery—Vartia formula seems to possess some unique properties among
index number formulas. As it is quasilinear and factor reversible, it is based on a symmetric
additive decomposition of value change. But there also exists a simple decomposition of the
relative or log-change of the index to the contributions of different commodities. Moreover, this
decomposition is symmetric as regards both the price and the quantity index, and is consistent
with the decomposition of relative change in aggregate values. No other formula possesses all
these characteristics.
The problem of additive decomposition of relative change may also be approached from a
slightly different direction. Above we have dealt with additive decompositions of absolute value
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change of the type
v1 − v0 = b (π, v0, v1)+ h (κ, v0, v1) , (B.8)
and then examined the effect of imposing various tests on these. But we could start instead
with additive decompositions of relative value change of the type
H
(
v1
v0
)
= f (π, κ) + f (κ, π) ,
and proceed to impose some additional requirements on these functions. The two approaches are
actually connected in a very simple way. If the equation (B.8) is divided by M
(
v1, v0
)
with M
such that it defines the normed indicator of relative change H
(
x
y
)
= x−y
M (x,y) we get an additive
decomposition of the relative value change,
H
(
v1
v0
)
=
b
(
π, v0, v1
)
M (v1, v0)
+
h
(
κ, v0, v1
)
M (v1, v0)
= d
(
π, v0, v1
)
+ d
(
κ, v0, v1
)
.
Moreover, if the original additive decomposition is symmetric, the decomposition of relative
change is also symmetric. This link between two types of decompositions is very much like Balk’s
[9] link between additive and multiplicative decompositions of value change discussed above.
Because M is linear homogeneous and b is linear homogeneous in v0 and v1 the decomposition
function for the relative change may be written in the form
d
(
π, v0, v1
)
=
b
(
π, v0, v1
)
M (v1, v0)
=
v0b (π, 1, πκ)
v0M (πκ, v0)
= f (π, κ) .
Therefore, the decomposition depends only on the price and quantity ratios. Now, as
V 1 − V 0 =
∑
i
b
(
πi, v
0
i , v
1
i
)
+
∑
i
h
(
κi, v
0
i , v
1
i
)
,
we get an additive decomposition for the relative change in value aggregates by dividing the
above equation by M
(
V 1, V 0
)
,
H
(
V 1
V 0
)
=
∑
i
b
(
πi, v
0
i , v
1
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
+
∑
i
h
(
κi, v
0
i , v
1
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
=
∑
i
M
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
f (πi, κi) +
∑
i
M
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
f (κi, πi) ,
so that the price contribution to the relative value change is the
M(v1i ,v
0
i )
M (V 1,V 0)
-weighted sum of
the individual price components of relative value change and the quantity contribution is the
similarly weighted sum of the individual quantity contributions. The total contribution of the
ith commodity to the relative value change is
M
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
f (πi, κi) +
M
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
f (κi, πi)
=
M
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
H
(
v1i
v0i
)
=
v1i − v0i
M (V 1, V 0)
,
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that is, just the
M(v1i ,v0i )
M (V 1,V 0)
-weighted relative value change. This kind of decomposition has the
property that the sum of the price and quantity contributions of a commodity to the decom-
position of relative change sum up to something that may be interpreted as the contribution of
this commodity to the overall relative value change.
A natural consistency demand is that the quasilinear price and quantity index number pair
P ,Q, defined by the functions
b
(
π, v0, v1
)
=M
(
v1, v0
)
f
(
π,
v1
v0π
)
and
h
(
κ, v0, v1
)
=M
(
v1, v0
)
f
(
κ,
v1
v0κ
)
should satisfy
f (P,Q) =
∑
i
M
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
f (πi, κi) , and (B.9)
f (Q,P ) =
∑
i
M
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
f (κi, πi) .
This means that, as V
1
V 0
= PQ,
H
(
V 1
V 0
)
= f (P,Q) + f (Q,P )
=
∑
i
M
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
f (πi, κi) +
∑
i
M
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
f (κi, πi)
or that the sum of the price and quantity contributions at the commodity level gives the direct
decomposition of the relative change in aggregate value using some price and quantity indices.
The equation (B.9) is equivalent to
M
(
V 1, V 0
)
f (P,Q) =
∑
i
M
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
f (πi, κi) , or
b
(
P, V 0, V 1
)
=
∑
i
b
(
πi, v
0
i , v
1
i
)
,
so that the decomposition of relative change using the decomposition f (πi, κi) is always con-
sistent with the quasilinear index number pair defined by the additive decomposition function
b
(
π, v0, v1
)
=M
(
v1, v0
)
f
(
π, v
1
v0π
)
.
This may also be used as a definition, as choosing some decomposition of the relative value
change defined by f (π, κ) and f (κ, π), implies that the quasilinear index number pair consistent
with that decomposition is also chosen.
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One possible choice for a decomposition would be
H
(
v1
v0
)
= H (π) +
(
H
(
v1
v0
)
−H (π)
)
(B.10)
= H (π) +
(
H
(
v1
v0
)
−H
(
v1
v0κ
))
,
with H (x) = x−1
M(x,1) being some normed indicator of relative change. This decomposition
simply assigns as the price contribution the relative change in prices as measured by H and
defines the quantity contribution as the residual. The price indices consistent with this type of
decomposition are of the form
H (P ) =
∑
i
M
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
H (πi) .
So this approach gives us the normed weighted relative change indices and their factor antithesis
formulas. Also, in this example, we get a decomposition of the relative change of the price index,
as this corresponds to the price contribution to the relative value change in this case. But on
the quantity side, we get a decomposition of the quantity contribution, or
H
(
V 1
V 0
)
−H (Q) =
∑
i
M
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
M (V 1, V 0)
[
H
(
v1i
v0i
)
−H (πi)
]
,
which is not so easily interpreted.
In conclusion, if we require a simple decomposition to exist for relative change of an index
number formula, the weighted relative change formulas are the only quasilinear formulas that
satisfy this requirement. Moreover, if we want consistent decompositions for relative changes of
both quantity and price indices, then the Montgomery—Vartia seems to be the natural choice.
However, if we approach the problem differently, and instead require the existence of additive
decompositions of price and quantity contributions to the relative value change, then for any
quasilinear index number pair and any indicator of relative change consistent decompositions
may be found. The problem with this approach is, that in general, the relative change of the
price index for example, measured by any H (P ) does not correspond to the ”price contribution”
f (P,Q) to the relative value change H
(
V 1
V 0
)
.
The only case in which the two approaches coincide, is when the log-value change is de-
composed using the Montgomery—Vartia formula. As noted by Vartia [105], the only normed
indicator of relative change that may be decomposed in the form
H
(
v1
v0
)
= F (π) +G (κ) (B.11)
is H (x) = log x. This is because H (x) = F (x)+G (1), or F (x) = a+H (x) , with a = −G (1) .
Similarly H (x) = G (x) + F (1), or G (x) = b+H (x) with b = −F (1) . Also H (1) = F (1) +
G (1) = 0, or a+ b = 0. Therefore
H (πκ) = a+H (π) + b+H (κ)
= H (π) +H (κ) ,
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which is a Cauchy equation with the only solutions being of the form H (x) = c log x. Normed-
ness of H implies that c = 1. Therefore F (x) = a+log x and G (x) = −a+ log x. The functions
F and G are normed indicators of relative change only for a = 0. The index consistent with this
decomposition is the Montgomery—Vartia index. Therefore it would seem that the Montgomery—
Vartia formula has some claim to uniqueness in the consistency properties it possesses, as it may
be derived from uniquely simple decompositions of both arithmetic and relative change on the
commodity or on some other subaggregate level, with the total index arising naturally from
these decompositions of the subaggregates. Only in this case there is a completely natural de-
composition for the relative change in both price and quantity formulas based on the quasilinear
structure. For this formula we have the additive decompositions of value change
v1i − v0i = L
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
log πi + L
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
log κi
V 1 − V 0 = L (V 1, V 0) logPMV +L (V 1, V 0) logQMV
=
∑
i
L
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
log πi +
∑
i
L
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
log κi
and the corresponding decompositions of relative value change
log
v1i
v0i
= log πi + log κi
log
V 1
V 0
= logPMV + logQMV
=
∑
i
L
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
L (V 1, V 0)
log
v1i
v0i
=
∑
i
L
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
L (V 1, V 0)
log πi +
∑
i
L
(
v1i , v
0
i
)
L (V 1, V 0)
log κi.
For more complicated formulas, it is thus not generally possible to unambiguously define
a natural and simple decomposition of relative change. Of course, as mentioned, if we allow
the decomposition to be of a more complicated form, many possible decompositions exist. For
example, the symmetric decomposition function that defines the Stuvel formula, may be written
using any linear homogeneous M in the following form:
bS
(
π, v0, v1
)
=
1
2
v0 (π − 1) + 1
2
v1
(
1− π−1) (B.12)
=
1
2
(
v0 + v1π−1
)
(π − 1)
=
1
2
(
v0 + v1π−1
)
M (π, 1)H (π)
= M
(
1
2
(
v0π + v1
)
,
1
2
(
v0 + v1π−1
))
H (π)
= M
(
p1q, p0q
)
H (π) ,
where q = 12
(
q1 + q0
)
is the arithmetic mean of the quantities in the two periods. Similarly, the
quantity contribution to the value change is
bS
(
κ, v0, v1
)
=M
(
pq1, pq0
)
H (κ) ,
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so that the Stuvel-index is ”almost” a weighted relative change index based on any M . The
corresponding form on the aggregate level is, for prices
bS
(
PS, V
0, V 1
)
=
1
2
V 0 (PS − 1) + 1
2
V 1
(
1− P−1S
)
=
1
2
(
V 0 + V 1P−1S
)
M (PS , 1)H (PS)
= M
(
PQS ,QS
)
H (PS) ,
where QS =
1
2
(
V 0 + V 1P−1S
)
= 12V
0 (1 +QS) is a measure of the average real consumption
in the two periods. Therefore, for any indicator of relative change H (x) = x−1
M(x,1) we get the
decomposition of the Stuvel price index On the aggregate level the decomposition consistent
with Stuvel index is therefore
H (P ) =
∑
i
M
(
p1i qi, p
0
i qi
)
M
(
PQS,QS
)H (p1i
p0i
)
, (B.13)
with the price and quantity weights ”almost” as for the mean-based indices. Also, a similar
decomposition exists for the quantity index,
H (Q) =
∑
i
M
(
q1i pi, q
0
i pi
)
M
(
QSPS , PS
)H (q1i
q0i
)
, (B.14)
with p = 12
(
p1 + p0
)
, PS =
1
2
(
V 0 + V 1Q−1S
)
= 12V
0 (1 + PS). For example, to get a decomposi-
tion of the log-change, simply put M = L and H = log . However, in this kind of decomposition
the weights
M(p1i qi,p0i qi)
M(PQS ,QS)
depend on the measurements in a rather complicated fashion, and the
decomposition is not directly based on the quasilinear structure of the index, and there is no
immediate way of saying why this decomposition rather than some other should be used.
Appendix C
Examples and Analogies
Abstract algebra is not one of those branches of mathematics that have seen many economic
applications. Therefore the concept of the semigroup and the algebraic derivations used in for
example the quasilinear representation theorem may be found unfamiliar and even unappetiz-
ing by some members of the profession. In this appendix we try to illustrate the quasilinear
representation theorem by analogy and example, using concepts that may be more familiar to
economists.
C.1 Semigroups and subsemigroups of
(
R3,+
)
Linear spaces are special cases of semigroups. In addition to the basic properties of Abelian semi-
groups they possess much additional structure, and therefore have many nice properties lacked
by semigroups in general. Index number semigroups that satisfy certain regularity conditions can
be thought as ”almost” linear (hence the term quasilinear). The proof of this and derivation of
the quasilinear representation has therefore many things in common with the problem of finding
isomorphisms between subsemigroups (not necessarily subspaces) of (Rn,+). These problems
are of course Cauchy equations with the additional requirement that the solution should be
bijective, and all continuous isomorphisms are thus linear functions with non-singular matrices.
This analogy was hinted at in the proof of the Cauchy equation, and is pursued in some detail in
the table below. The second of the two right-hand side columns gives the steps of deriving the
quasilinear representation of an index number formula used in the representation theorem. The
first gives analogous steps in deriving bijective solutions to the Cauchy equations R3++. The re-
striction of the problem into subsemigroups of (Rn,+) is important in the sense that it presents
some additional complications similar to the ones encountered in the quasilinear case, that is,
because the subsemigroups are not necessarily groups, inverse elements need not be included in
the semigroups for all elements. The notation used is as follows: S,S1, S2 denote subsemigroups
of (Rn,+) . Otherwise the notation is similar to the one used throughout this treatise.
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Linear Quasilinear
Problem Find the isomorphisms B :S1 → S2,
such that B (x+ y)= B (x) +B (y)
for all x,y ∈R3++.
Find the isomorphisms B :R3++ →
S, such that B (x ◦ y)= B (x) +
B (y) for all x,y ∈R3++
Step 1 Define multiplication by positive re-
als with kx =x+ ...+ x︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
. Define 1
k
x
with the solution to k
(
1
k
x
)
= x. This
gives multiplication by positive ra-
tionals, then use limits to define mul-
tiplication cx by all c ∈ R++. This
is consistent with multiplication by
natural numbers. (Note that only
positive multiplication may be de-
fined, as S1 is not generally a group.)
Assumption of weak proportional-
ity. Makes it possible to define pow-
ers easily for all positive reals c:
xc = (x1, cx2, cx3) consistent with
the natural powers xk = x◦F ...◦Fx︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
.
Step 2 DefineHU (x) = x1u1+x2u2+x3u3.
Defined for all x ∈R3++. Satisfies
always HU (x+ y) . = HU (x) +
HU (y) .
Define HU (x) = u
x1
1 ◦F ux22 ◦F ux33 .
Defined for all x ∈R3++. Satisfies
always HU (x+ y) = HU (x) ◦F
HU (y) .
Step 3 Find U such that HU (x) is one-
to-one. Any linearly independent
u1,u2,u3 will do.
Find U such that HU (x) is one-
to-one. Always exists if in-
dex sensitive to relative impor-
tance of goods. Then for all
z1, z2∈HU
(
R3++
)
: z1 ◦F z2 =
HU
(
H−1U (z1)+H
−1
U (z2)
)
.
Step 4 Problem: Depending on S1 it may
be that HU
(
R3++
)
= UR3++  S1.
Then the function must be extended
to cover S1. Linear mapping easy to
extend. See proof for Cauchy equa-
tion.
Problem: HU
(
R3++
)
 R3++. Must
be extended to cover the whole in-
dex number semigroup. Idea of ex-
tension: define ”subtraction” in the
index number semigroup for those el-
ements that it is possible to do so.
C.2 Derivation of the quasilinear representations for scalar mul-
tiplication
Another, even simpler example of the kind of argument used in deriving the quasilinear rep-
resentation for index number formulas, is the derivation of quasilinear expressions for scalar
multiplication.
Define f : R2++ → R++, f (x, y) = x · y, that is, f is the ordinary scalar multiplication for
positive reals. Now, it is clear that f defines an Abelian semigroup operation (actually it is a
group operation). We now derive the quasilinear representations using similar logic as above.
1. Define natural number powers xk = x · · · · · x︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
. Define x
1
k as the solution y to the equation
yk = x. This solution always exists, because of continuity and because lim
y→0
yk = 0 and
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lim
y→∞y
k = ∞ . Use this to define xkl = (xk) 1l = (x 1l )k. It is easy to verify this is
well-defined. Now, let qn be a sequence of rationals such that qn → c ∈ R and define
xc = lim
n→∞
xqn. By continuity, this is well-defined.
2. Now define the function hu (x) = ux. This exists for any u ∈ R++ and is obviously
continuous.
The function hu (x) is strictly increasing for any u, and therefore one-to-one.
1. Also lim
x→0
hu (x) = 1 and lim
x→∞hu (x) = ∞ so that hu (R++) = R++\(0, 1] regardless of the
choice of u. Therefore, it is a continuous bijection from R++ to itself R++\(0, 1]. It is also
rather straightforward to show that its inverse h−1u : R++\(0, 1]→ R++ is continuous.
2. Clearly, hu (x) · hu (y) = ux · uy = ux+y = hu (x+ y) .
3. Now, the function hu (x) must be extended to cover the whole R++. This is easy, as we
may use the fact that x · y is actually a group operation, that is, inverse elements 1
x
exist
for all x and therefore we may easily define x−c =
(
1
x
)c. This enables us to extend the
domain of hu to all reals and the image of the extended mapping is R++.
4. Now, then, for all x, y ∈ R++, we have x · y = hu
(
h−1u (x) + h
−1
u (y)
)
, or in more familiar
notation x · y = exp (v (1
v
log x+ 1
v
log y
))
, where v = log u.
C.3 The population substitution principle
We continue here briefly the population substitution principle example 2.6 and give a sketch
how an algebraic proof of a Blackorby and Donaldson [16] or Nagumo [74] type of quasilinearity
result could be construed. Let the functions fn in addition to the other properties mentioned
be continuous and satisfy
fn (u, ..., u) = u.
The last property guarantees that we may always replicate similar populations without changing
the welfare evaluation, that is, for example,
f2n (u1, ..., un, u1, ..., un) (C.1)
= f2n (fn (u1, ..., un) , ..., fn (u1, ..., un) , u1, ..., un)
= f2n (fn (u1, ..., un) , ..., fn (u1, ..., un) , fn (u1, ..., un) , ..., fn (u1, ..., un))
= fn (u1, ..., un) .
This formulation lets us again define the natural powers for the corresponding semigroup as
(u, n)k = (u, nk) , (C.2)
for any k, n ∈ N. Again, these powers are clearly consistent with the semigroup operation and
have the usual properties.
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Now we may extend the corresponding semigroup operation in R×N to R×Q++ by defining(
u,
k
l
)
◦F
(
v,
m
n
)
=
(
fkn+lm (u, ...., u, v, ..., v) ,
k
l
+
m
n
)
=
(
proj1 [(u, kn) ◦F (v, lm)] , k
l
+
m
n
)
,
where proj1 is the projection function giving the first component of a vector. The extension is
well defined because if
k
l
=
k′
l′
and
m
n
=
m′
n′
then, using this with the replication property (C.1), we have
proj1 [(u, kn) ◦ (v, lm)] = proj1
[(
u, kn · l′n′) ◦ (v, lm · l′n′)]
= proj1
[(
u, kl′ · nn′) ◦ (v,mn′ · ll′)]
= proj1
[(
u, k′l · nn′) ◦ (v,m′n · ll′)]
= proj1
[(
u, k′n′ · ln) ◦ (v,m′l′ · ln)]
= proj1
[(
u, k′n′
) ◦ (v,m′l′)] .
Using this result, we may also define all positive rational powers as
(u, p)q = (u, pq) ,
for any p, q ∈ Q++.
To extend the semigroup operation to R×R++ we need another continuity property. There
are different versions of suitable properties and these may either be derived from other properties
or simply put forward as axioms. For the sake of brevity, we will just postulate the following
continuity property as an axiom: Let there be two sequences of blocks of individuals with welfares
u and v respectively. The numbers of individuals in each sequence are (ni)i∈N and (mi)i∈N . We
require that if the proportions of individuals in each block in the population tend to some limit,
then the welfare evaluation should also tend to a well-defined limit. Formally,
lim
i→∞
fni+mi (u, ..., u, v, ..., v) = g (u, v, π) , whenever lim
i→∞
ni
mi
= π ∈ R++. (C.3)
This is simply an extension of the replication property, requiring that if the population is ”al-
most” replicated so that the proportions of two blocks of identical individuals are changed only
a little, then the resulting welfare evaluations should be close to each other.
Using this property the semigroup operation may be extended to R× R++ by defining
(u, x) ◦F (v, y) = lim
i→∞
(u, qi) ◦F (v, pi) ,
where qi and pi tend to x and y respectively. This defines a continuous semigroup operation in
R× R++. All positive powers are also defined, simply by
(u, x)y = (u, xy) ,
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for any x, y ∈ R. Quasilinearity may now be proved similarly as in the representation theorem
for index number formulas. First define a function
h (x, y) = (u, a)x ◦F (v, b)y
= (u, ax) ◦F (v, by)
for some u = v. The function has the homomorphism property
h (x, y) ◦F h (z, w) = h (x+ z, y +w) .
Making the usual monotonicity assumptions, h will be a bijective mapping and it may be ex-
tended to cover the whole welfare evaluation semigroup as in the case of index number formulas.
Thus it can be shown that (u, x) ◦F (v, y) must be quasilinear and the only quasilinear functions
with the property fn (u, ..., u) = u are the quasi-arithmetic means.
